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INTEODTJCTIOISr.

The present work was undertaken, and considerable

progress made in its execution, by my late friend Dr
George Burnett, who so long and so worthily, filled

the ofifice of Lyon King of Arms. At his much regretted

decease, in 1889, his MS. was placed in my hands with

the request that I would see through the press the work,

then supposed by his friends to be nearly complete. An
examination of the MS., however, proved that this was

very far indeed from being the case. It consisted only

of 230 pages, scarcely equal to 150 of the present work
;

and, with every desire to be helpful, I could at that time

only decline the task of completing a book of which

three-fourths remained to be written, and the majority

of the illustrations to be drawn.

It was, however, thought by others who were interested

a pity that Dr BURNETT'S labour (which included the

preparations for thirty-two of the plates) should be

altogether lost ; and I eventually accepted a proposition

by which, upon certain conditions, the MS. and plates in

preparation were to be handed over to me to be utilised

in any way which I might think desirable.

In the exercise of my judgment I determined to

rewrite the book ; mainly in order that I might be able

to give it a far wider application than Dr BURNETT had

intended, and convert it into an Introduction to general

European Heraldry. But I decided to print in full

those portions of his work which seemed to me the most

interesting and valuable ; and especially those relating

to Scottish matters, with regard to which his official
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position and long continued historical research enabled

him to speak with a knowledge and authority to which

I could not pretend.

I have, therefore, not only had the pleasure to comply

with a very proper condition that Dr Burnett's name

should appear in conjunction with my own upon the

cover and title-page of the book, but I have also printed

in extenso, and clearly rparked with his initials, both in

the text and in the synopsis, those valuable portions

of the work to which allusion is made in the preceding

paragraph.

The portion of Chapter I. which relates to the use of

the particule nobiliare is a condensation of a paper pre-

viously written by me at Dr BURNETT'S request ; and I

must also add, in fairness to myself, that I had communi-

cated to him the general result of a rather laborious

examination I had undertaken into the authenticity of

Ruxner's TJiurnier Buck and the Leges Hastiludiales.'^

The extension of the scope of the work has necessitated

its growth from one volume to two ; and even so I have

been obliged to somewhat curtail the Chapters on Mar-
shalling, External Ornaments, and Marks of Illegitimacy,

which are condensations from my rnuch more extensive

collections ; and I am fully aware that the work might
have been made more entertaining to the general reader

had it been practicable to include chapters on several

collateral subjects, as well as to bring under notice more
of the many Curiosities of Heraldry.

The object I have had in view, however, is not to
furnish amusement to the general reader, but to make
the work one of real utility to the student. Fine writing
and the graces of composition have therefore had to give
place to what is often a very bald and bare statement of

1 This general result is stated much too broadly in some post-
humous articles on Heraldry printed in the Edinburgh Encyclo-
padia over his initials.
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facts. Nor will the reader find herein any allusion

(except occasionally by way of warning) to the many
fables which have been so often repeated in our heraldic

works as now frequently to be taken for approved facts,

such as those which profess to account for the origin of

the arms of many illustrious families by legends which

will not endure examination by the light of history.

These legends are often poetical and interesting

;

nevertheless Heraldry has suffered in public estimation

as much by the continuous repetition of stories which an

elementary knowledge of history proves to be fictitious,

as by an entirely needless association with a multitude

of absurdities in natural history, with which many of the

old professed treatises on Heraldry were padded, and

which are only of interest to us as affording a gauge

of our ancestors' ignorance and credulity.

Of late years there has been as great a revival of interest

in Heraldry as in other arch^ological matters. Its value

is becoming increasingly recognised, not only as an

interesting link between the present and the past, but

as an important auxiliary, which those who are con-

cerned in historical or artistic studies cannot afford to

neglect.

Forty years ago the late Professor CoSMO INNES, one

of the leading historical antiquaries of the time, wrote on

this subject as follows :

—

" I hope it will not alarm any one if I venture merely

to allude to the science of heraldry, a study which of old

engaged the attention of all that were gentle born

—

which is now left to the tender mercies of the lapidary

and the coach-painter— Requiescatf I might indeed

suggest the great importance of some knowledge of

heraldry to the student of historical antiquities. For the

pursuit of family history, of topographical and territorial

learning, of ecclesiology, of architecture, it is altogether

indispensable ; and its total and contemptuous neglect
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in this country is one of the causes why a Scotchman

can rarely speak and write on any of these subjects

without being exposed to the charge of using a language

he does not understand."

—

{Scotland in the Middle Ages,

p. 302.)

These remarks were equally applicable to persons of

other nationalities besides that to which the Professor

referred, but in all civilised countries many more persons

are now interested in Heraldry than was the case when

those words were written, and when a knowledge of the

subject almost required of its possessor an apology for

having wasted his time on a study deemed by the

ignorant frivolous and unprofitable.

No doubt what was called the "jargon of heraldry,"

and, even more, the undue importance attached by its

professors to the petty minutice of blazon, had the

natural effect of deterring many from it as a serious

study. Heraldry has indeed in each country a lan-

guage of its own, intended to express facts clearly and

distinctly. That in use in Britain is a mixture of

English and Norman - French, which assumed nearly

its present shape in the thirteenth century. In the

Heraldry of France, though some of the terms are the

same as, or similar to, those in use among us, there

are considerable differences in others, and still greater

differences in modes of blazon.

As the student who wishes to take a wider view of an
interesting subject than is to be obtained from works
describing the uses of his own country, will have at the

outset to make the acquaintance of many of the most
useful treatises which are written in the French language,
I have endeavoured to facilitate his progress by adding
to the work a French, as well as an English,, Glossary

;

and by printing so many blazons in the French language
as should be sufficient to give a person of moderate
intelligence a fair idea of the phraseology employed, and
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of the differences referred to above. Specimens of

blazon in Spanish, German, and Portuguese are included

in the work, and the instances adduced in illustration

are drawn for the first time from the Armory of every

European state. In the choice of these I have been

mainly guided by the desire to justify a position which

I take up as regai'ds amies parlantes, and to which

allusion is made in the last Chapter of the book.

The first volume will be the more useful to the

beginner ; the second will, I hope and think, be of equal

use and interest to those who have already mastered the

general principles of the Science.

My object has been, then, to set forth historical facts
;

there is no dearth of treatises which will enable the

student who has acquired a knowledge of these " dry

bones," to clothe them with any desired amount of poetic

and graceful fiction.

With regard to the illustrations I should say that the

plate o{ facsimiles from the ArmoiHal de Gelre is only

entitled so to be described as far as its general outlines

are concerned. The splendid edition of this work, pub-

lished in facsimile by M. VICTOR BoUTON, had not

come under my notice at the time my drawing was

made, and the colouring is what I conceived should

be there, rather than the (often erroneous or unheraldic)

tinctures employed in the MS. itself I must also guard

myself against the supposition that I endorse the authen-

ticity of all the coats which appear in the Salle des

Crois^s at Versailles to which I have often referred.

Some coats which appear there may be open to serious

doubts ; but these do not, I think, exist in regard to any

of the examples quoted in the present work.

The utility of such a book as this largely depends

upon its having a good Index. Both the reader and the

writer are to be congratulated that in the present case

the Index has been the careful work (I think a " labour
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of love ") of George Harvey Johnston, Esq., who

is himself an enthusiastic and well - instructed student

of Heraldry, and for whose intelligent and sustained

interest in the work I am delighted to make my sincere

and grateful acknowledgments.

My critics will, I trust, be of the mind of HORACE :

—

"
. . . . non ego paucis

Offendar maculis, quas aut incuria fudit,

Aut humana parum cavit natura."

De Arte Poetica, 1. 351-3.

JOHN WOODWARD.

Montrose, 1891.
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A

TREATISE ON HERALDRY,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN.

CHAPTER I.

Etymolocically a treatise on Heraldry should be an

explanation of the duties of a Herald. Though an

analogy has been drawn between the Greek x-Zipv^, or

Latin fecialis, and the herald of later times, the latter

was essentially a mediaeval officer whose name seems

to be derived from Heer, a host, and Held, a champion.

He was in the first place the messenger of war or

peace between sovereigns ; and of courtesy or defiance

between knights. His functions further included the

superintendence of trials by battle, jousts, tournaments,

and public ceremonies generally. When the bearing of

heireditary armorial insignia became an established

usage its supervision was in most European countries

added to the other duties of the herald. The office

survives in our own, and in some other countries, but

with duties greatly curtailed ; and with this narrowing

of his functions the term "Heraldry" has come to

signify, not a knowledge of the multifarious duties of

a herald of former times, but chiefly the study of that

part of them which relates to family and national

insignia, including also subsidiarily such kindred topics

as precedence, hereditary and personal titles and dignities,

and the insignia which are attached to them.
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The " science " or rather art, which teaches us the

language, and instructs us in the origin and development,

of these symbols, should with greater propriety be

termed Armory. This is the designation applied to it

by the earliest writers on the subject, both in England

and in France, but it is one which for more than two

and a half centuries, has greatly fallen into disuse ;

and the better understood name of Heraldry conse-

quently appears in the title of the present work. The
term Armory is used by GERARD Legii, Accidence

of Armory, 1568; BOSSEWELL, Armorie of Honor,

Wyrley, True Use ofArmorie, 1592 ; BOLTON, Elements

of Armorie, 1610. Guillim (or the writer who used his

name) led the more modern fashion by calling his work,

first published in 1610, A Display of Heraldry. Sir

George Mackenzie's treatise on the Science of
Heraldry, treated as a part of the Civil Lazv and Law
of Nations, was published in 1680. Though one of

Nisbet's earlier books was, in 17 16, entitled An Essay
on the Ancient and Modern use of Armory, his later and
principal work, printed in 1722, was called A System of
Heraldry.

[On the other side of the Channel, Jean LE
Feron in 1 544 calls his work Le Grand Blason
d'Armoiries, a term also employed by Bara in

1581 and following years. Geliot'S work, pub-
lished in 1635, is La Vraie et Perfect Science des

Armoiries ; DE LA COLOMBlfeRE in 1644 uses the
term " La Science Herolque ;

" but three years
later appeared FauRE'S Abrege MHhodique de la

Science Heraldique. Segoing, who printed his

Mercnre Armorial in 1648, calls its later editions
Le Tr^or Heraldique. The many small, but most
valuable, treatises of the learned Jesuit PiiRE
Menetrier have similarly varying titles, e.g.,

I'Abr^g^ Methodique des Principales Heraldiques

;
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on dti Veritable Art du Blasoii, appeared in i66l

;

and La Pratique des Armoiries in 1671. In later

books the designation is usually " la Science du
Blason" etc. The great German authority, Spener,
entitles his work Opus Heraldicuin, whence RUDOL-
PHUS took the title Heraldica Curiosa.—J. W.]

Before entering on the consideration of armorial dis-

tinctions, it may be advisable to make a few preliminary

observations on a subject intimately connected with them

:

differences of social rank, and surnames.

At all times, and in all countries, the condition of

society has been one of inequality. In the heroic days

of Greece we have a glimpse of families or races of

larger, stronger, more vigorous men, ruling over the rest

of the community. In ancient Rome there were two

great classes, corresponding with the new settlers, and

the ancient inhabitants of the country who had to make
way for them. In old Celtic times, when cattle were

the synonym of wealth, the unequal distribution of this

wealth, which had its origin in the natural diversities of

character, led to a gradation of rank which is recognised

in the Brehon laws. The broadly marked difference

between the nobleman or gentleman, and the rest of

the community, is one of the most prominent features

of mediaeval life ; and the source from which the less

abrupt gradations of rank in modern society have been

gradually developed. According to feudal ideas the

whole land was, in the first instance, the property of the

Sovereign, from whom it was held under the obligation

of rendering stated military service ;
with or without the

further obligation of attendance at his court and council.

The immediate vassals of the Crown, who were in the

first instance called Barons (as emphatically the King's

meii), enjoyed in some cases the office of Comes, or Dux,

and had vassals who held their lands from them by a

like military tenure ; and with obHgations of attendance
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at the courts of their superiors similar to those by which

the latter held their lands from the Sovereign. By a

constitution of this kind, but with variations in detail,

sbciet}- was held together in the different parts of Europe.

The landholder was the nobleman or gentleman ; and

the smallest tenant of land held by military tenure

participated in the privileges of nobilit}-. The gentry of

England had many privileges recognised by law. If a

churl, or peasant, defamed the honour of a gentleman,

the latter had his remedy in law ; but if one gentleman

defamed another the combat was allowed. For similar

offences a gentleman was punishable with less severity

than a churl, unless the crime was heresy, treason, or

excessive contumacy. A gentleman, in his examination,

was not subjected to torture ; and, if condemned to

death, he was beheaded and not ignominiously hanged.

A churl might not challenge a gentleman to combat,

"quia conditiones iiuparcs"

Side by side with feudalism grew up the use of dis-

tinctive devices, by which on banner or shield the

performers of militarj' service were distinguished. Like
the J7is iiiiaginuvi of classic times, the right to bear
insignia gentilitia became in the later middle ages the

distinctive privilege of the nobl}- born. "Xobiles," saj-s

Sir Edward Coke, " sunt qui arma gentilitia anteces-

sorum suorum proferre possunt." To use the words of

Camdex, " Nobiles dividuntur in minores et majores.
Xobiles minores sunt equites aurati, armigeri, et qui

vulgo generosi et gentlemen vocantur." Or in the

language of Sir James Lawrence {Nobility of the

British Gentry, p. 3,4th edition, London, 1S40), "Any
individual who distinguishes himself may be said to

ennoble himself." A prince judging an individual

worthy of notice gave him patent letters of nobilit}-.

In these letters A\'ere blazoned the arms which were to
distinguish his shield. By this shield he was to be
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:known, or nobilis. " A plebeian had no blazonry on

.his shield, because he was ignobilis, or unworthy of

notice. . . . Hence arms are the criterion of nobility.

Every nobleman must have a shield of arms. Whoever
has a shield of arms is a nobleman. In every country

in Europe without exception a grant of arms or letters

of nobility is conferred on all the descendants."

[ Le ROQUE, in his Ti-aitt' de Noblesse (4to, Rouen,

1734), says :

—
" Le Roy par ses lettres patentes

concernant les Armoiries, les a non seulement

confirmees dans la non-ddrogeance : il annoblit

tacitement ceux qui ne sont pas nobles, puisqu'il

leur accorde ou confirme des armoiries."

At page 59 he adds :—" Quand un souverain

permet par ses lettres a un non noble d'avoir des

armoiries il I'annoblit tacitement, pourvu que la

concession n'ait point quelque cause contraire ; car

puisqu'on ne peut porter des armoiries nobles sans

etre noble ou anobli, le prince donnant pouvoir a

quelqu'un d'en porter, il lui accorde en meme temps

la Noblesse, puisque sans cela la concession serait

inutile : Concesso uno concediintiii' omnia, sine qiiihis

explicari non potest!'—J. \V.]

As illustrating the usage of letters of nobility existing

in our own country reference may be made to two

examples of the reign of Henry VI. (printed from the

Excerpta Historica in the Herald and Genealogist,

'•' P- 135)1 one to Nicholas Cloos, the other to Roger
Keys, clerk, and THOMAS his brother. ClooS had been

engaged in the works of King's College, Cambridge, and

Keys in those of Eton College ; and in reward for their

services each had a grant of nobility containing the

express words "nobilitamus nobilemque facimus et

creamus," these being followed by others showing that

armorial ensigns were regarded the usual tokens of

nobility ;
" in signum hujus nobilitatis arma et armorum
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signa damus et concedamus." As further English

examples of the Sovereign conferring rank by a personal

act, we need hardly allude to the accolade in knight-

hood, and the creation of an esquire by the imposition

of a collar of livery.

Out of Great Britain the term "noble" is still

habitually used in its original sense, and the prerogative

of raising persons to noble rank is continually exercised

by Continental Sovereigns. The practice which has

gradually established itself in England of restricting the

words "noble" and "nobility" to members of the

Peerage, has perhaps been partly brought about by the

devolution by the Sovereign of his right to concede

armorial ensigns to the Kings of Arms ; the Sovereign's

prerogative being only directly exercised in creating

Peerages, in advancing to the rank of Baronet, in con-

ferring simple Knighthood (which has fallen into disuse

on the Continent), and in nominating to the several

chivalric orders. The difference of usage in this matter

between Britain and the Continent has not unfrequently

been the source of a strange confusion of ideas on the

other side of the Channel, particularly at the minor
courts of Germany, where we have heard of a member of

the British aristocracy, of the most ancient and dis-

tinguished lineage, in respect that he was not himself

a peer, or " noble " in the popular English acceptation,

having to give the pas to a " Baron " or " Herr Von,"
who had newly received his patent of nobility along
with his commission in the army.

While the stricter meaning of the word is retained to

the present day in the expression " gentleman by birth,"

it has often come to be difficult for one who is not a

genealogical expert to know who is, or who is not, a
gentleman of coat-armour, the less abrupt gradation of
ranks and the courtesy of society having caused the
word gentleman to be applied in a somewhat loose
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sense to any one whose education, profession, perhaps
whose income, raises him above ordinary trade or menial
service

;
or to a man of polite and refined manners and

ideas.

A cognate word to gentleman, whose popular accepta-

tion has come to differ much from its original meaning,
is esquire. It originally meant the armour-bearer or

shield-bearer of a knight.

[" L'Ecuyer ^tait dans le principe le serviteur

Noble qui assistait le Chevalier et portait .son Ecu
ou ses armes quand il allait a la guerre

;
plus tard,

le droit de porter un Ecu peint des armoiries et de

devises fut le droit particulier a ceux qui etaient

Nobles de race ancienne, de la I'origine du nom
d'Ecuyer (armiger) qualification que prirent tous les

gentilshommes dans la .suite des temps. Un arret

du Parlement de Paris du 30 Octobre 1554, avait

proclame le titre d'Ecuyer :
' Caracteristique de la

Noblesse, jusqu'a preuve du contraire.' Noble et

Ecuyer sont deux expressions qui marchaient

toujours ensemble dans le langage legal d'autre

fois."

—

Le Heraut d'Armes, p. Ill, Paris, 1 863.

—

J. W.]

A knight fully equipped in the days of chivalry was

attended by two esquires, whose spurs were not of gold,

like the knight's, but of silver. An esquire was created

by the king by placing spurs on his heels and a collar

about his neck. It is difficult to say who in strict law

is now entitled to be designed an esquire. Every gentle-

man of coat-armour is not an esquire. Blackstone
quotes with approval Camden'S definition of four

classes of esquires. These are :
" i. The eldest sons of

knights, and their eldest sons in perpetual succession.

2. The eldest sons of the younger sons of peers, and

their eldest sons in perpetual succession ; both which

species of esquires Sir Henry Spelman entitles
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annigeri natalitii. 3. Esquires created by the King's

letters patent, and their eldest sons. 4, Esquires in

virtue of their offices
;
justices of the peace, and others,

who bear any office under the crown." "To these,"

continues BlacksTOXE, " may be added the esquires

of Knights of the Bath, each of whom constitutes three

at his installation, and all foreign, nay Irish peers."

Blackstoxe'.S mention of Irish peers is accounted for

by the fact that before the Union of 1801 peers of

Ireland were in law foreigners. Camden's third class

of esquires no longer exists, creation by letters patent

or investiture having long ceased. CHRISTIAN, in his

Notes to Blackstojie, would limit the official title of

esquire to holders of offices of trust under the crown

who are styled esquires in their commissions ; and he

remarks on Blackstoxe's omission of barristers, who
have been decided by the Court of King's Bench to be

esquires by office. No Esquires of the Bath have been

appointed since 18 12, and by the statutes of the Order

in 1847, these Knights have no longer the power to

nominate any. In the common usage of this country,

at the present day, the designation " esquire " is

habitual!}' placed after the names of all persons supposed

to be in comfortable circumstances ; and its use is con-

sidered almost essential in addressing a letter to anyone
who, in the looser sense of the word, would be called a
" gentleman."

In connection with the same subject some remarks
may not be inappropriate on the use of the preposition

lit: in French, or von in German, the presence or

absence of which as a prefix to the surname is often
supposed by foreigners to be an absolute test as to

whether a person is, or is not, " noble" in the Continental
sense, t.e., as having, or not having, the right to use
armorial bearings. The absence^ of the " Particule
Nobiliaire" from the surnames of the majority of the
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noblesse and gentry of Britain has been a cause of much

of the foreign confusion of ideas with regard to the

nobihty of our untitled famihes, which has been

already adverted to.

[A historical investigation into the origin of the

Particule Nobiliaire will show conclusively that it

is not, and never has been, a titrc de noblesse; an

infallible mark of gentle descent ; but we must

recognise the fact that in later times it has so

generally been found in connection with the names

of families of noble descent as to have become

in many countries of the Continent one of its

distinguishing marks. On the introduction of

Christianity into Europe its preachers strenuously

endeavoured to substitute, at baptism, the Christian

name of a saint or martyr for the pagan name,

often full of undesirable associations, of the

neophyte. This was not done without a severe

struggle. SS. ChrySOSTOM (Homily xiii., Epistle

to the Corinthians) and GREGORY THE GREAT
allude to this repugnance, and enforce the substitu-

tion. An examination of the "Personen Register"

in the Urkimdenbuch der Abtei Sanct Gallen (vol. i.,

A.D. 700-840, Zurich, 1863) will show how little

success had attended the attempt. The number of

Scriptural or saintly names is absolutely insignificant

as compared with the host that are neither the one

nor the other. But even where the effort was suc-

cessful the list of holy names was a limited one, and

it was necessary to adopt surnames as an additional

means of distinguishing individuals when, as at

Bayeuxin 1 171, there were a hundred and ten knights,

besides those of lower grade, who all bore the name
of GuiLLAUME. The commonest and readiest way
of distinguishing persons who bore the same appella-

tion was that of adding to the son's name that which
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his father had borne, as had been done long before

by the Jews, and by both Greeks and Romans. This

was, of course, the origin of the many British and

Scandinavian surnames which end in the syllable

"son"; Robertson, Johnson, etc.; and of the

Sclavonic surnames terminating in " ski," " off,"

" vitch," etc. In the Latin Cartularies, the formula

is usually " Odo filius ISAMBARDi"; " PetruS

filius AlbeRTI," etc. The Cartulary of St. P^re, de

Chartres, in 1 1 19, has the briefer form " AnsoLDUS

RoGERii," "Alcherius Adalonis," etc. In the

Grand Capitulaire of Champagne a deed of 1261

mentions GuLIELMUS Raimundi \ others allude to

Bernardus Anfredi, Gultelmus Giraudi, etc.

When these names were translated into the vernacular

they naturally became, PIERRE d'Albert, Ansolde
DE ROGIER, GUILLAUME DE RAIMOND, GUILLAUME
DE Girauld, etc. {La Particule Nobiliaire, par

Louis Vian, Paris, n.d.).

In this way the "-particule" originated, and some

of the most ancient families in France, such as the

DE Guillaume, Seigneurs de Montpellier ; the de

Pierre, Seigneurs de Ganges ; the D'ANDRli,

Seigneurs de Montfort ; the DE Jean, the DE

Barthelemy, and others who bear apparentl\'

Christian names employed as surnames, trace the

origin of the fact back to those early times. " Dans

le onzieme, et dans le douzieme siecle, et quelque

fois dans le troizieme siecle, chaque personnage

ne portait que son prenom ou nom de bapteme,

remplace quelque fois par une designation per-

sonelle, un sur nom ou un sobriquet."

—

Blancme.S-

NIL, Les Salles des Croisades, xxiii. The Conquest

of England, the Crusades, and other military ex-

peditions, which made it needful to adopt surnames
to distinguish persons of the same Christian name
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from one another, also served to increase the use of

the de. But the earHest known use of the particule

to indicate the possession of a fief dates from the

reign of Philip I. (about 1062).

Hugh the Great, Duke of France and Count

of Paris, had the surname of Capet, but used no

territorial de. Later the possession of a fief afforded

an easy and natural means of forming a distinctive

surname ; thus the Lords of Montmorency, who had

generally borne the ordinary name of BOUCHARD,
became BOUCHARD DE MONTMORENCY.
The family of Montmorency bore the seem-

ingly proud title o{ Premier Baron Chretien; which,

however, like many other things, was not really so

great as it appeared to be. Its origin appears to

have faded out of remembrance, but a little research

shows that it simply meant that the Baron de

Montmorency was the first of the four Vassal

Barons, or Chevaliers Bannerets, of the Cliretiente,

or possessions of the bishop, in the He de France.

The other three were : le Vicomte de Meaux, le

Vicomte de Melun, and le Sire de ITle Adam.
But persons of much lower grade, having no

pretensions to nobility, assumed as a distinctive

surname the name of the town or district whence

they came. In " Za Vie de. St. Louis" by the con-

fessor of Queen Margaret, we find the name of

"Jean de Croy, mason, townsman of Compiegne."

Even serfs leaving their own village, where a Chris-

tian name had sufficed, .added its name with the de

to their own. As late as the elections in 1789, the

serfs in the Jura Mountains had no surnames.

On the other hand many of the noblest families of

France never used the '^particide!' FOUCAULD, Seig-

neur de la Roche, became indeed much later, "le Due
de la Rochefoucauld." Potier was the name
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of the Due de GfevRES, the Marquis de Grignon,

and the Seigneur de NoviON
;
Nompar, the original

appellation of the Dues de la FORCE. The families

of Pot, Miron, Milon, Philippeaux, Amelot,

Rus£, Brulart, Fouquet, and many other mar-

quises and counts, never used the de. M. Laine

gives the following list of eminent families who

never used the particule, or only assumed it in

modern times: — DamAS,—ChABOT,—BER^rOND,

Seigneur d'ANDUSE

—

Malvoisin ou Manvoisin—
Prunele,—Foucaud,— Osmond,—Moreton,—
QuATREBARBES,— GOYOX,— BEAUPOIL,—VlSDE-

Lou,—SfiGuiER,

—

David,— Lasteyrie,—Faydit,
—Gascq, — Guiscard,— Ysarn,— Coustin, —
AUTHIER,

—

MaINGOT,—BRACKET {v. Les Salks

des Croisadcs, par Ic Comte de Delley de

BlancmesNIL, p. 265, Paris, 1866). JACQUES
Tezart, Seigneur des ESSARTS, Baron de TOUR-

NEBU, was highly offended at the unauthorised

addition of the de to his ancient and illustrious name.

Still, the fact that by the many the de was

associated with the possession of nobility caused it

to be coveted and assumed by many who had no

right at all to use it. In 1474, LOUIS XL autho-

rised a notary named Decaumont to separate the

first syllable from the rest, and to become DE
Caumont. An Ordonnance, given at Amboise,
March 26, ISS5, and registered at Rouen, interdicted

the use of any name but the legal patronymic, and
enjoined even gentlemen to sign legal documents
by their family names, to the exclusion of the

appellations of their seigneuries. This was con-
firmed in 1560, by article no of the Ordonnance
d'Orl(fans. The Parliament of Toulouse, in 1566,
gave a decision, "ordonnant d'enlever la particule
mise dans le tableau, comme signe de noblesse, devant
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le nom de plusieurs procurcurs" (VlAN, La Particule

Nobiliaire). The procureur du Roi in the bailliage

de Dijon, about the same time, declared, " Fame et

la raison de la loi trouve que tous nos roturiers en

general qui changent leur nom en un autre gentil-

hommesque, ou lesquels y adioustent un article,

sent sujets a la peine de faux, car ils usurpent une

qicalite de noble qui tient espece de rang aignale en

France."

On the other hand, a decision was given by the

Parliament of Toulouse in 1566, at the instance of

a certain procureur, " de retablir sur le tableau le

nom de cet ofhcier et, comme signe de noblesse, la

particule que Ton y avait a tort omise."

Jean Loir, Commissary-general of Artillery, etc.,

obtained from Henri IV. in 1596, permission to

prefix the de to his name ; and similar licences,

which were understood to convey nobility, were

granted in later reigns. Before the Ordonnance of

1579 (which provided the contrary) the possession

of a noble fief acquired by purchase, even by a

" roturier," conferred nobility on ils possessor, who,

of course, assumed its designation ; and LouiS XIV.
in 1696 "permettait aux possesseurs de biens en

roture dans les directes du Roi d'en prendre Ic

nom."

In 1585, Charles III., Duke of Lorraine,
perceiving that many of his subjects assumed the

particule and so attributed to themselves nobility

in order to avoid certain imposts, published an
Ordonnance, which strictly prohibited " aux Anoblis

et issus de Nobles qu'ils n'aient a soi par adjonction

vocale le, la, du ou de, et semblables mots, qui ne

servent que pour obscurcir la famille dont ils sont

sortis;" but the edicts had little effect. (The edict

is printed in full in the appendix, and it is probable
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that on some of its expressions was founded the

claim advanced in Lorraine in lyS^i that "a la

quatrieme generation, un anobli, devenu gentil-

homme salon les regies heraldiques, acquerait le

droit de transmettre la particule de sa fief a

son nom.")

In 1699 Louis XIV. published a declaration for

Franche Comte that " les anoblis et tous autres (que

les nobles de race) ne peuvent prendre le de devant

leurs noms." This article, which made the particule

" forbidden fruit " to all but " nobles de I'ace" naturally

increased the number of those who desired to make
use of it ; and moreover in consequence of the edict,

the de appeared in the dictionaries as a sign of

nobility. "Cet article de marque le gdnitif, et se

met devant les noms de famille qui viennent de

seigneuries, M. DE Chateauneuf ; M. de Gram-
MONT " (RiCHELET, Diciionnaire, 1707). The
Due de St. Simon, in his Memoires, speaks of

its wholesale usurpation : " Le de s'usurpait

aussi par qui voulait dcpuis quelque temps."

However, the de continued to be the subject of

legal grants ; and, after the Restoration, HoziER
was authorised to insert the particule in the

official certificates before the name of the person
ennobled.

In 1822, Louis XVIII. asked a person to whom
he was giving audience how he could reward the

devotion he had evinced, and was met by a request
for permission to use the de. " ' Prenez-en deux !

'

dit le Roi, en fredonnant le vers d'Horace :

—

- . . ' Gaudent prssnomine molles
Auriculcs . . . . '

'

Almost in our own time there was the poet
Pierre Jean de B^ranger, who may have fairly

inherited the particule from remoter progenitors
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than his tailor grandfather, but who scouted the

idea that it indicated noble descent :

—

" He quoi, j'apprends que Ton critique

Le de qui precede mon nom.
' Etes vous de noblesse antique ?

'

Moi, noble ! oh vraiment,

Messieurs, non !

" Non, d'aucune chevalerie

Je n'ai le brevet sur velin.

Je ne sais qu'aimer ma patrie,

Je suis vilain, et tr^s vilain,

Je suis vilain,

Vilain, vilain."

Under the First Empire many titles were granted

without the de. Cambac^RES was "le Due
Cambac^res ; " Pasquier, " le Due Pasquier."

Under the Second Empire, in 1858, the Code Penal

was revised and the assumption of names and titles

stringently forbidden. Applications for change of

name, and for the addition of the particule, or for

its separation from a name with which it had become

incorporated, required to be made to the Garde

des Sceaux, and were often granted.

At the present day when a German is ennobled,

or, as we should say, made a gentleman of coat-

armour, he acquires the right to use the territorial

prefix von, in some shape. Sometimes the preposi-

tion is affixed to his previously plebeian name, and

Schneider becomes von Schneider. But in

cases like to this, in which the surname is obviously

unterritorial, it is often retained unaltered and the

von is inserted before the name of some territorial

possession, real or imaginary, the newly ennobled

becoming Muller VON Mullershausen, and the

like. The Viennese gentry could hardly be per-

suaded that LuDWiG VAN Beethoven was only of
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bourgeois descent, since he used a prefix which

seemed equivalent to their familiar von.

In Holland the prefix van or vander is no

sign of nobility.

In Flanders, De at the commencement of the

name is only the equivalent of the French Le, and,

like it, is no mark of noble descent. DetimMER-

MAN is only the equivalent of Le Charpentier
;

Dehantchoumaker of Le Gantier ;
Demeule-

NAER of Le Meunier, and so forth. In Austria

since the middle of the eighteenth century the

diplomas of persons ennobled run after this fashion

"... Item uti particula de, vel a, si voluerit." So

is it generally in Belgium.

The particule nobiliaire is but little in use in Italy

and Spain. The princes COLONNA, BORGHESE,

Gabrieli, etc. ;
and such families as DORIA,

DONATO, Balbi, Machiavelli, would not think

of using it. Nevertheless, when a member of

such a family settles in France the common usage

begins to prevail, and the Commendatore SxROZZl,

becomes gradually DE SxROZZI. Sometimes the

name of the family is translated, FlESCHi becomes

T)E FlESQUE ; and CASANOVA, de MAISONNEUVE.—
J. W.]

Turning to England, the Norman adventurers with

whom surnames began, took their names for the most

part from their paternal fiefs, or sometimes from their

places of birth or residence, and they thus naturally used

the de. Their younger sons, and others, applied the de

to estates awarded them as their portion of the con-

quered country, calling themselves: DE HASTINGS, HE

WiNTON, a form of their name probably never in ver-

nacular use, and completely discarded with the dis-

appearance of Norman-French, by either being dropped

altogether, or passing into " of" In a very few excep-
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tional cases it was retained for the salce of euphony, or

from coalescing with the initial vowel, as in DE LA
BfecHE, Death (d'Ath), Delamere, Delaware,
Devereux (d'Evereux), Danvers (d'Anvers),

Dangerfield (d'AnGERVILLE). Even these names

were sometimes translated into the vernacular. In the

Restoration of Edward IV. we read of " Sir Martyn
Df the sea " (Delamere) ; and in Fabyan's Chronicle

of " Syr Edmund of the Beche." In the fifteenth

and sixteenth century the Lords Delawarr were

frequently called LA Warr, though the title passed to

America in the form of DELAWARE.
As a rule, however, the old historical surnames in

England never were preceded by the prefix in question
;

and the writer of this is greatly disposed to deprecate

the foolish fashion which began about a century ago,

and has gone on to a considerable extent both in

England and Ireland, of assuming (by royal licence)

a De before the surname, under, no doubt, an erroneous

impression that in feudal and chivalric times the name
was thus used. One of the earliest instances was in

1752 when Lord Clanricarde and other BOURKES
were transmuted into DE BURGHS. Since then other

BouRKES have followed suit, and Powers, Veseys,

Cliffords, Greys, Courcys, Traffords, and Mul-
LINSES, have been transformed into de la Poers, DE
Veseys, de Cliffords, de Courcys, de Traffords,

and DE Moleyns ; and the example set by families of

consideration has been followed by persons whose sur-

names possess no historic associations. The extensive

introduction of the French particles into peerage titles is

also matter of regret. The barony now styled DE Ros
used to have the English form of Roos when held by

the families of Cecil, Manners, and Villiers ; the

present modification of it was adopted in 1806, by Lady
Henry Fitzgerald (when the barony was revived in
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her favour after a long abeyance), that lady at the same
time assuming the DE Ros as surname of herself and

family. Perhaps the most absurd example from its

tautology was when Sir JOHx Fleming Leicester,

Bart, of Tabley in Cheshire, was raised to the peerage

as Lord de Tablev, of Tablev House.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

From ETP.rSC.VN VASES, Fidt p. 26.
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COHORT ENPIGNS, Vide p. 27.

CHAPTER II.

SECTION A. (BY G. B.)

When, and how, did the bearing of armorial insignia

originate ? Before entering on the investigation here

suggested, let us see, briefly, what the old armorial

writers had to say upon the subject.

Except a short treatise of the fourteenth century by

Bartolo DI SassofErrato, De Armis et Insiginis

;

and another by Johannes Rothe of Eisenach ; the

earliest work extant on Heraldry is that of NICHOLAS
Upton, De Studio Militari, written early in the fifteenth

century, and edited by Sir Edwarx) Bysshe, in 1654.

Lady Juliana Berners' Boke of St. Albaiis, which

appeared in i486, was in a great degree borrowed from

Upton's treatise. The first edition of Gerard Legh's

Accedens of Armory was published in 1562, and Sir

John Ferne's Blazon of Gentrie, in. 1586.

Only a few specimens can be given of the speculations

in which these authors indulge regarding the antiquity

of coat-armour, and its mystical or symbolical meaning.

Some of them go beyond Adam in their search for the

origin of armorial bearings. " At hevyn," says the author

of the Boke of St. Albans, " I will begin, where were

V. ordcris of aungelis, and now stand but IV. in cote

armoris of knawlege encrowned ful hye with precious
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stones, where Lucifer with mylionys of aungeHs owt of

hevyn fell into hell and odyr places, and ben holdyn

ther in bondage ; and all " (the remaining angels) " were

erected in hevyn of gentille nature."

" Criste," says the same authority " was a gentylman

of his moder's behalue, and bare cotarmure of aunseturis.

The iiij euangelists berith wittnesse of Cristis workys in

the gospell with all thappostilles. They were Jewys and

of gentylmcn come by the right lyne of that worth)'

conqueroure Judas Machabeus, but that by succession of

tyme the kynrade fell to pouerty, after the destruction

of Judas Machabeus and then they fell to laboris and

ware calde no gentilmen, and the iiij doctores of holi

church Seynt Jerom Ambrose Augustyn and Gregori

war gentilmen of blode and of cot armures." {See

Lower, Curiosities of Heraldry, pp. 2, 249.)

[At a much later date arms were assigned to the

Blessed Saviour that He might not appear at a

disadvantage in those Chapters of the Continent

where, as at Maycncc, the members had to prove

their sixteen quarters.

An escucheon thus put up in the Cathedral at

Mayence is still extant, and is described and figured

in the Gentleman's Magazine, vol. ccix. It is a

shield of twenty quarters in five vertical rows each

of four quarters, which are charged with the instru-

ments of the passion, and other bearings : i. Argent,

the cock that warned S. Peter ; 2. A.ciii-e, one of the

ivater pots of Cana argent ; 3. Gules, the thirty pieces

of silver in three piles each of ten pieces ; 4. Asure,

the Passover chalice argent ; 5. Gules, a label in bend

bearing the letters I.N.R.L
; 8. Argent, the hand that

smote Him and dined up, in bend sable ; 9. A rgent,

the seamless coat gules ; 1 2. Sable, the lantern

argent ; 1 3. Or, the crown of thorns traversed by the

reed and hyssop in bend ; 14. Argent, the hammer
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andpincers in saltire; 15. Sable, the box of alabaster;

16. Argent^ the orb of sovereignty azure, banded and
crossed or; 17. Azure, the three dice (l and 2)

proper; 18 and 19 together. Gules,the Iiandkerchief

of S. Veronica i^jitk the impress of the Sacred

Face; 20. Or, three passion-nails in pile gules. The

6, 7, 10 and 11 quarters form a separate arrange-

ment ; 6 and 10 are or ; 7 and 11 azure ; in 6 and

7 are the Sacred Hands zuoundcd ; in 10 and 12 the

Sacred Feet also zvounded. Over these last four is

an escucheon en siLriout argent charged with the

Sacred Heart. Thus the " five wounds " occupy

the centre of the whole escucheon. This is also

surmounted in German fashion by three crowned

or coroneted helms, which bear as crests :
—

1 (centre) A banner gules charged with a cross

argent, between the reed and sponge, and the lance ;

2 (to the dexter) The cross and ladder ; 3 (to the

sinister) Tlie pillar, scourge, and whip.—J. W.]

Gerard Legh, in answer to the question when began

armes, whether at the siege of Troy or not, says :
—

" At
the siege of Troy there was a certain pcrfectness of it,

determined amongst princes, as in our days now we do

perfect things that were but rudely done of auncient

tyme. Some things also be imperfect that were done

of our forefathers. I mean herein of no other thing but

of armes also, and in armorye, whose lawes were before

the siege of Troy, as appeareth in Deuteronomion, which

hath had since then so many addicions, that i&vf here-

haughtis know the lawe of armes, nor yet many civilians."

In the course of the argument are blazoned the coats of

the nine worthies " Duke Josua, Hector, David, Alex-

ander, Judas Machabeus, Julius Csesar, King Arthur,

Charlemagne, and Sir Guy Erl of Warwike," and the

conclusion arrived at is that " although the siege of

Troye be of aunciente 2751 years past, yet, if ye waye
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the matter, ye shall perceive the beringe of armes and

armory are much more auncient."

Sir John Ferne's work, The Bla.::o!i of Gentrie, in

1586, has a fund of information regarding antediluvian

Heraldry. The use of furs in heraldry is deduced from

the " coats of skins " of our first parents, and arms arc

assigned not only to Adam (innocent and fallen), but to

Jabal, Jubal, Naamah, and Tubal Cain. (Lower, Curiosi-

ties of Heraldry, pp. 4 and 5.)

Guillim'.'^ Display of Heraldric, which was first pub-

lished in 161 1, is a work of much higher order than the

former productions. In the short introduction to the

history of Heraldry, along with indications of a half

belief in the speculations of previous writers, there occurs

the remark, " the antiquity of gentilicial arms in Britain

will prove of far later date than many of our gentry

would willingly be thought to have borne them." In

Guillim's work we have in fact for the first time a

methodical and intelligent treatise on the usage of arms

in England, giving examples of a large number of the

charges as borne in actually existent coats. Conceits,

doubtless, we have which recall those of his predecessors.

It is firm matter of faith with him as with them that

each tincture, ordinary, and charge denote some special

N'irtue or quality in the original bearer of the coat.

Considerable credulity is shown in his excursions into

the field of Natural History. There is scarcely a bird,

beast, or fish described as a heraldic charge with regard

to which he does not favour us with some strange piece

of folk lore, no doubt the ordinary belief of the people

of his time. For instance, he tells us that " the milk of

the seal or sea calf is very wholesome against the falling

sickness, but she sucketh it out and spitteth it lest it

should profit any other." While we are told that the

hair of women will, under certain conditions, turn into

very venomous serpents, we are to refuse credence to
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the common story that "if a man stricken of a scorpion

shall sit upon an asse with his face to the taile of the

ass, his pain shall pass out of him into the asse. He
that believes this," he adds, " is the creature that must

be ridden upon." GuiLLiM has gone through a number

of editions, and is still in desei-ved favour with students

of heraldry.

In 1661, fifty years later than the first edition of

GuiLLiM, SvLA^ANUS MORGAN produced his Sphere of

Gentry and Armilogia, treatises vying in absurdit)-

with those of any of Guillim'.s predecessors. Adam's

original escntclteon, whose form corresponded with his

spade, was, according to MORdAN, a plain red shield
;

five's, of the lozenge shape indicating her spindle, was

of argent, and Adam in virtue of' his wife being an

heiress (I) bore Giiles an iiiescntcheon argent ! Abel

bore Qiiarterly argent and gules, in front of a pastoral

staff to indicate that he was a shepherd. We also see

suspended from a fruit tree Adam's shield, as borne after

his fall, of the pattern which we would now call Gyronny

of eight. " Joseph's Coat," to which, one division of the

work is devoted, is not " of many colours" as we would

expect, but Chequy sable and argent. The armes of

each of Jacob's sons are given, and the standards set up
in the camp of Israel are adduced as evidence that

regular heraldry was then in use. (Lower, Curiosities

of Heraldry, pp. 5 and 6.)

De la COLOMBii':RE in his Science Hcroiqiie published

in 1699 expresses a like belief in the primeval antiquity

of Heraldry. From that time, however, various writers

abroad and in our own country began to be less credu-

lous, and were content to deduce the origin of armorial

insignia from ancient mythology, or the usages of

classical times. Among these may be numbered the

learned Scottish Herald NiSiiET, who traces arms to the

Roman ///i- imaginum, and whose elaborate work is still
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regarded as a standard authority o,n Scottish Armory.

By and by a few enlightened armorialists began to

remark the absence of armorial bearings from early

seals and monuments, and to doubt if their introduction

was not the invention of a much later age.

Among these was the learned French Jesuit Pere

MenesTRIER who flourished towards the close of the

seventeenth century and whose heraldic works are of

the highest interest and of great authority.

[His Origine dcs Armoiries appeared in 1680, and

his opinion as briefly summed up (and one which

he had already expressed in his rare little duo-

decimo volume Abrege Methodiqiie des Principes

Heraldiqties ; on dii Veritable A rt du Blason, pub-

lished in 1 66 1, and of which there are several later

editions some of great rarity) is that hereditary

arms originated in tournaments and are conse-

quently of German origin. This is an opinion with

which I shall deal later on.—J. W.]

The earliest instance ]\1exestrier could find of a

coat of arms on a sepulchral monument in France,

Germany, Itah', or the Low Countries, was on the tomb

of a Count voN Wasserburg in the church of St.

Fmmeran at Ratisbon bearing the date lOio, and the

learned father expressed his conviction that the arms

themselves could not be of so early a date, and that

they had been added on some subsequent occasion when
the monument had undergone a restoration.

ED-MOXSOX in his Complete Body of Heraldry (1780)
a work m which he was greatly aided by Sir JOSEPH
Ayloffe, had a glimpse of the truth in this matter,

but more erudition is displayed in the Inquiry into the

Origin and Progress of Heraldry in England, by the

Rev. Ja.mes Dallaway, who, rejecting the mythological
theor>^, still clung to the idea that the coins of the

Anglo-Saxon Kings bore heraldic devices.
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The levelling principles of the French Revolution

were naturally hostile to the study of Armory, but long

before that event the conceits of the old heralds had

helped to bring into disrepute what had once been an

essential branch of a liberal education. Armorial art,

too, had declined with the general decline of the arts :

the symbols had lost their beauty, and it was but natural

that the philosophers of the eighteenth century, who

could see nothing but folly in the life of the ages that

had gone before them, held heraldry in little respect.

It is now more than fifty years since a revival of

interest began in heraldry and in the kindred subject

of genealogy. The value of heraldry to the historical

student began to be recognised, and its true origin and

history to be made the subject of serious criticism.

Mr
J. A. MoNTAGu'.s Guide to the Study of Heraldry

(1840), and Mr M. A. Lower's Curiosities of Heraldry

(1845), are works of real value, and at least equally

so, a work called The Pursuivant of Arms by the late

Mr PlanchE, Somerset Herald, first published in 185 i.

Mr PlanchK'S conclusions have been very much acqui-

esced in by most later writers on the subject. Two of

these as expressed in the author's own words are

—

" I. That heraldry appears as a science at the com-

mencement of the thirteenth century; and that, although

armorial bearings had then been in existence un-

doubtedly for some time previous, no precise date has

yet been discovered for their first assumption. 2. That

in their assumption the object of the assumer was not,

as it has been generally asserted and believed, to sym-

bolise any virtue or qualification but simply to distinguish

their persons and properties,.to display their pretensions

to certain honours or estates, attest their alliances, or

acknowledge their feudal tenures." In support of his

\iiews Mr Planchii appealed to the entire absence of

any indication of the existence of armorial bearings in
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the shields and banners verball>- described and pictorially

represented in the centuries preceding the twelfth. For

example, AxXA COMNEXA in her biography of her father

the Greek Emperor ALEXIUS I., written in the beginning

of the twelfth century, gives a minute account of the

convex shields of the French knights of that date, with

a surface of highly poHshed metal and a boss in the

centre ; and in a Spanish manuscript of the jear 1 109

in the British [Museum, we have circular shields orna-

mented as well as plain, but destitute of an\- approach

to an armorial device. While, from the date of the

Xorman Conquest of England onwards, sealing became

a necessar)- form for the validity of writs, and the

arms on a seal are the most imjportant evidence of the

bearing of the owner, the earliest authentic instance of

an armorial shield on a seal is on that of Philip I.

Count of Flanders, appended to a charter of date

1164.

The chief representative of an opposite position is

I\Ir W. G. Ellis, who in his Antiquities of Heraldry

(1869) has collected a mass of interesting matter relating

to what he calls the heraldry- df ancient times, and of

all nations of the world, and he certain!}" succeeds in

showing to how great an extent pictorial symbols,

which had originalh- a meaning, have been in use

among all nations of mankind, civilised and savage.

His plates are curious as showing the occasional occur-

rence among these manifold devices of some resembling

modern figures of blazon. The crescent, the mullet, the

lozenge, the quatrefoil, and the fleur de lis are traced by

him to counterparts existing among Egj-ptian, Chinese,

Iridian and Japanese emblems, and among the figures

on Etruscan vases he shows us what in heraldic language

would be called a bull's head eaboshed and a not un-

heraldic looking demi-boar. \A"e have also on the Greek
vases two dolphins naiant in pale, a demi-wolf, and three
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legs conjoined in pairle as in the well-known arms of the

Isle of Man. (Figs, i, 2, 3, and 4, p. 18.)

The lines in the seventh book of the ^neid oi ViRGiL

(655-658)

" Post hos insignem palmi per graniina currum

Victoresque ostentat equos, satus Hercule pulchro

Pulcher Aventinus ; clypeoque insig7ie patermi??i,

Centum angiics^ cinctamque gerit serpentibus hydram."

are relied on as evidence of the hereditar}^ character of

classic s3'mbols.

The Roman cohort ensigns which appear on TrAJAN's

column at Rome, devices which occasionally bear a

resemblance perhaps not always accidental to the

designs of later ages, are assumed to be the family

insignia of the commander of the cohort, and with

Other devices of tribes and clans are considered by

Mr Ellis to have descended through the dark ages

until they appeared in the eleventh century as heredi-

tary coat-armour, {Sec Figs. 5 and 6, p. 19.)

But the argument on which the ingenious author

most relies is the recognition of hereditary ensigns as

not only being, but having been for generations, the

badge of gentility, in the Leges Hastiludialcs of HENRY
THE Fowler, of the date 938. These laws contain not

only specific directions regulating the use of " insignia

gentilitia " and of their registration by the heralds, but

regard them as the exclusive privilege of the nobly born

and exclude from participation in the tournaments all

whose ancestors had not borne them for at least four

generations. Cap. XII. De Jiominibus novis.

" Quisquis recentioris et notae nobilis et non talis ut

a stirpc nobilitatem suam et origine quatuor saltem

generis auctorum proximorum gentilibus insignibus pro-

bare possit is quoque ludis his exesto."

Article XIII. imposes penalties for the breach of other
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articles and concludes with the alternative "aut nobilitatis

famae insignium gentilitiorum denique amissionem incur-

rat." (^'L'LIS, Antiquities of Hera/dry, -p^. 149-150.)

Mr Ellis considers that these Leges Hastihidiales c^mXe.

outweigh the negative evidence against the introduction

of hereditary arms which Mr PlaXCHE and others

found in their absence from seals, arid sepulchral monu-

ments before the eleventh or twelfth century. But if

we have some hesitation about accepting all Mr Ellis's

conclusions he has at least brought to light two facts

of importance. First—That the figures of mediaeval

heraldry contain in some instances, elements suggested

b\ those of earlier ages. Even ^Mr PlaNXME while giving

a general denial to this proposition seems to make an

exception in the case of the origin of the three legs in the

shield of the Kingdom of ^lan, which he is willing to

admit may have been derived from the classical symbol

of Triiiacria (Sicily). Seco?id—That we have instances-

too man}- to be accounted for by accident, of arms more
or less similar both in their colours and charges, being

borne in the beginning of the thirteenth century by

cognate families whose common descent was from an

ancestor who lived before the Xorman Conquest, a fact

of which in the present state of our knowledge the

adoption through collateral consanguinit}- seems a more
satisfactory explanation than the hypothesis that a

common ancestor bore arms at a time when no tangible evi-

dence is producible of the existence of hereditar}- insignia.

Admitting the ingenuity of much of ^Ir Elli>'s argu-

ment, a full consideration of the whole evidence has led

the present writer to take up a position more nearly

approaching that of IVIr Plaxch£. Instances certainly

occur in remote times of nations, tribes, and individuals

distinguishing themselves by particular emblems or

ensigns, more especially in war, as these ensigns afforded

rallying points in the field of battle. The standards of
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the Jewish twelve tribes are a familiar case. /ESCHVLUS

and Euripides describe the devices on the shields of

their heroes, there being however no correspondence

between the two enumerations. Tacitus alludes to

fio-ures of animals on the shields of Celtic tribes
;
and

Plutarch to those of the savage hordes of Denmark,

Norway, and North Germany. But the omission of all

such devices on what representations and descriptions

have been handed down to us of the shields of the early

middle ages, shows that the bulls, boars, wolves, and

horses of Tacitus, and the more conventional symbols

of the cohort ensigns, if any traditional memory of them

had been assured, played no prominent part in the

life of these ages, and certainly had no hereditary

character. As little can we trace any connection between

the language of arms and the mysterious symbols found

sculptured on stone in Wales, Norway, Denmark, and

more extensively in Scotland, of whose significance archa;-

ologists haveas yet been unableto givea plausibleexplana-

tion. {See Dr Stuart's splendid work on the Sculptured

Stones of Scotland, published by the Spalding Club.)

The evidence afforded by the famous tapestry presen'ed

in the public library of Bayeux, a series of views in

sewed work representing the invasion and conquest of

England by WiLLTAM the Norman, has been appealed to

on both sides of this controversy, and has certainly an

important bearing on the question of the antiquity of

coat-armour. This panorama of seventy-two scenes is

on probable grounds believed to have been the work

of the Conqueror's Queen Matilda and her maidens
;

though the French historian Thierry and others ascribe

it to the Empress MaUD, daughter of HENRY III. The
latest authorities suggest the likelihood of its having been

wrought as a decoration for the Cathedral of Bayeux,

when rebuilt by WILLIAM'S uterine brother Odo, Bishop

ofthatSee, in 1077. The exact correspondence which
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has been discovered between the length of the tapestry

and the inner circumference of the nave of the Cathedral

greatly favours this supposition. This remarkable work

of art, as carefully drawn on colour in 1818 by Mr C.

StOTHARD, is reproduced in the sixth volume of the

Vetusta Monumenta ; and more recently an excellent

copy of it from autotype plates has been published by

the Arundel Society. Each of its scenes is accompanied

by a Latin description, the whole uniting into a graphic

history of the event commemorated. We see HAROLD
taking leaving of EDWARD THE COXFESSOR ; riding to

Bosham with his hawk and hounds ; embarking for

France ; landing there and being captured by the Count

of Ponthieu ; redeemed by WiLLlAil of Xormandy, and

in the midst of his Court aiding him against CONAX,

Count of Bretagxe ; swearing on the sacred relics to

recognise William's claim of succession to the English

throne, and then re-embarking for England. On his

return, we have him recounting the incidents of his

journey to Edward the Coxfessor, to whose funeral

obsequies we are next introduced. Then we have

Harold receiving the crown from the English people,

and ascending the throne ; and William, apprised of

what had taken place, consulting with his half-brother

Odo about invading England. The war preparations

of the Xormans, their embarkation, their landing, their

march to Hastings, and formation of a camp there, form

the subjects of successive scenes ; and finally we have the

battle of Hastings, with the death of HAROLD and the

flight of the English. In this remarkable piece of work
we have figures of more than six hundred persons, and
seven hundred animals, besides thirty-seven buildings,

and forty-one ships or boats. There are of course also

numerous shields of warriors, of which some are round,

others kite-shaped, and on some of the latter are rude

figures, of dragons or other imaginary animals as well as
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crosses of different forms, and spots. (Plate I., figs.

2, 3.) On one hand it requires little imagination to find

the cross patce and the cross botonnee of heraldry pre-

figured on two of these shields. But there are several

fatal objections to regarding these figures as incipient

armory, namely, that while the most prominent persons

of the time are depicted, most of them repeatedly, none

of these is ever represented twice as bearing the same

device, nor is there one instance of any resemblance in

,the rude designs described to the bearings actually used

by the descendants of the persons in question. If a

personage so important and so often depicted as the

Conqueror had borne arms, they could not fail to have

had a place in a nearly contemporary work, and more

especially if it proceeded from the needle of his wife.

[See Lower's acute remark as to the absence from

the shields of the simple heraldic figures known

as the Ordinaries. "Nothing. but disappointment

awaits the curious armorist who seeks in this vener-

able memorial the pale, the bend, and other early

elements of arms. As these would have been much
more easily imitated with the needle than the

grotesque figures before alluded to, we may
safely conclude that personal arms had not yet been

introduced."

—

Curiosities of Heraldry, p. 19.—J. W.]

The Second Crusade took place in 1 147 ; and in

MONTFAUCOX's plates of the no longer extant windows

of the Abbey of St. Denis, representing that historical

episode, there is not a trace of an armorial ensign on any

of the shields. That window was probably executed at

a date when the memory of that event was fresh ; but in

MontfauCON's time, the beginning of the eighteenth

century, the Science heroique was matter of such moment
in France that it is not to be believed that the armorial

figures on the shields, had there been any, would have

been left out.
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Between the Second Crusade and the Third, we can

point to the already noticed seal of PHILIP I. of

Flanders. Among English royal personages the

first on whose seal an armorial design occurs is King

John, and that before he was king ; he bore vita patris

two lions passant. RICHARD CcEUR DE LlOX had also

two armorial seals (afterwards to be described) one in

use before, the other after the Third Crusade (1189).

The glorious but fruitless expedition alluded to, in

which the Sovereigns, Nobles, and Knights of France,

Germany, and England, were brought into intimate

contact, had doubtless considerable influence In extending

Dver Christendom a custom, ^^hose practical utility in

distinguishing one knight from another had been its first

recommendation. The fashion of tournaments also

tielped, and before long the ownership of a distinctive

shield of arms (not necessarily granted by the Sovereign,

but often assumed proprio iiiotu), became essential to

the idea of a baron, knight, or gentleman.

We may therefore regard the latter half of the twelfth

century as the earliest period to which we can trace the

use of arms in the proper sense. Early in the thirteenth

;entur}- the practice began of embroidering the family

;nsigns on the surcoat worn over the hauberk or coat of

mail, whence originated the expression " coat of arms."

.Arms were similarly embroidered on the jupon, cj'clas,

ind tabard, which succeeded the surcoat ; and displayed

3n the banners and pennons of knights, or floating

Tom the shafts of their lances ; they were also enamelled

Dr otherwise represented on furniture, personal orna-

Tients, and weapons.

In the infanc}' of arms great latitude was allowed in

-epresenting the charge fixed on or inherited. It was
jsed singly, or repeated, or in any attitude which the

Dearer chose, or which the form of his shield suggested.

But as coats of arms multiplied, confusion could only be
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obviated by restraining the bearers' fancy, and regulating

the number, position, and colour of the charges, and the

attitudes of such animals as were represented on the,

shields ; and in the course of time Sovereigns found it

necessary to interfere with the unrestricted assumption

of arms within their respective realms, and to regulate the

bearing of them. It became an established rule that no

two families in the same kingdom were to bear the same

arms ; and the right to bear a particular coat sometimes

became matter of hot dispute. Before the establishment

of the Court of Chivalry (of which in a future Chapter)

the question who had the preferable right was in

England as elsewhere generally decided by the ordeal

of combat. Sir Edward Bysshe in his notes on

Nicolas Upton De Studio Militari gives some instances

of such armorial combats in England, also of one of

which the scene was in Scotland, the particulars of

which are rather curious. According to the document

which he gives at length, in the year 13 t2 Hugh
Harding, an Englishman, and WILLIAM DE Seinte-

LOWE (?) a Scotsman, each claimed the right to the coat

Gules, three greyhounds courant or, collared azure. The
combat which was to decide between them took place at

Perth in the presence of King Robert Bruce, when
the Englishman was the victor, and the following letters

were (according to Bys.SHE) granted by the King of

Scots, declaring the Englishman's superior right :

—

"Robertus Dei Gratia rex Scotije [Scotorum ?] Omnibus
ad quos presentes literse pervenerint salutem. Cum nos

accepimus duellum apud nostram villam de Perthe die

confectionis presentium inter Hugonem Harding, Angli-

cum, appellantem, de Armis de Goules tribus leporariis de
auro currentibus colloree de B, et Willielmum de Seint-

lowe (?) Scotum, appellatum, eisdem armis sine differentia

indutos : Quo quidem duello percusso,- praedictus Williel-

mus se finaliter reddidit devictum, et prsedicto Hugoni
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remisit et relaxavit, et omnino de se et heredibus

suis in perpetuum praedicta arma cum toto triumpho

honore et victoria ore tenus in audientia nostra. Ouare

nos in solio nostro, tribunali regali Sancti Patris (?) cum

magnatibus et dominie [dominis] regni nostri personaliter

sedentes, adjudicavimus, et finaliter decretum dederimus

per praesentes, quod prsedictus Hugo Harding et

hersedes sui de cjetero in perpetuum habeant et teneant

gaudeant et portent praedicta arma integraliter, absque

calumpnia, perturbatione, contradictione, reclamatione,

prsedicti W'illielmi, seu heredum suorum. In cujus rei

testimonium has literas nostras fieri fecimus patentes

apud dictum villam nostram de Perthe secundo die

Aprilis anno regni nostri septimo anno de Domini 13 12."

Making allowance for the transcriber's errors in

extending a few words, and regarding " Sancti Patris
"

a,s a misreading for some other \yord, the technical

phraseology of the document is so exact!}- what prevailed

in Scotland at that date, that it is difficult to doubt its

genuineness. Like other Englishmen (then in the partial

occupation of Scotland, and gradually giving wa}- in the

struggles of 13 12), HARDING would look on Scotland as

an integral portion of Edward's dominions ; and thus

presumabh' consider it an offence for any Scotchman to

bear the arms which he bore. But his acceptance of

Robert Bruce as arbiter of the duel, and of his letters

patent as King of Scots is somewhat remarkable. Sin-

clair (Saintclare in the writing of that date)

might readily be misread " Saintelowe." \A'e know
from the evidence of seals that the SiNCLAIRS of Roslin

bore the engrailed cross (probably as in later times

iable) as far back as the thirteenth centur\-, also from

the Armorial de Gelre that the SiNCLAIRS of Herdmans-

toun, who are not known to have been of kin to them,

bore in the reign of DAVID H. the same cross engrailed

DUt of azure for a difference. Is it possible that the grev-
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hound coat was first used by them, and then abandoned

for a coat resembling that of the other SiNCLAiRS ?

While the right of property in arms and their

inherently hereditary character was thus fully recognised,

there are some curious exceptional instances, also in the

fourteenth century, of arms being granted by feudal

lords to their vassals or retainers, and being transferred

by gift and devised by will. On 26th February 1356-7

William, Baron of Greystock, granted a coat-armorial

to Adam of Blencowe, who is said to have been his

standard-bearer at Cressy and Poitiers. Froissart tells

us of Lord AuDLEV immediately after the victory of

Poitiers dividing among his four esquires a gift bestowed

on him by the Black Prince, and giving them at the

same time leave to bear his own arrns with a difference.

In 1 391 Thomas Grendall of Fentoun, cousin and

heir of John Beaumeys, sometimeofSautray, in respect

that the said arms with their appurtenances are escheated

to him as next heir, granted the said arms with their

appurtenances to Sir William Moigne, Knight, which

arms are Argent, on a cross aztirefive garbs or. Camden
gives other instances of gifts and assignations of arms in

the reigns of HENRY IV. and Henry VI., but it is

doubtful if these would have been sustained as legal in

later times. {See Appendix.)

The military character which then attached to arms is

shown by the deposition of a witness in 1408, to the

effect that, though descended of noble blood, he had no

armorial bearings because neither he nor his ancestors

had ever been engaged in war. Even in the beginning

of the fifteenth century there was probably a good deal

of assumption of arms /w/rw 7«^/?;, and the Boke of St.

Alban's contains the rather startling dictum that any

one might assume arms at his own hand, provided they

had been borne by no one else. In the year 1419, the

increase in the unlicensed use of arms had called forth a
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proclamation from Hexry V. forbidding all persons

who had not borne arms at Agincourt to assume them,

except in virtue of inheritance or of a grant from the

crown. [G. B.]

SECTION B. (BY J. W.)

It has been seen that the works of the old armorialists

will not afford us help in tracing the origin and develop-

ment of armory. But we are not without the needful

materials, in seals, monuments, painted windows, and

(more especially in England) in Rolls of Anns.

The influence exerted by the Crusades upon the

adoption of heraldic insignia appears to me to have been

exaggerated by some writers, but we heed not deny that

the influence was considerable. In armies composed of

people of diverse languages the use of banners with

definite and familiar devices, under which the members

of different followings might rally ; and of some dis-

tinctive insignia by which the leaders might be easily

recognised, appears a matter of necessity ; a necessity

probably greater in the time of the Third Crusade

(1189-1192) when the hosts of England, France, and

Germany were combined, than at any other ; and a period

which coincides remarkably with the general adoption

of armorial bearings.

The substitution which took place at this period of

the cylindrical helmet (which covered the whole visage

of the wearer, leaving him only small apertures through

which to see and breathe), for the old open Norman
conical helmet, with its nasal guard, must have had a very

considerable effect in the same direction. {^See Plate II.)

On its adoption it became no longer possible for soldiers

to recognise their leader by his face. The date of the

commencement of this substitutiori is about 11 80, at

which time (as we see by the seal of PHILIPPE d'AlsacE,
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Comte de Flanders), the conical helmet (which had

already become cylindrical with a donried covering) was

replaced by the cylindrical helm with a flattened top ; to

which a few years later was added the plate which com-

pletely covered the face with the exception of two small

slits {aeillieres) to enable the wearer to see, and still smaller

holes through which he breathed. (Plate II., fig. 5)-

On two seals of Richard Cckur dk Lion the prince

is represented ; on that of the date 1 1 89 {British Museum
Catalogue, No. 80) he is shown as wearing the old conical

Norman helmet, but on that of 1 198 (No. 87) the helmet

has the flat top, and this is the case on the seal of King

John in the following year {Brit. Mus. Cat., No. 91).

The flat-topped helmet worn by Richard I. on his

second great seal (of 1198) is remarkable as being the

most ancient helmet bearing a crest with which we are

acquainted ; it bears the lion of England in the centre

of a fan-shaped crest. The next known example is that

of Mathieu II. DK Montmorency, Constable of France,

in 1224, on which the head and neck of a peacock rise

from the flat-topped helm. (DEMA\',p. 138, also engraved

in Vr£e, Sigilla Com. Flandr., plate 10.)

The Crusades must also have had considerable effect

in causing arms, which had previously been assumed

and changed at pleasure, to become hereditary. The
descendants of a knight who had fought with distinction

under certain ensigns in the Holy Wars, would feel a

very natural pride in preserving and handing down to

posterity the banner or the shield with the blazonings

which recalled their ancestor's prowess. On this point

Eysenbacii says, on the whole with justice :
—

" Les
croisades rendirent I'usage des armoiries plus general

et leur pratique invariable ; elles les rf4gularis^rent tout

a fait, puisqu'elles devinrent des lors des recompenses

accordees aux chevaliers et aux .villes qui s'etaient

distingu^s dans les guerres saintes. Ce fut aussi depuis
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es croisades que les armoiries devinrent hereditaires.

Dn con9oit aisement que les fils de ceux qui s'etaient

ipproprie des s\-mboles pour ces pieuses expeditions,^

jc firent un point de religion et d'honncur de transmettrc

1 leurs descendants I'ecu de leurs peres comme un

-nonument de leur valeur et de leur piete. Au retour

ie la croisade, en effet, cette enseigne qui avait ete

Dlantee sur la breche d'Antioche, ou de Jerusalem, qui

ivait ete benite par le legat du pape sur le tombeau de

fesus Christ, etait reveree comme une sainte relique et

precieusement gardee comme une gloire de famille.

" Flottant sur le plus haut des tours du manoir, elle

dgnalait au loin la demeure d'un champion et peut-etre

i'un confesseur de la foi. Bien plus, les signes qu'on

y vo}'ait etaient reproduits par I'armurier sur le bouclier

du croise
;
par le peintre sur les vitraux de la chapeile

seigneuriale
;
par I'imagier sur le chene des portes du

2hateau
;
par la chatelaine elle meme sur la nappe de

I'autel, oil etaient deposees les sairites reliques que le

:roise avait pieusement enlevees de quelque eglise

schismatique de I'Orient (I) . . . Ces enseignes et ces

symboles durent naturellement passer, je Ic rcpcte,

comme la plus precieuse partie de I'heritage, au fils aine

du defunt, qui en adoptait les emblemes sans y rien

changer, les transmettait a son tour a ses enfants comme
une signe de suprematie, de commandement ; comme la

preuve de leur descendance d'un homme illustre, en un

mot, comme une marque de noblesse."

—

Hisioirc du

Blason, et Scitiicc des Armoiries, pp. 70, 71, Tours, 1848.

It may be suspected, not only from this passage, but

' " Dans ces expeditions de la Terre Sainte, ceux qui avoient

deja de ces S\ mboles se les rendirent plus propres ; et ceux qui

n'en avoient, en choisirent, tant pour se faire rcmarquer, dans les

combats (leur armure de tete empechant qu'on ne connut leur

visage) que pour etre distinguez des autres.''

—

^sIezeray, PAbrt-gi:

Chronologique de PHistoire de France, tonY. ii., p. 515.
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from others in the work, that the writer from whom are

borrowed the above eloquent sentences, attached a

larger amount of credence than '\\'ould generally be

conceded at the present day, or at all events by the

present ^\-riter, to the stories which account for many

existing armorial bearings, by declaring that they were

special rewards for special prowess in the Crusades
;

br that the Saracen's heads, crescents, crosses, escallop

shells, and other charges which figure in them, had

direct reference to the part the ancestors of the present

bearers played in those stirring events. Still, there is

no doubt that, as stated above, the Crusades had an

appreciable effect in the extension., consolidation, and

systematising of Heraldry which the student must not

overlook, or altogether ignore.

The tournaments, which became general in the

thirteenth and following centuries, had probably a very

much larger influence in these respects than can be

attributed to the Crusades ; and they certainly con-

tributed very greatly to the conversion of personal into

hereditary insignia.

Military exercises and sham fights may be traced

back to classical times with much greater probability

than hereditary insignia (see ViRGIL, lib. vii.), but it

would be difficult to say whether tournaments, in the

usual sense of the term, originated in Germany or in

France. Under the Carlovingian kings military

exercises, analogous to the jousts of later times,

certainly took place. The historian NiTHARD gives

some details of a joust which was held on the occasion

of the interview between the brother -princes, LOUIS THE
German, and Charles the Bald in 842. Du Cange
attributes the origin of tourneys to the French

; and

quotes the Chronicon Turonciisc which thus records the

death in 1066 of GEOFFREY DE Preuillv (of the

family of the Counts de Vendome). "Gaufridus de
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^ruliaco, qui torncmiienta invenit, apud Andegavum

)cciditur." A similar entry appears in the Chronicon S.

flartini Turon :—" imt proditio apud Andegavum, ubi

jaufridus de Pruliaco, at alii Barones, occisi sunt.

Hie Gaiifridns de Pridiaco torneauientiiin iiiveuit."

These entries probably only mean that GeofFRE-^-

UE Preuilta' was the first who formulated the rules

ander which these military exercises were to be held.

Du CangE (VI. Dissertation siir I'ldstoire de S. Louis,

f^ar de Joinvilk) remarks, that tourneys are considered

by the writers of the middle ages as sports essentially

French: and MATTHEW PARIS in 1 1 79 calls them

'joCites fran9aises"— " conflictus gallici." There is

abundant evidence that these tourneys were no child's

play. In 1186 GEOFFREY Plantagexet, Duke of

Brittany, son of Henry II. of England, was slain in a

tourney at Paris. JOHN, IMarkgrave of BRANDENBURG,

thus lost his life in 1269. FREDERICK II., Count

Palatine, fractured his spine by a fall from his horse in

one of these encounters. In the twelfth century the

Popes Innocent II., Eugenius III., and Alexander
III., fulminated their bulls against them, as later did

Innocent III., and other popes. Philippe le Bel and

Philippe le Long issued Ordonnances against them (?'.

DU Cange), but it was only the unfortunate death in 1559

of Henri II. of France, who was killed in a tourney by

a splinter from the lance of de Montmorency, which

caused their discontinuance.

We may reasonably conclude that the tournaments

which probably originated in Germany were introduced

into England from the neighbouring kingdom of France ;

in which kingdom they were first systematised and regu-

lated. The earliest regular tournament of which we can

find a record in the old German chroniclers appears to be

that which was held at Xurnberg in 1127, under the

Emperor LoTHAiR (Brunner, Auiialcs Boici, torn, iii..
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p. 283). The date of the tourney at Gottingen, which

I find quoted from the Braunsdiweiger Chronicle, as 1 1 19,

is probably a mistake for 11 29, as LOTHAIR was only

elected King of the Romans at Mainz in the year 1125.

It is pretty clear, both from the entire lack of outside

corroboration, and from internal evidence hereafter

noticed, that Ruxner's Thurnier Buck was not derived

from any ancient MS., but is an elaborate fiction, so far

as it relates to the tourneys which he asserts were held

antecedently to the twelfth or thirteienth centuries
;
and

that no credence whatever is to be attached to the long

lists of members of later noble families who are said

to have taken part in the tourneys ; or to their blazons

;

or to those Leges Hastiludiales, which, by requiring four

generations of noble descent from those who partici-

pated in these sports, would have carried back systematic

and hereditary armory at least a century beyond their

supposed promulgation by HENRY THE FoWLER in

ml-
Even with resrard to tournaments which we know

with certainty really took place, Ruxner's list is

seriously inaccurate. He omits any mention of that

which was held at Neuss in 117S; and which was

worthy of remembrance since in it forty-two knights

and their esquires lost their lives in the melee.

According to the Chronicutn Belgicitm JMagniun there

was held near Cologne, in the year 1240, a tourney

in which sixty knights and esquires were slain. Neither

of this, nor of the one held at Ntirnbcrg in 1433 does

RtJXNER make any mention. With regard to the Thur-

nier-Ordmmgxt can be shown that, instead of dating from

the tenth century, they were first drawn up at Heidelberg

in 1481, and Heilbronn in 1484. Some other respects in

which RiJXNER trips, are set forth, and the whole matter

is well summed up, in Dr Michael Praun's treatise

Von dem Adelichen Europa, mid denen Heerschilden des
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Teutschen Adds, 1688, of which the following passage

as given in RuDOLPHi, Heraldica Curiosa, p. 16 (Niirn-

berg, 1698), is a summary. " Wiewol diese Meinung

schon etliche Anstosse Icidcn mtissen, indcm einige dem
Rixner in seinen Thurnier-Buch, wo er diesen Thurnier,

und alle damals anwesende Personen beschrieben und

genennet, wenig trauen wollen, sowol, weil solches bey

keincn andern Scribenten zu finden ist, als auch, wcil er

selbsten zu seiner Beglaubigung nichtanders vorbringt als

dasz er solches bey einem Pfarrer in Sachsen in einem

geschriebenen Buch gelesen, und abgeschrieben habe,

welches dem Goldasto in Rational, ad lib. dcr Reiclis-

Satz, pag. 305, gar verdachtig ist, weiicn cr hinzu setzt, es

habe gedachter Pfarrer gleich nach solcher Abschrifft

sein Manuscript verbrennt ; da doch solches zu griind-

lichern Beweiss hatte billig sollen aufbewahret werden.

Ferner konnen sic das reine Teutsche in der Thurnier

Ordnung, welche Rixner dem Hexrico Aucupi zu-

schreibt, mit der damaligen Redens-Art nicht zusammen
reimen, wie ingleichen, wan er sagt, dass diese Thurnier-

Ordnung, mit Zuziehung der ' vicr Reichs Herzogenl

nahmlich Pfaltzgraf Conrad bey Rhein ; Herman, Hertzog

in Schwaben ; Bernhard, Hertzog in Bayern; und Conrad,

Herzog in Francken, etc., gemacht worden ; da doch

damalen der Hertzog in Francken und Pfaltzgraf eins

gewesen
; wozu noch kommen die unnothige Wieder-

holungen in den meisten Articuln, und die Unterschrift't

welche einige Dignitaten bemerckt, woran doch zu

zweiffeln, ob sie damals schon gewesen ; w ie auch der

iibelangebrachte Titel, dcr Edlen, als welcher in densel-

bigen Zeiten nicht den Rittern, sondern Fursten und
Herren gebuhret habe

; von dem IX. und XL Articul,

wollen sie ebenfalls zweiffeln, ob sie sich zu besagten
Zeiten schicken. Endlich will ihnen auch unglaublich
schcinen, dass, da man vor Zeiten die Bischoffe in

Teutschland nicht einmal ordentlich aufgezeichnet hat,
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man gleichwol alle die Alte vom Adel, so auf jedem

Thurnier erschienen, sollte so fleissig zusammen gesch-

rieben haben, indem es auch kaum zu thun moglich

gewesen ware, wcil man vor Henrici IV. Zeitcn, nicht

cinmal die Fiirsten, Hertzogen, Grafen, und Herren mit

ihren Zunamen, in den alten Diplomatibus aufgezeichnet

finde, und nicht eigentlich gewust, wie sic gelieissen

haben ; wie viehveniger halte man solches also von der

Ritterschafft wissen konnen."

Having thus disposed of Mr ElLIS's cheval dc bataillc,

we may proceed to consider the evidence which is trust-

worthy with regard to the date at which armorial bear-

ings were adopted into general use, and finally became

hereditary ensigns of noble descent.

This evidence we should expect to find on sepulchral

monuments ; on coins, and seals ; and in any lists, or

documents descriptive of events in the course of which

armorial bearings would be likely to be borne.

Menetrier (in his Traitc de VOrigiiic dcs Arvioiries,

p. 54) assures us that there is no tomb of an earlier

date than the eleventh century on which armorial

insignia are depicted. MENETRIER seems to me to

have understated the matter by at least a century.

Clement IV., who reigned 1265-8, is the first of the

Popes on whose tomb, at Viterbo, armorial bearings are

depicted.

The tombstone of WILLIAM, Count of FLANDERS,
who died in 11 27, bears his effigy [Wree, de Seghelen

der Graven van, Vlaendren, plate 9. Te Brugghe (Bruges),

1640] ;
the long oval shield which covers the greater part

of the body has no armorial bearings, but is ornamented

and strengthened by the usual floriated boss, or " escar-

buncle " of the period.

The splendid plaque in champleve enamel which was
formerly an ornament of the tomb of Geoffroi
Plantagenet, Count d'ANjOU, who died in 1151,
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chapter of this work.) On these the effigy of the

owner was represented as in Hfe ; clad in the armour
of the period, with shield and sword or lance. Some-
times, indeed, as upon the seals of the early Counts of

Flanders {See VrIiE, de Seghelen, plates 5, 6, 7), only the

inside of the large curved shield is seen upon very early

instances
;
but on the later seals the shield is so turned

that if any armorial bearings had been depicted they

would have been visible. When we remember that the

very object of the adoption of armorial bearings was to

distinguish the bearer in war from other persons, we may
be quite sure that had the user of the seal possessed such

armorial bearings, such clear indications of the personality

of the proprietor would not have been omitted from the

seal which authenticated his charters and formal docu-

ments. Let us then see what light comes to us from

these contemporary witnesses. Some early shields are

represented in Plate I., these bear no heraldic devices
;

the long curved oval shield is often strengthened by a

border ; by bands of metal nailed ujion the wood ; and,

most frequently, by a metal floriated boss, the arms of

which extended to the edges of the shield ; and from

which in later times some varieties of the Cross, and the

heraldic charge known as the escarbuncle, may have

been derived. That this latter was not originally a

heraldic distinction may be proved inter alia by the fact

that on the shield of Geoffrey Plantagenet, alluded

to in the preceding page, the floriated boss appears,

irrespective of the rampant lions which formed his

armorial bearings. (Plate II., fig. 3.)

So also on the recumbent effigy on the floor of the

Temple Church so long, but erroneously, attributed tc

Geoffrey de Magnaville, Earl of Essex, and which

may possibly date from about the close of the twelfth

century, the shield, which bears three bars dancetty, ii

strengthened by an escarbuncle, or floriated cross, in
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relief, which passes over the charges.^ {See ^Ir. J. GOUGH
Nichols's valuable, and most interesting paper on

this effigy in the Herald and Genealogist, vol. iii., pp.

97-112.)

EVSENBACH, in his Histoire dii Blason gives a

list of very early seals upon which armorial bearings

appear, but which are, in my opinion, of very

doubtful authenticity. To "the contract of marriage

of SaxCHO, Infant of Castille, with GuiLLEL-

MIXE, daughter of Cextulus GastOX II., Viscount

of Bearx, of the year looo, are appended seven

seals of which two remain entire ; one has a shield

charged with a greyhound, the other has a shield bendy.

The former is supposed to have been that used by

Garcia Arxaud, Comte d'AxcE et de Magusac,

who lived at the time, and whose descendants bore a

greyhound as their armorial charge. But I believe this

whole document to be a fabrication of a much later date.

A like doubt attaches to two seals of Adei.BERT OF

LORRAiXE affixed to charters of the years 1030, 1037,

which have on them shields charged with an eagle ait

z'ol abaisse. A charter of RAYMOND DE St. Gilles,

dated 1088, is said to bear a seal on^ which is the cross

which formed the bearing of the Counts of Toueouse,
and was called by their name, the cross videe, clcc/ia\

et pomviettee {vide infra, p. 161), and which I believe

1 Similarly the seal of Eox DE Fontchasteau in 1200, is

charged with three crescents and a chief, over all the floriated boss.

Even as late as 1231 the seal of Eoxyf/jr le comtc has a shield with

an escarbuncle which is evidently constructional. {See MORICE,
Mcmoires pour sevuir de Preuves a rHistoire Ecclesiastique it

Civile de Bretagne, Paris 1 742, tome i., seals xxviii., xxi.) From the

same work are taken the shields engra\'ed on Plate I., fig. 5, of

Robert de \'itre, 1172, whose \ow% pavoise has an escarbuncle

of fourteen rays, and that of Ada.m d'Hereford (Plate 11., fig, 2)

on which the shield has a boss, and is strengthened with a bordure,

and bands in cross and saltire. The shield Plate I., fig. 1 1 is

from DE>nrix, Weapons of War, page 174.
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was simply developed out of the constructional boss of

the older shields. The seal of Thierry II., Count of

Bar and Montbeliard, appended to a deed dated

1093, is said to bear two barbel addorsed, as in the later

arms. HUGH II., Duke of BURGUNDY, in 1102, bears

on his seal a shield, Bendy of six within a bordure, the

well known arms of Burgundy-ancient. Raoul DE
BeAUGENCY, a follower of GODFREY DE BOUILLON
in the First Crusade, in a deed dated 1104, seals

with a shield : Chequy and a fess. In the same

year a seal of SiMON DE Broyes has a shield bearing

the canting arms of the broyes which later formed

part of the coat of JoiNviLLE, or DE Geneville.

The seal of GUIRAND DE Shfiane in 1 11 3, and later,

bears the ram which is the charge: of the coat of that

family.

The earliest seal of a Count of Flanders given by

Vr£e, in his work De Seghelen der Graven van Vlacndreu,

which bears a shield charged with the lion of Flanders

is that of Count Robert on plate 4, attached to a charter

of 1072. But of this Mabillon has demonstrated the

falsity ; and on that ground, and not (as Mr Ellls

rather unworthily suspects) because: it "conflicts with a

cherished theory," Mr PlaNCHE passes it over entireh'

in his Heraldry Founded on Facts ; and says of the seal of

Philip I. Count of Flanders in 1164 (J) that it is the

earliest unquestionable example in the collection of

UrediuS (i.e. Wree, or Vree, as afore mentioned) on

which the lion appears as a heraldic bearing. But I am

pretty sure that Sir CHARLES Meyrick also expressed

a doubt as to the authenticity of this seal, not

because the use of the arms " conflicts with a cherished

theory," but on account of some peculiarities of the

armour. I gather also that Demay, the great French

authority on SigiUography, agrees with him, since

he passes over this particular seal, and says :
—

" On
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-encontre le lion pour la premiere fbis dans le type de

Philippe d'Alsace, en 1170. Le sceau de 11 64" (an

luthentic seal, not the one referred to above) " du meme

:omte, n'en fait pas mention.^ On le chercherait en

/ain sur les sceaux des predecesseurs de Philippe " {Le

Costume d'aprh les Sceaicx, p. 189, Paris, 1880). We
lave then here the first certainly authentic use of arms

jpon a seal towards the close of the twelfth century.

Other seals which ]\I. Demay adduces corroborate very

strikingly the generally received idea that it was only

ifter the middle of the twelfth century that regular

irmorial bearings came into general Use. This evidence

is here given in a condensed form. The seal of

Mathieu I. DE MoxT.AiOREXCY, in 1160, has no arms
;

that of Mathieu II., in 1 177, bears a shield with the

aider form of the Montmorency coat, a cross between

four alerions. No arms are visible on the seal of CONON,

Count of SOISSOXS in 1 172, but in 1178 and 1180 his

shield bears a lion passant MATHIEU II., Count of

BeamOUNT sur Oise, in 1173 has no arms, but his

successor Mathieu III. in 1177 seals with a shield

charged with a lion rampant. The COUCY seal in 11 50

has no armorial bearings, but the well-known coat

:

Barry of six vair and gules, appears on the seal of 1 190.

The lion borne by the family of Garlande does not

appear on the seal of Gui DE GARLAND in 1170, but is

engraved on that used in 1192. In 1185 GERARD DE

St, Aubert bears no arms ; but in 1 194 his buckler is

charged with Chevronny and a bordure. On the seal of

Baldwin the Brave, Count of Hainault, of the

date of II 82, the well-known arms: CJievronne of six,

or and sable do not appear, but they are represented on

his counter-seal in 1282. The Counts of CHAMPAGNE
1 On further consideration I think the matter is explicable other-

wise, as I see M. Demay, fig. 92, ascribes the disputed seal of

Philippe d'Alsace to about 1181.
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in 1 1 So and 1 1 86 are represented as bearing the plain

shield with its ornamented boss; but before 1197
Henrc II. had assumed the coticed bend. RoTROU III.

Count of Perche, in 1 190 uses no arms ; but in 1 197 his

son GeoI'FROI bears the shield with the three chevrons

(Demay, Lc Costume, etc., pp. 189-192). So also in

Scotland the seal of Alan Stewart in 11 70 had

apparently no arms upon the shield borne by his

mounted effigies; but in 1190 the shield of the same
Alan bears for the first time the fess chequy (Laing,

Scottish Seals, i., 772-773).

We need not however suppose, arid M. De^fay warns

us against so doing, that " le blason fait son apparition

dans les dernieres annees du douzieme siecle, brusque-

ment, sans transition." On the contrary he adduces some

interesting examples of earlier date which enable us to

see how the transition was effected. Passing by for the

present the development of the fleur de lis in the arms

of France, which will be referred to in another section,

we may cite the following instances. On a seal of

Enguerran, Count de St. Pol, anterior to the year

1 1 50, the mounted knight bears a long uncharged shield,

but the base of the seal is seme with garbs. These garbs

later became true heraldic charges ; and, to the number

of five, were the blazon of the family of the Candavene,

to which Enguerran belonged. The seal of Hellin de

Wavrin, in 1 177, bears an eagle volant holding a serpent

in its claws ; in 1193 the eagle displayed appears as the

charge of the seal of ROBERT DE Wavrin, Seneschal of

Flanders. In 1 195, the seal of ROGER DE Meulan has

a lion passant ; two years later the lion, but rampant, is

enclosed in a shield on the seal of jEAN DE Meulan
;

and Roger de Meulan is represented holding this escut-

cheon on his seal of 1204. JULIENNE, Dame de ROSOY,

is represented in 1195 between two roses; in 1201 the

roses have become heraldic, and the shield of ROGER
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DE ROSOY in I20I bears three. TDemay, loc. cit., pp.

1 93 -1 94-)

A like process went on elsewhere ; the seal of JOHN

DE JNIUXDEGUMBRI of Eagleshame, about 1170, bears a

single fleur de lis (Laixg, Scottish Seals, l, Xo. 590); and

three fleurs de lis became later the arms of the family

of :Moxtgomerv. The seal of William de I nays,

appended to the instrument of fealty by which certain

Scottish magnates did homage to EDWARD I. in 1296,

bears only a single six-pointed mullet, or star (heraldic

bearings at that time not having become general!}-

adopted in Scotland); in later times the IxXES coat was

charged \\-ith three mullets {Aiie Account of the Familie

oflimes. Spalding Club, 1864, page; 56). Similarly, the

seal of Richard Falconer of Hawkerston, in 1170

bears a flour de lis supporting two falcons (Laix'G, i. 323).

In the same year the seals of ROBERT, PATRICK, and

Walter Corbet {Ibid., i., 201-3) have corbies perched

upon the branches of a tree; while, in 1292, GILBERT

and William Coxxisuurgh have on their seals

{Ibid., i., 199-2001 conies in the midst of foliage. In all

these cases, as in many others, the device assumed in

reference to the name became the foundation of the

regular heraldic bearings of the famih".

^Ir Stodart sa_\-s {Scottish Arms, ii., 291):
—"The

seal of Odo Burxard, attached to a charter relating to

Arlcscy, 1200, has a leaf, or perhaps a flower of seven

leaves on a short stalk ; another seal of the same person,

a little later, has three leaves on a shield. The leaves

have been called burnet (pimpernel) leaves, but all the

Scottish blazons have holly. One leaf appears on the

seal, 1252, of Richard Burxard of Faringdon in

Ro.xburghshire." Hence came the arms borne by the

Burxetts of Leys, etc. : Argent three holly leaves in chief

vert, and a hunting horn in base sable, gai-nisJied and
stringedgules. These arms, quartering in the second and
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third Azure, tliree garbs or for Craigmyle, were borne

'by the Burnetts of Kemnay; and, with the difference

of a mullet sable in the fess point of the quartered coat,

by the late GEORGE Burnett, LL.D., Lyon King of

Arms, and joint author of the present work, a younger
brother of BURNETT of Kemnay, in Aberdeenshire.

The seal of William Lindsay, Lord of Ercildoun
and Crawford, in 1 170, is not armorial ; that of SiMON
of Lindsay of the same date has an eagle displayed

—

the heraldic charge of the Norman family of the

LiMESAYS which in 1345 becomes the (single) heraldic

supporter of the family arms [Gu. a fess cliequy arg.

and az.) upon the seal of Sir David Lindsay, Lord of

Crawford (Laing, Scotiisli Seals, \., Nos. 503, 504, 509,

and ii., 629, 630. Sec also Lives of the Lindsays, vol. i.,

pp. 3-5 and 440).

BuTKENS in his Tivp/u'es de Brabant (Lib. 4., cap. 3),

attributes the rise of Armorial bearings in the Low
Countries to about the middle of the twelfth century.

He says :
—

" Certes il nous seroit bien difficile de trouver

quelles armoiries les Princes mesmes portoient en ce

temps la,—puisque dans leurs Sceaux Ton ne trouve

aucune marque ou Blason ; at veritablement le port des

armes n'est si ancien, n'y les armes si hereditaires, comme
on les imagine maintenant, et ou ce qu'on peut juger des

Sceaux, le Blason en nos quartiers n'a este en usage que

peu devant I'an mclx."

Even in the thirteenth century arms had not become

definitely hereditary. In 1223 Aymar DE SassENAGE

bore a bend. In 1251 GuiLLAUME DE Sassenage bore

two swans accostes by two cotices fretty. In 1249

GuiLLAUME, Seigneur de BeauvOIR, bore Quarterly,

and a cotice in bend ; in 1279 a GuiLLAUME DE
Beauvoir (who Menetrier thinks may have been the

same person) bore a lion. EuDES Alleman, Seig-

neur des Champs, in 1265, bore a bend between six
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fleurs de lis ; AVMAR Alleman, a griffon passant ; Odo
Alleman, a single fleur de lis. Gui Alleman in 1307

bore four fleurs de lis and a label. The branch of this

family at Uriage bore an eagle, and that at Arbent in

Bresse, a lion. Finally, SiBOUD Alleman, Bishop of

Grenoble, in the year 1455, having assembled in his

Episcopal Palace all his relations of the name, to the

number of twenty-three, they resolved that for the future

all should bear exclusively the arms of the Allemans

6f Vaubonnois, namely : Gidcs ficuij or, over all a coticc

argent. (MenetrIER, De V Origine des Armoiries et dii

Blason, pp. 88, 89.) ^lENETRIER declares that he had him-

self seen the formal document drawn up on this occasion

;

and he adds, "Je pourrois alleguer cent autres exemples

semblablcs de diverses maisons de Xormandie, de

Champagne, de Bourgogne, et des Pays Bas."

In our own country mutations of arms were by no

means infrequent, as in the case of the FERRERS, Earls

of DerPjY ; and a noble marrying a lady of higher posi-

tion, or greater possessions, usually assumed her arms.

(Further allusion to this will be found hereafter in the

chapter on MarshaLLIXG.)

In Spain the introduction of Hereditary Arms does not

appear to have been earlier than the commencement of

the thirteenth century. In Italy the case was the same.

JOVIUS, Bishop of NOCERA, in 1 556, writes :

—"Al tempo

di Friderico Barbarossa vennero in uso I'insegne delle

Famiglie, chiamate da noi ' Arme,' donate de principi, per

merito dell' honorate imprese fatte in guerra, ad effeto di

riobilitare i vallorosi Cavallieri, ne riacquero bizarrisime

inventioni ne' cimieri et pitture ne gli scudi."

In Sweden the earliest known example of an armorial

shield is of the year 12 19. {See HildebRand, Det

Svenska Riksvapnet ; in the Antiqvatisk Tidskrift for

Svei'ige ; 1883.) The shield is engraved on p. 326.
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CHAPTER III.

As the primary use of Armorial Ensigns was to

distinguish warriors by the devices on their shields,

so when these bearings came to be depicted on seals, or

monuments, or in Rolls of Arms, they continued to be

represented upon a shield or escucheon. This varied

in form at different times, following the modifications

which took place in the equipment of the warrior ; the

size and shape of the shield being materially affected by

the quality of the armour.

At the time of the Norman Conquest this was com-

posed of links interlaced ; or of scales, rings, and other

small pieces of steel, sewn upon the linen or leather

hauberk, which was usually quilted in diamond-shaped

spaces. While this rude armour, which is depicted in

the Bayeux Tapestry {see also Flate II., fig. i), was

usually sufficient to turn an arrow shot from a distance,

it was utterly inadequate to resist the thrusts of a spear, or

sword, at close quarters ; and the defence of the warrior
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igainst these was provided for b\- a shield of large dimen-

sions, sufficient to cover the whole of the body. On
the Bayeux Tapestry this appears of a kite - shaped

form, but, as is evident from our plates, it was really

curved round the warrior"s body, and was adorned and

strengthened by a metal border and intersecting bands,

or b\- a boss with a projecting spike and floriations,

which afterwards became the foundation of the heraldic

charge known as the escarbuncle (Plates I. and II.).

The latest instances of the use of this boss are probably

afforded by the seals of RICHARD CCEUR DE LlOX ; and

of Richard de Verxox, in 1 195. (?Demav, Le Costii.nu

d'aprbs ItS Sccaitx. p. 141.)

As the texture of the coat of mail became closer, and

the pieces of which it was composed more continuous

its powers of resistance \\ ere greatly increased, and the

larsre, heaxT, cumbersome shield was no longer needed.

Accordingly the shield, though still somewhat cur^-ed, and

sufficiently large to protect the vital organs, underwent a

considerable diminution in size, as well as a modification

in shape (Plate IT., fig. ;;. Upon tlie earl\ seals where

the warrior is represented on horseback, bearing his shield

the cur\-ature of the shield often prevents us from having

a full view of the bearings depicted upon it ; but on the

counter-seal, or secretuiu, which contained only, or chiefly

the representation of the owner's .shield of arms, this i;

represented flat, or with only a slight incurvation. Th(

form given to it varied considerabh" at various times

On the earliest armorial seals the shield is of i

heart shape, with round top and sides as in th(

geal of Henry de FERRifeRES in 1:05 cf. ^it secretin)

of Eustacia de Chatillox, 12 iS; Vree, Gen. Com
'Fland., plate vi. : Demav, Le Costume d'aprcs les Sceaii.x

fig. 20;, I205\ Th.^. secretum of PHILIPPE DE I\Lalde

GHEM in 1207 \'ree, Getualogie des Comtcs de Fhvidn
plate 4'', shows that the lines of the shield, both at th(







PLATE II.

Explanation of FianiES.

1 13th Century Make de Soissons (Demay). 2. Adam de Hereford (Moria

XIV.). 3. From Champleve enamel of Geoffrey ^Plantagenet, 1157, a
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top and the sides, were beginning to lose something ol

their convexity, though the top angles were still rounded

off. {See also the seal and secretuin of Robert II.,

Comte de Dreux, circa 1202, in Vr£e, Ghie'alogie des

Conttes de Flandre, plate 7.) A little later the shield

becomes slightly elongated, and ail its lines flatter ; the

top line joins the side ones at a distinct angle, instead

of being rounded off as formerly. Both types occur on

the seal and the secretuin of PiERRE DE Dreux, son ol

Robert II., and husband of Alice, Duchess of

BretaCNE, <r. 1212. On his seal the shield borne by the

Count was of the elongated triangular shape ; the heart-

shaped shield appears on the sccrctuin. (Vr£e, Ginca-

logie des Conites de Flandre, plate 8.)

To this type succeeded the regular " heater-shaped
"

shield ; flat on the top, \\'ith the sides gently curved and

meeting at a point, which prevailed in the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries. Later, especially after the

introduction of the custom of quartering arms, there was

an increasing tendency to give greater width to the base

of the shield. About the middle of the fourteenth

century we find the shield /£»c/^/ or ra?/r/// (that is placed

at an angle instead of being droit, or in a vertical

position), and supporting on its upper angle the crested

helm, with its mantling or lambrequins. In this form

the shield was suspended above the pavilions at the tour-

naments. {See the Plates from the Armorial de Geldrc;

and the ZiiricJi Wappenrolle.) Towards the end of the

fifteenth century appeared such forms as those represented

in Fig. 8, p. 53. This shield is said to be a bouche, and

the notch at the angle was contrived as a rest for the

lance of the wearer.

In southern countries, especially in Spain, the shield

assumed a distinctly rounded shape in the base, which

has been retained in the Peninsula to the present day,

and of which examples are found in the mediaeval seals
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of the Counts of Foix, Beam, Toulouse, etc. (.S','.

Demav, Lc Ccsf::;::c, ctr.. p. --S.) An o\al shield was

\lso in use in southern countries, especiall)' in Italy, where

it is still greatly employed ; and it is the form almost

invariably used there, and elsewhere, for the Arms ol

Ecclesiastics. On tlie seals of Knguerkax te Coucv

in 13S0, and of Olivikr de Cl.issox, Constable ol

France, in 1307, the oxal shield has the notch a Iwuiu

uhich converts it into the Ecu cii J^ii/tt/c (Di;maV, /.<

Ccst:!-,)::, etc., p. j;o,\ The prevailing forms became

more florid in the sixteenth centur_\-, particularh" ir

Germany v-^w figs, u, 13, and 14}.

\Miat ma}' be called the " vair-shaped " shield wa;

much in vogue in Britain in the eighteenth, and carK

part of the present eentur\- ; as were other still nun\

iintasteful forms ; but within the last fift\- years then.

:has been, along witli a revixed know ledge of, and tast£

for. Art, a reversion to the earlier and simpler t_\-pes o

the shield. The " heater-.shaped " shield is now \er_\

generally employed for single coats ; while for thos(

which contain c"|uarterings, or small charges, the shielc

witli straight top and sides and ogee curves in base

which finds tavour in France; or the Spanish shiek

(which is the same, except that the base is formed by ;

segment of a circle"* are much used. (.SVr p. 53, fig. Ri."*

In Great Britain the Ro\al Arms are \er\' cener.dh

represented (or misrepresented'* in an owal, sonictinic:

even in a circular .shield. This has arisen from thi

circumstance that the shield is encircled b)- the Garte

w hich forms the principal ensign of the Most Xoble Ordc

of that name. In imitation of this, oval shields, w hich an

surrounded b}- the collars, or b}- garters or bands bearin;

the mottos of the Orders, are often, but without an'

necessit}-, employed bj- the Knights of the TlUSTLl'

Bath, etc. (On the use of the oval .shield abroad, .v,-

page sS.")
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There are a few early examples of shields of circular

shape. [See the seal of Jean, Due de Berry, 1408,

(Plate of Seals, Xo. i, infra); and that of AIARIE

d'Axjou, Queen of Charles VII.] A monumental

slab at Chetwynd in Shropshire has a circular shield

charged with arms, GOUGH, ^Lonuviciits, vol. i., p. cviii.

(quoted in BOUTELL, Christian Mouiimcnts, note on

p. 74). The arms of Savoy were often borne on a circular

escucheon on the breast of an eagle {vide.post. Chap. VIII.,

p. 243-244;. The Ecu en banniere, a shield of a square

shape, has from very early times been used by Knights

Bannerets ; and in France it is still employed by certain

families, which descend from persons who have held the

dignity of Chevaliers Bannerets. Thus the Poitevin

family of BarLOT bear : de Sable, a trois croix patees

d'argent. L'e'cu en bannicrc. The BeaumaxOIRS, Mar-

quises de Lavarihx, whose arms are : d'Arjiir, a onze

billettes d'argeiit, 4, 3, 4 ; do the same. The arms of the

Archambaults, who descend froni the first House of

BoURliOX, are often borne en banniere, they are : d'Or,

an lion de guenles, accotnpagne de huit coquilles d'azui\

rangees en orle.

But in the fourteenth, and commencement of the

fifteenth centuries the ecu en banniere was not unfre-

quently used by great ladies. M. Demav, in his Costume

d'aprcs les Sccaux, engra^-es (Fig. 284; an instance
;
io

it the arms of Jeaxxe, Dame de Plasxes, are im-

paled with those of her husband. In Vr£e, Gcncalogie

des Comtes de Flandrc, plate 60 contains the seal of

•Marguerite de Baviere, wife of Jeax Saxs-peur.

She was the daughter of Albert de Baviere, Count

of Hatxault, IIolLAXD, etc., son of the Emperor

Touis. On her seal the ecu en banniere appears to be

quarterly, but really it is impaled :

—

Perpale : i. Per /ess,

(a) in £/«(?/ BURGUXDV-modern ;
{b\ in base BURGUXPY-

ancient. 2. Also Perfess ; {a) in chief Bxwkia ;
{b) in
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Vase, the quartered coat of Haixault and HOLLAND,

.vithout a pourfilar line. (These coats are blazoned in

:he chapter on ]MakshallIXG.)

Two seals of Alfonzo of Spain in 1324, 1325, have

Lhe arms on an ecu cii baniiierc.

The ancient but very inconvenient custom still prevails

by which the arras of an unmarried lady, or a widow, are

placed upon a lozenge-shaped shield. On the Continent,

md especially for widows, this usage has many excep-

tions ; and an oval shield, which obviates the mutilations

30 frequently necessitated by the adoption of the lozenge,

is increasingly in use. The emploj^ment of the Ecu en

lozange goes back to the thirteenth centurj^. An early

instance is engraved by Demav (Fig. 283, it is ofthe date

1262, and in it Isabelle DE Saixt Vraix bears in

a lozenge her arms, a double-headed eagle displayed.

But in these early times, the lozenge was occasionally,

if rareh-, used' by men also. PlERRE DE LA Fauche
thus sealed in 1270; and Jeax, .Comte d'ARMAG-

XAC, in 1369. In the last named year JEAXXE DE
Bretagxe, wife of Charles de Blois, thus bore her

arms (De^lw, Le Costume d'apres les Sceaux, p. 22g).

In \'1;£e, Genealogie dcs Comtes dc Flandrc, plate 58,

are engraved two seals of ^IarGARET, Countess of

Haixault, Hollaxd, etc., wife of the Emperor Louis

(pf Bavaria), in which her arms are borne in a lozengeonthe

breast of the Imperial eagle (single-headed). The shield

is not quartered according to modern usage, but bears

four lions rampant, i, 2, i. , The two in chief and base

are the red lion of Hollaxd ; the two in flanks, the

black lion of FLANDERS. As in the coat of her grand-

daughter :\Iarguerite DE Bavier:e, described above,

there is no di\ ision of the quarters, by a pourfilar line

(these coats are referred to below in the Chapter

on ^Iarshalling). The lozenge has been used in

Britain for unmarried ladies since the fourteenth centurj'.
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Sylvanus Morgan derives it from Eve's spindle
;
just

as, according to his fancy, the tasteless form of the shield

affected in his time was a reminiscence of Adam's spade !

POINTS OF THE ESCUCHEON.

To facilitate the description, or, as it is technically called,

Fig. 15. Fig. 16.

" blazoning " of arms, the surface or " field " of the

escucheon has been mapped out into nine, or sometimes

(and more conveniently), into eleven points, represented

in the woodcuts above, each point being known by its

special name.

ENGLISH. FRENCH.

A. Fess point, le centre (abime) ;
" en cceur.'

B, Middle chief, . le point du chef

C. Middle base, . la pointe de I'ecu.

D. Dexter chief,

.

le canton dextre du chef.

E. Sinister chief,

.

le canton senestre du chef

F. Dexter flank, le flanc dextre.

G. Sinister flank. le flanc senestre.

H. Dexter base, . le canton dextre de la pointe.

I. Sinister base,

.

le canton senestre de la pointe

K. Honour point, le point d'honneur.

L. Nombril point le nombril de I'ecu.

It will be observed that the dexter and sinister sides

of the shield are so called from their position in relation

to the right or left side of the supposed bearer of the

shield, and not to the eye of the spectator. D B E is
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the chief of the shield ; H C I, its base ; D F H the

dexter flank ; E G I, the sinister flank ; and in each

:ase the centre letter marks the " point " of that particular

region.

TIN'CTURES.

Armorial insignia consist for the niost part of one or

more objects called "charges," depicted on
2. field, i.e. the

escutcheon which represents the knightly shield, and

ivhose points hav^e been already explained. One coat of

arms differs from another, not by the differences of the

charges only, but by differences of colour ; or, more

correctly speaking, of tincture, both: in the charges and

in the field. The field may be of one, or of more than

ane tincture, divided by the partition lines hereafter to

be explained, which are represented on page 75. The
tinctures used in British Heraldry are nine in number

;

md comprise two metals, five colours, and two furs.

Of these furs there are several variations to be noted

presently.

The metals are Or, that is gold, Plate III., fig. i
;

md Argent, that is silver, fig. 2 ; in painting these

are often represented by the colours yellow and white
;

but the}- are more properly represented by the actual

metals.

The colours are red, known as gules ; blue, known as

zsure; black, as sable; green, as vert-; purple, aiS pirpere.

The French equivalents are, d'a::iir,de gueules, de sable,

de sinople, de purpure.

Besides these are two other colours mentioned in old

heraldic treatises—orange, known as terMy or tenne, and
blood colour, termed sanguine. These last occur so

rarely in British Heraldry as to be scarcely worthy of

enumeration with the other five. They were intended

by the old heralds to be used in the system of " abate-

nents" which they had invented, and of which some







PLATE III.

1. Or. 2. Argent.

3. Gules. 4. Azure.

W^^
5. Sable. 6. Vert.

/

7. Purpure. 8. Tenny.

9. Sanguuif.
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notice will be found under that word. Practically these

abatements {" Sottises anglatses" is the severe, but not
ynjust estimate of the learned hYcnch writer on blazon,
le Pere Menetrier) were never in use, and the colours

were, therefore, not needed. There is, however, in the

Lyon Register, one instance only of the use of sanguine

as the tincture employed in an honourable coat. The
arms of the family of Clayhills of Invergowrie, are :

—

Per bend sanguine and vert, two greyhounds courant bend-

ways argent. I have also met with a few foreign instances

of the use of tenne ; the Prussian Counts of BOSE bear

as their first quarter, Arjiire, a Latin cross patce alesee

tenny.

Besides the metals, tinctures, and furs which have been

already described, other tinctures are occasionally found

in the Heraldry of Continental nations ; but are compara-

tively of such rarity as that theymay bfe counted among the

curiosities of Blazon ; which would require a separate

volume. That of which I have collected most instances

is Cendree, or ash colour ; which is borne by (among

others) the Bavarian family of AsCHAU as its amies

parlantes:—Cendrce, a mount of three coupeaiix in base,

or.

Briinatre, a brown colour, is even more rare as a

tincture of the field ; the MiEROSZEWSKY in Silesia,

bear, de Brundtre, a cross pat^e argent supporting a raven

rising sable, and holding in its beak a horse-shoe proper,

its points towards the chief.

£leu-celeste, or bleu du del, appears occasionally, apart

from what we may term " landscape coats." That it

differs from, and is a much lighter colour than, azure is

shown by the following example. The Florentine

CINTI (now CiNl), bear a coat which would be numbered

among the amies fausses, or a enquerir

:

—Per pale azure

and bleu-celeste an estoile counter changed.

Amaranth, or Columbine, is the field of a coat (of
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which the blazon is too lengthy for insertion in this place)

which was granted to a Bohemian knight in 1701.

The use of the term "proper " of course covers every

shade which can be found in an artist's palette ; it is

indicated in German hachurzs by indented lines in the

direction of purpura ; but Eisen-farbe seems to have an

independent existence in some modern coats.

Carnation is the technical French term for the colour

of naked flesh, and is often employed in blazon.

Of the regular tinctures /M^z^r^ is much less used in

British Armory than any other. In France it was

disputed as to whether it was a separate tincture at all.

The lion of Leon is often blazoned purpure, but was

not intended to be of a tincture distinct from gules. {See

my paper in Notes and Queries, iii. series, vol. i. p. 471 ;

and another in the Genealogist, vol., v., p. 49, on " The
Heraldry of Spain and Portugal.")

The old armorists covered their ignorance of the

history of the subject on which they wrote, and filled

their treatises, by assigning to each metal and colour

special attributes, not only when these were used alone,

but varying according to their combinations with others.

Into these absurdities we need not enter ; they were

quite incompatible with the long prevalent system of

differencing the coats of members of the same family by

change of tincture ; and as a matter of fact at no time,

and in no country, were the moral qualities of the bearer

indicated by the tinctures or charges of the shield. Tinc-

tures which were supposed appropriate to represent the

moral qualities of one member of a family would obviously

often have been quite inappropriate: to indicate those of

his brothers, or of his sons. Still, an idea prevails that one

colour or metal is more honourable than another, as gold

is a more precious metal than silver ; and the colours

have usually been ranked in the order in which they are

here placed. Gules and ar:ure have .each the first place







PLATE IV.

1. Ermine.

(Ancient.

)

4. Ermmnis.

8. Countervair.

Pcau.

7 \'air.

9. Vair in pale.

3. Ermines-

6. Vair.

(Ancient.)

r^ 7^ 7^

\J LM

10. Vair undy.

11. I'otent.

13. Vairy.

12. Counterpotent.
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assigned to them by various heralds, on the ground that
the tinctures of the arms of the Sovereign must be the
most honourable. According to this reasoning asiire

would hold the first place in France, and guks in

England.

The only furs in use in the early days of heraldry
were ermine and vair. The former, of white with black
spots of special shape, was supposed to represent the

white skin and the black tail of the animal so called.

Ermine is often thus represented, as was originally always
the case, by a white field with black spots. But in the

middle ages the field was often of silver {argent). The
ennine on the '' Stallplates" of the Knights of the Garter

in St. George's Chapel at Windsor, has the field of silver,

not of white. {See Mr Hope's paper on these " Stall

plates" read before the Society of Antiquaries of London,

Arcliaologia, vol. li.) Vair is said to represent the fur of

a species of squirrel, much used for lining cloaks and

mantles according to the sumptuary laws of olden times.

As the number of coats of arms increased several varieties

of these furs were introduced. Ermines, Erminois, and

Pean, are really only variations of ermine ; and have no

more right to be separately enumerated as furs than have

the varieties of ermine and vair hereafter to be noticed.

A black fur with white spots, the reverse of ermine, is

known as ermines (in French, eontre-kermine). In

erminois the fur is gold colour with black spots, or tails
;

Pcan is the reverse, black with gold spots. These latter

are not known by a special name in foreign heraldry,

but the field is said to be of such or such a colour setne

dhermiues. Thus, erminois would be in French blazon ;

—

(TOr, seme d'hermines de sable ; Pean would be de Sable,

seme d'hermines d'or. Other variations are noted further

on in this Chapter ; and see Plate IV.

Drawings, engravings, and sculptures in which colour

was unattainable, laboured under the disadvantage of
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giving very imperfect information regarding the coat

which they were designed to represent ; and in the

seventeenth century it first occurred to heralds that by

an arrangement of lines and points, it might be pos-

sible, even without the use of colour, to indicate heraldic

tinctures in sculpture or engraving.

The first system of this kind appears to have been that

of Francquart, in Belgium, c. 1623. It was succeeded

by those of BUTKENS, 1626; Petra Sancta, 1638;

LOBKOWITZ, 1639 ; Gelenius ; and DE ROUCK, 1645 ;

but all these systems differed from each other, and were

for a time the cause of confusion, and not of order.

Eventually, however, the system of PetRA Sancta (the

author of Tessera Gentilities) superseded all the others,

and has remained in use up to the present time.

By it, Or is represented in engravings by dots ; argent

is left plain
;
gules is denoted by perpendicular ; azure

by horizontal lines ; sable by the conjunction of both.

Vert is indicated by diagonal lines from the dexter to

the sinister
;
purpure by diagonal lines from the sinister

to the dexter.

By the side of each metal and colour in Plate III. is

placed its representation by lines and points.

Another device for indicating the tinctures in engrav-

ings and sketches was that called " tricking ; " in it

letters and abbreviations were used to mark the tinc-

tures, and a numeral the repetition of a charge.

The arms in SiebMACHER'S Wappenhuch, Nurnberg
(ist edition in 1605, later edition 1734), are thus tricked, as

are those in Magneney'.s Recueil des Arines, Paris, 1633.

One of the absurd pedantries affected by English

armorialists was the substitution of planets for the ordi-

nary names of the tinctures in the blazons of Sovereign

Princes ; and of precious stones in those of peers. As this

mode of blazoning, though now happily discarded, was
adhered to by writers as late in date as GUILLIM, it is
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needful to give here the respective synonyms of the
different metals and colours.

Tinctures. Princes. Peers.

Or. Sol. Topaz.

Argent. Luna. Pearl.

Gules. Mars. Ruby.

Azure. Jupiter. Sapphire.

Sable. .Saturn. Diamond.

Vert. Venus. Emerald.

Purpura. Mercury. Amethyst.

Sanguine. Dragon's head. Jacinth.

Tenne. Dragon's tail. Sardonyx.

It has been said generally that a coat of arms consists

of a charge or charges, placed upon a field ; but while

this is the general rule there are numerous exceptions;

there are coats which consist only of a field ; a single

metal, tincture, or fur being alone employed. These are

comparatively rarely met with, though in foreign Heral-

dry their frequency ha.i been much underrated by

previous writers ; and there is a very large number of

coats, both at home and abroad, in which, while the field

is divided by partition lines into surfaces of two or more

colours, there is nothing which can technically be called

a charge. Many of these simple coats are of great

antiquity.

FIELDS OF A SINGLE METAL, TINCTURE, OR FUR.

I have been able, in the course of a good many years'

study, to collect examples in which each of the heraldic

tinctures, furs, and metals has been used as the sole
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bearing of the shield. A plain golden coat {dOr pleiti)

is borne in France by the families of BiSE, BORDEAUX,
DE Puy-Paulix, and Paerxox ; in: Spain by Mexesez
of Andalucia ; in Germany and Switzerland by BOSSEX-

STEIX (if \ve may credit SlEBMACHER, Wappenbuch, iii.

1 1 8 ; Or, an eagle displayed gules, being the more usual

coat) ; and by Vox LaHR of Rhenish Prussia. It is also

the coat of the Italian family of BaXDIXELLI, to which

Pope Alexaxder III. belonged. In this case (as upon

his monument in the church of St. John Lateran at

Rome) I have noticed that the plain gold field is

diapered. Other coats hereafter blazoned were similarly

treated. {See Diaper, -^t^. 114, 115.)

UArgent plein :—The plain silver shield which we
have been accustomed to think of as an ecu d'attente,

borne by the }'outhful esquire who had as }'et performed

no deeds of valour entitling him to the knightly rank

and emblazoned shield, turns out to be the ordinary

bearing of the French families of Maigret, or MeGRET;
of BOCQUET, or BOQUET ; of Pellezay

; and of the

Polish Zgraia.

The plain co^toi Azure {d'Azia- plein) is attributed to

Berixgton of Chester, in Harl. 'SIS., 1535 ; to de la
Barge de Ville, in Lorraine ; to FiZEAUX of France

and Holland ; to the Swiss family of Maiexthal ; and
to the CoNTRlZAKis of Greece.

Plain Gules (de Gueules pleiii) occurs more frequently
;

it is the well-known coat of the house of d'Albret, of

the Kings of Navarre ; and of the Dues de Xarbonxe.
It was borne as a canting coat by Boxvixo, and by the

Florentine Rossi, and RUBEI ; bythe French Sarrante
;

du Vivier DE Laxsac ; and the :\Iarchaxds of Liege.

The Fortuxati of Trieste (possibly as a canting re-

miniscence of " rouge et Tioir" f), and the German Counts
von Hertexsteix, Ximexez in Spain, and CzER-
wxia of Poland, all bore de Gueules plein.
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There is another use of a plain red shield which must
not be omitted. In the full quartered coat of some
high sovereign princes of Germany^SAXONV (duchies),

Brandenburg (Prussia), Bavaria, Anhalt—appears
a plain red quartering

; this is known as the Bliit Fahne,

or Regalieii quarter, and is indicative of royal preroga-

tives. It usually occupies the base of the shield, and is

often diapered.

The sombre Sable shield {de Sable pkiri) is borne, not

only by the "unknown knight" of the mediaeval tales of

chivalry, but by the families of Desgabets d'Ombale,
and by a branch of the Norman and English house of

Gournay.
The French families of Barbotte, Fupellin, and

Trible, all bear de Sinople plein ; and even the com-

paratively rarely used tincture Purpure is also the plain

coat of the French AUBERTS.

I venture to affirm that there is no subject on which

so many books have been published with so little original

research as Heraldry ; and I may be allov/ed to express

a hope that the list above given, which is much more

complete than any which has appeared in preceding

Heraldic treatises, and which (with other portions of this

book) will hardly escape the hands of future freebooting

" compilers," may be useful as saving them from writing

nonsense as to coats of a single metal or colour being

" almost unknown." If to the forty, or thereby, coats of

plain metal or colour given above there be added the

many coats in which a single fur ierniinc or vair, with

their variations) is the sole charge, there will be I dare

to say at least a hundred examples of a use, which is

certainly curious and infrequent, but which is not of such

extreme rarity as is often ignorantly asserted. A
parallel, but even worse case, is that of " amies fansses^'

metal on metal, and colour on colour {see Appendix,

Infra).
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Besides the two furs ermine and vair, and their varia-

tions, we may notice that not only is the ermine spot, or

tail, used as an independent charge, either alone or in

specified numbers, but that in Foreign Heraldry it is

also used of various tinctures, and on various fields.

Ermine //rtzw id'Hei-mine) is not, I think, the coat of

any family of Great Britain or Ireland. It was borne on

the Continent by the Dukes of Brittanv, and by the

families of BouRGHiELLES, Le Bret, Coigne, Guil-

LAND, Pierrefort, St. Martin, Quinson, etc.

Ermines plain {Contre-lieruiinc) is borne in France by

Laval, Roux, Maublanc, and Rousselet.

Of the use oi Enniiiois {d'Or semede mouclietures d'her-

inine de sable), without a charge, I only remember one

instance, that of Vander Eze of Guelders.

Other variations are :

—

Gnles, seniil of ermine spots or, the arms of Van
Leefvelt.

Gules, seine of erniiiic spots argent, ivith a fleur de lis of

the same, are those of Beuville.

Azure, seme of ermine spots or, over all a lion argent, is

the coat of SCHLEIDEN, in Prussia. Le RfiVfiREND DU
Mesnil bears Ecartclc, aux l and 4;; de Sinople, a trois

mouclietures d'liermine d^or; au 2 and 3 ; de Gueules.

{Vert, three ermine spots or; quartering Gules flai7t.)

Ermine spots are not unfrequently borne as distinct

charges, thus :

—

Argent, a single spot of ermine {d'Argent, a une mou-

cheture d'liermine) is borne by the farriilies of BcEUVRES,

Bois, Chai, Druavs, etc.

Argent, three ermitie spots sable, by FiRMAS, BartellE-
LA MOIGNON, and the Barons DuROY ; d'Argent, an
chevron d'asnr, accompagne de trois mouchetures d'herminc

de sable, are the arms of CollonguE:
Gnles, six ermine spots or, is the coat of Baysse.
Vair is usually represented as composed of alternate
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cups, or panes, of argent and azure, arranged in

liorizontal rows (as in Plate IV., fig. 7). In early

Heraldry the panes were formed by undulating lines,

as in Plate IV., fig. 6, and Vair is usually thus repre-

sented in our early Rolls ofAnns. (It is usual to describe

this form as Vair ancient. The Vair in the Wappenrolle

von Ziiricli of the fourteenth century, is thus drawn.)

This form is still occasionally met with in foreign

Heraldry, where it is blazoned as Vair onde or Vair

ancien. The family of Margens in Spain bears : Vair

ond^, on a bend gules tJiree gr-iffons or ; and TARRAGON E
of Spain : Vain' ondc, or and gules.

In modern times the white panes are generally

depicted as of silver, not of white fur. The verbal blazon

nearly always commences with the metal, but in the

arrangement of the panes there is a difference between

French and English usage. In the former the white

panes are generally (and I think more correctly) repre-

sented as forming the first, or upper, line ; in British

Heraldry the reverse is the case. The Vairoi Heraldry,

as of commerce, was formerly of three sizes, and the

distinction is continued in foreign armory. The middle,

or ordinary size, is known as Vair ; a smaller size as

Menu-vair (whence our word miniver) ; the largest as

Beffroi, a term derived from the bell-shaped cups, or

panes. In French Armory, Beffroi should consist of

three horizontal rows ; Vair, of four ; Menu-vair., of six
;

this rule is not strictly observed, but in French blazon

if the rows are more than four it is usual to specify the

number ; thus Varroux bears, de Vair de cinq traits.

Menu-vair \% still the blazon of some families; Banville
DE Trutemne bears : de Menu-vair de six tires ; the

Barons van HOUTHEM bore : de Menu-vair, an franc

quartier de gueules charg^ de trois maillets d'or.

In British Armory Vair is only of one size, but from

the bell-shaped cups or panes the English families of
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Belsches and Belcher use Vai?- as part of their arms

Paly ofsix or and gules, a chief vair). The great famih-

)f the Dues de Beauffremoxt in France use Vairc

i'or et dc gueides for a like reason.

When the Tazr is so arranged that in two horizontal

-ows taken together, either the points or the bases of

:wo panes of the same tincture are in apposition, the fur

s known as COUNTER Vair (6W/;v Vair^, Plate IV.,

ig. 8. Another variation, but an infrequent one, is

known as \'air in pale ( Vair appoiiite, or Vair en pal

;

but if of other colours than the usual ones Vairc en pal).

In this all panes of the same colour are arranged in

v-ertical, or palar, rows (Plate IV., fig. 9). Vair in

bend (or in bend-sinister) is occasionally met with in

foreign coats ; thus MiGNIANELLI in Italy bears : Vaire

d'oretd'aznren bande; while Vaisr en darre(tha.t is,in bend

sinister) d'or et de sable is the coat of PiCHOX of Geneva.

Potent, and its less common variant COUNTER
Potent, are usually ranked in British Heraldic works as

separate furs. This has arisen from the writers being

ignorant that in early times Vair was frequenth-

depicted in the form now known as Potent. (By many
heraldic \\Titers Potent is styled Potent-counter-pote^it

;

but in my opinion tautologically. When drawn in the

ordinary way, as in Plate I\'., fig. 1 1, Potent alone suffices.)

An example of Vair in the form no.w known as Potent

(or, as above, Potent-counter-potent) is afforded b\' the

seal of Je.\nne de Flandre, wife of Enguerrand IV.

DE COUCY ; here the well-known arms of COUCV,
Barry of six vair and gules, are depicted as if the bars of

vair were composed of a row of potent. (Vr£e, Ge'ne-

alogie des Comtes de Flandre, '^X'd.X.t 112.) In the Roll

of Arms of the time of Edward I. the Vair resembles

Potent (-counter-potenty, which Dr Perceval errone-

ously terms an "invention of later date." (?3&^ArchcBologia,

xxxix., p. 390.) In the First Xobility Roll of the year
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1297, the arms of No. 8, Robert Dii Bruis, Baron of

Breclviiock, are : Barry of six, Vairi ermine and gules,

and arjnre. Here the vair is potent ; so is it also in

Xo. 19, where the coat of INGELRAM DE Ghisnes, or

Gynes, is : Gules, a chief vair. The same coat is thus

drawn in the Second Nobility Roll, 1299, No. 57.

Potent (-counter-potent) does not occur with great

frequency in modern British Armory. Like its original

Vair, it is always of argent and a^ure, unless other

tinctures are specified in the blazon. (The true counter-

potent, if ever used, is drawn as in Pjate IV., fig. 12.)

A considerable number of British and foreign families

bear Vair only ; such are Varan O, Dukes de Camerino
;

Vaire, and Vairiere, in France ; Veret, in Switzer-

land ; GOUVIS, Fresnay (Brittany); DE Vera, in Spain
;

Loheac (Brittany) ; Varenchon (Savoy) ;
SOLDANI-

ERI (Florence). Counter vair is borne by LOFFREDO

of Naples ; by Bouchage, du Plessis ANGERS, and

Brotin, of France. Hellemmes of Tourney uses : de

Centre vair, d la cotice de guenles brochante snr le tout.

When the panes of vair are not of argent and azure

but of different tinctures the fur is known as Verry,

vairy, or vaire of such colours, as in the arms of de

Beauffremont, and Mignianelli, given above,

p. 70. Plate IV., fig. 13, Vaire Or and gules is the

canting coat in England of FERRERS, Earis of Derby
;

and by connection with them, Vaire gules and ermine

was borne by Greslev ; and Vaire -argent and sable by

Meynell. Abroad : Vairy or and a:^urc was the coat

pf the Counts of Guines; of BONNiteRES, Dues de

GUINES ; of Rochefort {Salle des Croish). Vair^

dargent et de pourpre \s borne by Grutel ;
Vaire d'or

et de sable by DE LA Jardine of Provence.

Two curious forms of Vair occasionally met with in

Italian or French coats are known as " Phimete" and

" Fapelonne."
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In Phnnete Xhs. field is apparently covered with feathers.

Phimclc ifargent et d'acin; is the coat of Ceba (note that

these are the tinctures of I'aii-). Soldonieri of Udine,

Plutnete an naturcl (but the SOLDOXIERI of Florence

bore: I'ain: argiiit and sable with a bordure chcqiiy or

and azure), Texremoxde of Brabant: Pliimete or and

sable. (Plate VIII., fig. j.) In the arms of the Scalte-

MIGHI of Padua ; the Bexzoxi of Milan ; the GIOLFIXI,

Cataxei, and Xuvoloni of Verona, each feather of the

fhuuete is said to be charged with an ermine spot sable.

The bearing Papelonne is more frequently found ; and

I have collected a good many French and Italian

examples, of which a few are here blazoned.

In it the field is covered with what appear to be scales
;

the heraldic term papdonue is derived from a supposed

resemblance of these scales to the wings of butterflies.

Plate VIII., fig. 6 is the coat of MOXTI, Gules, papelonne

argent.

DOXZEL at Besancon bears ; Papelonne d'or et de sable.

(It is worthy of note that DOXZE of Lorraine used :

Gules, three bars zvazj or. The two families, in fact,

both bore variations of Vair, or Vaire^ The Fr.vx-

COXIS of Lausanne are said to bear de Gneules papelonne

dargent, and on a chief of the last arose of the first, but

the coat is otherwise blazoned: ]ai?r gules a?id or, etc.

The coat of Arquixvilliers, or Hargexvillers, in

Picardy is dHerviine papelonne' de gueules (not being

understood, this has been blazoned " seme of caltraps ").

So also the coat of Chemille appears in French books

of Blazon indifferently as : d'Orpapelonne de gueules ; and

d'Or seme de chaussetrapes de gueules. GutTTEVlLLE DE
GuEXOXX'iLLE is said to bear: d'Argent seme de chausse-

trapes de sable, which I believe to be simply d'Argent
papelonne de sable). The Barisoxi of Padua bear : Or,

a bend of scales, bendivays argejit, on each scale an ermine

spot sable, the bend bordered sable ; this is onlj- a round-
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about way of saying Or, a bend argent, bordered and
papelojtne sable.

The Alberici of Bologna bear ; Papelonn^ of seven

rows, four of argent, three of or ; but the Alberghi of

the same city, Papelonne of six rows, three of argent, as

many of gules. The connection with vaire is much
clearer in the latter than in the former. Cambi (called

FIGLIAMBUCHI), at Florence, carried d'Argent, papelonne

de gueules ; MONTi of Florence and Sicily, and RON-
QUEROLLES of France the reverse.

No one who is familiar with the licence given to them-

selves by armorial painters and sculptors in Italy, who
were often quite ignorant of the meaning of the blazons

they depicted, will doubt for a moment the statement

that Papelonne '\s simply ill drawn Vair.

The seal of Michael de Cantelu, circa 1200, is an

ancient example in which Vair is represented in the

manner now known as Papelonne. {YaaA'A, Antiquities of

Heraldry, plate xvii. from Archa;ologia Cantia7ia,v\.,2i6.)

Besides the conventional representations of the fur of

animals, their actual fur, or skin, is occasionally found

represented in the wide range of Continental Armory,

though such examples are of the greatest rarity.-

One of the most interesting of these examples is

afforded by the Arms of Bregenz. In the fourteenth

century MS. the Wappenrolle vonZiirich,'Ho. 127, the coat

is evidently Vair, a pale ermine, both being au naturel

;

but in a modern German blazon of the Austrian arms

it is said that the quarter " enthiilt im blauen, mit einem

goldenen Gilter bedeckten Felde einen Pfahl von

Hermelin mit drei ubereinander stehenden schwarzen

Hermelinflammen—wegen der Graffschaft Bregenz."

(Schmidt, Die Wappen alter Fiirsten und Staaten, 1869.)

This writer was evidently ignorant of the fact that

the whole bearings are of fur.

In Siebmacher's Wappenbuch, ii., plate 44, the Coat
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of StORCK vox PlanXKEXBERG in Styria is, Fur an

natiu-d, a pale gules. This is almost pape/omie in appear-

ance. The Franconian family of JARSDORFF bears

:

Onaytcrly, I and 4, Fur an naturd in the form of

scales (vair-shaped pieces); and 2 and 3, gidcs plain.

Vert, an ox skin strctclud out, palei^ays proper is the

coat of DE LA XayE of Liege ; and SCHEURLER of the

Heigue bears Gules, a similar skin or (sometimes, but

mistakenl}-, blazoned an escuclieon of].

Eurs are common in the Armory of England, Nor-

mandy, and naturalh- in Brittany, Ermitie plain being

the arms of the ancient Sovereigns of that land. Con-

trary- to ordinary expectation the furs are not used with

any frequency in the arms of the more northern nations

of Europe ; on the contrary, they are there seldom met

with. For example, I do not remember a single instance

in the Heraldr)' of Poland, while on the other hand they

are frequently found in the blazons of Spain and Italy.

PARTED COATS. ETC.

Having now seen what colours and fUrs are employed

in Armor}', the next matter which requires our considera-

tion is the division of the shield by partition lines.

Under the subject of the division of a field b\- partition

lines there falls to be considered :

—

1. Tlie Species of Partition Line; which is either

(12) straight ; or [U) composed of ounces, or

indentations.

2. The Mode of Partitiofi, i.e., the various directions in

which the field is divided by these partition lines.

The chief forms of these lines whose names form

part of the technicology of Heraldry are shown
in the accompanying cut, and it will be shown
later by examples (Chap. IV.) that these lines

have a further use as the boundaries of the class

of charges which are known as the Ordinaries
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{see -p. ii6). The straight Une is of course that

most commonly employed, but of the other

forms of line, engrailed, indented, and wavy, are

the most in use, as well as the oldest ; the others,

the last four of which are seldom seen, belong to

the later developments of armory. {See the

Glossary of English Terms, infra)

I.

Engkailed. Fig. 17.

EMBATTLKn. Fig. IS.

Indented. Fig. 19. AAAAAyV\A/\A

INVECKED. Fig. 20.

Wavy, or Undt. Fig. 21.
\

NEBULY. Fig. 22. S2SZSZ5Z5?.

\
Danoetty. Fig. 23.

Ragult. Fig. 24. _n_n^/~L/~Li''~Lf2.

POTENTE. Fig. 25. ST' ST' TP TP T?

Dovetailed. Fig. 26.

Ukdy. Fig. 27.

Partition Lines.

PARTITION LINES.

Engrailed {engrelf) ; this line is formed by a row

of small semi-circles, or concave indentations, the

points being turned outwards. (The French use
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the term Miancre to denote a larger form of

engrailure consisting of only three or four concave

indentations.) '^Fig. 17. j

Embattled ; having the form of rectangular em-

battlements. For this term the French ha^-e

two equivalents ; craicW and bretess^. Crenele is

used when the upper, bretesse when the lower, edge

of an ordinar\- is embattled. (Fig. 18.)

[^IDEXTED {dentele, dandle, dendi/, or endeiite) with regular

indentations like the teeth of a saw. (Fig. 19.)

Some French Armorists, such as Palliot, make
the teeth shorter and smaller for dciitele than for

cndente, in which they are longer and more acute.

There is really no such distinction practically

emplo\-ed in modern blazons.

Invecked {ca?inele) is the converse of engrailed, the

onh- difference being that the convex part of the

indentation is turned outwards. (Fig. 20.)

Wavy, Uxdy
;
{onde) formed by a wai-j- line. (Fig. 21.)

Xebulv (nebuh'e or image). The wa\-}' conventional

representation of clouds. (The old ncbidy was
like the second line of No. 5. In French this is

known as ente!) (Fig. 22.)

Dancetty {vivrS). This is similar in character to

indented, but there is a real distinction be-

t-i^-een them as the teeth in dancetty are much
broader, much less acute, and are usually not

more than three in number. BoUTELL (in

his Heraldty, Historical and Popular, p. 80),

indeed says :
" Dancettee

:

—deeply indented," but

this definition is not in accord with his cut on

p. 18. (Fig. 23.)

Raguly [ecote), with inclined battlements or crenelures
;

now regular in form but originally suggestive of

the trunk of a tree from which the branches had
been lopped off. (Fig. 24.)
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POTENTfi ipotencf), in the form of potences, crutches,

or of the panes in the im potent (Plate IV., fig. 1 1).

(Fig- 25.)

Dovetailed {inortaise), requires no explanation.
(Fig. 26.)

Urdy {palisstf), is very rarely seen. In French
blazon the pieces are taller, like palisades, and
there is no indentation at the bottom. (Fig. 27.)

II.

- - F
—

J
Fig. 28. Per pale. Fig. 21). Per fess. Fig. 30. Quarterly.

Fig. 32. Per bend-sinister. FiG. 33. Per saltire.

Fig. 34. Per chevron. Fia. 35. Ent(5 en point, FiG. 36. Champagne.

Modes of Partition ; or Divisions op the Shield.

THE MODES OF PARTITION.

The modes of partition fall next to be considered, and

will be best understood by reference to the examples

given. These are taken by preference from the class of
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simple uncharged coats whose simplicity is usually an

indication of their antiquity. As the nomenclature of

this part of the subject is, particular!}- in English blazon,

greatly connected with some of the charges which are

k-nown as the " Ordinaries " and " Sub-Ordinaries "

it is desirable that the student should have such a

knowledge of these as may be needful for his under-

standing of what a pale, bend, fesS, chevron, etc., are,

which will be fully explained in the succeeding chapter,

and are set out in the accompanying figure.

The simplest forms of partition are those in which the

field is divided into two equal parts "by a perpendicular,

horizontal, or diagonal line. Usually one of these parts is

occupied by a metal or fur, the other by a colour ; though

there are exceptional cases (rvV/e infra). When the divid-

ing line is perpendicular the field is said to be Partedper

pale; or more succinctly, Ptv/fl/i?. The French denote

this by the one word Parti. The tincture first named
is that on the dexter side of the shield. The families of

WaldeGRAVE (Plate v., fig. l) ; the Counts RaXTZAU
in Denmark ; the Principalit}-, formerly Bishopric, of

Halberstadt ; the Counts ^•ox Julbach, and

ROCKEXHAUS in Germany all bear ; Per pale a7-gent

and gules. {Parti dargent et de giieules.') The like

coat, but with reversed tinctures, is borne for the Bishop-

ric, now Principality, of HiLDESHElM ; b}- the Barons

von Urbach; the families ofWan gelix of ?ilecklenburg,

and Boxi of Venice. Per pale or and sable is borne by
the English family of Serle ; and the reverse b}- the

Counts von RoST of Tirol, and the baronial families of

WaTZDORFF in Saxony; and StECKBORN. The ancient

family of Bailleul in France bears : Parti d'hennine et

ie gueules. The Venetian family of Xaxi : Per pale

zrgent and vert. Per pale argent and sable is the coat of

:he Counts of Traun ; Perpale or and gules is that of

:he Barons DORXBERG DE Hertzberg. Exceptional
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coats are those of the Counts VON Wratislaw (Bohemia),

Per pale gules a?id sable. ; and Cl-IANAC, Parti de gueuks
ct dnziir. So are those of BONVILLE, Per pale argent

and or ; and FORTIGUIERRE, Parti d'or et de vair (a

combination of metal and fur which is not frequent).

The division of the shield may be composed of any of

the lines of partition described above, but instances of

their use in this manner are much less frequently found

abroad than among ourselves. Per pale indented argent

and azure (Plate V., fig. 2) is the coat of the HiCKMANS,
Earls of Plymouth

;
^nd Per pale, dancetty argent a7id

gules, that of Amauri d'Evreux, Earl of GLOUCESTER,
temp. Henry III.

When the dividing line is horizontal the shield is said

to be Parted per fess (i.e. in the direction of the

ordinary called a fess). This division is known in

French blazon by the single word Coupe. Plate V., fig.

3 is the coat of the Venetian familes of GiUSTi, and

Tl^OTTI : Perfess or and azure {Coup^ d'or et d'azur ; or

d'Or coupe d'azur). The families of DonATI at Florence
;

Francht at Genoa ; Lanfranchi at Pisa ; POPEL in

Bohemia ; and the Duchy, formerly Bishopric, of

Magdeburg ; all bear : Per fess gules and argent {de

Gueules coupe d'argent). The County of Schwerin

(which is the surtout of the arms of the Princes of

Mecklenburg) ; the Counts of Stockau ; the Counts

of AIuntzenberg ; and the LOMELLINI, at Genoa;

bear: Per fess gides and or {Coupi de gueules et d'or).

It will be noticed that the tincture first mentioned is

that which stands in the chief, or upper, part of the

shield.

Per fess indented erniim and gules are the arms of

BrO.ME {Coupe endeitti^ d!hermine sur gueules) ; Per fess

wavy or and gides, those of DrUMMOND of Concraig,

and Per fess embattled gules and argent, those of VON
PreYSING (the Barons of the name bear or and azure).
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When the partition is made by a line drawn fr.

dexter point in chief to the sinister base, the shit,

said to be divided Per bend (for which the Frer.

eqai\-alent is Tranche. Per bend Or and a::iire {Tranche

d'or et dazur) are the arms of CRANE ; Per bend Or and

vert, those of Hawle or Hawley. The Venetian

family of Xaxi bear: Per bend Or and giilcs {Tranclic

d'dr et dc gueules ; otherwise, d'Or tranche' de gueuks ;

or Tranche d'or sur gueules). The Florentine Cappom
use : Per bend sable and argent (

Tranclie de sable sur

argent).

In Plate V., figs. 4 and 5 are instances where the

dividing line is not the straight one. Fig. 4, Per bend

embattled argent and gules (in French, Tranclie enclave

ddrgent sur gueules') are the arms of the Irish family of

Boyle. Here the sides of the embattlements are drawn

at right angles to the line of partition. In Foreign

Heraldry they are often drawn parallel to the sides of

the escucheon {a plomb) ; thus the Vox SCHELDORFER
of Bavaria bear : Per bend embattled a plomb argent and

gules {Tranche enclave a plomb de deuxpieces d'argent sur

o-«£m/«) (Plate v., fig. 5).

The Piedmontese Gu-\SCHI ; and the English families

of Go.SXOLD, M.^RKIXGTOX, and \^'HISTLEFORD bear

:

Per bend indented azure and or { Tranclie endente d'or et

d'asur).

If the partition line run from the sinister chief to the

dexter base the division is known as Per bend-sinister,

in French blazon Taille. Per bend-sinister or and argent

{Taille d'or sur argent), are the arms of LOWEL in

Bavaria (Plate \., fig. 6) ; while the Griffoxi of Rome
bear the reverse : Per bend-sinister argent and or. These

last are examples of coats which are exceptional as

being composed of metal onh- {vide p. 78) no colour

being employed. The arms of the Swiss canton of

Zurich are : Tailli d'argent et d'azur. The curious



PLATE V.

"^SF^sm^^ak

1. Per pale.

[Waldegrave.]

2. Per pale indented.

{Hickmam.)

3. Per fess.

{Ginsto or Zusto,
\

4. Per bend embattled. 5. Per bend embattled k plomb. 6. Per bend sinister.

[Boyle.) [Sckeldorfer.) [LoweL]

7. Per bend sinister fiLuliee.

[KiXnigl.

)

Per chevron.

[Aston.)

9. Quarterly.

[Stanhope.)

w ^
10. .Quarterly per fess indented. 11. Quarterly en ^querre. 12. Per saltire.

(Sandford.)
'

(Tale.) (Hartzheim.)
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coat of the Counts von KtJNlGT- in Tirol is given in

Plate v., fig. 7, Per bend-sinister argent and gules, the

gules fitchee in the argent (TailU d'argent sur gueules

le gueules fiche sur I'argent). In modern blazons this

coat is as frequently drawn per bend, as per bend-

sinister.

If the field is divided into two parts by two diagonal

lines, drawn from near the dexter and sinister base, and

meeting like a gable in the fess point, or in the honour

point of the escucheon, it is said to be Partedper chev-

ron {Divise en chevron). Thus ASTON bears: Per chevron

sable and argent [Divisi en chevron de sable et d'argent),

Plate v., fig. 8. Per chevron nebuly gules and argent is

the coat of COVERDALE. This is not a common partition

abroad. The French Chap^, though somewhat similar,

is not the same {see that word, p. 88).

A coat divided by two lines, the one per pale, and the

other per fess, is blazoned Quarterly {EcarteU). The
Stanhopes, Earls of Chesterfield, bear : Quarterly

ermine and gules {Ecartel^ d'her?nine et de gueules), Plate

^•> fig- 9- Quarterly vert and or is the coat of the

Omodei of Italy. Quarterly or and sable are the arms

of BOVILE
;
Quarterly or and vert those of Berners.

The families of Caldora of Naples ; Manfredi of

Faenza ; the Counts de Montrevel ; and the Marquises

de Candolle in France, all bear : Quarterly or and
asure (Ecartele d'or et d'asur). The house of HOHEN-
ZOLLERN bears. Quarterlyargentandsable{Ecarteled'argent

et de sable). The arms of the Princes of Collalto, and

of the Lords HOO, are the reverse. GONTAUT, Due de

BiRON in France ; and the Lords Say in England (by

descent from the Mandevilles, Earls of EsSEx), bear :

Qtcarterly or and gules. The same coat is that of the

Counts Waldersee in Prussia, and of Le Bouteiller
DE Senlis. The families of Crevant, Marquis d'Hu-

Mli:RES in France; the families ofCOURCELLES in France;
G
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Luciano in Italy; and the Counts Woraczicsky-

BlSlNGEN in Bohemia, all bear : Quarterly argent and

azur (d'Argent, ^carteU d'azur). The Marquises de

SEviGNfi used Quarterly sable and argeyit.

As an example in which the quartering is effected

both by a straight line, and in combination with one of

the more complicated ones, we may take the arms of

the family of Sandford, which are (Plate V., fig. lO)

Quarterly per fess indented azure and^ ermine. Quarterly

>)er pale dovetail gules and or, are the,arms of Bromley,

Barons MONTFORD. Quarterly indented (both lines)

argent and sable ; argent and gules ; gules and ermine :

are all Fitz-Warine coats. Quarterly wavy or and

sable is the coat of SanDON.
A shield divided into four by the intersection of the

two diagonal lines (the bend, and the bend-sinister) is said

to be: Quarterly per saltire, but the first word is usually

Dmitted in English Blazon {Ecartele en sautoir). Per

saltire or and azure, is borne by the families Reding-

HURST ; of Herstraten in the Netherlands ; Balneo,

or Baigni, in Italy. Per saltire gules and argent, is the

coat of Von Paulsdorf, and of VON Esendorf, and

Benstedt. So also the VON Hartzheim in West-

phalia, bear : Per saltire gules and or (Plate V., fig. 12) ;

while the coat of the Gangalandi in Tuscany, and

Langen in Westphalia, is Per saltire argent and sable

[Ecartele en sautoir d'argent et de sable). Per saltire

wavy gules and argent is borne by EETERSHOFEN.
Continental Heraldry has other modes of quartering

unknown to English blazon. Of these one of the most

curious is shown in Plate V., fig. 1 1. It is the coat of

Von Tale in Brunswick. Here each piece takes the

form of the mystic fylfot, or gammadion. This coat is

blazoned by the French Heralds : Ecartele en equerre

ie gueides et d'argent ; because the shape of the pieces

suggests the carpenter's square.
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CVRONNY.

When the field is divided into eight sections by a

vertical, a horizontal, and the two diagonal lines (the

bend, and the bend-sinister) all intersecting in the fess

point, the coat is blazoned Gyronny {gironne) ; because

each of the eight pieces has the form of the Sub-Ordinary

known as a gyron, or giron (see page 167). We some-

times meet with coats in which the girons number six,

ten, twelve, or sixteen, equal pieces. In such cases,

/'.(?. when the number is not eight, it must be specified

of how many pieces the Gyronny consists.

The well known coat of the Clan CAMPBELL (whose

chief is the Duke of Argyll) is represented on Plate

VI., fig. I. It is blazoned : Gyronny or and sable. Well

known as this coat is, and one than which it would seem

few could be easier to draw correctly, it is surprising to

find how frequently it is inaccurately represented, and

how great a diversity of opinion exists among Heraldic

authorities as to which is its correct form. The question

is,—Which is to be accounted thefirstgh'on?—or, the coat

being drawn in outline, which is the first segment to be

coloured or, that which is partly formed by the dexter

half of the top line of the shield ; or that which lies

immediately below it, and is formed by the upper half

oi the bend, and the dexter half of the fess line ? This

is a point on which in Scotland itself there is no general

consensus of opinion. The plates in Nisbet'S Heraldry

show the coat sometimes after one fashion, sometimes

after the other. In Foster's Peerage and Baronetage,

and other similar works, there is the same diversity of

treatment. Perhaps it may be useful to point out the

authorities for each of the modes.

It may be first of all mentioned that though the

common blazon is that already given [Gyronny or and

sable), yet CraUFURD in his Peerage blazons the arms.
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both of the Duke of ARGYLL and of the Earl of Bread-

ALBANE, as Gyroimy sable and or. A reference to

Stodart'S Scottish Arms, vol. ii., will show that WORK-
MAN'S MS., czVcfl 1565, is said to give the tinctures of the

Earl of Argyll's coat as sable and argent, though or is

added in a later hand (p. 102) ; while Lindsay II. gives

sable and or for the arms of CAMPBELL of Strachur (p. 332).

I imagine that in all these and other cases in

which the tincture precedes the metal, the blazon

[las been made to fit the idea entertained by

the writer as to the answer which should be

given to the enquiry suggested above :—Which is the

first giron of the shield ; or which is the one in which

the metal should first appear?—Sir David Lindsay's

MS., plate 40 c, places the metal in that giron which is

formed by the dexter half of the top line of the shield.

It is tinctured argent, not or; and it also appears thus

an the ceiling of St. Machar's in Aberdeen. (See Tlie

Heraldic Ceiling of the Cathedral of St. Machar, Old

Aberdeen, No. 28, p. 114. New Spalding Club, 1888.

Lindsay II. gives : Gyronny of eight argent and sable,

for Campbell of Glenorchy. See Stodart, Scottish

Arms, ii., 286, 323. Workman's blazon has been

already noticed.) I have already referred to the

discrepancy which exists in NiSBET'S plates, but in both

of his volumes the greater number of examples show the

metal in the position which it occupies in our plate.

Foster in his Peerage adopts the same disposition in

the cuts of the arms of three CAMPBELL peers ; Bread-
albane, Cawdor, and Stratheden. In the Argyll
arms he takes the other course. In his Baronetage the

Campbell coats are drawn, some in one way, some in

the other. Particular attention is due to the opinion

expressed by Seton in The Law and Practice ofHeraldry
in Scotland. At pages 96 and 105 the coat is drawn as

in our example
; but in a note at page 453 he speaks of
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PLATE VI.

1. Gyronuy of eight. 2. Gyronny of twelve.

[CaiitpbeU.) [Ba^singhmirnt.)

3. Gyronny of six.

[Maugiron.)

4. Tierced in fess.

{Franchi.)

J
5, Tierced in bend,

[Amici.)

0. Tierced in pairle.

{Briesen.)

7- Tieixed in paiile reversed.

(Haldermanstcten.

)

8. V'h&pib.

[Hautin.)

0, Cbausse-ploy^.

{Schleich.)

10. Chape-ploye.

[Abtiperg.)

12. Embrasse.

[Ruchsiein.)
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this as a " mistake which has unfortunately been made."

And in the text above the note he indicates his opinion

thus :

—
" The gyron upon which the tinctures ought to

begin is the uppermost on the dexter side, i.e., the first of

the four triangles above the horizontal line which crosses

the fess point of the escucheon." On the other hand the

opinion of the late Lyon, who made the sketch for Plate

VI., is sufficiently indicated by it. In that opinion I most

unreservedly agree ; and I am fortified in my adhesion

by the fact that the French and German Heralds arc

unanimous in counting the first gmn to be that which

occupies the first and most honourable position,

depending from the dexter half of the uppermost edge

of the shield, and bounded by it, by the upper half of

the palar line, and the upper half of the bend.

The Campbells, Earls of Loudoun, bore : Gyi-onny

ermine and gules, and in this case the ermine should

occupy that which we have indicated as the first giron of

the shield. (Compare SxODART, Scottish Anns, vol. ii.,

plate 5.)

The coat of the French DE Bellevilles is : Gyrotiny

of six gules and vair {Gironnt' de gucules et de vair de

six pieces').

The Maugiron.S of Dauphiny bear : Gyromty of six

argent and sable {Gironnc d'argent et de sable de sixpieces').

These are armes parlantes inasmuch as being of only six

pieces, instead of eight, the coat is inal-gironne; and, more-

over, in this coat the division is made by the palar line,

and by two diagonal lines \\'hich do not start as in the

preceding instance from the extremities of the top line of

the shield, but commence some way lower down (Plate

VI., fig. 3).

A similar instance of a coat mal-gironni^ is afforded by

the arms of the Montangons ^\hich are : Mal-gironne

d'or etd'asur. In the coat of MUDERSBACH the dividing

lines are indented:

—

Gironnt'-denche de nicides et d'arzent.
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A variation of the ordinary gyronny of eight is that

jf BliRANGER which is : Gironne en croix d'or et de

juenles (the four girons of gules taking the form of a

;ross, patee-throughout.) MazingHEM has the same,

Dut of or and azure. The seal of JEANNE, Dame de

"arouges, of the twelfth century, has a shield with this

Dearing. (ELLIS, Antiquities of Heraldry, Plate XV.,

D. 189.) D'Enghien bears, Gyronny of ten argent and

mble, each piece of the last charged rwith tliree crosslets

fitcMes of the first.

The Bassingburne coat (Plate VI., fig. 2) is Gyronny

of twelve, vair and gules.

Gyronny is sometimes composed of more than two

tinctures, thus a branch of the Milanese family of Origo
bears : Gyronny, sable, argent, vert, sable, argent, vert,

sable, vert. This is an arrangement which appears more

curious than commendable.

A curious form of gyrons is found in German Armory,

in it the gyrons are formed, not by straight lines but

by curves. The family VON Aldenburg bear: Gyronny-

curved of eight, sable and argent {Gironn^ de sable et

d'argent de huit pieces gironnantes) ; and the family of

Rochausen have a similar coat of six pieces gules

and argent {Mal-gironne de six pieces gironnantes de

gueules et d'argent).

In Continental Heraldry, and especially in that of

Germany and Italy, we frequently meet with a tripartite

division of the shield. This is most commonly effected

by two horizontal lines
; but very frequently by two

lines in pale, or in bend, or bend-sinister. In these cases

the shield is said to be Tierced {tierce) in fess, pale, bend,

or bend-sinister, as the case may be. In Plate VI., fig. 4
is the coat of the Venetian family of Franchi : Tierced in

fess vert, argent, andgules. The Vendramini bear this of

cizure, or, and gules. The POLANI, also of Venice, bear

Tieredenfasce d'or,d''asur,et d'argent . Pfuhlingen bears
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the reverse. Tierced infess, gules, sable, and argent, is borne

by the Counts von SCHWEIDNITZ in Prussia ; of argent,

gnles, and sable, by the Counts von ZedwITZ of

Bohemia. Tierced in fess, sable, argent, and gules, is the

coat of Eltershofen ; Or, argent, and gules of Recht-
HALER ; Sable, azure, and or, of the Counts von Wester-
REICH ; Or, gules, and argent of Sattelbogen.

Tierced in bend or, gules, and azure, are the canting

arms of the family of NOMPAR in Guyenne ; here the

arms are allusive to the name the divisions being non

pair, unequal in number. The Italian family of Amici

bear : Tierced in bend, or, gides, and argent {tierce en bande

d'or, de gueules, et d'argent). (Plate VI., fig. 5.) The
GlUDICl have the same coat but tinctured azure, argent,

and gules ; while the Barons von DoRNBERG reverse

these tinctures. UCKERMAN uses : Tierce en bande

d''argent, d'azur, et d'or. By the German family of

TtJRLlNG is borne the coat : Tierced in bend {siiiister'),

or, sable, and argent.
( Tierd' en barre d'or, de sable, et

d'argent^ Mendel bears the same, but the tinctures

are vert, or, and sable : (a family of the same name bears :

Tierced in bend, argent, vert, and sable).

A very curious German partition is that of Tierced in

gyron gyronnant ; in it the whole field is occupied by

three spiral girons ; Von MeGenzer bears this gules,

sable, a.vA argent. (Plate VIII., fig. 4.) A variation of the

same is, Tierced in pale gironnant ; which (with the same

tinctures) is borne by the VON Teufel.

Parted coats are much more varied among the Germans

than among ourselves.

Other German partitions are unknown to British or

French Armory, and, though formed by straight lines,

are difificult to blazon succinctly in the heraldic phrase-

ology of either country. One is the partition per fess

with a right or left step (" mit einer rechten stufe, or mit

einer lincken stufe "). In Plate VIII., fig. 3 represents the
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Bavarian coat of AURBERG. This is biasoned by DE LA

COLOMBlfeRE :
" Coupe a sencstre parti en caeiir et recoupt

% dextre, tout d'un tj'ait d'argent:' By Rietstap the

same coat is thus blazoned : Mi-coupe failli en partant,

et recoupe vers sencstre d'argent siir sable.

Another tripartite division is made in the form of the

letter Y, or the same reversed ; this is known as Tiered en

tairle, or Tierce' en pairlc rcnvers^e ; examples of both are

given in Plate VI. Fig. 6 is the coat of the Saxon family

of Von Bri^SEN, Tierced in pairle sable, argent, and

^ules. Fig. 7 is that of the VON HaLDERMANSTETEN :

Tierced in pairle reversed, argent, or, and azure.

There are also certain other bipartite, or tripartite, divi-

sions used in Continental heraldry in which the field is

described as " mantled " (inanteltf) " coped " (c/iape') or

"shod " {chaicssf).

These are " partitions " not " charges ;
" but they differ

from other parted-fields in this respect, that any charges

which appear on the field are confined to it ; and do not

usually extend beyond its unmantled, or unshod, portion.

Manteld nearly corresponds to our partition : Partiper

chevron. The Venetian Ghisi bear: Argent, mantele

gules. The field is according to rule, named first, the

mantele, which descends from the chief, follows.

Chap^ is formed by two lines which start from the

centre of the top line of the shield and descend to the

dexter and sinister base. We might blazon it "per pile

reversed throughout." Plate VI., fig. 8, d'Argent, chap^ de

pourpre, is the coat of the Burgundian family DE HautEN.
Another Burgundian family, DE Montbar, bears

:

Quarterly argent and gides chape countercJianged.

Cliauss^ is the reverse of cJiapif. When the chape, or

chauss^, is formed by arched or concave lines it is said

to be ployi^, as in the Bavarian coat of VON SCHLEICH
(Plate VI., fig. 9) ;

de Gueules cJiauss^-ploy^ d'argent.

When a shield is chauss^-ploye^ or mantele, three
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tinctures are sometimes employed ;; the field being of

one, and each of the side pieces of the enchaussure, or

mantel, being of another.

The Danish family of MOST bore : Argent, chape of

sable to the dexter, and of gules to the sinister; and in

Plate VI., fig. lo the coat of the Franconian Von
Absperg is, d'Argent, chap^-ployi a dextre de gueules, ct

d senestre d'arjitr.

Chaperonn^ is the term applied to a reduced form

of chape, which does not extend below the fess line.

When both chapi and chausse are found in one field

the size of each is somewhat restricted ; and the shield,

of which the four corners are cut off by diagonal lines,

has the appearance of being charged with a lozenge

throughout {i.e. one whose points touch the borders of

the escucheon) as in the coat of Schweren (Plate VI.,

fig. ii). The French equivalent for cliapi-cliausse is

vctu. {See page 182, where the same coat with other

tinctures, that of the Venetian CORRARO, is blazoned by

both terms.) Gules, vetu argent, is the coat of EUBING.

The Spanish Abaria bear : Argent, a letter B sable, the

field vctii gules.

The coat of the Sicilian family of Santapau, Princes

de Butera, Gules, three bars argent, chape and chausse

d'or, is, however, drawn differently in MORICE, Le Blason

des Chevaliers de la Toison d'Or, No. CCLXXIX., here

as none of the pieces of the chape or chausse come into

contact with each other the central space of the field is

not a lozenge-throughout but a lozenge truncated. A
single ^«(:/za«jj«7'£ is very rare. VON Rosdoref bears:

Losengy argent and gules, an enchaussure to the sinister

or. There are a few German coats in which this

enchaussure is conjoined with a large fleur de lis in

bend, or in bend-sinister. The Augsburg VON SCHROTT
bear : Sable, a fleur de lis conjoined with an enchaus-

sure or. When the chapd, or chaussf, is placed in a hori-
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;ontal instead of in a vertical direction (that is when the

ipex of the pile is on either the dexter or the sinister

lank of the escucheon) the field is said to be cmbrass^

a dextrc, or A saicstre). Thus the VON Volcker of

Frankfurt bear : Argent, a rose gules, the fidd embrasse

I senestre of the second. We should blazon this : Gules,

r pile tJirougJiout issuing from the dezter flank, charged

mth a rose of the field. Exceptionally the embrass^ is

"ormed by a compound line, thus the Austrian Barons

/on RUCIISTEIN bear : de Gncules, embrassc-vivr^ a

iextre d'argent. (Plate VI., fig; 12.)

A large class of parted fields, often classed by French

A^riters under the general term of Rebattements, consist

Df regular divisions of alternate tinctures formed by

Darallel lines, either arranged to follow one direction

^nly ; or intersecting another set parallel in another

direction.

Paly (J>all(f or pale) is the term used when the field is

divided into an even number of equal stripes by palar,

3r perpendicular lines. If the number of divisions is not

specified it is understood to be of six pieces, but it is

better to specify the number. Plate VII., fig. i is the

feudal coat of the Earldom of Athole, and would be

blazoned : Paly or and sable; Paid d'or et de sable ; or

Paly of six or and sable.

Paly of four is seldom met with in English Armory,

but is more frequent in Germany. Paly offour or and

vert is the coat of MARSHALL ; and Paly of four argent

and vair was borne by WILLIAM DE LONGCHAMP,
Bishop of Ely (ii 89-11 97).

Paly of four sable and argent was the coat of the old

Counts von Caplendorf (Siebmacher, Wappenbuch ii.,

22), of VoiT of Nuremburg; Meppen (Prussia), and

SxiJBNER of Austria (sometimes or and sable).

Paly of four gules and argent, was borne by the

Barons von SXARCKENBERG ( Wappenbuch, ii., 32) ; of
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1. Paly.

(AthoU.)

2. Barry.

[Oouci.)

3. Laii\y iiebuly.

{Blvunt.)

4. Bendy wavy.

{Playter. )

.5. Chevroviny.

(
Warren.

7. Checquy.

{Portocarrero. )

8. Equipolle.
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9. Lozengy.
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10. Fusilly.

(Grimaldi.)

11. Fusilly in bend.
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12. Paly bendy.

(Bttct)
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Argent djidaaiirc, by VON Bercholtshofen of Bavaria;

and the reverse by GuNDRlCHiNt; of Tirol.

(Note.—Paly of five, argent and sable, is the .same as

Argent, two pallets sable; but would be thought a

shockingly incorrect blazon by heraldic purists, whose

extreme attention to these trivialities often has to stand

them instead of a real knowledge of the subject.)

Paly of six is a frequent bearing at home and abroad.

Paly of six, argent and aznre, was the original coat of

Annesley (now borne with a bend gides over all); it

was the coat of the Marquises of ROSMADEC, and of

Bertrand ; E.STISSAC ; FONTENAI ; and others.

Paly of six or and gules, was the coat of Amboise ; of

FauCIGNY, Princes de LUCINGE ; of BriquevillE, in

the Finst Crusade ; of BEAUMONT, and St. BriCE, etc.

Paly of six ermine and vair, is the canting coat of

Palvert in France (notice that there is fur only in

this coat, as an exception to the rule stated on p. 78).

The city of Rennes bears : Paly of six argent and
sable, but adds thereto a chief of Bretagne ; Ermine

plain.

Paly of six or and vert is now borne by ERQUERRER
of Spain, and by the Italian Trivulzi (originally these

bore Or, three pallets vert).

Occasionally the paly is formed by compound {i.e., not

straight) lines. Paly wavy of six argent and gules, is

one form of the coat of Valoines (de Valoniis). Pale

ond^ d'or et de gueules is that of MOULIN.S.

(Note.—Paly of seven is incorrect ; the coat would be

a field charged with three pallets.)

Paly of eight is not a frequent bearing. Paly

of eight argent and asure is, however, borne by

the Princes of Schwarzenberg, in Austria. Paly

of eight or and gules is used by Lima of Por-

tugal ; and of azure and argent by JUYA of Spain.

Paly of eight gules and argent is the coat of VoN
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jOTSCHEN, or GoscHEN, in Silesia (Siebmacher,

Wappenbuch, i., i6i), and of Wallenstein of Hesse.

If in addition to the pales the shield is cut by a

ine per fess, or per bend, the tinctures are so arranged

:hat in the lower part of the shield the metal corres-

Donds with the tincture in the upper, and the coat is

:hen said to be : Paly per fess counterchanged {Pale

:ontre-pale). ROSENBERG in Franconia bears : Pale'

:ontre-paU de giteulcs et d'argent de sixpieces ; DE REVEST
in France, Pale contre-pali d'argent et d'azur de huit

i)ieces.

Barry {Fasce'). This is the term used when the

Seld is divided by horizontal lines into an even number

of equal portions, as in the coat of the " Sires "or Sieurs

de COUCY (Plate VII., fig. 2), Barry of six vair and

^ules ; Fascd de vair et de gueules. To this family

belonged Queen Marie (de Coucy), second wife of

King Alexander II. She was the daughter of Ingel-

ram DE Coucy, who died in 1242. The old boastful

motto of the family is well known :

—

Je ne suis roi ni

due ni compte aiissi ; Je suis le Sire de Coucy. (French

heralds, as in the corresponding case of Paly, do not

express the number if the bars are six.) The Barry

may be formed of compound lines. Barry of four is

not often seen in English or French blazons, but is not

unusual in Germany. Barry of four, vert and argent,

is the coat of the Counts Maniago of Venice ; Or and
gules, of SiGINOLFI of Sicily. Barry offour or and azure

was borne by the Counts von Spitzenberg in Austria.

Barry of six is one of the most common of parted

coats, being found, both with straight and compound
lines, in the armory of all countries, and is borne by
many great houses.

Barry of six argent and azure is the coat of the

Greys, Earls of Stamford. It was also the coat of

the Counts von Truhendin (Siebmacher, Wappen-
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buck, ii., 12), the Barons von Laher in Austria; the

families of Altsteten {Ziiridi Wappenrolle, 276) ; VlL-

'liers; Castaneda; Lanvaon; Vaudetar; Micheli;

Grienenstein, etc., etc.

Barry tvavy of six argent and azure was one of the

Bassett coats ; and was also used by Sandford and

Browning, at home ; and abroad by Borolla, Le
Gal, etc. (this coat was often drawn nebuly in early

Rolls of Arms). Barry of six argent and gules were the

arms of the BarRYS, Earls of BarrymORE in Ireland
;

the Counts von Arnstein ; the Counts von Beuch-
LINGEN ; the Princes of Polignac ; the Counts of

Boulainvilliers, the families of Baroncelli
; As-

LOWSKi (Poland), Boudoyer ; YoENS ; Malemort
{Salle des Croises, 1096); the Armanes, Marquises of

Beacons ; Mizou, etc.

Barry nebiA.ly of six argent and gules {^Fasce nebule

d'argent et de gueules) is the coat of Bas.SET, Blount,

and d'Amori, in England ; of the Rochechouart,
Dues de Mortemar, in France (early coats are Fasce

onde). Barry nebuly of or and sable (Plate VII., fig. 3)

is the coat of Blount, Earl of Devon. Barry of six

argent and sable is borne by RtJDBERG {Ziirich Wappen-

rolle, No. 316), Pai.landt ; and Raaphorst, of the

Netherlands; Amirato of Florence; LouviLLE; Orte-
lart of France. Barry of six ermine and gules is the

coat of Hussey. Barry of six or and azure was borne by

the Constables of England ; the Counts of Slawata
(Poland) ; Greyspach ; Reinfelden ; RODEMACHER

;

and ChaMBON, Marquis d'ARBOUVILLE. Barry of six or

and gules, by the Princes of LOOS-CORSWAREN ; TURRE-
TiNi of Lucca ; Camporells; and Ampurias of Spain

;

Odenkirchen; Ruffelaert; Kerlech, etc. Barry

nebuly or and gules was another BASSET coat. Barry or

and sable {Fasce d'or et de sable) is the coat of Pem-

BRIDGE; the Barons Ceva (Piedmont); COETIVY, Princes
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ie Mortagxe; Flechin, Marquis de Wamin ; Vax-
DER Aa. Fascd d'or et dc sinople is the coat of Crussol,

Due d'USEZ.

(Note.—Barry ofseven does not exist ; being blazoned

as a field charged with three bars.)

Barry ofeight \s not nearly as frequently found as Barry

of six. Barry of eight or and sable is the coat of the Gox-
ZAGAS, Dukes of Mantua. Barry of eight or and gules

that of FiTZ Alan ; and Poyntz ; the Comtes de Grand-
Pr£ ; the Roman Rinaldi ; the Counts of Reineck, etc.

Barry of nine only exists exceptionally, the proper blazon

being a field charged with four bars ; but the coat of

DE Bart of France is properly :

—

Barry of nine or, azure,

and argent ; each tincture being thrice repeated.

Barry of ten or more pieces (French burele) is occasion-

all}- found. Burele dargent et de sable, Vaudemont {Salle

des Croises, 1 147), Clerambault ; Warnbach, etc. The

following use Burele' d'or et de jiJiJZ?, Thynne, ^Marquess

of Bath ; Botville ; Counts von Ballenstedt {i.e.,

BalCKE:sSTADT,ar)nes/iarlantes). Burele argent andazure

is carried sometimes by DE Valence and LUSIGNAN ;

of argent and gules by EsTOUTEVlLLE, or Stuteville,

etc. Burele or and gules is the coat of TOMASI of

Naples. Sometimes this coat is varied by counter-

changing, the field being divided b}- a palar line ; Barry

perpale counter-changed or a?id gides.

Bendy {Bande']. This is similarly formed, but by

diagonal lines from the dexter chief to the sinister base,

dividing the shield into (usualh-) six bends, or pieces of

equal width. If the number be six it need not be expressed.

Bendy offour is a not uncommon Continental bearing.

Bande de giienles et dargent de quatre pieces is the coat

of the Venetian family of Emo ; Egbret {Zurich Wap-

pcnrolle, No. 390); the Austrian Princes of SCHONBURG;
the families of SCHLEGEL ; and Van \A'yl. The reverse

is borne by Barons von AUTENRIED; and by the Counts
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von Landau. The Princes of Calergi in Greece bear

:

Bendy of four arslire and argent; the Italian Alamani,

the reverse.

Bendy {p{ s\.yi) is much more common. Bendy of six or

and azure is the coat of St. Philibert in England ; of

the Tuscan BIANCI-IETTI ; of the Genoese FlESCHi, and

the Marquises BONELLI. Plate VII., fig. 4, is the arms of

Playter of Suffoll<, Bendy wavy of six argent and azure.

Bande d'argent et de gueules is borne by BerG, Counts

von SCHELKLINGEN ; and by the family of COETQUEN
(Counts d'UzEL, and CoMBOURG ; Marquises de RoiSiN,

and DE CoetQUEN). Bendy wavy gules and argent is the

coat of the Venetian Salonisi.

Bande d'or et de gueules is used by the Lom-
bard Counts MILLESIMO ; MiOLANS (the Neapolitan

family of AQUINO, Dues de Casoli, quarter with it

:

Perfess gules and argent, a lion rampant counter-changed).

The LongUEVAL, Princes de BUCQUOV, use. Bendy of six

vair and gules.

Bendy-sinister of six is occasionally found. Bendy-

sinister argent and gules, was used by Damiglia of Italy
;

the same of azure and argent, by the Austrian Barons

BarrE de Barey, where it is of course an instance of

amies parlantes ; as also by the family of Barruel DE
St. Vincent {^Barri dor etd'azur).

Bendy of seven occurs once ; the family of ESCHEL-

BACH in Bavaria bears it : azure, argent, gules, argent,

gules, argent, azure.

Bendy-sinister of eight gules and argent was the coat of

Von Seubersdorff (Siebmacher, Wappenbuch, i., 82).

The bends are now usually dexter.

Bendy of eight azure and argent is used by the Vene-

tian family of Zeno ; and is also borne by the AtAIDES

of Portugal.

Usually Bendy of nine would not be a proper blazon for

a field charged with four bendlets, but there is an excep-
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tional case in which it is correct The French family of

BORSAN bear Bendy of nine, but it is composed of three

tinctures or, gules, and argent, each three times repeated.

Bendy of ten {Cotice).

Bendy of ten or and azure was the coat of the JMOXT-

FORTS, or MOUXTFORDS ; or and gules was borne by the

Vicomtes de TUREXNE {Salle des Croises, 1096).

\Mien the coat is divided by a pajar line, the bends on

either side are counter-changed and the coat is blazoned,

Bendy per pale counter-changed ; as in the coat of

KORBLER of Styria : Parti et cotitre-bande de guenles

ct d'oi'.

When the field is covered by an interlacement of

small bendlets and bendlets - sinister, it is said to be

fretty. The fretwork is supposed to be in relief on the

field, not a mere painted pattern, and it is shaded accord-

ingly. Or, fretty azure (Plate VIIL, fig. 5) is the coat of

the family of WiLLOUGHBY in England ; and of La
iMoussAYE, Vicomtes de St. DenoUAL in France.

Azure, fretty argent is borne by Caye; and EXCHING-

HAM (or Ichixgham) in e?Lr\y Rolls of Arms ; as canting

arms by FreStel. Fretel of Normandy also bore:

ifArgentfrettc degueules ; which is thecoat of Saxcourt
;

St. Didier; DomaigxE ; and Marchalckyox Biber-

steix. Argent,fretty sable is an old coat ofTOLLEMACHE
in England ; and of HUMIERES in France. Sable, fretty or

is borne by BELLE^Y; Brackexbury; and ^Ialtrayers
;

LiNIERES DE ]\I0TTER0UGE ; PONTOX ; SaILLY, etc.

Gules, fretty vair, is the coat of Si:RGi:RES, and MAIN-

GOT in France. Gules, fretty or, is the well known coat

of AUDELEY ; and its reverse. Or, fretty gules, is borne

by the Counts of Daux ; by Villa in Italy ; Woxt-
JEAN, andNEUFYiLLEin France ; as well as by Verdon
in England ; with a canton ermine it is the coat of XOEL,

Earls of Gaixsborough, etc. The fretty is rarely

formed by a compound line, but Gules, fretty engrailed
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ermine is a coat of GiFFARD and of Valovnes ;
and

Azure, frctty of eiglitpieces raguly or, is borne by BrOAD-

HURST.

In Continental Armory the nunnber of pieces of which

the fretty is composed is usually limited to six ; three

in bend, as many in bend-sinister. The intermediate

spaces, through which the field appears, are called claire-

voies, and these are frequently charged, so that the field

is both sejni! and fretty.

Gides, fretty and flory or, is the coat of Hamf.LYN in

England ; and of Alzon in Auvergne. Sable,fretty and

fleury argent {de Sable,fretty d'argcut, Ics clairevoies sem^es

defleurs-de-lis du mane) are the armslof DE LA Chapelle
in Belgium. Occasionally the fretty itself- is found

charged, usually with roundles ; of these the best known

example is the coat of Tru.s.sell, Argent, fretty gules

besanty : here the besants are placed at the intersection

of the pieces of the fretty. A similar coat, Or, fretty

gules platy, is an old coat of Verdon ; and Or, fretty

sable platy is the canting coat of PlATT.

These coats should be carefully distinguished from

those which have the analogous bearing of a trellis.

A Trellis {tretllis) is properly composed of bendlets

dexter and sinister which are not interlaced, but are

usually nailed (clouds) at the crossings. In these cases the

head of the nail is very much smaller than the bezant, or

plate, which appears in the coats blazoned above.

In Sir John Ferne'S Blason of Centric, there is an

amusing passage in which the distinction between a. fret

and a trellis is pointed out ; and of which Sir Walter
Scott makes use in Quentin Durward. The coat i.s

Sable, a viusion {i.e. a mouser, or domestic cat) or,

oppressed witli a trellis gules nailed argent ; which

has been wrongly described by one of the interlocutors

as &fret. (The comic man of the company describes it

as "a cat in the dairy window.") But the Herald inquires

H ,
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" Did you ever see a fret thus formed before (I mean

nayled)? To correct your blazon l,earne by this: Hee

beareth Sable, a Musion Or, oppressed with a Troillis

G. cloue dargent ; for this which you call a fret, is a

lattice, a thing well known to poor prisoners," etc.

(The passage is given at length in Lower's Curiosities

of Heraldry, pages 254, 255.)

A grillage in which the interlacements are composed

of pallets and barrulets, in other words of vertical and

horizontal pieces, may occasionally be met with, as in the

coat of the Lombard family of the GeniCei, who use

:

Gules, a grille, or lattice, composed of four vertical pieces

interlaced with as many hoi'isontal ones, argent.

Chevronnv {Chevronnc), that is the field divided into

equal portions by lines in the direction of a chevron,

occurs but rarely in Armory of Britain.

CJievronny of four argent and gules is attributed to

Whithorse, and is I believe a solitary instance of this

division. The reverse is borne by VoN Werdenstein
{WappenbucJi, i., ill), and VON SparxeCK {ibid., i., 105).

Chevronny offour azure and or is the coat of GrieseN-
BERG (in the Wappenrolle von Zurich, No. 144) ; the

reverse was borne by the Barons von BUSSNANG. The
coat is rarely seen reversed so that the points of the

chevrons are to the base, but I know of one example,

the coat of the Barons vonWitzleben. This is Chevronni

rinverse de quatre pieces d'argent et de gueules. Chevronny

of six argent and gules are the arms of the Counts of

Eppstein (now quartered by the Counts zu Stol-
BERG), and are borne also by the Genoese family of

FORNARA. Chevronny of six or and sable is the early

coat of the Counts of Hainault.
Chevronny of twelve pieces, or and gules (Plate VII., fig.

5) is the coat of the Counts of Egmond, or Egmont,
in the Netherlands.

The full arms of Lamoral, Count Egmoxd, executed
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with the Count of Horn by order of the Duke of Alva,

are as follows :

—

Quarterly ; I. and IV. Perpale («) Egmond, as above :

[b) Argent, two bars embattled - counter - embattled gules

(Arkel).

II. and III. Duchy of GUELDERS. Perpale id) Azure,

a lion rampant contournc (I.e. facing to the sinister)

crowned or (Gu ELDERS): {h) Or, a lion rampant sable

(County of JULIERS).

Over all an escuclieon en surtout, Quarterly I and 4.

Argent, a lion rampant sable (FlENNES) ; 2 and 3. Gides

an estoile of eight rays argent (Baux).

Chequy {EcJiiquete).—When the field is divided by

horizontal and perpendicular lines into at least twenty

square or oblong pieces the bearing is known as chequy ;

if there are fewer panes or points the number must be

expressed.

Plate VII., fig. 6 is the ancient coat of the WARRENS,
Earls of Surrey (still quartered by the Dukes of

Norfolk), Chequy or and azure. The adoption of the

chequy coat at a very early period by cognate families

in England and in France, some generations removed

from a supposed common ancestor, is much founded on

by Mr ELLIS in support of his contention that hereditary

ai^morial bearings are of greater antiquity than we have

been able to assign to them.

Chequy of nine panes only, occurs in some important

foreign coats, as in that of Van DEN Hecke (Plate VII.,

fig. 8) which is thus blazoned, de Cinqpoints degueules equi-

polUs a quatre d'hermine (sometimes azure and ermine).

The Counts of GENEVA bore : Cinq points d'or iquipollcs

a.quatre d'azur. Saint Priest bore the same.

Cinq points d'argent cquipolles a quatre de gueides, was

the coat of the Portuguese navigator Magalhaens
;

and the Venetian Cetracini. The same, but of Or and

sable, is the coat of the Italian Grifoni.
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In Spanish Heraldry Chequy offifteen panes (arranged

in five horizontal and three vertical rows) is often met

with. Plate VII., fig. 7, is the coat: of PORTOCARRERO,
Chequy of fifteen or and azure. Alvarez de Toledo,

Duke of Alva, so celebrated in the history of the Nether-

lands, bore : Chequy offifteen, arjiire and argent.

The arms of the Portuguese discoverer VascO da

Gama were : Chequy of fifteen, Or and gides, on each

point of the last two bars gemels argent. On an escucheon

en sm'tout the Royal Arms of PORTUGAL, as an augmen-

tation.

LOZENGY (Josang^). If the field is divided into panes

of a diamond shape by lines in bend and bend-sinister, it

is said to be Losengy (an early term in the Rolls of

Anns was Masculy, now used for sem^ ol Mascles).

Plate VII., fig. 9., Lozengy argent and gules belongs to

the P'lTZWiLLlAMS, Earls of SOUTHAMPTON and FlTZ-

WILLIAM ; and to the family of DU Bec-Crepin ; as

well as to the Salamoni of Venice, and the Neapolitan

family of LatrL
A considerable number of foreign families bear Lozengy.

Lozengy gules and or is the coat of Centelles in Spain
;

and the reverse was the coat of Craon in France.

(In blazoning begin with the tincture of the first whole

lozenge.)

FUSILLY {fnsclc). When the lozenges are elongated

the term used is Fusilly. Fusilly argent and gules is the

coat of the Grimaldi, Sovereign Princes of Monaco, and

Dukes of Valentinois in France. (Plate VII., fig. 10.)

The arms of Bavaria are generally dra\\'n as Fusilly

in bend argent and azure, though they are often blazoned

Lozengy in bend. It will be seen from Plate VII., fig. 1 1,

that the lozenges, or fusils, do not stand vertically over

each other but are in bend.

Analogous to this coat are the variations known

as Paly-bendy and Barry-bendy, these are composed







PLATE TIL

^KT
1. Lozeugj- cuui>od.

iOise,)

2. Barry pily.

(Holland.)

3. " Mit linker stufc."

(Aiirhi^rg.)

4. " Schueckenweise.

'

(Mer/enzer.)

5. Fretty.

(WiUoughby.)

C. Papeloiiiiu.

[Monti.

)

7. Plumete.

[TenremoTuie.)

S. Seme of flems de lis. 9. Seme of hearts.

[France, ancient.) {Denmark.)

10. Sem4.

{Simiane.

)

11. Billetty.

[Nassau. )

12. Gutte d'eau.

{ComwoHis.

)
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respective]}- of lines in pale intersecting lines in bend
;

and of lines in fess intersecting those in bend.

Paly-bendy oratid azure (Plate VII., fig. 12) is the coat of

Buck, Baronets of Lincolnshire.

With this section we may group the French Triangle,

in which the field is divided by three series of parallel lines

into triangles. Plate VIII., fig. i represents the coat of

the famih" of GiSE in Gloucestershire ; which is blazoned

Zf'jjv/^r cou[>ed in fess argent and sable (othenvise Barry

of six indented). The Counts SCHIZZI, of Cremona, bear

Triangle de gueules et cTargent. The Swedish family of

Carlssox bear Triangle azure and or ; the shield being

di\ided b}- two lines fesswa}"s, and by three in bend and

bend-sinister. In tl\e coat of \'on Tolxz, which is also

given as an example b\- Rietstap, the partition is made

b}' two horizontal, two palar, and five diagonal lines, so

that, as he observes, the coat might be blazoned : Chequy

of nine panes, eaeh per bend sable and argent.

Barry-pily is the name given to the field when it is

divided b\- long, narrow, pile-shaped indentations lying

horizontally, or barwise, across it. It does not greatly

differ from the French cinanche en pal. Plate \'III., fig. 2

is the coat of Holland of Lincoln, Barry-pily of eigJu

gules and or.

The French cmanche is formed hy two or three

triangular or wedge-shaped pieces united at their base

and issuing from one or other of the flanks of the shield.

The number of its points requires to- be specified, as well

as its position issuing from the dexter or the sinister flank.

DIFFERENT KIXD.^ OF CHARGES.

RULES OF BLAZON. ETC.

Armorial Charges are supposed to stand out somewhat

in relief upon the field, and so to cast a slight shadow

upon it It is therefore usual, particuleu-ly in uncoloured

drawings, to make the outline a little thicker on the
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lower and sinister sides of an " Ordinar}," or other charge.

Charges are of two kinds :—I. Those of simple outline

and geometrical form, which have predominated since

the earliest ages of coat-armour, and in the oldest coats

are often the only charge on the shield. These are called

b}- the French

—

Pieces lu'raldiques ; and are subdivided

by us into "OrdixariEs" and " SUB-ORDIXARIES."

II. Common Charges, which are the representations

of objects of all kinds, including animals, flowers, and

the whole range of things natural or artificial.

These charges,whether Ordinaries or Common Charges,

may be depicted of an}- of the recognised metals, colours,

or fur. Common Char(;es, such as birds, beasts, and

fishes, flowers, trees, and many other things, are frequenth'

depicted of their natural colours, and are then blazoned

"proper." The blazon, "a fir tree proper;" or "a

salmon naiant propej'" would implj' that the fir tree, or

the salmon were to be depicted, not merely b\- the

heraldic colours, but b}- those which belong to them in

nature. In the case of roses which might be red or

white, and yet "proper," it is usual to specify the tincture,

in order that ambiguity may be avoided. The ORDIX-

,\RIES (and even the COMMON CHARGES to some extent^

may be composed and divided b}- partition lines of the

same kind as those which are used to divide the field.

It is a primary fundamental canon of Heraldry" that

(netal is not to be placed upon metalj or colour on colour.

This is the one heraldic rule with which all persons seem

to be acquainted, and which has become almost a pro-

verbial saying :
—

" Metal on metal is false heraldrj-," etc.

This rule no doubt originated ih; the necessity for

securing distinctness in the days when arms were actually

borne on the military shield, surcoat, and banner ; and

when it was of the utmost importance that the\- should

be easily distinguishable from afar off. But the inter-

diction is far from absolute. The arms of the KINGDOM
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OF Jerusalem (Plate IX., fig. i), which are: Argent,

a cross potent betivecji four crosses or, are the best known

instance (sometimes even it is asserted the only instance)

of a permitted violation of the rule. In this, and a few

other cases, the arms are styled anna inquircnda or

amies pour enquerir, and it is asserted that they were

originally composed for the express purpose of causing

the beholder to enquire the reason of such an infraction

of heraldic usage, and so to stamp them on his memory.

When a limited view is taken of Heraldry, and the

investigation is confined to the Armory of a single

country, such assertions seem capableof easy justification.

In our own country, for instance, distinct violations of

the law in question are of great rarity. But when the

student extends his view over the much larger field of

Continental Heraldry he finds such assertions are quite

unwarrantable. The general law, indeed, remains in

force ; but the exceptions which the present writer has

collected may be counted by the hundred rather than by

the dozen ; and, in the great majority of these cases, the

idea that they were intended as amies pour enquerir is

one which cannot be entertained. The families are often

of no very special note, and the arms do not commemorate

any special circumstance as is the case in the Arms of

Jerusalem. They are simply coats assumed either

anterior to the formulation of the law, or in disregard of it

when formulated. A sufficient number of such coats will

be noted as we proceed, or be placed in the Appendix.

There are some coats in which an apparent violation

of the law has arisen from the fact that the metals

employed in depicting them have become tarnished.

What was supposed to be fine gold has become dim.

Or has become purpure ; and argent deteriorated into

sable ! Errors have thus arisen, and have been perpetu-

ated by the ignorance of painters, although the cases I

have referred to above are not so to be accounted for.
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There are recognised exceptions to the general rule

:

\\hen the " field " is a composite one, of metal (or fur)

and colour, it is not considered an infraction of the law

if the charge is of either metal, or colour, or fur. For

instance, the old arms of the Counts of Vendome are

:

Gules, a chief argent, over all a lion rdmpant azure crowned

or. {Sec VArmorial de Geldre ; and PlanchE's Roll.

The later coat was : A rgent, a chief gules, etc.) Here,

though the greater part of the azmr lion appears on the

red field, the fact that the field is a composite one of

metal and of colour saves it from the imputation of

violating the law.

Again, the rule does not apply to the mere accessories

of a charge. For instance, in the arms of Maria
Theresa on Plate XXXIV., the red lion rampant in the

quarter of Leon is crowned or, a golden crown upon a

silver ground, without this being considered any viola-

tion of the law. So also when teeth, tongue, claws, etc.,

are specified to be of another tincture than the animal

to which they belong, it is no breach of the law if, for

example, the lion's red tongue is projected on an azure

field.

Again, bordures (which are used by way of difference)

and the other marks of cadency, are legitimate excep-

tions to the rule. Thus, the Dues d'ANjOU differenced

by placing a bordure gules around the arms of FRANCE
{Azure, three Jleurs-de-lis or) and, though the red colour

impinges on the blue, the law is not considered to be

broken thereby.

There are also many instances in which chiefs, can-

tons, etc., have been added to a coat by way of augmen-

tation, as in the cases referred to later in the Chapters

on Marshalling and Augmentations. These are

also counted la;\'ful exceptions. A chief of this descrip-

tion is by no means infrequent in Foreign Heraldry

;

and is known in French blazon as a " chef cousii," sewed,
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tir tacked on, to the original coat. (The term cousu,

however, is sometimes employed by French heralds

when there is no apparent violation of the law.)

As a general rule metal is laid upon colour, colour

upon metal. The furs are ordinarily used with colour
;

their use with metal is comparatively so rare as to

be exceptional. But there are cases in which metals

alone, colours alone, and furs alone, are employed

;

and instances will be recorded of each as we pro-

ceed. -

To "blazon" a Coat of . Arms is to describe it in

heraldic phraseology so exactly that any one acquainted

with the language of armory may be able accurately to

depict it from its concise description. The probable

derivation of the word " blazon " is from the German
blasen, to blow a horn. A flourish of trumpets was used

to attract the attention of the bystanders when before a

tournament a formal announcement was made of the

armorial coat of each combatant. Glossaries of the

technical terms of British and of French Armory are

contained in Chapters towards the close of this present

work.

It is desirable at this stage to lay down with more

precision than has yet been done the principal rules of

blazon.

RULES OF BLAZON.

I. The field should be first named, whether it be of

one tincture, or a composite one (either by reason of

the division of the field, or by being seme or strewn

with small charges).

II. After the field the charges follow, beginning with

those of most importance, or occupying the centre of the

field. If the charge is an ordinary or its diminutive

(unless it be a chief, bordure, or canton), it usually

claims precedence over other charges in the field ; as
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in the blazon of Plate IX., fig. 5, the coat of

Haig of Bemersyde, Azure, a saltire between two

stars in chief and base and as many crescents in flanks

argent.

An exception to the rule above stated as to an Ordi-

nary being first mentioned after the field, occurs when

that Ordinary debruises, or surmounts {i.e., is placed

upon), another charge, as in the Scottish coat of Aeek-

NETHY (Plate IX., fig. 6), Or, a lion rampant gules,

debruised by a ribbon, or bendlet, sable.

III. If the Ordinary itself be charged, its charges are

named next.

Thus in Plate IX., fig. 4, the arms of WiLMOT,

P'arl of Rochester, are thus blazoned :

—

A rgent, on a

fess gules between three eaglets heads erased sable, as many

escallops or.

(Here, according to the previous rules, we name

—

1st, the field ; 2nd, the charges, beginning with the

ordinary ; then 3rd, the charges placed upon the ordi-

nary. The French custom is a little different : the

charges upon the ordinary are named before those on

the field. Thus the arms of the poet CORNEILLE are

:

—d'Asur, a la fasce d'or, charg^e de trois tites de lion de

gueules, et acconipagn^e de trois etoiles dargent, poshes deux

en chef et une en pointed

In both the British examples it will be noticed that

the words " as many " are used to avoid the repetition

of the number two.

In the Haig coat the blazon also illustrates the usage

by which when two or more charges of the same tinc-

ture are named consecutively, the tincture applying to

them all is only named once. The terms used to

denote the position of a charge in chief, base, or flanks,

are also here to be observed. It is scarcely needful to

point out the distinction between " in chief," and " on a

chief"
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The words " over all " are sometimes used to express

the fact that a charge is placed upon other charges. As

in Plate IX., fig. 7 FAIRFAX bears : Argent, three bars

geniels gnlcs, over all a lion rampant sable crmsjued or.

IV. If the coat also contain a chief, canton, or bordure,

it with its charges should be mentioned last. In some

overloaded coats, most of which are posterior to the

times of Henry VII., the term "charged with" is

sometimes applied to the Ordinary, instead of the charges

being blazoned as " on " it.

In Plate IX., fig. 8 RusSELL, Duke of Bedford,

bears ; Argent, a lion rampant gules, on a chief sable three

escallops of thefield. Here the last three words exemplify

that avoidance of needless repetition and tautology

which is a characteristic feature of the language of

blazon.

It is a rule that the same tincture should not be twice

named in the description of a coat. To avoid this the

phrases " of the field," " of the same," " of the second," " of

the third," "of the last," are made use of; while, as has

been already pointed out, the name of a tincture

coming after several charges applies to all. So also, as

, in the above blazoned coat of WiLMOT, the use of the

expression "as many" obviates the repetition of the

name of the same number. It must, however, never be

forgotten that, while succinctness in blazon is to be aimed

at, and tautology to be avoided, it is far better to err

on the safe side. The avoidance of ambiguity is far

more important than the avoidance of tautology. Many
a young (and for that matter, many an old) herald might

say in the familiar words of the Latin accidence, Brevis

esse laboro, fio obscurus. Foreign heralds are more

sensible than our pedants in this respect.

There are, however, many things practically taken for

granted in modern blazon. For instance ; when the

coat contains two or three repetitions of the same charge
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it is understood, that, unless otherwise specified, the two

charges are placed in pale ; i.e. one above the other ;

—

thus DE ]MoxTESQUiOU bears : Or, tzco tortcaux. Here

we should understand, what the French blazon expresses,

"(TOr, a deux torteaiix de giiciilcs, Pint siir l'autre en

pal."

Or again, in the case of three repetitions of the same

charge, either with or without an Ordinary interposed,

it is understood that, unless otherwise expressed, two

are placed in the upper part of the shield, and one in the

lower part. (If the number be six the}- will usually be

arranged 3, 2, i.)

In other cases the disposition of the charges requires

specification ; they may be " in chief," " in pale," " in

bend," or " in cross," " saltire," ' orle," etc. Thus Babing-

TOX (Plate IX., fig. 9) bears : Argent ten torteaux ; but

it is desirable to add that they are arranged 4, 3, 2, i.

In connection with this subject it is needful to point

out the difference between the expressions "paleways,"

" fesswa)-s," bend-ways," etc. ; and the expressions " in

pale," "in fess," "in bend;"—phrases sometimes used

looseh" as s}-nonymous with them.

" Palew a)-s," " bendways," etc. mean that the charge or

charges are individually placed in the direction of a pale,

bend, etc. Thus a sword erect is " a sword paleways."

Three such erect swords would still be " palewa}'s " if

they were placed two and one ; or in fess ; in bend, etc.

;

these latter words onl}- explain the relation in which two

or more charges stand to each other.

The three lions passant-gardant in the arms of

England are blazoned " in pale ; " else the}- might be

arranged two and one. On Plate IX., fig. 10, is the coat

of XORTHCOTE, Lord IddesLEIGH : Argentjhree crosses

botonne (or trefle) in bend sable. Here the three crosses

are relatively to each other " in bend," though each is pale-

^\"a}-s, or upright, if correctly drawn.







PLATE IX.

ro

1. Jerusalem. 2. De Yere.

WWM

3. De Grey.

4. Wilmot. 5. Haig. 6. Abernethy.

7. Fairfax.

loocol
ooo
oo

8. Russell.

10. Northcote. 11. Alexander. 12. Clietwode.
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complicated coats of Grand Quarterings, letters of the

alphabet are often employed insteadof, or in addition to,

the numerals he recommends.

SEm£.

When the field is strewed with an indefinite number

of small charges (flcurs-dc-Iis, crosslets, hearts, and

cinquefoils being the most commonly used for this

purpose) it is said to be sein^, or powdered, with the

charge. Small charges, as will be shown elsewhere,

were thus used in early times as a mode of " gerating," or

" differencing," the arms of persons of the same family.

A field thus setn^ appears as if it were cut out of a

larger surface, as the external rows of the charges are

divided by the outline of the escucheon.

In some ancient coats there is no^ other charge in the

escucheon but those \\-ith which the field is seme. Azure,

semi of fleurs-de-lis or is, the early form of the Royal

Arms of France ; and is blazoned as " France-

Ancient." The term Fleury, or flory, is often used

instead of Sevu' of fleurs-de-lis. Thus, Azure., fleury

argent, is the coat of Harlewin ; of MALAPERT DE

Neufville ; of Hervilly DE Malapert ; Montau-
bAN, etc. Argent, fleury gules, ^s£, borne by MoNTJOY
in England ; the Barons de Hautpenne ; and the Low

Country families of OUPEY, and Kerckem, Barons de

WljER. Or, flemy azure, was used in England by

Mortimer. Gules, fleury or, are the arms of Chateau-

briand ; and are the original coat of ALfeORE, Marquis

de TOURZEL.

Billetty and crusily are, similarly, terms used for semi

of billets or cross-crosslets. Or, billetty azure, is found

for the coat of Gascelin ; and Gules billetty or, for that

of CowdreY, in early Rolls of Arms ; so also. Or,

crusily azure, is borne by Petmore
; and Gules, crusily

or, by Fernland.
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In Foreign Armory charges not so employed in

Iritish Heraldry are frequently met with as powder-

igs.

The Spanish family of Claver bears the canting

oat, Or, seme of keys azinx. The Florentine FoRA-

;0SCHI use, Sable, seiiid of balls argent. The French

lODEFROI bear. Azure, seme of acorns or ; and GuiLLOU
)E LA Lardais, a rgent, seni^ of sage leaves vert. Or,

reflc vert, is the coat of HOETIMA. Sometimes the

leld is seiiu^ with more than one charge. Thus

he arms of the French Marquises de Simiane
Plate VIII., fig. lo) are Or, seme alternately of castles

md fleurs-de-lis azure ; and those of Anglure,
i:ounts de BOURLEMONT and ESTOGES, Princes d'Aii-

5LISE, Dues d'ABRY, etc.: are. Or, sem^ of hawk's

'ells, each supported by a crescent gules (d'Or, semi!

le grelots d'argent, soutenus chacun d'un croissant de

nieules). These crescents were originally " angles."

See an account of these arms in the paper on " Les

saladins d'Anglure," which is appended to the valuable

irmorial of GiLLES LE BOUVIER, dit "BERRY," Roi

I'Armes de France de Charles VII., published by

\1. Vallet (de Viriville), Paris, 1866.] Usually a

ield sem^ of small charges also bears a more important

)ne. Or, seme of hearts gules, over all three lions passant

rardant in pale azure, crowned of the field, are the arms

)f Denmark (Plate VIII., fig. 9). The coat of the

Duchy of LuNEBURG, which forms the second quarter-

ng in the arms of our Hanoverian Sovereigns, has a

imilar seme field, but it is charged with a lion rampant

izure, crowned gold. Plate VIII., fig, 11, is the coat of

he House of Nassau, Princes of ORANGE, which ap-

leared en surtout on the Royal Escucheon during the

eigns of William III. and Mary II.; it is, Azure,

nlletty arid a lion rampant or. A field seme, or be-

trewed with an indefinite number of drops, or ^^ gouttes"
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is said to be goutt^, or gutty ; in French blazon goutU

d'argent, d'aziir, etc. ; but the usual pedantry of English

heralds has invented a specific naftie for the drops of

each metal or tincture, except gold, which remains

gouttt! d'or. Accordingly seme of drops argent has be-

come goutt^ d'eau ; of gules, goutte de sang ; of azure,

goutte de larnies ; of sable, goutte de poix ; and of vert,

goutt^ de Vhuile ! Sable, goutte d'eau, on a fess argent

three Cornish choughs proper (Plate VIII., fig. 12) was the

canting coat of the Marquesses of Cornwallis. The

choughs are legitimate enough as charge.s of arines par-

lantes, but the tears, or wails, are surely far-fetched !

Diapering is a mode of ornamenting the surface of

the field and its " Ordinaries " with arabesque patterns,

and was early practised. Many beautiful and tasteful

examples of it remain on early glass, sculptures, and

enamels. There are some fine instances of it in West-

minster Abbey, among the most remarkable of which is

the enamelled shield of William de Valence, Earl

of Pembroke (which, reduced in size, forms the frontis-

piece to Boutell's Heraldry, Historical and Popular)
;

and the monument of EDMUND " Crouchback," Earl of

Lancaster. Early specimens of diaper are also to be

seen at Beverley Minster and at Hatfield. Diaper was

largely used in the armorial glass of Germany in the

fourteenth and later centuries. Often the patterns,

which are usually indicated by lighter or darker shades

of the tincture employed, are exceedingly tasteful and

artistic.

In the tasteless times of the i8th century, German
Heraldic engravings suffered much from a profusion

of diaper, which obscured the actual bearings. The
coats added in the later editions of Siebmacher'S great

Wappeidnich will show the decadence of true artistic

feeling in this respect, as \\^\\ as in the general treat-

ment of the escucheons and of the charges delineated.
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An example of early English diaper is to be found

in the shield of the sepulchral effigy in the Temple

"hurch, which was for so long a time erroneously

Lttributed to GEOFFREY DE Magnaville, Earl of

iSSEX ; and to which allusion has already been made
Lt p. 45.

In a few foreign coats diaper was so constantly and

miformly used that in process of time it has become

I regular charge, and appears as an integral part of the

jlazon.



Fig. 37. Fig. 38. Fig. 39. Fig. 40. Fig
The Fale. The Fess. The Bend. The Bend-Sinister. The C

Fig. 43. Fie. 44. Fig. 45. Fig
The Pile. The Gyxon. The Lozenge. The

CHAPTER IV.

ORDINARIES.

Armorial writers, as has been already said, div

conventional figures of Heraldry into two

HONOaRABLE ORDINARIES ; and SUBORDINATE
NARIES, or Sub-Ordinaries, though they are nc

agreed as to whether some of them should be pi

the first, or in the second class ; their arrangemen

one or the other is a matter of no practical consei

The Chief, and the Quarter, or Canton, may seer

respectively entitled to some precedence over ot

their class, as being those which have been mi

quently used for the reception of Honourable Aug
tions to the shield ; but beyond this there is re

order of precedency, and their arrangement and

cation is simply a matter of taste and convenienc

The Honourable Ordinaries are : I. The <

n. The Pale; HI. The FesS; IV. The Ben
Bend-Sixister) ; V. The Chevron ; VI. The
VII. The Saltire; VIII. The PiLE

;

' and i:

Pall or Pairle ; some of these are figured

Several of these have diminutives of the same sh;

The Sub-Ordinaries are the QUARTER (now g(

of a smaller size and called a Canton); the GvR(
InescuCHEON ; the BORDURE ; the Orle ; the

SURE ; the Fret ; the LozENGE (with its variati
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Fusil, Mascle, and Rustre); :the Flaunch and

Flasque ; the Billet ; and the Label.

Various explanations are given of the origin of

the Ordinaries, by heraldic writers. Lower is inclined

to derive them from the stripes, and bands or

belts, of military costume. Planche, with greater

probability, traces them to the various bands of wood,

or metal, by which the shield was strengthened. This

derivation would seem to me almost certain did we not

remember that, as a matter of fact, these Ordinaries do

not figure to any very great extent in early Heraldry
;

certainly they are not so frequently found as we should

expect to be the case if they had taken their rise from

the bands and borders which appeared on so many of

the early shields before the rise of systematic heraldry.

We should expect, then, that a multitude, perhaps the

majority, of the earliest coats would bear a fess, or bor-

dure, a cross, or bars, or pales. Yet an examination

:of a list of early arms, for example those given in the

earliest Rolls of Anns, or exposed in the Salle des Crois-

adesdX Versailles, will show how far this is from being the

case. The Ordinaries are there, indeed ; but there is no

preponderance of them over other charges, animate or in-

animate. The preponderance is all in the other direction.

Some have sought the origin of the Ordinaries in the

strips of wood of which the barriers, or lists, for tourna-

ments were composed. The Cross is really the only

Ordinary of whose origin we can be quite certain.

I propose now to take the.se Ordinaries singly
;
premis-

ing that each of them may be formed not only by the

right line but by any of the varying lines which have been

described and figured under Partitions.

All the Ordinaries are frequently charged ; and two or

more may, be combined in a coat of arms.

I. The Chief (Chef) is a charge formed by a hori-

zontal line, which includes in theory the upper third part
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r the shield. This may be the case when the chief is

self charged ; but, practically, the rule has never been

:rictly observed either with regard to this or the theo-

;tical allotments of space in the case of other Ordinaries.

; is much more frequently depicted as including about

.fourth part of the shield.

The following examples of early coats bearing chiefs as

le sole charge are from the Salle des Crotses at Versailles.

(2) EUSTACHE d'Agrain, Prince of SiDON and

/iESAREA (lioo) A sure, a chief or [cTAzur, au chef d'or),

(10) Garnier, Comte de Gray (iioo) and {yy),

lAUDOiN DE Gand, Seigneur d'ALOST (1096) Sable, a

hief argent (de Sable, an chef d'argent.

(95) Raymond II., Comte de Substantion et de

lELGUEIL (l 109) Argent, a chief sable {d'Argent, au chef

'e sable).

(157) GuiLLAU-ME d'AunOy (1204) Or, a chief gules

i' Or, ail cJief de gueules).

Argent, a chief gules, is the coat of the Duchy of

-lONTFERRAT, and of the families of D'AVAUGOUR;
)OLlGNAC ; Chaumont (Burgundy) ; Menzies in Scot-

md ; and WORSLEY in England. Argent, a chief azure

,ras borne by the Marquises of Gamaches in France

;

.nd SalucES (Piedmont), as well as by the families of

^ITZALAN ; CLUN ; VAN DE WEERDE, etc.

In Plate X., fig. i, Vair, a chiefor {de Vair, au chef d'or)

s the coat of the TiCHBORNE family ; while fig. 2 is an

ixample of a chief formed by a different partition line

md charged. Ermine, on a chief indented gules three

stoiles or {d'hermine, au chef endente de gueules, charge

k trois etoiles d'or); the arms of the family of Estcourt.

Argent, a chief indented (or dancetty), sable was borne

)y Jean de St. Simon in the Third Crusade, and by

he families of Harsick and Le Poer. Or, a chief

ndented azure, is the well known coat of the great Irish

"amily of Butler.







PLATE X.

1. Chief

{Tickltorne.)

l^W\

2. Chief indented. 3. Napoleonic Ducal Chief.

[EstcouH.) {SouU.)

4. Kiiight of St. John,

{Eatampes.

)

5. Chief arched.

(
Von Dienheim).

6. Divise.

(Orsini or Ursins.]

7. Pale.

{Erskine.
)

8. Pale rayonn^.

(O'Hara.)

9. Pallets.

{Arragon.)

11. Pale ootised. 12. Pallets humetty and fitclio.

[DekiHiise.) (Briey.)
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The Ordinary of the Chief has been very generally

used as an " Augmentation," or addition granted by a

Sovereign as a reward for services (:See Chapter XVI.);

and it was also customary for Cardinals, and other mem-

bers of Ecclesiastical Regular Orders ;
as well as the

members of certain Military and Religious Orders, e.g.,

St. John of Jerusalem, St. Stefano in Tuscany, etc.,

to place the arms of the Order to which they belonged,

on a chief above their personal arms, which might also

.
possibly themselves contain a chief among charges.

In Plate X., fig. 4, are the arms of the Chevalier

d'EsTAJiPES, Bailli de Valence in the Order of St.

John, who bears his paternal coat : Azure, two girom

chevronways or ; on a cliief argent, three ducal coroneti

gules ; the whole abaiss^ under a chief of the arms of the

Order of St. John, Guks, a cross argent.

There are a few instances in Continental Heraldry in

which for other reasons two chiefs are borne in the same

coat, one abaisse beneath the other.

The " chiefs " assumed respectively by the partisans ol

the Guelphic and Ghibbelinc factions in Italy were

sometimes carried in coats which already had a chief

Thus the BoNViciNi of Bologna used : Gules, a trei

eradicated argent, on a chief cousu azure three letters B oj

the second ; the chief abaisse beneath the Guelphic chief

Or, an eagle displayed sable crowned or. The Marquises

RanGONI bear : Barry argent and azure, on a chiefguki

and escallop argent ; the chief abaiss^ under anothei

argent, thereon an eagle displayed gules crowned or. The

Barons von Haeften bear : Gtdes, three pallets vair, a

chief or, charged -with a label sable, and abaiss^ undef

another chief or, thereon a crane sable.

Some writers assign to the chief a diminutive called a

" fillet." Of this charge there are few, if any, certair

examples in English Armory. The charge in FrencI

Armory is called a divise, and should rather be regarded as
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arrulet Iiausse, or elevated, above its ordinary position,

e arnns of DE Poisieu in Dauphine are : Gules, two

vrons argent, in cJiief a divi.sc of tJiclast ide Gneules, a

X chevrons d'argent, somnics d'nuc divise du meme).

netimes the divise is placed imrnediately beneath

hief, which is then said to be "supported" (soutenu),

reby, as in the case of the arms of the OrsINI family

Rome, who bore : Bendy of six argent and gules, on a

zf of the first supported by a divise or, a rose of the

md {Bandr d'argent et de gueules, de six pieces, au chef

rgent chargi d'nne rose de gueules et soutenu d'une

ise d'oi-). Of this family were the French DES URSINS,

.rquises of Trainel, etc. The Roman family charge

divise \\'\\h an eel {ime anguille naiantc or ondoyante')

ire for Anguillara. (Plate X., fig. 6.)

\ Chief is sometimes used united to another Ordinary;

us, Fahrbeck in Bavaria bears : A rgent, a chief-pale

le ; that is, the charge is a chief and pale united.

QUIROU DE Parieu, in France, bore : Sable, a pairle

I chief argent. Occasionally the chief is formed by a

leave line, and is then called a chefvoute ; as in the coat

DiENHEIM in Bavaria : Gules, a lion rampant argent

wned or, a chief voute of the second. (Plate X., fig. 5.)

[I. The Pale (French /«/) is a vertical band in the

idle of the shield ; its capacity was fixed by old

!ters at one-third of the field, but it is usually some-

at smaller, even when charged.

Argent, a pale sable {d'Argent, au pal de sable), are the

II known arms of the Erskia'ES, Earls of Mar
ate X., fig. 7). The same coat is borne by the

unts Kreytsen in Prussia ; the Barons Skrben-
V DE Hrzistic (Silesia) ; the Dani.sh family of

,'DERSEN; Richtersavvl {Zurich Wappcnrollc, No.

i) ; Spanoffsky DE LissAu
; Von Kettenheim

;

., etc. The Swedish family of Brahe bears the

erse.
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A.':iire, a pale argent {d'Asiir, au pal d'argeni) is rt

coat of the family of Leyen, Counts and Princes of tf

Holy Roman Empire ; and of the Florentine Abbai

The following families (among others), bear : Gules,

pale argent {de Gueules, au pal d'argent); the Venetia

VlARO; Canali; Canabri; the Counts HaaG; Baroi

Fraunberg ; and Frauniiofen ;
the family >

BtJLOw in Denmark ; and the Barons MiTTROWSKI :

Austrian Silesia.

The Dues des Cars, Princes de Carenca' ;
and tl

Italian PiTTI, both bear, Gules, a pale vair.

Gules, a pale or, were the arms of the family of Gran'

MESNIL, Lord High Steward of England temp. Hene
I. Or, a pale azure, is borne by SCHONSTEIN of Bavari;

Or, a pale gides, by Biedma of Spain ; Sable, a pale c

by Von der Alji.

The Pale has the usual variations ; being also forme

with the external lines indented, engrailed, etc. A}ge:

(sometimes Or), apale dancctty (sometimes indented) gidi

is the coat of Straxsham, or StraynsHAM, of Ker

Argent, a pale wavy sable, is borne by BOTON. Asu)

a pale rayonn^ or, by Lightford. This last bearir

(which is very rarely seen) is also used by the Iri;

O'Haras, Lords Tyrawley ; Vert, on a pale radiant c

a lion rampant sable (Plate X., fig. 8). The " chef-pa,

has already been noticed on p. 1 20, ante. Occasionally tl

pale, or rather a portion of it, is combined with anoth

Ordinary. Kethel in Holland uses, Azure, a pah retra

in chief {i.e., a demi-pal) soutenu by a clievron betwe,

three cauldrons or. {See also p. 123, infra?)

If there be given to the Pale its stated size of on

third of the field the following coats may be blazone

cither " Per pale . . . and ... a pale , . .

or (which avoids any mistake) " Tierced in pale " {vi

pp. 86-87 for " Tierced Coats ").

Per pale sable and azure, a pale vair ; is borne \
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iGUET DE Beauvoir ; and is the; same as Tiered en

' de sable, d'a^ur, et de vaii: Tiereed in pale gules,

rent, and azure is the coat of RAINIER: and, with the

ours inverted, of VON Pondorffer.

The EngHsh blazon only allows one pale in the shield

;

)Ugh of its diminutive the pallet several may be borne,

snch blazon has no distinctive name for this

ninutive.

The coat borne by Eleanor of Provence, Queen of

iNRY III. of England, given on Plate X., fig. 9, Or,

i,r pallets gules [d'Or, a quatre pals de gueules), are the

ns of Provence, and of the Counts of BARCELONA,

d Kings of Arragon. At the time of their assump-

n the barras longas made a fitting coat ; canting or

usive to the name of BARCELONA. Argent, on a

'ef or three pallets gules, are the arms of the KEITHS,

.rls Marischal of Scotland. (Plate X., fig. 10.)

family of the name settled in Prussia, bore

; same but with the field vert. Argent, two pallets

)le {d'Argent, a deux pals de sable); are the coat of the

unts von WITTGENSTEIN, and of the English family of

^RLEY. Sable, two pallets wavy ermine, are the arms

Clarke of Kent.

A coat charged with three pallets is a frequent bearing

th at home and abroad. Or, tliree pallets gules, are

; well known arms of the Counts of FOIX (later they

artered therewith those of the County of B£arn
;

•, two cows in pale gules, collared, horned, and belled

ire). Gules, three pallets or, were borne by the

.UCIGNY, Princes de LUCINGE. Argent (also gules),

ee pallets ermitie, is a coat of QuESADA in Spain

;

lir, three pallets gules, was borne by Amundeville
England ; and by the family of Yve in Flanders,

unts de Ruysbroek, and Barons d'OsTlCHE, etc.

gent, three pallets vert, is the coat of T.KNKLK in

a in (}^' fhl'&P -h/lllffi-e TJj.rtrTM/ /yfU'Hi^iy \e^ V.f-i*-r-n% Vvtr
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ROGIER ; Argent, three pallets wavy gules by ValoINI

(de Valoniis), a coat quartered in Scotland by tl:

Maules, Earls of DalhousIE, etc. Gules, five palle

raguly argent is a coat of Somervill.

A narrower diminutive of the pale is the endor.

(in French vergette). A pale placed between two <

them is said to be endorsed. The family of Belasys:

Earls of Fauconberg, bore: Argent, a pale engraile,

endorsed sable (Plate X., fig. ii).

In accordance with its supposed derivation from

piece of palisading, the pale (with its diminutives)

sometimes found pointed {aiguis^, or fitch^^ at its low(

end ; if it is cut short it is said to be coup/, c

humnutty. Or, three pallets couped and pointed gul

is the coat of the Counts de Briey (Plate X., fig. 12

Occasionally the pales or pallets are cut short befoi

reaching half-way down the shield ; they are then sai

to be pals retraits (v. ante. p. 12 1). The arms of Va
Hambroek are : Or, three pallets sable, retraits en che_

Van Eyck bears the same coat, but with the field argen

III. The Fess (in French fasce) is a horizontal b;

stretching across the centre of the shield ; like the pa'

it theoretically (only) contains the third part therec

A multitude of coats have this as their sole charg

Gules, a fess argent, are the well known arms of tl

House of Austria; the Dues de Bouillon ; the Coun
of Vianden, etc. Plate XL, fig. i, Gules, a fess or

the old coat of Beauchamp. Argent, n fess azu;

{d'Argent, a la fasce de sable') are thfe arms of the Canto
of ZUG, in Switzerland ; BarOZZI, in Venice ; the Dukf
of Leuchtenberg in Russia ; of Charters i

Scotland ; and, with the fess wavy, of Bellafill
of Spain.

Argent, a fess gules is the coat of several illustrioi

houses, those of BfiXHUNE, Dues de SULLY, 1606 ; tt

Counts von Manteuffel in Prussia and Russia ; th
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MaUR, Dues de MONTAUSIER, Pairs de France,

•4 ; the Dues de San Severing, and the Counts de

RSI of Naples; Van de Were, and the Barons Taets

lMERONGEN in the Netherlands. A D'AUBIGNY bore

2 the Crusade of 1205-

rules, a fess engrailed argent, is used by the Counts

I Nesselrode ; and was the original eoat in England

the family of Daubigny or Daubene-S", who after-

:ds (as in other instances) enlarged the engrailment

3 a fess of fusils conjoined. Gules, a fess ennine, are

arms of Craavfurd.

irgent, a fess dancette sable, belongs to the Wests,

rls of Delawarr (Plate XL, fig. 2;. The fess

icette has three points only. A somewhat unusual

m of it is borne by the Plowdens of Shropshire

e family to which Edmund Plowden,- the distin-

shed lawyer of the i6th century belonged) ; it is

en on Plate XI., fig 3, and is Azure, a fess da^icett^, the

) upper points flory (terminating in fleurs-de-lis) or.

e like coat, but with the field sable, is borne by

)RAND, Yorkshire. Somewhat analogous to this are

:. coats of Cavill, Argent, a fess flory counter-flory

les ; and Argent, a fess sable floij counterflory gules,

JSSEAUX.

Of other variations the following are examples :

—

ure, a fess indented ermine idAzur, a la fasce endente

i.eruiine) ; the same but nebulee is borne for Allen.

lies, a fess wavy argent is the coat of Dryland.
When a fess is blazoned as " embattled " {crenelf), only

i upper line is cut into battlements; (Plate XL, fig. 4).

3ERBURY or AdderbURY bears : Or, a fess embattled

hie. If both lines are embattled with the battlements

posite each other, the fess is known as bretess^ ; if the

ttlements on the one side correspond to the indenta-

ns of the other, it is styled " embattled counter-

ibattled." (See hereafter, nage 127 : the arms of ArkeL







PLATE XL

1. Fess.

( Jk'aucha7/ip.)

2. Fess dancettee.

(West.)

3. FoHB dancettee.

(Flowden.)

4. Feas embattled.
[Aberbtin/.)

5. Fess checquy.
(Stewart.)

(i. Fess tortille.

(Carmtchael.)

7. Fess arched.

(Balbi Porto.)

Rip-1.. iT^

n I

—
I I
—

_

J
V-

9. Bars counter-embattled.

10. Bars wavy,
(JJruniT/wnd.)

11. Bars gemelles.
{ Huntercombe.)

12. Fesb' eotised.

(Harleston.)
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uartered by E(;^rONT, p. 99, and the Glossary of EnglisF

'erms.)

Plate XL, fig. 5, is the well-known coat of STEWART
r Stuart, in Scotland : Or, a fess chequy azuir anc

rgeiit. (It may here be remarked parenthetically tha

iree is the proper number of rows of " panes " on ;

5SS, bend, chief, or other Ordinary blazoned as "chequy."

Ir Ellis combats the popular idea that this coat wa:

llusive to the office of Steward, and represented th(

hequers formerly used in keeping accounts. Th(

ognate family of BoTELER descended from Christian
rand-daughter and heir of WALTER Fitzalan, elde

irother of the first Steward of Scotland, certainly bon

he same fess chequy between six crosslets. Chris
tan's father and grandfather, however, seem to havi

lorne a different coat ; and in any case there is nc

vidence of a descent which has been suggested fron

he early bearers of a chequy field—the WARRENS, am
he House of Vermandois, who bore Chequy or am
\ziire. Or, a fess c/ieqiiy argent and gules is the coat o

he Westphalian Counts de la Marck, now borne in th

icu Complet of the Kingdom of Prussia.

A curious variety of the fess is shown in the coat o

Tarmichael : Argent, a fess wreathed {cable'e, or tortilUe

iziire and gules (Plate XL, fig. 6). Sable, a fess wreathe^

r and azure, between three crescents argent, is a coat

A^ILKIE. In Italian coats the fess seems often voutee, o

;urved upwards ; and less frequentlydownwards [affaiss^e

i^late XL, fig. 7, are the arms of the Venetian family c

Balbi-PortO : Giiks, a fess arched, per pale or and azur

de Gueules, a la fasce voutee d'or et d'azur) ; but in mos

:ases this arises simply from the fashion of painting th

irms on the convex surface of a shield, or cartouche

rhe convexity of the surface gives the fess an archei

ippearance.

The diminutive of the Fess is called a "bar" (i
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ench, divise) with further diminutions known as the

[oset," and the "barrulet." In EngHsh Armory the bar is

ver borne singly (the " bai- sinister " is an ignorant

Igarism, and an entire misnomer for something totally

Terent, as will be shown hereafter). In France under

; title of Fasce en divise, abbreviated into divise, the

r is occasionally seen (two coats in which it appears in

ief have been already blazoned on p. 120). ^I. GUIZOT,

i eminent French statesman, bore : d'Azur, d la divise

irgent. The Prince of Poets, Dante Alighieri

re : Perpale or and sable, over all a fess diminished, or

f, argent {Parti d'or et de sable d la divise d'argent

icliante sur le touf).

Plate XL, fig. 8, Gules, two bars or {de Gueules, a deux

;ces d'or') is the coat of the ancient family of Har-
URT, both in England and in France ; in the latter

jntry they attained the ducal title in 1700.

Ermine, two bars gules, are the arms of the Irish

nily of Nugent, Marquises of Westmeath. A
inch of this family has reached the, highest dignities

the Austrian Empire with the title of Prince.

Argent, two bars gules, is the coat of the Barons

CRVAL (Brittany) ; LOREXZ ; and Massow in Saxony
;

nLANS in Bavaria; Vox Brauxberg ; the Counts

i ROTKXBURG ; the Lordships of ISEXBURG (quar-

ed by the Princes von Wied) ; and of Breuburg
lartered by the Counts of LowEXSTElX and Erbach)

;

i of many other noble families.

Argent, two bars sable, are the arms of the house of

iXBURG, Princes and Counts of the Holy Roman
:ipire ; Le BaRBIER, Marquises de Kerjax in Brittany.

Gules, two bars argent, are the arms of INIARTIX

;

RVATI of Genoa ; the Counts Arxim of Prussia ; the

rons von Erthal in Franconia, and OCHSEXSTEIX
Rhenish Prussia. Or, f-wo bars gules, is the coat of

: Counts of Berlo (Prussia), and FuRSTEXBURG ; the
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rinces of OLDENBURG ; Mauvoisin and Rosny ii

ranee ; Vallgornera in Spain ; Walloncapelle
Waelscappel, Van Schoonvelt, and Westcappei
the Low Countries.

Sable, two bars argent, was the coat of Admiral di

UYTER, and engrailed of ROUSE of Norfolk.

Vert, two bars dancetty argent, are the arms of thi

arons Spiegel.

Or, two bars counter-embattled sable, is borne b}

AN Bronkhorst, in the Netherlands.

A rgent, two bars dancetty sable, by the Counts Reedi
iuelders), and the Reede-Ginkels, Earls o

THLONE.

As a pendant to the Carmichael coat, referred tc

)ove, we may give the arms of Waye of Devon ; Sabk

'JO bars wreathed argent and gules.

A curious example is the coat of MONTCONIS ir

urgundy : Gules, two bars, that in chief wavy or, tlu

le in base plain argent. (In later times the field i:

;«/'£?.)

Plate XL, fig. 9, Argeiit, two bars battled counter

'ibattled gules (d'Argent, a deux fasces bretess^es e

ntre bretesse'es de gueules), are the arms of Arkel.
Of coats with three bars there are a greater number still

Argent three bars gules, are the arms of Cameron ; o

:ulton ; of the Counts BOULAINVILLIERS ; of th<

eat family of CrOY (Comtes de Chimay, Marquise:

Arschot, Princes de Chimay and de Croy of th(

oly Roman Empire, Grandees of Spain) ;
of Frois

iRT; VanBeervelt; Chateau Meliand (Banneret
' Touraine) ; of Leitoens of Portugal ; etc., etc.

Argent, tJwee bars sable {cTArgent, a troisfasces de sable

the coat of Affleck or Auchenleck ; Houghton
r. Ajiand in France, etc.

Gules, three bars or, is carried by BEAUMONT ; Mas
^RENIIAS (Portugal) ; LOVENICH (Westphalia) ; anc
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; reverse by MUSCHAMP ; GROUCHES, Marquises of

lEPY and GRIBAUVAL ; the Barons Heinburg
;

)Ben.stein(c/zVVolkel), etc.; Cordova of Spain; and

; BONACOLSI of Italy (who also use Or, three bars gules).

Gules, tJiree bars vair was the coat of Gherardini of

;nice, and IMercceur of France.

The DE COMBAUT, Dues de CoiSLix, in France, used

lies, three bars cliequy argent and azure.

Or, three bars zi.<avy gules (Plate XL, fig. lo) are the

ns of Drummond in Scotland', and Bas.SET in

igland.

Argent, three bars wavy azure are borne by Pardail-

N (1270, la.st Crusade); Galeotti (Naples); Ferrera;

)LEDO (Spain); PoDEN AS, Princes de Caxtalupo; Six;

d Van Luchtenburg, or Luytexburg, of Holland.

Argent, four bars azure, were the arms of Sir JOHX
DRBURY (temp. Edw. I.)', and are borne by MaillaRT
lege) ; and MOLEMBALS (France) ; and -u.'avy by Van
BBIXGEN (Zealand) ; and Fiefvet (Artois). Ermine,

tr bars gules, was the coat of Sir JOHX SuLBY, or

LLY, K.G., ob. 133S.

Barrulets are often borne in pairs, and are then called

.RS - GE:\IELS ( French jumelles ) as in the coat of

jNTERCOMBE (Plate XL, fig. 11), Ermine, tivo bars-

nels gules (sometimes sable). Gules, two bars-gemels

are the coat of RICHMOND ; and the reverse that of

iz-Alured.

As in the case of the bend, hereafter referred to, the

s is "coticed," thus, in Plate XL, fig. 12, HarlestON
Essex bears : Argent, a fess ermine coticed sable.

lDLES^iere in England, summoned to Parliament as

ron, 3rd. Edw. IL ; and MONESTAY in France bear:

gent, a fess between two bars-gemels gules. B)- Eliot,

.rl of St. German'.s the same coat is borne, except

it the gemels are wavy azure. FiNCHFlELD, again,

irs the fess wa\-}- and the gemels straight :

—

Argent, a
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ss iVdVj' between lioo geinels sable. With regard to

:iercing," as in the case of the Pale so is it with the

ess. A shield divided per fess and also charged with

fess, is commonly blazoned Tierce, or Tierced per

ss ; a third part of the field being occupied by each

icture. Of this simple bearing, particularly in Ger-

any, examples are very numerous, and many are given

the section on " Parted Coats " (S^^ pp. 86, 87).

IV. The Bend (Bande) is a piece crossing the shield

agonally from the dexter chief to the sinister base.

or it, as for the preceding Ordinaries, the old heralds

aimed the third part of the shield ; but, e\cn if charged,

seldom covers more than the fourth part of the field in

odern usage.

In Plate XII., fig. i. Azure, a bend or, is the simple

)at which formed the subject of the 'memorable contro-

!rsy between the families of ScROPE and Grosvenok
'>ee Chapter XI v.),and which was adjudged to the former,

is also borne by the Counts Thun DE Hohenstetn
Johemia) ; Ca.ssagaet, Marquis de FimarCON ; the

Marquis de Lentilhac {Salle des Croises, 1248),

le families of HUMIERES ; HERIPONT (Belgium)
;

URFORT ; BiRON ; DE ]\IOLAY ; ZOTRA, etc. Its

verse, ^'Cr, a la bande d'azur\NZSi borne by GuiLLAUME
E Trie in 1 147 (Second Crusade), and by the English

mily of Trye, of Leckhampton in Gloucestershire ; as

so by La Baume, Counts de St. AjfOUR ; and the

enetian family of MOROSINI.

Or, a bend gules, are the arms of the Grand-duchy of

ADEN ; of the Principality of LiGNE ; of DE Salins

^irst Crusade) ; of Clement (Marechal de France in

148), etc. Its reverse : Gules, a bend or, is the coat of

HALON (1096, in First Crusade, quartered by the Princes

Orange); Hennin, Comte de Bo.ssu ; of NoAiLLES

)ucs de NOAILLES, Dues de MOUCHY, Princes de FOL\,

x.) ; of DE Salins ; Tonnerre; La Rode; etc.

K
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,^ a bend sable is borne by ]\IAWLEV (or DE MalO-

::u) ; Sandovat, ; and So, of Spain; Gonxelieu
;

MPAGM (Tuscany); and Gerard de Briorde (First

jsade, 1 1 12).

The original coat of the family of Dexxistoux of

•t Ilk in Scotland was Argent, a bend sable, which is

D borne b}- several Barons Steix;, or Staix ; the

unts Heerut in Holland, etc.

The Wards of Bexley bore : Chequy, or and azure, a

denniuc (Plate XII., fig. 2), the ermine spots on a bend

placed bendways, as is also the case with the panes

:hequy and vair. Thus, the arm.s of Mexteith in Scot-

d are : Or, a bend chequy azure and sable (d'Or, a la bande

iquete d'argent et dc sable). Here the three rows of the

:quy are arranged to follow the direction of the bend.

Considerations of space seem to have established

rule regarding the position of charges placed

3n a bend ; if their height is greater than their

;adth they follow the line of the bend, if not the

irges are placed in the bend paleways. This will be

ierstood by the examples given in Plate XII., figs,

nd 4. BunbuRV bears : Argent, on a bend sable three

ssrooks oftliefield; and SAViLE,Earl;of MexbOROUGH;
gent, on a bend sable three oivls of the field. Coats

;rced in bend, or in bend-sinister, are given on p. 87.

Like the other Ordinaries the bend is varied by indent-

;, engrailing, etc., a few examples will suffice.

dzure, a bend engrailed or, is the coat of Bermingh.v:\[.

at of Baturle DU Castel, in Lorraine, is d'Asur, a

bande cannelce d'argent. The poet SCARROX bore :

ure, a bend counter-embattled or {cfAzur, a la bande

tessc'c d'or). Azure, a bend icavv or, is the coat of

.DAM ; Gules, a bend fiory counterfiory or, is borne b\-

)LDIXGTOX
; and in another coat for the same name

; tinctures are changed to or and azure. Sable, a bend

July, is the coat of Mastox ; ]'ert, a bend daiicetty







FLATE XII.

2. Benil erinine.

(
Ward.

)

3. Charges on a heml.

{Bu7ib'UTy.)

4. Oharges on a bend.
{SuvUe.)

5. Bend enyoulee.
{Sanchtz.)

*j. Rauten-kranz.
{Saxony.

)

7. Kendlets wavy.

{ Wilhraham.

)

8. Bendleta enhanced.
(Byron.

)

y. Bendways.
{Knatchhull.

)

10. Bend cotised.

{Harley.)

11. Bend sinister.

{Loreyn.)
12. Baton sinister.

{Duke of Grafton.)
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ermine, that of SOMERV ; and Argent, a bend counter-

flory gules, that of Bromfield.
Two foreign varieties of the bend deserve notice. In

the bend engoulee, a characteristic bearing of Spain, each

extremity of it issues from the mouth of a dragon, Hon,

or leopard. Thus in Plate XII., fig. 5, Sanchez, Argent,

a bend vert, engoulee of dragon's heads or. {See my
paper on the " Heraldry ofSpain" in the Genealogist, vo\.\.)

The Other is that arched and modified bend called in

Germany the Rauten Krans (Kranzlein), or " crown of

rue." This forms the charge upon the barry coat of

Saxony ; Barry of ten sable and or^ over all a crancelin

vert. It is given in Plate XII., fig. 6, and is already

familiar to us both as quartered with the Royal Arms
of the United Kingdom by the late Prince Consort, and

as borne en surtout by H.R.H. the PRINCE OF WALES,
and his other descendants. The French call this bearing

a Crancelin, and blazon Saxony thus :

—

Burele de sable et

d'or de dixpieces; au crancelin de sinople. The origin of

this bearing is still somewhat a matter of doubt ; the

legend usually put forth to account for it has no proba-

bility at all. The Crancelin though usually borne vert is

not so always. RuDiCKHEiM uses Or, a crancelin in

bendgules. Fanchon of Liege bears the arms of Saxony,

but with the crancelin gules.

Like other Ordinaries the Bend has its diminutives
;

the Bendlet, the Cotice, and the Riband. The bendlet

is seldom borne singly. The French call the charge by
the name of bande up to the number of four.

Argent, two bendlets sable {cTArgent, a deux bandes de

sable), is the coat of Bradshaw ; of the Barons STEIN
zu Leibenstein

; and of Peppenbi^rg {Ziirick Wappen-

rolle. No. 332), etc. The same with the bendlets engrailed

i.s borne by Radclyffe ; with the bendlets nebuly by
Stapleton. a curious coat is that assigned to WiGMUR
in Scotland, Argent, two bendlets, the inner sides alone
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ii'avy sable. Or, two bendlets gules (d'Or, a deux bandes

de gueules), are the arms of d'Oyly; Gualteri (Italy);

WOUTERS; and Van Morslede (Netherlands). Argent,

two bends azure is borne by the Marquises SpoLVERINI.

Argent, two bendlets ivavy azure {d'Argent, a unejumellc

oudi'e d'azitr en bfiudc) ; is the coat of the Italian

Caetani, or Gaetani, to which Pope BONIFACE VIII.

belonged. In Plate XII., fig. 7, is the coat ofWiLBRAHAM.

The arms of Delamere in Cheshire, are: Argent, three

bends wavy azure. Or, three bendlets ermine, are the

arms of the Spani.sh family of GUEVARA. Or, three

bendlets azure, are those of the CONTARINI of Venice,

etc. ; Adhemar de Monteil, Comte de Grignan, in

France bears : d'Or, a tivis bandes d'azur. (The letters of

Mme. DE Sevigne were addressed to her daughter, the

Comtesse de GriGNAN.)

What appears to have been the original coat of BiRON

viz., Argent, three bendlets gules, is now borne with the

bendlets enhanced (Fr. haussds) i.e. placed higher in the

shield, as in the arms of the poet. Lord Byron. (Plate

XII., fig. 8.) Gules, three bendlets enhanced or, are the coat

of DE GrEILLY, Lords of Manchester ; and now figure

in the arms of that city. The coat of Knatchbull
(Plate Xn., fig. 9), Azure, three crosslets fitcliees bendways

between two bendlets or, may be compared with that of

Northcote (Plate IX., fig. 10), to exemplify the

difference between " in bend " and " bendways."

The Cotice (cotice) is the name applied by the French

to bendlets when more than four are placed in the shield
;

it is also the name given to the bendlets which often

accompany a bend, as the endorses do a pale (v. ante

p. 123). Thus Plate XII., fig. 10 is the coat of Harley,
Earl of Oxford :

—

Or, a bend cotised sable {d'Or, a la

bande de sable acconipagnde de deux cotices du jiicine).

D'Argent a la bande de sable, accostc'e de deux cotices du

mane is the coat of the French Marquises de Cl'stixe.
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VlLLEPROUVliE in France bears : de Giicuks, d la bande

d'argent accost^e de deux cotices d'or ; a coat borne in the

early Rolls of Arms for COUE, or COWE ; and for Da"\v-

TREY. The cotices are often borne engrailed, indented,

wavy, etc., while the bend is plain ; or vice versa. A.'^ure,

a bend engrailed argent plain coticed or, is the coat of the

Earls FORTESCUE. Sable, a bend ermine between two

coticesflory counterflory or is the coat of Keck, or Kelk.

A single example of the cotice as a sole charge occurs

to me in the rather remarkable coat of the family of DES

Baillets, who bore

—

Argent, a cotice purpure. Another

curious coat is that of DiAZ in Spain :

—

A rgent, two

cotices, the upper one sable, the lower one vert.

The bend is sometimes borne doubly coticed ; Ermine, a

bend doubly coticed gules is the coat of Celles in Belgium

;

A rgent, a bend engrailed between four cotices gules is borne

by Layforth (Glover's Ordinary'). Gules, a bend vair

between four cotices or, is the coat of GARDNER.
A, still narrower diminutive, the riband or fillet, has

been already represented in Plate IX., fig. 6 as debruising

the lion of the arms of Abernethy.
The Bend-Sinister {Barre) differs from the Bend

only by its position. It runs from the sinister chief to

the dexter base. Examples of its use formerly existed

in Britain ; but in most cases the charge has come to be

turned into the Bend (dexter), from an idea that in its

original form it suggested illegitimacy. This is a popular

error. No such association originally attached to it, and

in many countries none such attaches to it still. Plate

XII., fig. II, is the coat of the family of LoREYN in the

Netherlands ; Or, on a bend sinister azure three stars of

the field (d'Or, a la barre d'azur chargee de trois ^toiles

dii champ). The Benigni of Rorne bear : Argent, a

bend-sinister sable. Argent, a bend-sinister gules, were

the arms of BiSSET ; they are those of Zerres in Bavaria

;

of the Barons Hasenberg; of Herda in Westphalia;
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of LATANlfeREof Cambray; of Rappach ; etc. Azure,

a bend-sinister embattled or, is the coat of RONCHIVECCHI

in Tuscany; Azure, a bend sinister or, that of Fetzer

(SlElJisrACHER, Wappenbuch,\\., 164, and many others).

Azure, a bend-sinister vair^gules and argent, is borne by

HuNNENWEILER. Per fess gules and or, a bend-sinister

vair, by BERN. Ermine, a bend-sinistergules {d'Herniine,

a la barre. de gueules) were the canting arms of Barre in

France. Gules, a bend-sinister argent, are the arms of

Rauch in Wurttemberg. Sable, a bend-sinister or, is

borne by Herwegh ; and, with the charge argent, by

SULMETINGEN. To this Hst, large additions might be

made, but these are quite sufficient to prove that the use

of the bend-sinister has no necessary connection with

illegitimacy, or dishonour. France was the original

birth-place of an idea which was altogether erroneous ; it

was thought, quite without reason, that illegitimacy was

denoted if the charges (for instance a lion rampant) faced

to the sinister, whereas it was customary in early times

for the escucheons on monuments, etc., in churches to have

the arms so painted as that the charges faced to the High

Altar. (Thus, in the Chapel of the CHEVALIERS DE LA

ToiSON d'Or at Dijon, the arms of the Knights whose

stalls were on the north side are all arranged in this way.)

Favyn, who describes them, in the Theatre d'Honneur

et de Chevalerie, pp. 956-959, says " Le peintre ignorant

a faict tous les Tymbres tournez a gauche pour regarder le

Grand Autel, et mesmes quelques Armes, ce qui est

bastardise!' He was of course utterly wrong in the last

assertion. In our own Chapel of St. George at Windsor,

the stall-platcs of the early Knights of the GARTER have

the helmets and shields of those on the north side, thus

arranged. So are also the coats emblazoned on the stalls

upon the north side of the Choir in the Cathedral at

Haarlem, \^'hich I have described in Notes and Queries,

5th Series, vol. ix., pp. 6 1, lOi, etc.
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The Burgundian Heralds naturally followed the

German use, which still prevails. In it charges, animate

and inanimate, are freely turned to the sinister whenever

symmetry or artistic effect appear to require it, ahd this

without conveying to the intelligent observer the smallest

suggestion of illegitimate descent. (For Bendy-sinister,

v: p. 95.)

For fuller treatment of this subject, and an explanation

of the use of the Bendlet, Baton, etc., as marks of

bastardy, see the Chapter on ILLEGITIMACY.

V. The Chevron.—The Chevron or CheveroH (a word

said to be derived from an old name for the barge-couples

of the gable of a house), is a figure composed of two

bands issuing from the dexter and sinister base of the

shield, and conjoined at or about the honour point.

This Ordinary is probably the one most in use in

English Armory; and is certainly that which, interposed

between three other charges, is employed most largely

in the Armory of France. In German Heraldry it is not

of frequent occurrence, and it is extremely rare in that

of the Peninsula. {See my paper on the "Heraldry of

Spain and Portugal") In French Armory the limbs of

the chevron are for the most part drawn so as to meet

at a more acute angle than among ourselves, and the

point is somewhat higher in the field ; indeed, sometimes

it is drawn so as actually to touch the top line of the

escucheon. But the necessity of finding room for charges

above and below the chevron has caused it to be not only

diminished in bulk but drawn with a very obtuse angle.

By far the best and most elegant examples are those in

which the angle does not at most exceed a right angle.

A Chevron occurs as amies parlantes for the families of

Teye.s, and Teye^'ES {Argent, a chevron gules) in the

letter of the Barons to the Pope in 1 301 : Or, a chevron

gules [d'Or, au clievron degueules) is the coat of Stafford,

Duke of Buckingham (Plate XIII., fig. i).
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Argent, a chevron azure, is borne by the Venetian

Counts Caxali; the Barons von POLLXITZ; the Danish

ErikSENS ; the families of MetsCH ; BeauR-EPAIRE
;

Brouillart ; AsBACH, etc. : its reverse is used by the

EngHsh families of Ladbrooke (or Lodbroke) ; GUR-

WOOD ; Staxgate, etc.; and by those of Bruhl
;

Malmoxt ; La Porte ;
Colombier ; CiOLi, etc.,

abroad. Argent, a chevron sable is borne by the

Trelawxeys, and Prideaux (in the latter case the

label gules, originally borne for difference, has become

a regular portion of the charges). Holbeach bears the

same, but with the chevron engrailed.

Azure, a chevron or, is in England borne by the Xorman

lyABERXONS ; in France, by the family of Gorrevod,
Dues de PoxT DE Vaux, Princes of the Holy

Roman Empire, etc. It is borne by the Vexdelixi of

Venice ; by DuiVEX or DuiXEX ; and by Verreychex,
Counts de S.\RT, in the Low Countries; by MOXTCLAR;
Heraut ; ChampsdiverS ; and others in France ; b)-

the Counts Gotter of Prussia and as canting arms b}

the families of Sparre in Sweden ; and Mypoxt in

Burgundy. With the field billetty or it is the coat of the

Counts de Cruyckexberg ; with the field flory argent,

by Blaxchaert in the Netherlands ; and with the

field bezantee, by 1)U Chesxeau. Azure, a chevron per

pale or and argent is the coat of the .SaliGXOxs in

France.

The families of TOUCHET, Lords AuDLEY ; Kyx-
ASTOX ; VAX Drie:scHE in Holland, etc., bear Ermine,

a chevron gules. Gules, a chevron argent was the original

coat of the great House of Berkeley ; and is also

borne by the Counts of Herbesteix
; and the Prussian

Barons Ledebur. Gules, a clievron argent (often ermine

)

is the coat of the great family of Ghistelles in Flanders

;

Gules, a chevron or is the coat of the ChamperXOXS,
and Cobhams; HerZeele, Marquises of FaulqueZ;







PLATE XIIL

1. Chevron.
[Stafford.)

2. Chevron checquy. 3. Charges on a chevron.
iSempilL) {Pritigle.)

4. Chevron pioy^.

[Moll.)

Chevron reversed. 6. Fess between chevrons.

[BulgaHni.

)

[Fitzwalter.

)

7. Chevroncls.
[Clare.)

8. Chevron cotised.

[Oluttcm,]
9. Chevron ecime.
[La Rochefoucauld).

10. Chevron fracted. 11. Chevron rompu, lli. Chevrons interlaced.
{/iozler dt& Zi/na^e.) [Beauiiuyat.) [Wymll.)
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and Nettancourt : Sparre, Barons dc Cronenburg
;

the families of Montauban
;
SwART ; and Van Veen,

(Holland); Harelbeke (Flanders)^; Herrestein, etc.

Sable, a chevron eniiiiic is borne by Ba\'NARD ; and Giiles,

a cheiToii vair by Blaket.

When the chevron is of fur, the spots and panes do
not follow the lines of the Ordinary, but arc placed

paleways ; a chevron chequy follows the same rule, as in

Plate XIII., fig. 2, the coat of the Lords Sempill: Argciil,

a clicvroii chequy gules and of tlie field, betiveen three

hunting horns sable garnished ax\d stringed of the second

(d'Argent, an chevron dcJnquetc de giieules ct d'argent,

accompagne de trois cors de ctiasse de sable lies de gueules).

In like manner when a chevron is charged the charges

are placed paleways, unless it is specified that they are

to follow the direction of the chevron, thus in Plate XIII.,

fig. 3, the arms of Pringle are : Azure, on a cJievron

argent three escallops of the field. In the coat of

Hepburn : Gules, on a chevron argent a rose between two

lions combatant of the first : the lions of necessity follow

the lines of the chevron.

In foreign coats the chevron is often drawn ploye,

i.e., with its limbs curved inwards. I believe this has

arisen simpl)-, as in the analogous case of the fess voiitee

(page 125), from the surface of the escucheon having

been convex ; but in course of time, it has become the

ordinary use of some families, even when the escucheon

affords a plane surface, and it is accordingly so specified

in many foreign blazons. Thus, Argent, a chevron ploye

gules id'Argent , au chevron ploye de gueules') is the coat of

the Danish Augustins or OwsTixs; the reverse is that

of the RODENEGGS, Counts Wolkenstein. The
Barons von NeYDECK bear : Or, a chevron ploye gules.

Plate XIII., fig. 4 gives the coat of Von Moll in Tirol

:

Az7tre, a chevron ploye between three estoiles or.

This Ordinarysometimes assumes an abnormal position,
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springing not from the base but from one of the sides of

the escucheon (in which case it is said to be coucke) or

from the chief, when it is blazoned as " reversed." Gules,

a chevron reversed argent, is the coat of the Bavarian

Barons RUMUNGEN DE BerG; and of the Tyrolese

family of Malgol; and Plate XIII., fig. 5, shows the arms

of the Tuscan Counts BULGARINI : Gules, a cross argent

surmounted by a clievron reversed gules. Or, a chevron

couched arjnre, is the coat of Doubi.kt.

The chevron is often borne engrailed, embattled, wav)',

indented, etc. When its top is blunted it is said in French

blazon to be borne cchuc. In the arms of La Roche-
foucauld, Plate XIII., fig. 9, the uppermost chevron is

thus treated. Barry of ten argent and apjure tliree

chevronels gules, the first cciui^ {BureM d'aigenf et d'aznr

d trois chevrons de giienles brochants sitr le tout le premier

ecimf).

In the coat of the family of ZUR SUNXEN in Ba.sel

(given in the Zurich Wappenrolle, No. 548) the chevron

(;;- is terminated by a fleur-de-lis argent—the field is

gules. A rare example of a chevron invecked (cannele)

is that of Van Heylbrouck of Flanders : d'Argent, au

clievron cannclc de sable.

The chevron occasionally appears in chief; thus the

arms of the Earls of Strathern were those of Stuart
{Or, a/ess chequy arjure and argent) with in chief a chev-

ron gules. {Or, two chevronsgules, Stratherne ancient.)

Similar coats are those of the English families of

KiRTON, who bear : Argent, a fess, and in chief a chevron

gules ; STRELL.S, the same but with the charges sable
;

and Springho.se, Gules, a fess and in chief a chevron

argent.

The chevron is "broken" or " fracted," brise, when each

limb is broken acro.s.s, as in Plate XIII., fig. 10, which is

the coat of the Counts de Linage in France {d'Azur, au

chevron brisc dor, accompagn^ de trois roses d'argent). A
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solitary example of a chevron thus treated is the

Scottish coat of John Alexander of Kinglassie, Pa-

pale argent and sable a chevron brise at the summit ; and
hi base a crescent, all counter-changed. In a chevron

ronipit, oxfaim, there is a lack of continuity in one of

the limbs, and the position of the fa,ilure must be speci-

fied ; thus the Provencal family of Maynier, Barons

d'OPPEDE, bears : d'Az2tr, a denx che::'rons d'argent, rune

failli a de.vtre^l'auti'e a scnestre. In the coat of Beaumdnt
in Maine (Plate XIII., fig. ii) five chevrons are thus

faillis, or rovipus, alternately :
" d\4rgent, a, cinq c/ievrons

dc giieules ronipus, les 1 , 2, 3, « de.vtre, les autres a senestre."

In the last two examples more than one chevron

occurs in the field; when this is the case English heraldic

writers often call them " chevronels," as if they were

diminutives of the chevron. French blazon knows no

such distinction ; and it is one for which there is no

reason but the desire to complicate matters.

Argent, two chevrons arjure, is a coat of Bagot, and

Tyrrel in England ; of Renneburg, or Raimbert in

Westphalia; of Lindenpalm in Denmark. The Counts

de PeRCHE, in the First Crusade ( I too), bore : Argent,

two chevrons gides ; Belesme; Kendenich; Breiten-

BACH, etc., do the same. Argent, two chevrons sable, is

the coat of the family of M'Laren ; Azure, two chevrons

or, is borne by Chaworth in England ; Sartiges in

France ; TOLLENS in Holland, etc.

Three chevrons appear in several coats of great

families Or, three chevrons gules (d'Or, a trots chevrons

de gueulcs) are the arms of the DE Clares, Earls

of Gloucester, etc. ; and were also borne by

the Counts of H.\N.\U (Holy Roman Empire) ; the

Barons VOOR.ST, or Voerst ; by CRfeVECOEUR ; and

ivavy gules by the Van DER R^'TS of Flanders. The
Counts of Mer.wiglia bore them azure.

Or, three chevrons sable {d'Or, a trois chevrons de sable)
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is the coat of Sir Walter de Manny (founder of the

Charterhouse) ; of the Levis, Dues de Mirepoix and

DE Ventadour in France ; the Barons van Haer-
SOLTE ; and MuLERT ; the Armellixi of Italy ; Van
Alkmaar of Holland, etc.

Aigi'iU, three clievroiis gules, is the coat of the family

of DU Plessis Richelieu, of which the great Cardinal

Due de Richelieu was a member ; of the Marquis de

Bassompierre ; of the County of Ravensberg (now

quartered in the Royal Arms of Prussia) ; it was borne

also by PHILIPPE DE Beles^FE, Comte d'ALENCON
(First Crusade) ; b\- the families of Chateau-Gontier ;

Bois-YvON
;
DE GORTERE dit SOMBEKE ; and b}- that

of Settimo, Princes de FiLlOLA in Sicily.

The reverse {Gules, tJiree chevrons argent) is borne b\-

Jf.styn ap Gwrgant (one of the ancient Welsh

princes) ; Banester ; MancicoURT (who also bore

the reverse) ; Faverges, etc. Gallot in France has

a rather peculiar coat

—

Erviiue, three chevrons, the centre

one gules, the others sable (d'Herniiue, ei trots chevrons, le

premier et le dernier de sable, le second de guculcs).

The Chevron, like the pale and the fess, is not in-

frequently borne coticed, and even double coticed though

rarely ; the diminutive chevrons employed for this pur-

pose are called " couplecloses," but are not used

singly. Three chevronels are borne " interlaced " or

"braced" in base, in a few English coats. Argent, three

chevrons braced sable are the coat of HedwortH; and

BRACKENBURY ;
Azure, three chevrons braced or, is that

of FiTzHUGH. [Most frequently this bearing is found

in combination with a chief as in the arms of WvviLL

:

Or, three chevronels braced vair, a chief gules (Plate

XIII., fig. 12.)] The French coat of La GrenEE in

Picard}', is : de Gueules, a deux clievrons entrelaccs, I'un

de Vargent reiiversc et nwuvant du chef, I'autrc d'or.

The Gannay in Berry bore : de Gueules, a trots chevrons
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renversifs d'or, an chef d'argent, chargd de trots dtoiles

d'argent.

VI. The CROSs.^The Cross as an Ordinary occupies

the space of a pale and a fess united. Its many varieties

as a heraldic charge will find separate treatment in

a supplement to this Chapter, page 151. In this place

we shall only deal with the plain Cross as an Ordinary.

As might be expected, this form is frequently found as

a sole charge. Argent, a cross guks (Flate XIV., fig. i)

is the " Cross OF St. George," and forms the ancient

banner of ExGLAND ; is also borne as the Arms of the

Order of the Garter; and of the Republic of Genoa,
of which St. George was the patron saint ; by the Prince-

Archbishops, Electors of Trier, or TREVES ; by the

City of Padua ; and by some families named St.

Georges in France, of whom one family bore the title

of Marquises de Vekac. The families of Ibanez de
Segovia in Spain ; of the Florentine Popoleschi

;

of BiORNSEN in Denmark ; of Van Bouchout in

the Netherlands ; all used the same. The reverse

{Gules, a cross argent^ is the arms of the great Order
of THE Knights Hospitallers of St. John of

Jerusalem, Sovereigns of Rhodes and Malta ; of the

Dukes of Savoy ; of the Lordship of Aspremont ;
and

of the cities of ViCENZA and TOURNAY, etc.

A rgent, a cross sable [cTA rgent, a la croix de sable) was the

coat of the Prince-Archbishops, Electors of COLOGNE.

Asure, a cross argent, was the coat of the Byzantine

family of DuCAS ; with the cross or, of La Croix, Due
de Castries ; of the city of Verona ; of the families

of Teixeira in Portugal ; and Oluja in Spain. Or, a

cross gules, is the coat of DE BURGII, Earl of ULSTER
;

of Bigot ; of the principality of Antioch ; of Fabert
{Mardchal -de France'); of the Barons Andlau ; the

Counts of Rechteren ; and the Barons Heeckeren,
etc. It is also borne (for CORSBY) en surtout by the
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Carlvles, Lords TORTHORWALU, in Scotland (Plate

XXXV., fig. s).

A large number of families bear the cross formed by
the varying partition lines. Argent, a cross engrailed

sable id'Argent, a la croix engrelee de sable), belongs to the

SiNCLAIRS, Earls of ROSSLYN. {Sec, too, the arms of

the Earlsof Caithness, etc., in Plate XXXVI., figs, i, 2.)

It was also the coat of the family of MoHUN, and FlTZ-

Henry in England; DU GuE, Vicomtes de MejuS-
SUAUME in Brittany; FeuqUERAY, etc.

Argent, a cross embattled sable, is the bearing of

Bal^ianno ; and /\uchinlECK in Scotland ; with the

cross gules it was borne in early times by DalinG-
RIDGE; Drayton

; and Gourney (or Gurney); de la

Lynde ; and TiPTOT, in England ; by Croville ; Lancy;

and the Cardinal de Lenoncourt, in France. Argent,

a cross raguly sable (dArgent, d la croix t'cot^e de sable),

was the coat of Sandys. Gules, a cross engrailed argent,

was borne by the Inglethorpes of Norfolk, of whom one

was Bishop of Rochester 1283-1291 ; and the reverse

is the coat of La'\\'RENCE. Or, n cross engrailed gules

were the arms of the family of de La Hache ; and

of several families in the Low Countries, eg. Haynin
;

Warcoing ; Wambrechies ; Van Dudzeele, etc.

Or, a cross engrailed vert, is borne as a differenced coat

for HUSSEY, the original coat being the plain cross.

Sable, a cross engrailed or, is the well known bearing of

the Suffolk famil)' of d'Ufford (or d'Offord) of which

John was Archbishop of Canterbury, in 1348.

VII. The Salth^e {Sautoir).—This Ordinary takes

up the space occupied by a bend and a bend-sinister

combined in the form of the letter X. Its name is of

uncertain etymology, but it seems to be derived in some

\\B.y from the verb saiiter, to leap. M}- own idea is that

it may have originated in the strengthening stays of a

palisade, such as that by which the lists and their
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enclosures were formed, and that the upper angle
formed a con\-enient place for the foot of one who
desired to leap the barrier. The tradition that the

apostle St. Andrfay suffered martyrdom upon a cross

of that shape led to the prevalence of the saltire as

a heraldic charge in Scotland, Burgundy, and other

countries where St. Andrew is a popular saint
;

more particularly in Scotland, where the adoption of

St. Andre\\' as the national patron goes back to a date

before the introduction of armorial bearings. St.

Andrew was as stated above also the patron saint of

Burgundy ; and in Spain the capture of Baeza from the

Moors, on St. Andrew's Day in 1227, gave an impulse

to the adoption of the saltire by some of the families who
figured thereat (" Heraldry of Spain and Portugal," p. 5.J

The Cross of St. Andrew, of silver on an azure field,

the banner of Scotland, is represented on Plate XV., fig. 8.

The cross known as that of St. P.\Trick is Argent, a

saltire gules. It occurs as the arms of the Fitzgeralds,

Dukes of Leinster, Earls of Tyrconnel, Kildare,
etc. ; but I am not aware of its appearance in any way as

a national ensign until it was made part of the insignia

of the Order of St. Patrick upon it.s foundation in 1783.

Gules, a saltire argent [de Gueules, an sazitoir d'argent), is

the coat of the great house of Neville, Earls of War-
wick, Westmoreland, etc. It was also borne b}-

Vander Aa, in Flanders
; Van Eyck; Van Jutphaas

;

Borgharts ; OULTRE, and other Low Country families.

The reverse is the coat of GerarT), and Windsor in

England
; of FlEMAL ; Benthem ; OosTDIJK ; GOHAING ;

Van den Eeckhout
;
and others in the Netherlands.

La Guiciie in France bears : J^crt, a saltire or (de

Sinople au sa^itoir d'or). The family of MAXWELL in

Scotland bears: Argent, a saltire sable; and the same
coat, but with the Ordinary engrailed {d'Argent, an

sautoir cngrclc) is the coat of the COLQUHOUNS. The
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old coat of the house of LENNOX is Argent, a saltire

between tivo roses gules ; (cTA rgent, au sautoir de gueicles

accoinpagne de quatrc roses du chamf). They later bore

the saltire engrailed ; a coat which is also that of the

Napiers, and Macfarlanes.
When a saltire is charged, it is the rule in Scotland

that the charges should slope with its limbs, the central

charge, if any, being upright, thus in Plate XV., fig. 9 the

DalrViMPLE coat is Or, on a saltire ar^ure nine lozenges

of tlie field.

The old rule was that the width of the arms of the saltire

if uncharged was one fifth of the field, but if charged

one third. The latter part of the rule was not observed

in the old examples which remain to us. In Scottish

Heraldry the saltire is often used in combination with

the chief, this of course does not encroach upon, or

cover any part of, the saltire, which is accommodated to

the diminished space of the field. The Arms of the

Annands, the old Lords of Annandale : Or (some-

times argent), a saltire and a chief gules (Plate XV.,

fig. 10), were adopted by the BRUGES when that lord.ship

was acquired ; apparently first by the fourth Lord of

Annandale, the father of Robert Bruce the com-

petitor for the throne ; whose son charged the chief with

a lion passant gardant or, perhaps as a souvenir of the

original arms of BruCE. The Bruce coat was differ-

enced, both chief and saltire being made wavy, by the

Bruges of Balcaskie and Kinross.

The combined saltire and chief of the Annands were

not only adopted by the different branches of the family

of Bruce, but by the KiRKPATRlCKS
;
JOHNSTONS

;

Jardines; Moefats; and other families feudally con-

nected with the Lords of ANNANDALE, or belonging to

that district.

The KirKPATRICK coat was: Argent, a saltire and

chief azure, the last charged with three cushions or.







PLATE Xr.

r&

1. Cross moline.

[MotyTieux.

)

2. Cross ancree.

{Montalembert.

)

H. Cross moline voided,
{Knowks.

)

\f
4, Cross crosslets. 5. Cross crosslets fitchee. 6. Cross grmgolee.

[Beauchamp.

)

{Rattray.

)

{Montfort.

)

Cross of Toulouse. 8. Saltire.

{Mozzt). {St. Andrevfii Cross.)

9. Saltii-e.

{Dalrymple.)

10. Saltire and chief. 11. Saltire ancree.

(
Bru re of Annandale.

)

<
^''^^'' '^- ^

12. Saltire couped.
{GlanviUe.)
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of the Lordship of Breda ; Gules, three saltires argent,

which was quartered in the shield of the Princes of

Orange, and has from it come into the escucheon of

the Prussian monarchy.

Azure, three saltires argent, on a chief or as many of

the field {d'Arjitr, a trots flanchis d'argent, un chef d'or

charg^ de trois flanchis du champ) is the coat of Balzac,

Marquis d'ENTRAGUES in France.

Or, six saltires gules (three, two, one), are the arms of

Papenbroek in Holland ; and those of the city of

Amsterdam are : Gules, on a pale cousu sable three sal-

tires argent.

VIII. The Pile.—The Pile is a triangular wedge-

shaped figure, issuing (unless it be otherwise specified)

from the Chief, of which if it be borne alone it occupies

a little more than the third part.

Argent, a pile gules {cTArgent, a une pile de gueides)

(Plate XVI. , fig. i) is the old coat of the familyof Chandos.

The Lords Chandos bore the field or. Or, a pile

engrailed sable, is borne by WaterhoUSE ; and Argent,

a pile wavy gules, by DeLAHAY. Asure, a pile ivavy

issuant from the dexter corner of tJie escucheon or, are the

arms of Aldam of Kent. Ermine, on a pile gules three

lions of England, was the coat granted in 1663 by

Charles II. to his natural son James Crofts, after-

wards Duke of Monmouth ; it was quartered with Or,

an escucheon of FRANCE, "Within the double tressiire flory

and cowiter-fiory of SCOTLAND. Argent, two piles sable

(and the reverse) are the arms of HuLLES. Ermine, two

piles in point sable (that is issuing from the dexter and

sinister angles of the escucheon and meeting, or nearly

meeting, in the base are the arms of Hollis, Earl of

Clare (1624). The coat of d'Estampes (already given

in Plate X., fig. 4) contains two such piles in chevron

issuant from the base. Or, two piles issuantfrom the base

gules, is the coat of the Barons d'OMPHAL of Holland.







FLATE XVI

1. Pile.

[Ghandos,]

2. Three piles.

[Ansiruiker.)
3. Piles in point.

[Brtchifi.)

4. Files in chief.

(Isham.)
•5. Piles from sinister. 6. Piles from sinister base.

(Ue.nde.rson
.

)

( Wroton.

)

7. Pile reversed.

(Hulxe.)
S. Emanche.

(RigeL)
9. Pointe entee.

{Lernout.
)

10, Pall.

(Fipin.)
11. Pall.

{Ca/nterbury.)
12. Shakefork.
{Gimmingham.)
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Plate XVI., fig. 2, contain.s the coat of An.struther of

that Ilk: Aj'geiit, three piles sable. When the piles are

three in number a somewhat fanciful connection has

been traced between them and paision nails, by which

designation they are sometimes blazoned. They are

often represented in point as in the coat of Hollis

above given, and are not then conjoined where they

leave the chief Or, three piles in point arjurc, is the early

coat of Bryan ; and Sable, three pales in point argent, that

of Hai.kett. Or, three piles in point gules, are the arms

of the Lordship of Brechin (See Roll oi 1256), originally

borne by David, Earl of Huntingdon, brother of King

William the Lion (Plate XVI., fig. 3). This coat has

. often been erroneously tinctured ; A rgent being substi-

tuted for the field Or. The arms have thus been made

identical with those of the family of WiSHART, who have

been described as " Wl.SHART.s, Lords of Brechin !

'

There were no such persons. The right tincture

of the field is the ancient one of Or, whether it appear

in the quarterings of the MauleS, Lords Panmure
and Earls of Dalhousie ; or in the arms of the

City, or in those borne by custom for the See ol

Brechin. In all these cases the arms of the territorial

Lords of Brechin are intended, and not those of the

comparatively insignificant family of WiSHART. The
same coat is also borne for Bassett ; and, piercing a

human heart, for the family of LoGAN in Scotland.

Where three piles are used, a common arrangement \^.

that two issue from the chief, and one (reversed) from the

base. Three sable piles thus arranged in a silver field are

the coat of HULSE (Plate XVI., fig. 7). In several English

coats the piles axe flory, i.e., the point of each terminates

in a little fleur-de-lis ; for example, Or, three piles issuing

bendwaysfrom the dexter chief, andflory, at thepoints sable

are the arms of NORTON. Those of Wroton have the

piles issuant from the sinister base,anda.re of the same tine-
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tures. (Plate XVI., fig. 6.) In the coat of ISHAM, as borne

in modern times, the piles are found of small size in the

chief of the shield ; Gules, a fess, and in chief three piles

wavy argent (Plate XVI., fig. 4) ; but originally the piles

were of the ordinary size, and were debruised by the

fess ; as in Glover's Ordinary of Arms, Harl. MS.,

1392. Three piles wavy issuant from the base are

frequent in French Armory, and are often blazoned as

flames. Or, threepiles wavy issuingfrom the base azure, is

the coat of the Marques de FUiMEZ. The HENDERSONS of

Fordel (Plate XVI., fig. 5) have the piles issuant from the

sinister side of the shield : Gules, three piles issuantfrom
the sinister flank argent; on a chief of the last a crescent

azure (vert in WORKMAN'S MS.) between two ermine spots

sable. (But see Stodart, Scottish Arms, i., 308.)

In Foreign blazon when piles thus issue from the flank

they are called an t'manche ; or the shield is said to be

£manche. Plate XVI., fig. 8, is the coat ofVoN RiGEL, in

Bavaria
;
d'Argent, a une emanche de trois piijces de gueules

inouvante du flanc dextre. (The piles here are shorter

than our English ones.) The family of Hotman,
originally from the Duchy of Cleves, bear : Parti emanche

d'argent et de gueules. The family of Aquin in Daupliine

bear :
" d'Azur, a quatre piles renversees d'argent, appoin-

tees vers le chef en chevron; c'etbient anciennement

cinq A a I'antique liez qui faisbient un A quint."

Menetrier, AUthode du Blason, pp. 132-133.

It should be noticed that the Ordinary in its proper

English form of a wedge issuing from the chief, is, I

believe, absolutely unknown to French Armory. The
pile-reversed issuing from the base is, however, not rare,

and is called ^pointe.

li this pointe is gradually curved upwards the shield is

blazoned ente en pointe. Plate XVI., fig. 9, is the coat of

Lernout in Flanders, and is : d'Or, a la pointe entee de

sable chargee d'un fleur-de-lis du champ.
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Before passing from the subject we may note that ai

ingenious attempt has been made by a modern write

to trace the piles, especially when borne three in numbei

to the tails, or ends, of the pennons borne in mediseva

wars. The paper referred to is by Mr G. J. Frexcii
;

i

was read before the Archjeological Association in 185;

and was reprinted for private circulation. Mr Fkexcj

argues that, as the pile is often borne iL'cniy, or cugrailca

the idea that it was derived (as some writers assert) fron

the piles driven into the ground as foundations for :

building, is utterly untenable. On the other hand thi

wavy piles would very fairly represent such pennons o

tails of standards as the soldiers bore in the Crusades

etc. He points out that the early kite-shaped shielc

admitted the displayal of these rays in a perpendicula

direction (as in the coat of An.struther, Plate XVI,

fig. 2), but that the smaller heater-shaped shield of ;

later period made it more convenient to gather the point,

in the base (as in the coat of Brechin, fig. 3). IL

refers to the MS. of Sir DAVID LlNl,>SAV, in which botl

arrangements appear in the Arms of the same family

" On the shield of Erskyn lord of Brechine " the pile:

converge to the base ; and on that of the " lord o

Brechane oi meld" {i.e., as anciently borne), "the piles an

placed perpendicularly." Another instance he finds ir

the coat : A rgent, tliree piles sable, on a chief of the firs,

as many annulets of the second, borne by Sir JOHI'

Young, who in 1541, married MARGARET SCRYMGEOUR
of the family who were hereditary standard-bearen

to the Kings of Scotland, and afterwards, Earls o

Dundee. Mr French thinks the piles were assumcc

by Young in memory " of the standard borne by hei

ancestors as the charge on his armorial shield "
I Thf

SCRYMGEOURS, however, really bore : Gides, a Hot.

rampant or, liolding a scimetar argent ; and in 1 521

i.e., twenty years before the match iieferred to, we find ir
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Mr Stodart's Scottish Anns, p. 215, that the seal of

\\'ILLIAM YOUXG bears the piles and a chief charged

with escallops.

IX. The Pall {Pairle).—This is a Y-shaped figure

produced by the union of the upper half of a saltire with

the lower half of a pale.

The French name appears to be derived from the

Latin /(V-^«/(7, or \\.-a\\z.w pergola, a forked stick or prop.

It is of ver}- infrequent use in British Armory. Its

English name has been derived from its supposed

identity with the Archiepiscopal Palliiivi borne in

the arms of the See of CANTERBURY (Plate XVI., fig. 11)

and some other Ecclesiastical coats, and which \\ill be

noticed in its proper place as a charge, and not as an

Ordinary {vide post. Chapter XIII.).

In Foreign Heraldry the Ordinary is only occasionally

found. O1-, a pairk sable is the coat of the Barons von

RtJPPELlX in Wtirtemburg; Plate XVI., fig. lO, d'Azur,

au pairle d'or, is that of Pepin in Brittany; d'A:zur, an

panic d'argent is borne by CoLLET. The town of

IS.sOUDUX or Ys.'^OUDUX bears d'Aziir, an paij-le d'or,

accompagn^ de trois fleiirs-de-lis, indl-ordonne'es dii mane,

the pairle being intended to recall the initial of its name,

(The phrase mal-ordonnecs is used by French armorists

when instead of three charges being arranged in the

usual wa}' two and one, they are, as in the present case,

placed one above two.) Azni-e, a pairle argent is borne

by the French family of COLLET, Gnlcs, a pairle argent

is the coat of the Bavarian Detchslers. Gules, a pairk

crnnnc is the coat of Taffix. Gnlcs, a pall-reversed

ermine, is an almost unique example in British Armory,

and is borne by the family of KeldoX, or KEL^'ERDOX,
in Essex. The Barons Kfeller DE Sachsexgrux,
in Austria, use, Gules, a pairk-reversed argent.

In many old representations of the arms of the

CuxxiNGHAM family in Scotland the charge is the pall.
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or pairle ; i.e., the Ordinary is drawn as touching the

edges of the shield. It is now, however, depicted

differently ; being couped and pointed at its extremities

as in Plate XVI., fig. 12, Argent, a shake-fork sable.

From a supposed identification with the hay-fork, it

is commonly known as a " Shake-fork'" in Scotland.

The Breton family of CONIGAN, Barons de ROZ, bear :

Quarterly i and 4 ; A rgent a pairle sable. 2 and 3 : Or,

three buckles azure.

Only one example is known to me in which the pairle

, is bounded by any line but the straight one ; it is that of

the family of BUGGE in Denmark, whose coat is ; Argent,

a pairle engrailed vert.

THE CROSS.

The use of the CROSS as an Ordinary has been

referred to in page 141. But it was most natural

that the symbol of salvation should be in use also as

a favoarite armorial charge ; and that it should be

represented, as is the case, in a great variety of ways.

A few only of these can here be brought under the

notice of the student, for Dame Juliana Berners in

the Bake of St. Albans writes that " crossis innumerabull

are borne dayli," and Berry's Encyclopedia Heraldica

enumerates three hundred and eighty-five varieties

!

The Cross of the Passion itself, with the long vertical

arm, and the shorter horizontal one, is that which was

probably intended when the charge was first assumed.

On the long shields of the crusaders it would be the

natural form ; but as the shield became shorter in pro-

portion to its width it was represented in the form in

which it now appears as an Ordinary, having the traverse,

or horizontal bar, placed across the Centre of the shield
;

so making the four arms of nearly equal size, and

extending to the borders of the shield. This alteration

Was moreover convenient as affording space for the
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charges which were so frequently placed in the cantons,

or spaces around the arms, of the cross.

The true Latin cross, the Cross of the Passioti

or Long Cross (fig. 47) is according!}' seldom met

with. In this case the arms do not touch the borders of

the shield, and the vertical piece is much longer than the

traverse. An instance of its use is afforded by the coat

used for the See of DUXKELD, which is: Argent, a passion

cross sable bctn'ccn tivo passion nails gules. I assume that

this is also the bearing in the coat of A^'^YICKE: Argent,

a holy cross sable. It is so, certainly, in the coat of Aus rix

of Norfolk : Gules, a chevron befi..<ee)i three long crosses

or. In French blazon it is sometimes termed a cross

hatisscc. Sable, a Latin cross patcc or, is borne b\" the

Bavarian family of \"OLZ. When the "long Cross" is

represented upon three steps, degrees or grices, it is

called a Cross-Calvary (fig. 49). Argent, a Cross-

Calvary on three degrees gules, is the Scottish coat of

Legat (the steps need not be named as the title alone

suffices). Argent, a cross ''^graded of three" sable—the

coat of WvxTWORTH—is the same charge. Argent, a

Cross-Calvary gules, on a chief azure five besants, \\2& the

coat of Bishop \^'ESTO^' of Exeter (1721-1742); the

cross being added as a difference to the \\'eston coat.

A Cross Patriarchal is the long, or Latin-

Cross with a double traverse (fig. 50 . Sable, a Cross-

Patriarchal argent, was the coat borne in the twelfth

century b}- several English prelates named TURBIXE:
Ralph, Archbishop of CANTERBURY (1114-1122); his

brother Seffrid, Bishop of Chichester (1125-1143),

and their nephew JOHX, of ROCHESTER (1125-1137).

Hesme in France uses the reverse. Vesey, \'iscount de

\'ESCI bears : Or, on a cross sable a cross-patriarchal of

the field. In the Cross-Patriarchal both traverses are

situated above the centre of the perpendicular beam;
but the Cross of Lorraixe has the traverses
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disposed so that the second and longer traverse is placed

as near to the base of the upright as the smaller one is to

its summit (fig. 52). This bearing derives its name from

the fact that it was used as their badge by the family of

the Dukes of LORRAINE. It does not appear in their coat

of arms, but depends by a chain from the necks of their

eagle supporters. Azure, a cross-of-Lorraine argent, is the

coat of Eesen and SwiENEZIC ; zx\^ Argent, a cross-of-

Lorraine sable, is that of the French MARCELS. Perpale

or and azure a cross-of-Lorraine counter-changed, is borne

byFuRSTENHAUER. The familyof Arnoletde Loche-
FONTAINE, Marquises deBussv d'Amboise used: Azure,

a cross-of-Lorraine or, zuit/iin a bordure nebulee-fleur-de-

lisee of the same : a noteworthy form of the bordure.

The Cross, having four equal arms known as the

Greek Cross (fig. 48), also called a cross couped; and

a cross liummetty (in French tine croix ale'se'e), appears

in the arms of the modern Kingdom of GREECE

—

Azure,

a Greek cross argent, and is also borne by the Marquises

of St. Gelais, in France. Gules, a cross couped argent

is the coat of SWITZERLAND. Or, a cross couped azure

is borne by YvOR of France, and its reverse by
SOLVI of Spain and Glavenas of France. Xain-
TRAILLES of Gascony uses : d'Argent, d la croix alcsce

de gueules.

The Cross Patty {patce) in old writers is called

sometimes FORMY, or FatEe FormEe (fig. 53). It is

a cross of equal arms which are flattened out ; the

lines which spring from the centre being usually slightly

curved, or concave. Argent, a cross patty sable is the early

:oat of Banastre : Azure, a cross patty or, is borne by
Ward

;
Gules, a cross patty argent, by Atton

; Gicles, a
•ross patty or (perhaps patonce is intended) by Latimer.
The Cross-patty is sometimes borne, not as a cross

ouped, but as a cross patty-througJiont, i.e., its bounding
ines are produced to meet the edges of the shield, as in
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Plate XIV., fig. 5, the coat of Lawley. That this was

the original bearing of the Counts of COMMIXGES, or

Commences, is .shown by the seal of Count Bernard
V. in 1226. Here the shield and caparisons of his

horse are charged with a narrow cross which expands

rapidly at the ends ; and in fact these form a continuous

bordure to the escucheon. This fact is especially worthy

of remark, because the origin of the present coat, and

the meaning of its charges, have been a source of

discussion and perplexity to several writers. It is

blazoned now as : de G?iciiks, d qnatrc otelles d'argejit.

The otelle is a charge which occurs but seldom ; and it

has been taken variously to be the blade of a spear;

a cicatrised -woiijid, or a peeled almond ! (The latter two

even in Menetrier, M^thode du Blason, p. 24, Lyons,

1718;—and I'Art du Blason Justifies p. 130, Lyons, 1661.)

Such are the far-fetched fantaisies of the old Armorists !

Really the otelles were nothing more than the pieces of

the field which appeared within the arms of the cross-

pate'e-througJiout : but ignorance turned the charge into

the field, and the field into the charge ; and then, to

account for the result, indulged in such speculations as

to its origin as those I have above recorded. Or, a cross

patty sable, fimbriated (i.e., bordered) gules ; otherwise

blazoned (or gules voided sable') is the coat of the Counts

RaOUSSET de BouLBON. Per saltire or and argent,

over all a cross patty azure -was used by the celebrated

Hugh Pudsey, Bishop of Durh.am (ii 53-1 195). (The

charge of VoLZ already given is a long cross patc'e at the

ends.) The Cross given on Plate XIV., fig. 5, is a cross

patee-througliout, i.e., its extremities reach the edges of

the shield.

Gules, a chevron between ten crosses patty argent is the

well known coat of Berkeley, Earls of that place.

(Their original coat was the simple chevron.) The

Scottish families of BARCLAYS bOre : Arjure, a chevron
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between tliree crosses patty argent, ^\'ith many differences.

A.zure, lliree crosses patty argent, is the coat of DUGUID
;

with the field gules, of Daws< )X. Or, a fess between

three crosses forming vert, is borne by RiLEY ; d'Or, an

chevron acconipagn^ de trois croix pdtt'es d'a.ziir, is borne

by Danes of France. In French Armory the cross pat^e

^appears most frequently in Breton cOats ; Argent, a cross

patty between four mascles gules is borne by the Breton

KerGROAS ; and de Guenles, a trois croix patees d'hermine

is the coat of Jousseaume, Marquis de la Bretesche.

The Poitevin family of Barlot bear : Sable, three

crosses patty argent. This shield is loftcn borne en ban-

niere {vide ante, p. 57). The cross patty is occasionally

formed by a compound line. Or, a cross p>atty engrailed

.is ascribed to Peshall.

In common English parlance, the cross patty is often,

but quite erroneously, termed a Maltese Cross, which is

a bearing quite different in shape (as will be seen by a

reference to page 164; figs. 53 and 55, where the two
crosses are drawn in close proximity). This is a mistake

which is sometimes made by people who ought to be

better informed. The badge of the " Order of Valour,"

the highly-esteemed VICTORIA Cro.SS, is actually a cross

•patty, but in the Royal Warrant of its institution it is

declared that the badge " shall consist of a Maltese Cross
of bronze," etc.

The Cros.s Pattv-Fitchv (patee ficht'e) (fig. 54)—
The crosspattyfitchy consists of the three upper portions of
the cross patty, but the fourth is a point or spike—a cross
' fixibyll," sharpened so as to be driven into the ground.
This is a pretty common charge in British Armory.
jules, a cross patty-fitchy or, are the :arms of Heyton

;

>, a cross patty-fitchy gules are those of SrUDAMORE.
lules, a fess counter-compony ai-gent and sable, between
hree crosses patty-fitchy argent, was the coat of
JOTELERS, Lords SuDELEY. Argent, a chevron (some-
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times engrailed') between three crosses patty-fitchy sable, is

the coat of FVNDERNE or FiNDERNE.

The Cross Potent (j>otencie) is a plain Greetc

cross, having at the end a piece of equal width

placed at right angles, so that the cross appears to be

formed of four T's, ox patents (fig. 51).

Gnlcs, a cross potent or, is the coat of Chatterton
;

Azure, a cross potent (sometimes engrailed') or, that of

Brancheley ; Sable, a cross potent or, that of Allevn.

The arms of the Duchy of CALABRIA are Argent, a cross

potent sable—often quartered in the and and 3rd, with

Arragon in the ist and 4th. Ahure, a saltire between

four crosses potent or, is borne by VlALART in France

{d'Azur, au sautoir d'or cantonnc de quatre croixpotencies

du mime).

The cross potent is occasionally found fitchy. Such a

coat was assigned by the Heralds of later time to

Ethei.red, King of Wessex.
The Cross of Jerusalem.—This is the name given

to the cross potent with its accompanying crosslets which

appear in the arms of JERUSALEM {see Plate IX.,

fig. i). Many attempts have been made to account for

its adoption. The most probable, perhaps, is that which

sees in the middle cross the initials H and I of Hierusa-

lem, or of the Blessed Saviour IHESVS, and in the whole

bearings the hieroglyphic of the five Sacred Wounds.

The charge has been adopted by several foreign families.

Argent, the Cross of Jerusalem gules, is used by Libotton
of Liege ; the reverse by CabELLIC, and CrOUSNILHON,
and Lezergue of Bi'ittany. Sable, tlie Cross of Jeriisa-

km or, is the coat of the Barons Bernard DE Fau-

CONVAL. The Swiss DiETRlCHS use Azure, the same

cross or.

A coat somewhat resembling the coat of JERUSALEM
has already been given for LICHFIELD (Plate XIV.,

fig, 7)-
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The Cross Patonce. — The cross patonce is

it the same time one of tlie most frequent, and

oeautiful of the forms of the Cross used in British

\rmory. It has foliated ends and qxpands sh'ghtly by

:urved Unes from the centre. It is given voided on

Plate XIV., fig. 8 ; the arms of PiLKlNGTON, Argent, a

ross patonce voided gules, but is better represented in its

isual form on page 164, fig. 56.

Argent, a cross patonce gules, is the co.at of COLVILLE,

md CarlyLE. With the charge sable it is borne by

Banestre, or BaxestER ; and azure, by the Barons of

MALPAS. Barry of eight argent and gules, over all a cross

tiatonce sable, is the coat of GoWER (one of the principal

;harges in the coat of the Dukes of Sutherland)
;

others of the name have borne Ermine, a cross patonce

fules, which is also the coat of GrinDall and Ingham.

Gules, a cross patonce argent (or more frequently cr) is

the coat of Latimer (often blazoned flory, See p. 153).

Or, a cross patonce gules, is borne by Freville. Sable,

a cross patonce or, is used by Lascelles and, within a

bordure, by the Earls of Harewqod of that name.

Azure, a cross patonce or, is borne by the WARDS,
Viscounts Bangor. Azure, a cross patonce between five

martlets or, is the coat assigned by later Heralds to

Edgar Athelixg, and other Saxon princes. It is used

as the Arms of University College, Oxford. Its em-

ployment by the Plantagenet Sovereigns as a coat of

Augmentation is referred to elsewhere in this volume

Xhapter XVI.).

There is often some confusion between the Cross

Patonce and THE CROSS FloRY or FLEURY. The
distinction is supposed to consist in this; that, while

he arms of the cross patonce gradually expand, those of

he cross flory are of equal width very nearly to the end.

3ut I agree with NiSBET and GIBBON in thinking the true

ross flory to be one of which the end terminates in fleurs-
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de-lis, as in Mr Burnett's sketch, Plate XIV., fig. 9, or

perhaps better in my own on page 164, fig. 58. Sable,

a cross flory between four escallops argent, is borne by

Fletcher of Saltoun. Or, a crossflory sable, the coat of

LAiMPLOWE, or Lamplugh. Rada in Spain bears Or,

a cross flory sable, often drawn as a Cross of Calatrava.

Argent, a cross flory sable, is the coat of SwiNNERTON.

The Cross fleurette or flurty, or fleur-de-lisee (fig. 57),

is again often confounded with the preceding one.

But correctly drawn it should be a plain cross couped

having a demi-fleur-de-lis attached to the extremity of

each arm ; it is represented in Flate XIV., fig. 10, the arms

of Pereira. This is known abroad as the Cross of Cala-

trava from the Cross which appears in the arms of that

famous Spanish Order. (The badge of the Order was

different in shape, being more like the cross flory.) The

Cross of Calatrava figures in many important Spanish

coats, and is often drawn and blazoned voided, i.e., the

body of the' cross is in outline, allowing the field to be

visible in the intermediate space. The Spanish ViLLA-

GOMEZ use : Or, a Cross of Calatrava gules between four

cauldrons sable. The Pantojas of Estremadura bear

:

Azure, a cross florencee gules bordered or, within a bordurc

of sixteen panes gules and argent. In English blazon this

would be, A.zurc, a cross fleur-de-lisce or, voided gules, etc.

The French ViLLEQUlERS bear : Gules, a cross fleur-

de-lisee between twelve billets or (NiSBET wrongly makes

the field azure).

The Cross Ancr£e, and the Cross Molike.—
The cross ancr^e has its extremities terminating in two

curved pieces like the hooks of a grapncll (as on Plate

XV., fig. 2). It resembles the cross violine (which is

so called from its being similar in shape to the iron cross

in the centre of a mill stone) except that the latter is

now borne pierced in the centre, in French ajoun'e ; the

piercing is usually square, but may be round, or lozenge-
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jhaped. It must however be noticed that this is rather

1 modern refinement, and that the cross moHne of the

Rolls of Anns is not thus pierced. Argent, a cross

niolim sable is the coat of Colville. The COLVILLES

of Ochiltree bear the same square-pierced, as in Plate

XIV., fig. 6. These two are NlSBET's instances (i., p. 1
1 5),

and it will be noticed that here the piercing is duly

expressed. In my view the cross moline and the cross

ancr^e are practically the same thing ; and if there be a

piercing it should be, as in French blazon, distinctly

expressed. D'Or, a la croix ancree di gueules is the coat

of the AUBUSSONS, Comtes de la Feuillade ; Dues de

la ROANNAIS. Argent, a cross ancrcc sable is borne by
the Marquises and Comtes de MoNTALEMBERT in

France (Plate XV., fig. 2). Gules, a cross moline or, in

c/iief two mullets argent is borne by the Marquises de

COURVOL. The Dutch family of Beintinck, now Dukes
of Portland in England, use : Acure, a cross moline

argent
;
the Marquises de Salvert in France use the

same. This coat is also attributed to Molineux
;

but the MOLVNEUX family. Earls of Sefton, etc.,

usually bore the charge Or, and often square,

or even quarter, pierced {cf. Plate XIV., fig. 6).

(The difference between quarter piercing and square

piercing is, that the former is much larger than the

latter, taking up the whole square at the point of inter-

section of the arms of the cross.) Gules, a cross inoline

argent (sometimes ermine) are the arms of Bec, or

Beke. They are also those of the Principality of

Ratzeburg (quartered by Mecklenburg), and of the

Principality of Camin (quartered in the full coat of
Prussia). Both of these Principalities are Bishoprics
seized and secularised at the " Reformation." Or, a cross

moline, and in the dexter canton a rose gules is borne by
Symens in Brabant. Per fess or and asure, over all a
•.ross moline argent, is the coat of the County of Gradi.sca.
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Pe7'pale argent and azure, a a-oss moline counter changed,

is borne by LiGNlfeRES.

Gules, a cross moline or, is borne by VlLLEHAR-

pouiN. Sable, a cross moline argent is the coat of

Upton in England; UlTENHAGElin Holland; Deyn
in Guelders, etc. The Uptons, Viscounts Temple-
town, make the charge or.

The Cross Sarcelly, or RECERCELLfiE, is simply

a variety of the cross ancr(^e, or moline ; only differing

from the latter in having the hooks at the end drawn

larger so as to admit of another convolution. The cross

of the Begs, or Bekes, referred to above, is often drawn

after this fashion. Argent, a cross sarcelly voided or, is

the coat of Basing.

In Plate XV., fig. 13 gives us the arms of Knowles,
or Knollys, formerly Earls of Banbury : Azure,

crusily and a cross-moline disjoined, or voided through-

out, or.

The Cross Botonnv (or BotonnCe) {trefli) is repre-

sented on Plate XIV., fig. II, the arms of WiNWOOD,
Argent, a cross botonny-sable, in it each arm of the cross

terminates in a trefoil. Argent, a cross botonnygules, borne

by Brverlegh ;
Azure, a cross botonny argent, by GOLDIS-

BURGH ; and Or by Wade of Kent. Gules, a cross botonny

or was used by JOHN BOKINGHAM, .Bishop of LINCOLN
(i 362-1 398). Quai'terly gules and azure over all a cross

botonny or is the coat of PlERREFEU, and THOMAS DE
LA Valette, in France. Gules, a cross between four

crosslets botonny argent are the arms of DE ClairoN,

Gomtes de Haussonville in France. The Cross

botonny is occasionally met with j^/'c/y/ at the foot.

The Cross Pommetty (Pommettile), or Pommelly,
is one ofwhich the arms end in a ball, or globe. It is some-

times called a croix bourdonne'e, from the round ball by

which the tops of the bourdons, or pilgrim's staves, were

surmounted. Argent, a cross pommetty sable are the arms
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Wasseley, Wasterley, or Westley, sometimes

zoned as :

—

The Cross ClechEe, is not a common form in

tish Armory. In it each arm of the cross expands

D a kind of curvated lozenge sliape, voided lil<e the

idle of a medijEval key, and having a small knob at

:h angle (Plate XV., fig. 7). De Gueules, a la croix

•Jih et poinmettee d'oi', were the arms of the Counts of

lULOUSE ; a circumstance from which this cross

-ives its ordinary Heraldic name of "a cross of

ulouse." In the seal of RAYMOND VII., Count of

)ULOUSE in 1228, the "voiding" is only a plain cross.

Asur, d la croix de Toulouse d'or, is the coat of

CNASQUE in France. A sure, a cross of Toulouse

rent, is borne by Boffin D'ARGENqroN in France.

•, a cross of Toulouse gules are the arms of LUPIA in

lain. The same coat is borne by the Italian Mozzi

late XV., fig. 7) ; and by St. Gilles, K.OUSSET,

lUTREC, and L'ISLE Jourdain in France.

A Cross F0URCH£e, or FouRCHEXTfi, is one in

lich each arm of the cross forks like a V. Or,

cross fourcJietU sable is the coat of Truchsess
; KuLENTHAL in Germany ; the reverse is used by

VN ViERACKER. (Page 164, fig. 59.)

The Cross Tau is in the shape of a broad letter

Or, a cross Tau azure, were the arms of the Order

St. Anthony (probably originally the cross, or

itch-head, of a pilgrim's staff). With the field argent

s forms the first and fourth quarters of the coat of the

rons Hannet in Prussia. Argent, a cross Tan gules,

)orne by Van Gent of Utrecht ; and, with the cross in

id, by the Counts von RoTHALL (SlEBMACHER,

7,ppenbuch, iii., 14). Azure, a cross Tau or, is used by
: Vroombauts of Flanders. (Page 164, fig. 61.)

The Cross GuivrE, or GringolEe, is a plain cross

iped
; at the extremity of each arm are two serpent's
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heads curved outwards. (See Plate XV,, fig. 6, the Arms
of MONTFORT.) The Barons von UfFELE in Flanders

use : Argent, a cross guivirc azure (over all Argent, three

fess-de-moulin sable'). Giiks, a cross gringoMe argent, is

borne for Merckelbach. Argent, a cross gringoUe

gules, are the arms of Hagen, and Othegraven.
A Cross Urdi<;E is one in which the arms are spread

at the end into a lozenge shape. In Plate XIV., fig. 12 the

Cross of the Manfredi (there called a cross retranchee)

is of this shape, but is also pommetty.

The Cross Avellane is one of which the arms take

the conventional form of a filbert. It is but rarely met

with except as the cross which adorns the Orb of

Sovereignty in the British Regalia.

The Cross AlGUtsfiE is simply one of which the

points are sharpened into the shape of a chevron. (Page

164, fig. 60.)

crosslets.

These are properly only little crosses
; but the word is

often used as an abbreviation for the fuller term Cross-

Crosslet, or Crossed Crosslet. In these latter each arm of

the cross is recrossed by a small piece at right angles.

In the Cross-Crosslet-fitchy the lower arm is pointed, and

the traverse thereon is usually omitted. Crosslets are

usually borne in groups ; sometimes as powderings of

the field (see Seni^, or Crusily, p. 112). There are, how-

ever, instances in which both the Cross-Crosslet and the

Cross-Crosslet-fitchy are found in arms as a sole charge.

Argent, a cross-ci'osslet gules, is a coat of Brierley ; of

CrossLEV
; and of DUNNING in Scotland, Ermine a

cross-crosslet sable is the coat of CARROLL. Argent, a

cross-crosslet-fitcliee sable is borne by the Kentish SCOTTS.

Gules, a cross-crosslet-fitcMe argent, is a coat of ROUSSET
in France. Sable, a cross-crosslet argent, is used by

DURRANT, or DURANT.
But, as has been said, the chief use of the cross-crosslet
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5 as a subordinate charge. Thus: Asure, a bend between

ix crosses-crosslet-fitchy or, is the coat of the Earldom of

/[ar. The Cheynes bear the same but with the charges

ygcnt. The Scotch family of SPALDING bears : Or, on

'. cross asnre five crosses-crosslet of the first.

Gules, a fess bctivcen six crosses-crosslet or is the well

:nown coat of the Beauchamps, Earls of WARWICK.
Plate XV., fig". 4.) Argent (and Or'), a fess dancetty

ietween three crosses-crossletfitchy gules, are coats of

Sandys of England (sometimes the crosslets are

hotonni, or trefle, in these coats). Gules, a fess between

three crosses-crosslet-fitchy or, is borne by GORE, Earl of

Arran in Ireland.

Azure, a fess engrailed between six a'osses-crosslet or,

was the 'coat of William Camden, the Antiquary.

Gules, a fess chequy (or counter-conipony) argent and sable,

between six crosses-crosslet of the second was the coat of

BoTELER, or Butler in England. A rgent, a chevron gules

between three crosses-crossletfitchy sable, within the Royal

fressure of Scotlaiid, is the coat of the KENNEDYS, Earls of

Cassilis, and Marquesses of iViLSA. Asure, a fess argent

between six crosses-crosslet-fitchy or, is the arms of the

old Scottish house of Rattray (Plate XV., fig. 5). The
LONGUEVILLES of Huntingdon, bore : Gules, a fess

dancetty ermine between six crosses-crosslet-fitchy argent.

The Cravens, Earls of Craven, use Argent, a fess

between six crosses-crosslet-fitchy gules.

Argent, six crosses-crosslet-fitchy sable, on a chief asure

two mullets or, is the coat of Clinton, Duke of New-
castle. A rgent, on a fess gules three crosses-crosslet of the

field was borne by CorSANt, a family who were engaged

in the First Crusade. {Salle des Croish at Versailles.)

Vert, a saltire between ttvelve crosslets or is the coat of

the Lordship of Mehrenberg, quartered by the House
Df Nassau. (Notice these are crosslets proper, i.e., small

plain equal armed crosses.)
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The Norman family of Br£z£,, Comtes de Mau-
LEVRIER, bore : d'Azur, a un ^cusson (fargent bord^ d'or

en abhne ; acconipagn^ de huit croisettes d'or en oi-le.

These arms appear on the handsome monument by

GOUJON, erected in the Cathedral of Rouen by DiANE
UE Poitiers (mistress of Henri II.) to the memory of

her husband the Due de BRliZE.A
47. Passion. 48. Greek.

50. Patriarchal. 51. Potent.

53. Patty. 54. Patty-fitcliy,

f

A
49. Calvary.

^
52, Lorraine.

h^. Patonce. 57. Fleur-de-lis^e. 58, Flory.

59. Foiirchy. CO. Aigiiis^e. 61, Tau.



CHAPTER V.

THE SUB-ORDINARIES.

IE charges known by this name are as follows :—the

JARTER ; the Canton ; the GVRON ; the Ines-

CHEON ; the Bordure; the Orle ; the Tressure
;

;Fret; the LozENGE; the FlaunGHE and Flasque;

; Billet ; the Label
; and Roundles of various

lours.

I. TheQuarter (y7'««c-5?Mfl7Y2er).—Asitsnamedenotes

^s bearing occupied originally the quarter of the shield,

, the first fourth part of the field cut off by the palar

d fess lines meeting in the fess point. It is found

iwn of this size in early English blazons. In modern

es it has undergone some diminution and cannot now
practically distinguished in most cases from its former

ninutive, the Canton, except when, as in the instances

w given, it is the sole charge. A rgent, a quarter sable is

; coat of Sutton, Lord Lexington ; Gules, a quarter

rent is the old coat of Blencowe. Shirley, Earl

RRERS, uses : Paly of six or and azure a quarter ermine,

'mter-vair a quarter ermine, is borne by Salperwick,
irquis de Grigny : the President Lamoignon bore

:

mngi! de sable et d'argent au franc-quartier d'hermine.

NDRON uses d'Asur, au franc-quartier d'or ; Du-
ISSON, dArgent, au franc-quartier de gueules ; and
SBOURG of Luxemburg, Or, a quarter sable. Gules,

ttyor,on a canton ofthe same a lionpassant sable is the old

,t of DE RiBAUMONTwho took part in the First Crusade,

the Armorial de Gueldre the arms of the Sire de

EFdael are : Or, three cinquefoils gules, on a quarter
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of the last an eagle displayed argent. Only two of the

cinquefoils are here visible ; the third is hidden by the

quarter, but is supposed to be still existing under that

addition or augmentation. {Vide post, p. 427.)

II. The Canton {Franc-canton).—This as stated

above is a diminutive of the Quarter. It occupies the

ninth part of the shield (or the space either on the dexter

or the sinister in the upper portion of the escucheon if

the shield were supposed to be charged with a plain

cross drawn of the correct proportions). Both the

quarter and canton are, theoretically, additions to the

original coat ; and if occasion require it are considered

exempt from the ordinary rule which forbids colour on

colour, or metal on metal. Plate XVIII., fig. 2, is the coat

of KiNGSCOTE, Argent, ten escallops, four, three, two,

and one sable ; on a canton gules a pierced mullet or.

In all such cases the number of charges named is that of

what is assumed to be the original coat, including those

" absconded " or hidden by the canton, as in the similar

case of the quarter. Usually the canton used is the

dexter one, but in a few cases the sinister canton is

employed. Chequy or and gules a sinister canton argent,

are the arms of Sleich. Sable, a sinister canton argent

is in Siebmacher's Wappenbuch, for Eytzenriet.
Perfess argent and or, on a canton gules tJie lion of St.

Mark, is the coat of the Venetian FOSCARI. A rather

remarkable coat is that of ScHATZ of Bavaria ; Per bend

sinister argent and gules a canton of the last. This is,

however, rather a case of a German parted coat.

The Canton has been sometimes thought to indicate

the square banner of a knight-banneret. It may have

done so very occasionally. I remember three coats in

which the lower edge of the charge is indented, as

if it had been intended to give the idea of a banner
(though not necessarily that of a banneret, which was
simply square). In the Second Calais Roll, i.e., the Roll
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of Knights made at the Siege of Calais in 1348 (Harl.

MS. 6589, printed in Notes and Queries, Sth. S., vol. iv.

p. 324), is the coat of Sir WILLIAM DE LA ZOUCIIE,

Gules, bezanti'c, a canton indented in the bottom. Or, a

canton indented at the bottom gides was the coat of

BeSYNGBURGH. Azure, a chevron engrailed, and a canton

indented at the bottom, was borne by Dednaji.

Instances of the use of the Quarter and Canton as

•' Differences : " as " Augmentations :

" and as

"Marks of Illegitimacy:" will be found respectively

in the subsequent Chapters which treat of those subjects.

A Canton, and Fess (or bar), are sometimes conjoined in

onebearingwithout any dividing line ; as in Plate XVIII.

,

fig. 3 which is the coat of WOODVILLE or WiDVILLE :

Argent, a fess and cantoji conjoined gules, hoi'nQ by Queen

Elizabeth Woodvile, wife of Edward IV. Or, a

fess and canton sable, are the coat of Geoffrey Ridel,

Bishop of Ely (ii 74-1 189). Chequy or and gides, a

canton barry argent and of the second, are the arms of

Tredern in Brittany. Ermine, on a canton gules an

escucheon voided argent, is the coat ofSURTEES of Durham.

III. Next to the QUARTER or CANTON, we may place

the GyrON (giron) which is the lower half of a Quarter,

formed by a diagonal line ; or we may define it as the

piece included by half the partition line per bend, and

half the partition line per fess meeting in the fess

point.

There is, I believe, only one instance in British

Armory in which a single Giron occurs as a charge ; it is

in the coat of Chivers : Argent, a giron azure, and three

cinquefoils gules. Plate XVIII., fig. 4, is the coat of DE
Cluseau in Limousin, d'Argent, an giron de gueules.

Girons appear in the arms of the GiRON, Duke of

OssUNA, Marquis of Penafiel in Spain. The name is

said by Barnabe Moreno DE Vargas to have been

assumed by Rodrigue Gonsalez ,de Cisneros who
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yielded his own horse to Alphonso VI., whose charger

had been killed under him ; and in order to secure the

return of the horse to him, he cut off with his sword a

giron, or gusset-shaped piece, from his surcoat, that so he

might be recognised by the king at the close of the

combat. {^See Menetrier, Traite de I'Origine des

Armoirks, Paris 1680.) The GiRON arms are: Or,

three points, or girons, moving from the base of the shield

gules ; and a bordure cJiequy of the same tinctures. The

Dukes of OSSUNA bear : Per fess (a) in chief, Castile

impaling LEON
;

(b) in base. Or, three girons accosted,

issuing from the base gules ; for GiRON the whole within

a bordure chequy gules and or, thereon five escucheons

azure, on eacli as many plates in Saltire,—" las Quinas

Reales" of PORTUGAL. ( Vide infra, p. 441.)

In the remarkable coat of MORTIMER, Earl of MAiiCH,

Plate XVIII.,fig. 5, a small^_yTO« (sometimes called a "bast

esguierre") occurs at each end of the chief The arms

are blazoned : Barry of six or and. azure, on a chief of

the first tivo pallets between two gyrons of tJie second,

over all an inescucheon argent. Otherwise : Azure, tliree

bars or, on a chief of the last two pallets of the first,

the corners gyroned of the first and second, an inescucheon

argent. {See the seal of EDMUND MORTIMER, z«/7'fl ;

and also' the chapter on Differences, infra p.

448.)

The curious arms of the French family of Pressigny

resemble those of MORTIMER ; and the coat was one

which was thought so difficult to describe clearly and

succinctly as to be a test of a man's knowledge of French

blazon. It is : Per pale or and azure tJiree bars counter-

changed ; a chief also per pale and of the same tinctures,

thereon two pallets between as many girons all counter-

changed, hi the centre point of the whole shield an

escucheon argent. These were the arms of Renaud DE

Pressigny, Marechal de France, in 1270.
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The coat blazoned above is that drawn in the MS.

Armorial du Hifraut "BERRY," circa 1450, No. 716.

" D'or et d'azur, au pi^ party,

Au chef palle, fess^, contre-fessd,

A deux quantons gironnes

Et un escu d'argent par my {i.e., ' en abime ')

Sont las armes de Pressigny."

There are sHght variations, but Menetrier (or his

editor), for once goes all wrong in La Nouvelle M^thode

du Blason, 17 18, p. 263. A good modern French blazon,

given in RiETSTAP',S Armorial GMral under Marans,

is : Fasc^-contre-fasce d'or et d'azur de six pieces, a un

^cusson d'argent en abime ; au chef tierce en pal (a)

trancM d'or et d'azur ; (b) parti d'azur et d'or; (c) faille

d'azur et d'or, but the tinctures are repeated (four times)

in a way which would have been very shocking to an

English Herald of the old school.

IV. The Inescucheon, or E,scucheon (Jcusson).—
The former name is applied only when, as in the MORTI-

MER coat above recorded, there is but one such charge
;

when there is more than one they are called escucheons.

This is however a modern refinement which does not

get universal acceptance.

Argent, an inescucheon ermine is said to be the coat of

Bazin, or Basing ; and its reverse that of BlanKFRONT.
It is not always easy to determine whether a coat should

be blazoned as charged with an escucheon, or with a

bordure ; for instance in Glover's Ordinary the coat of

GwYN is said to be both : Vair, an escucheon or ; and

Or, a bordure vair. Azure, an escucheon argent {d'Azur,

d I'^cusson d'argent) is the coat of Wavrin, as borne in

1 191 (Third Crusade); and still by the Counts of

Wavrin in Belgium (S&e Armorial de Gueldre, No. 154).

Or, an escucheon gules, is the coat of the Lordship of

BiTSCH, quartered by the Counts of Hanau. Or, three

escuclieons barry of six vair and gides, is borne by MONT-
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CHENSY {Rolls of 1277 and 1296). Gules, three escucheons

argent, is the coat of John FitzSimon {Roll temp.

Henry III.) ; and its reverse (Plate XIX., fig. 12) is the

well known bearing of the Scottish family of Hay.

PlaNCH£; suggests that did we know the paternity of

Eva, wife of WIIXIAM DE Haya, who was living in

1
1 74, we might probably be able to account for the

adoption of these arms without going back, as the pre-

posterous legend does, to the times of the Danish

invasion of Scotland.

The same coat: Argent, three escucheons gules, is the

bearing of the Counts de RlBEAUPTERRE, or Rappol-

STEIN, of Alsace (Morice, Chevaliers de la Toison d'Or,

No. 144); of R.VBENSTEIN in the Wappenrolle von Zurich

(No. 38s); of the ancient Dukes of SpoLETO ; of the

French families of Abbeville Dalenoncourt ; La
MOTTE, etc. ; of Le Bruyn of Holland ; and of the

English d'Avilliers {temp. Edward I.). Or, three

escucheons vair, was borne by DE FONTAINE in 1203 at

the Third Crusade {Salles des Croisifs at Versailles).

V. The Bordure {bordwe).—The Bordure is, as

its name denotes, a border surrounding the shield.

According to French usage it should occupy one-fifth of

it ; but in practice its size depends on whether it is

borne charged or plain. The confusion in ancient

blazons between coats in which this or an escucheon is

the sole chai^ge has been already noted. Chcquy or and

azure a border gules, was the coat of the Counts de

Dreux, created Earls of Richmond in England.

Ermine, a bordure gules appears in the Roll oi 1286 as

the arms of HUNDESCOTE. Ermine, a bordure engrailed

gules is the coat of Barnewall, Lords Trimlestown,
in Ireland, etc. Or, a bordure engrailed sable is borne by

Knight. Its chief use, especially in Scotland, has been

as a brisure; that is, as a mode of differencing the

younger branches of families from the parent stock

;
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nd its use for this purpose will be more fitly considered

1 the chapter on DIFFERENCES. (Chapter XIV., p. 437.)

But there are a few examples in Scottish Armory in

'hich the bordure is used as a principal figure. Plate

:VII., fig. 2, is the coat of the MauleS, Earls of PaN-

[URE, it is Per pale argent and gules, a bordure charged

•fitli eight escallops, all counter-changed. These number

ix only in Sir DAVID Lindesay'S MS. and on the seal

f Sir David Maule, in 1320. {See the Registrum de

^anmure, I., clxiv., edited by JOHN Stuart, LL.D.,

irivately printed in 1874.) Fig. 3 of the same plate is

he coat of the old Earls of DuNBAR and March,

nquestionably the chiefs of their family. It appears on

he seal of Earl Patrick as early as 1292; and the

lordure is there charged with eight roses ;
this is the

.sual number, though it varies in the seals of his

escendants, and occasionally the bordure appears to be

;ncharged.

The Bordure may of course be formed of any of the

ompound partition lines ; as in the coats of Barne-

VALL and Knight above given where the bordure is

ngrailed. The Hamiltons of Neilsland difference

i^ith a bordure-quarterly, engrailed argent, and invecked

sure. It may further be parted per pale, or per fess,

ir be borne quarterly. It may also be compony, or

;obony, that is divided into pieces of alternate metal

nd colour. The Spanish family of IRRIBERI, bear

:

~>r plain, within a bordure coviponi of eighteen pieces of

zure and the field. Such bordure.s are frequently used,

s will hereafter be shown, as marks of cadency; and

nly one is therefore given here. Humphrey, Duke of

Gloucester, fourth son of Henry IV., bore the

)uartered coat of FRANCE and England, within a

ordure compon^ sable (sometimes azure) and argent as

1 Plate XVIL, fig. 4.

In gobon^, or compon^, bordures, the pieces or coin-
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pons, are often charged. A bordure counter-componi

differs from the hoxAv^x^-gobon^ in having two rows of

pieces. It is, in fact, Chequy of two rows. Such a

bordure appears in the coat of Olipiiant of Condie

(Plate XVII., fig. 5). Gules, three crescents argent, a

bordure counter-company of the tinctures. Barry of six

or and sable, a bordure coiinter-compony of tlie same is the

coat of the Barons Sava of Italy and Provence. A
curious Italian bordure counter-compone is that of the

RizzoLETTi of Padua— the outer panes are alternately

sable and argent, while the inner row is of gules and

argent. A similar example is found in the coat of the

Galician Counts of Stadnicki. There the outer compons

are of azure and argent, the inner ones of argent and

gules. In bordures gobon^ and counter-compone the

pieces, or panes, follow the outline of the shield and the

lines which divide them are usually drawn as if radiating

from the centre point. But in a bordure chequy, these

are not only three rows of panes or chequers but the

dividing lines do not follow the outline ; the chequers

are all rectangular, and the bordure as a whole is treated

as if it were itself cut out of a chequered field ; as in

Plate XVII., fig. 6. BARCLAY of Touch bears: Azure,

a chevron or between three crosses patee argent ; a bordure

chequy of the second and first. When a bordure is

blazoned flory, crusily, bezante, or billetty : it is under-

stood to be charged with eight fleurs-de-lis, crosslets,

bezants, billets, etc.

The expressions a ''bordure of ENGLAND" or a " bor-

dure of France " are used to imply in the one case, a

bordure gules charged with eight golden lions passant

gardant ; and in the other, a bordure azure charged with

eight fleurs-de-lis or. Similarly, a " bordure <?/ CASTILE
"

(now borne inthe Royal Arms of PORTUGAL), is q{ gules

charged with the golden castles of Castile. (Plate

XVI I., fig. 7.) Richard, Earl of Cornwall, elected







PLATE XVII.

1. Bordure.
(Ewrl of Cornwall.

)
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4. Bordure compony. 5, Bordure counter compony. (i. Bordure checquy.
{Duke of Ulvucester.) {Oliphant of Condie.) {Jiarcliuij oj Touck.)

s g

7. Bordure of Castile.

{Portugal.

)

^W'

9. Orle of martlets.

{GUdstanes.)

10. Tressure flory counter flory. 11. Tressure.
{Fleming.

)

[Howdrd,

)

12. Tressure.

[Earl of Aboyne.)
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ig of the Romans, second son of King John of

GLAND, bore : Argent, a lion rampant gules crowned

witliin a bordiire sable, chajged with bezants, varying

number. (Plate XVII., fig. i.) Quarterly or and

j'c, a bordtire counter-changed is used by AUBER in

:.nce, and (witli sable instead of azuj-e) by ADALBERT.

:asionally a double bordure is found in the Heraldry

the Peninsula. Of this one example may suffice.

z Portuguese Ortins bear ; Em campo azul hum
de ouro, e duas bordaduras, a primiera de prata cheya

rosas verdes ; a segunda composta de prata e ver-

Iho. {Azure, a sun in splendour ivithin two bordures,

first argent cliargedivith roses, vert; the second compony

rent and gules!)

There are some coats in which the effect of several

dures is produced, and which require skill and atten-

1 in blazoning. For example : the Counts de

:IER1IES bear : Or, a bordure azure, land en surtout an

'icheon argent thereon a lion rampant gules crowned or

'hin a bordure azure. Here the effect is the same as if

: argent shield bore a triple bordure, azure, or, and

we.

\ Circular Bordure is found in the coat of the

Dttish family of KiLGOUR. Argent, a dragon volant

pale wings displayed within a circular bordure sable

reon three crescents of the field {see Stodart, Scottish

ins, ii., plate Iv.). The French blazon of this bordure

uld be Vctu en rond. The German family of Leo
ir : d' Or, au lion de sable, le champ vetu en rond du

me. The Florentine Bellincioni use the same, the

d of argent, the lion and bordure gules, and the Swiss

lElNAU, Azure, a lion rampant or, a bordure circular

les.

Of this bearing Vetu en ovale is a variation. Or, six

de shoes azure nailed argent, the field v^tu en ovale

nine, is the coat of Ferri£re DE Tess£.
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The coat of Lord Gray, although to appearance a

differenced coat

—

Gules, a lion rampant within a bordure

engrailed argent, seems to belong to the same categorj'

of principal arms
;

just as in English Armory the

Talbots, Earls of Shrewsbury, bore: Gules, a lion

rampant within a bordure engrailed or, in which coat

the bordure appears to be not a brisure denoting

cadency from an ancestor who bore simph' Gules,

a lion rampant or, but rather a difference originally

assumed to distinguish the family of Talbot from

other families who bore the common charge of a

lion or on a field gules. (My ^IS- Ordinary contains

the names of over a hundred families to whom this

coat is attributed.^

In Spanish coats the bordure is sometimes found of

the same tincture as the field, only separated from it by

the pourfilar line ; thus the Andalucian famil}- of Caxi-

ZARf'S bears : Gules plain, a bordure of tlie same charged

li'ith eight saltires couped 'flanchis^ or. E^CORxa similarly

bears : A rgent, an ox statant gules. On a bordure of the

field eight bells aziirc. (On Spanish bordures see m\-

"Heraldry of Spain and Portugal," and pp. 440, 475.

infra.)

In England the use of the bordure as a principal

charge is not unfrequent, and in such cases it is itself

general!}- charged with eight repetitions of a minor

charge, bezants, escallops, roses, etc.

The different families of Erpingham bore: Argent,

with bordures of various tinctures for difference, a^iire.

vert, gules, and sable, charged with martlets argent, or

or. We cannot say which was the original or principal

coat. The various d'Arcy coats afford like examples.

\'I. The OrLE is a narrow bordure detached from

the edge of the shield. Gides, an orle argent (Plate

X\'II., fig. 8^, was the coat of JOHX Balliol, the

vassal King of SCOTLAND. The coat of the Berwick-
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lire family of Landale of that Ilk, which has long

:en borne en suj'tout by their heirs-general, the Earls
' Home, is : Or, an orle azure.

In very early English blazons the Orle is sometimes

;scribed as " un faux ecusson." {See the Falkirk Roll

1298, and the still earlier Rolls of 1240 and 1256;

:S.4i4 in the Heralds' College ; and Harl. MS. 65<S9.)

The Orle is seldom found charged, or formed by

ly other than the line following the outline of the

icucheon in which it is borne. But Knox, Earl of Ran-
JRLY in Ireland, bears : Gules, a falcon volant or within

1 orle wavy argent; ULSTER'S Register also has recorded

coat granted in 1693 to a cadet of this family, which

as the orle waved on the outer, but engrailed on the

iner, side ; and a coat of Landel, presumably differ-

iced from that already given, has the orle engrailed on

le inner edge ; and there is another in which the inner

Jge is indented. PONT's MS. gives as the coat of

OKIE : Per pale argent and sable an orle engrailed on

Hh sides, and charged ivith four quatrefoils, vaithin a

irdure all counterchanged.

The family of Chadwick bears : Or, on an orle gules,

le outer edge engrailed, eight martlets argent, all within

n orle of eight crosslets sable.

Six, eight, or more minor charges, such as bezants,

lartlets, crosslets, etc., placed round the shield as they

ould be arranged if there were a bordure charged with

lem, are said to be "m orle" as in the coat of Gleu-
panes, now Gladstone (Plate XVII., fig. 9) : Argent,

savage's head couped, distilling drops of blood, wreathed

ith bay and holly leaves all proper, within an orle of

ght martlets sable.

The coat of CONSIDINE also has an unusual orle :

rgent, an orle gules flory and counter-flory on the outer

Ige only vert ; in the centre a dagger in pale azure, the

•It or.
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Among the curiosities of Heraldry is the coat of

Benewitz of Bavaria, who bear : Tlie arms of tlie

Empire within a circular orle riebidy a.-jiire.

The Barons von SciIAWENBURG use: Argent, « (plain)

bordure nebuly of or upon arjiire, over all a saltire gules.

VII. The Tressure.— This bearing is almost

peculiar to Scotland, and is very familiar in consequence

of its position in the Royal Arms of that country,

A plain tressure is a diminutive of the orle, and is

depicted half its thickness ; it is never borne alone.

There are a very few instances here given in which a

triple tressure is used. Azure, three concentric orles or, is a

coat ascribed to Landells ; Gtiles, three such orles argent,

is attributed to Sir JOHN CniDlOK in the Roll oi 1308.

In foreign coats the plain tressure, or orle, is some-

times repeated. The Breton family of BaiGNEAU bear:

Or, four concentric orles (or plain tressures) sable.

But in Scotland the tressure is always double, and

almost always flory-countcr-flory of fleurs-de-lis, to the

number of eight at least. In the well known case of

the Royal Arms of Scotland the tressure is often

inaccurately depicted, all the heads of the fleurs-de-lis

being turned outwards in spite of (or rather in ignorance

of the meaning of) the blazon.

When properly drawn the fleurs-de-lis are cut horizon-

tally into two parts ; and the upper and lower portions

project alternately from the outer edge of the outer

tressure, and from the inner edge of the inner one. No
portion of the fleur-de-lis now appears upon the thin

strip of the field which is .shown between the two tres-

sures. {See Plates XXXVI., XXXVII., XXXVIII., etc.)

Popular belief long associated this bearing in the

Arms of Scotland with a supposed alliance between one

ACHAIUS, King of the Dalriadic Scots, and CHARLE-
MAGNE

;
and declared that it commemorated the

agreement that the French lilies should be for all time
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ning a defence to the lion of Scotland. It is easier to

gh at the transparent absurdity of this fable than to

•ount for the first introduction of the Fleurs-de-lis

D the Royal Coat of Scotland. Historically no alli-

:e between SCOTLAND and FRANCE can be found

lier than the reign of ROBERT BruCE.

3n the seal of ALEXANDER II. the lion is the sole

irge. On the Great Seal of ALEXANDER III. (1249-

56) the lion rampant appears alone upon the shield

•ne by the monarch, but the caparisons of this charger

re the lion surrounded by a bordure ; this is charged

h small crosslets but the inner edge has a border of

ni-fleurs-de-lis. (Vr£e, Genealogie des Cointes de

iiidrc, Plate xv.) A portion of this seal is engraved

Laing'S Scottish Seals, vol. ii., Plate ii., fig. i, and I am
lined to think not so accurately as in Vr£e's example,

ere the whole seal is given, and the crosslets distinctly

nvn on the bordure. To this bordure I believe we
ist trace the origin of the tressure flory-counter-flory,

ich had no direct connection with any French alliance

mubial or political.

[n the Roll of Anns of the Thh'teenth Century, to which

; date 1272 is assigned, we find what is, so far as I

1 trace, the first blazon of the Scottish Arms, No. 11.

,e Roy d'Escoce, d'or un lion rampant et un horde

rette de gulez." This may correspond sufficiently with

; bordure upon the seal of Alexander III. referred to

Dve, but it assuredly is not the tressure flory-counter-

ry as borne in later times. This was certainly held

honour in Scotland in the fourteenth and fifteenth

ituries, and occasionally bestowed as an augmentation

their arms on persons descended maternally from the

lyal House ; and upon others who were thought to

ve deserved well of their King and country. Thomas
1.NDOLPH, Earl of Moray, whose mother was IsOEEL,

ter of King ROBERT Bruce, bore : A rgent,three cushions
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pendent zvitliiit the Royal Tressiirc gnies ; the tressure

being an addition to his paternal coat (Plate XXXIII.,

fig. 9). Xo tressure, however, was borne by the Cajip-

EELLS, or the Earls of Mar, who were equally descended

from sisters of King ROBERT. As earh' as the middle of

the fourteenth centurj- we find several families of mark

bearing the tressure without having an}- near connection

with the Royal House. Thus the Flemings of Biggar

bore: Gules, a cJievron i^itltin a double tressure fJory-counter-

ffory ivgeut (Plate X\'II., fig. lo). It will be noticed that

the chevron, or other Ordinar}", in Scottish coats is not

prolonged beyond the inner edge of the tressure ; in a few

foreign coats hereafter to be given (p. 181) this rule is not

observed. ]\Ialcolm FLEMING, on whose seal in 1357

the tressure occurs (Laixg, Scottish Seals, ii. Xo. 366),

probably obtained that armorial distinction in reward

for his devoted .ser\'ice to the cause both of ROBERT
Bruce and his son. It was two generations later that

Sir ;\Ialcolm Fleming, of Biggar and Cumbernauld,,

allied himself to the Royal House b\- marriage with a

daughter of Robert, Duke of Albany. The Royal

Tre.ssure also occurs on the seal of \\'illiam Livingston
as earl}- as 1357 ^^Laing, Scottish Seals, ii., Xo. 650), and

with these two families ma}- be classed a house of more

mark—that of the Setons, whose representative Sir

Alexander Seton bore the tressure in 1337 {Scottish

Seals, ii., Xo. 891); certainly not (as has been sometimes

represented) in virtue of descent from King Robert's
sister Christian, whose husband. Sir Christopher
Seton, was onl\- collaterall\- (if at all) related to the

head of the Scottish house of Seton.
Of the descendants of the daughters of Robert II. and

Robert III., the Lords of the Isles ; the Kennedys;
the Lyons ; the Grahams of Garvock ; and the

Edmonstones, all bore the Tressure; but no such

addition was made to the arms of the Earls of Douglas,
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or of Angus ; or to those of the DOUGLASES of Morton

;

the LINDSAY'S, Earls of CRAWFORD ; and the KEITHS,who

were genealogically equally entitled to it. The families

of Murray of Touchadam; Charteris of Kinfauns
;

and MuRi-iAV of Tullibardine {Scottish Seals, ii., No.

771) all had the Royal Tressure in their arms before the

sixteenth century. The towns of Aberdeen and PERTH

also obtained early the right of honouring their arms

with the addition of the Royal Tressure. It appears on

the still existing matrix of the Burgh seal of ABERDEEN
which was engraved in 1430. It was at a rather later

:date that it appears in the arms of the Buchanans
and Maitlands. It is not easy to explain the motive

of an Act of Parliament of James III. of the date 1471,

which, however, was never carried into effect, that there

should in future be no tressure about the lion in the

Royal Coat :
—

" In tyme to cum thar suld be na double

tresor about his armys, but that he suld ber hale armys of

the lyoun without ony mar." In later times the Royal

Tressure was occasionally borne by virtue of Royal

Warrants, several of which arc recorded in the Lyon
Register ; and it must be presumed to have been so

granted in various cases in which the warrant i.s no

longer extant. It has been held to be ultra vires of

Lyon to allow it (except by a special warrant from

the Sovereign) to any family which could not prove

descent from an ancestor entitled to bear it. James V.

in 1542 granted a warrant to Lyon to surround the

arms of John Scot, of Thirlstane, with the Royal

Tressure, in respect of his ready services at Soutra Edge
with three score and ten lances on horseback, when
other nobles refused to follow their Sovereign. The
grant was put on record by the grantee's descendant

Patrick, Lord Napier ; and is the tressured coat borne

in the second and third quarters of the Napier arms.

(It may be mentioned that the late Mr Riddell sug-
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gested a doubt of the genuineness of this instrument on

the ground of an obvious error in the date of it, King

James not having been at Fala until the month of

October. It appears however that the discrepancy is

simply due to a clerical error (^See Napif.r's Partition of

the Lennox, pp. 217-226; and RiDDELL's reply in Addi-

tional Remarks on the Lennox Representation, pp. 79-87).

When the Royal Tressure is granted to the bearer of

a quartered coat it is usually placed upon a bordure

surrounding the quartered shield, as in the ca.se of the

arms of the Marquess of QUEENSBERRY, to whom, in

1682, the Royal Tressure was granted upon a bordure or.

A like arrangement is borne by the Earl of Eglixtox,

and is found upon a seal of Earl HUGH, appended to a

charter of 1 598.

The Royal Tressure has at least twice been granted

as an augmentation to the arms of foreigners. Jame.s V.

granted it to NICOLAS Caxivet of Dieppe, secretary to

JOHX, Duke of Albaxy {Reg. Mag. Sig., xxiv., 263,

Oct. 24, 1529). James VI. gave it to Sir Jacob yax
ElDEX, a Dutchman on whom he conferred the honour

of knighthood.

In a few exceptional and later cases the floriation of the

Tressure has been somewhat varied. The Tressure (Plate

XVII., fig. 12) granted to Charles, Earl of Aboyxe,
third son of the second Marquess of HUXTLY, is adorned

with crescents without, and demi-fleurs-de-lis within

;

and the Tressure borne by the Earl of ABERDEEN,
another member of the GORDOX family, bears thistles,

roses, and fleurs-de-lis alternately. On 1 2th March 1762,

a Royal Warrant was granted directing Lyox to add

a " double tressure counterflowered as in the Royal

Arms of Scotland," to the arms of ARCHIBALD, Viscount

Primrose. Here the Tressure was gules, as in the

Royal arms, although the field on which it was placed

was vert. In a new record of the arms of ARCHIBALD,
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rl of ROSEBERY, in 1823, this heraldic anomaly is done

ay, and the blazon is now : Vcrl, thi^ee primroses within

double tressure flory-counter-flory or. (See Stodart,

Mis/i Anns, vol. i., pp. 262-263, where mention is also

,de of an older use of the Royal Tressure, <??-, by " Sir

^CHIBALD Primrose of Dalmenie, knight and baronet,

his Majesty Charles ye ii. create, J''eri, three prim-

es within a double tressure flowered cqunterflowered or.")

There are in Foreign Heraldry a few coats in which

: Tressure appears. Or, a tressure aaure, is the coat of

.OMENEC in Brittany.

Or, a double tressure flory-counterflory vei't, over all a

ss gules {d'Or, an double trescheur fleure, contrefleure

sinople a la croix de gueules brochante sur le tout) is

rneby ROCQUENGHIEN of Cambray; and BauLANDE
Hainault. BossUT of Liege bears the same but with

altire gules brochant over all ; ESCORNAIX (otherwise

tN Schorisse) bears the same, but with a chevron gtdes

<chant over all. {See MAURICE, Toison d'Or, p. 91.)

the cut of the arms of Des Cornais in Menetrier's

Hliode du Blazon (opposite p. 1 54, No. 8) the chevron gules

ss not pass the inner edge of the tressure; and there is

: addition of an escucheon en siirtoii-t, Azure a bend or.

the other cases, and in the next example, the Ordinary

surtout comes to the edge of the shield, v. p. 1 78.

Vert, a double tressure floi'y-countei^floty or, over all a

vron asure, is attributed to Allois of Belgium.

V^III. The F'RET.—This Sub-Ordinary at an early

iod originated in the still earlier fretty coats {vide

96-97); as a charge it is peculiar to British Armory,

is produced by the interlacing of the bendlet and

idlet-sinister with a large mascle of equal width. Plate

X., fig. II, is the coat of the HARRINGTONS, Sable, a

t argent (and is probably a canting coat derived from

erring net). The Maltravers, who bore : Sable, a

tor; the VerdonS, who bore: Or, a fret gules ; the
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TOLLEMACHES, whose arms were : Argent, a fret sable ;

the EtchixGHAMS, whose coat is : A.:;ui-c, a fret argent,

and other famihes who now bear a single fret, are found

recorded as originally bearing Fretty in the ancient Rolls

ofA rins.

A Fret, like a saltire or cross, is also (though

infrequently) borne, singly or in combination with others,

as a minor charge, and is then of smaller size and couped.

The coat of OyrY is : A^nrc, three liicies liaitriant argent,

two and one ; an el as many frets or, one and two.

IX. The Lozenge (and its variations, the FusiL,

AIascle, and Rustre).—The LOZEXGE is a four side

figure {rhombus) of which the angles at the top and

bottom are acute, and those at the flanks obtuse. As a

single charge, or uncharged Sub-Ordinary, it is seldom

found in British Armory. Gules, on a lozenge or a

chevron azure is the coat of Brocke. Per fess or and

gules a lozenge counter-changed is that of KiRKE, or

Kyrke. It is more frequently found in Foreign blazons,

where it is commonly drawn as a lozenge throughout, i.e.

its points touch the borders of the escucheon. This is

also blazoned as vetu, or chape-cliausse. The EUBINGS
of Ba^-aria bore : de Giteules, le cJiamp vetu d'argent.

Gules, a lozenge argent (de Gueules, a une losange

d'argent) is the coat of the extinct famih- of RORDORF
in Bavaria and of the Counts vdn GravenecK or

Grafexegg (of the Holy Roman Empire). The reverse

is borne by the Swedish and Prussian Counts of

Schwerix ; and is the same as that of EuBixc above.

Gules, a losenge-throughoutperpale or and sable is the

curious coat of FiDELER (SlEBMACHER, Wappenbuch,

ii., 153).

Perfess argent and azure, a lozenge-throughout counter-

clianged ; are the arms of CORRER, or CORRARO, of

Venice. This coat is also sometimies blazoned : Coupe

d'asur, sur argent, chape-cliaussi de Fun en rautre. Gules,
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on a lozenge-throughout or, a trefoil vert is the coat of the

French famil)^ of Bentoux.

In the Armory of England and of the Low Countries

the Lozenge is a frequent charge : either detached, or

conjoined with others. Plate XVIII., fig. 7 is the coat of

Hyde, Earl of Clarendon : A^nre, a chevron between

three lozenges or. Gules, three lozenges argent is a coat

of Greystock. Or, tJiree lozenges gules, is borne on the

Continent by the Dutch families of WoERDEN ;
HOOLA

;

Van Geesdorp ; Van Vliet ; by Troisdorff in

Westphalia, and Gauthier DE Gourayal in France.

Or, three lozenges sable is the coat of DE LiNDT

;

Jansdam ; and Kemp in the Netherlands.

Frequently the lozenges are borne touching each other

at the points in fess, in pale, or in bend. Argent, three

lozenges conjoined in fess gules is the well known coat of

Montagu, or Montacute, Earls of Salisbury (Plate

XVII I., fig. 9). Sable, three lozenges conjoined infess ermine,

are the arms of GiFFARD. Argent, tliree lozenges con-

ioined in bend sable is borne by the Austrian Barons von

Seusenegg ; the same in pale is borne by HOUCHIN,

Marquis de Longastre. Ermines, three lozenges ermine

in triangle, meeting at the fess point ; is the coat ascribed

to Hallofte or Hollofte. These lozenges in French

would be blazoned '' en pairle ;" thus the Counts Braun
von Wartenberg bear (for Braun), d'Argent, a trois

'.osetiges de gueules appointees en pairle.

Five lozenges are often borne conjoined in pale, fess,

bend, or in cross. In the Low Countries there are a

very considerable number of coats containing eight, nine,

and especially ten, lozenges conjoined. The last are

usually arranged 3, 3, 3, i ; thus HauDION, Count de

Wyneghem bears : Ai-gent, ten lozenges conjoined azure

3, 3, 3, I ; and the Barons Cartier d'Yves do the same.

An elongated lozenge, each of whose sides is much

longer than its horizontal diameter, is called a fusil
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{fusee) from the ¥renchfuseau. The famil}' of Champ-

XEYS, county Devon, bear : Argent, tn'o fusils in fess

gules, as Plate X\'I II., fig. 1 1. Ar:ur€, threefusils conjoined

in fess argent, is borne b}- the Austrian Counts von

Egger, and b}- Friberg ( Wappenrolle von Ziirich,

No. 153). Azure, three fusils in fess or, is the canting

coat of FUSKE DE \'OISEXOX in France {d'Azur, a trois

fusees d'or accolees en fasce) ; and Le Fuselier in

Cambray, bears: d'Or, a cinq fusees d'azur rangees en

bande.

Perhaps the best known English example is that

afforded by the coat of PERCY, Earls and Dukes of

XORTHUMBERLAND : Azure, five fusils conjoined in fess

or (Plate XVI II., fig. 1 2). In earh- Rolls these were called

" mill pecks," and are probably amies parlantes.

A Lozenge voided, that is deprived of its middle,

only a border being left, is called a Mascle, from

macula, the mesh of a net. (It may be noted that in

some earh' Rolls of Arms this term is applied to a

lozenge.) . Plate XVIII., fig. 8, Ermine, a viascle sable, is

the coat of Fawkes of I'orkshire. The ]\Iascle is fre-

quently found in Low Country and Breton coats.

Argent, a viasck sable, is borne b}- LOHEAC DE TrevO-
ASEC ; and (with the charge . azure) by Tr£axxa.
Argeftt, three mascles azure, is the coat of ]\lERSEilAX of

Flanders ; of AIaes and DE GOYER of Holland ; Argent,

three mascles sable, of Paxhuys : ISIadof.T.S ; Waes ;

and GOYAERT.S, all also of the Netherlands.

Gules, three mascles argent, was borne by Le Bascle,

Comte Argexteuil ; and by Verrusalem, one of the

seven patrician families of Louyaix.
^lascles are most frequently borne combined, thus the

great famil\- of DE Quixcy, Earls of Winchester,
bore : Gules, seven mascles conjoined, 3, 3, i or (Plate

XVIII., fig. 10). Ferrers bore the same.

Or, seven mascles conjoined azure, 3, i, 3, is the coat of
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JRRAN, and the Vicomte de PLiiDRAN in Brittany

e the same but differently arranged— 3, 3, I.

;'he great house of DE ROHAN (Dues de ROHAN,
UILLON, and MONTBAZON, Princes de Leon, Mont-
3AN, SOUBISE, etc.), bore : de Gueuies, a neuf mdcles

r (3, 3, 3) accoUes et aboutt'es.

The same coat but with the field azure is that of Le
S'fiCHAL, Barons de Qu£len, Marquis de PONTE-

)IX.

T'hirteen inascles conjoined or (4, 4, 4, i) in a field gtdes is

ne by TiGNIVILLE. Azure, afess between three muscles

is the coat of Bethune, or Beaton (the family to

ich Cardinal BEATON belonged). Sable, afess between

i;e mascles or, is borne by the Scottish MiCHELLS or

TCHELLS.

luSTRE.—A Lozenge pierced with a circular opening

:alled a Rustre {ruste). Or, a rusfre sable, is borne

CUSTANCE. The Irish Perys have Or, thi-ee rustres

le. SOUMERET d'Essknau, in Flanders, uses the

erse. De Gueuies, a trois rustes d'argent, is the coat

Schesnaye. The Belgian family of Aavaille,

ir : Or, afess gules between three riLstres azure.

The fields Lozengy, Fusilly, Mascally, have been

:ady noticed in Chapter III. ; and are probably more

;ient than these charges which have been derived from

m.

sc. The Flaunche (Flasque, and Voider).—

e Flaunche borne only in pairs, is a projection from

;h side or flank of the shield, bounded by the

;ment of a circle. In French blazon the shield is

d to be fianque en rand. De Sable, flanque en rond

•rgent, is the coat of the Spanish family of Martinet.

e Hobarts, Earls of BUCKINGHAMSHIRE bear

:

ble, a star of eight points or, between two flaunclies

nine (de Sable, d une ^toile rayonnante d'or, flanque en

id d'hermine) (Plate XVIII., fig. 6). The PARKERS,
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Earls of RIORLEY, use : Sable, a stags head cabos/ied,

bftzi'ccn two flaundics argent. Gules, two leopard's faces

between as many fiauncJtes or is the coat of Frere.

When the flaunches are smaller in size the}- are some-

times blazoned as flasques, or voiders. The Hamiltoxs
of Colquot in Scotland are said to bear : Gules, three

cinque/oils bctzvecu two flasques argent.

XL The Billet (and Delve).—Billets are small

oblong rectangular figures, regarding which it has been

disputed whether their name is derived from letters or

logs of \\'Ood. In British Armory they are usually

borne in a perpendicular position, abroad they are

often coucliees. BiLLV in France bears : dc Gueides, a

trots billettes, d'argcnt. Plate XIX., fig. i. Sable, a bend

bctii'ccn six billets or, is a coat of Callexdar in Scot-

land ; and of Axvix in Picardy (which goes back to

the Second Crusade). A similar coat, but with the bend

engrailed, both it and the billets being argent, was borne

by the Lords Alingtox.
Gules, a bend between six billets or (de Gueules, a la

bande d'or accoinpagnce de six billettes du mane, rangces

en orlc) is the coat of the French IMarquises de Saveuse.

Azure, a bend between seven billets or (four in chief and

three in base) was borne by the Marquises de ChaS-

TELLUX. UAzur, ct onze billettes d'argent, 4, 3, 4 is the

coat of Beaumaxoir, Marquis de Lavardix.
Gules, three billets in pairle sable, are t/te armes par-

lantes of the Silesian familj' DIE Schixdel. Argent, three

billets coudu'es gules is borne by the WoESTWYXCKELE
of Flanders. Argent, six billets coucliees sable, are the

coat of the Dutch family of Vax Veex. Gules, four
billets coucliees in pale argent that of Abillon.

Occasionally the billet is borne voided ; d'Azur, cl dix

billettes vide'es argent, was borne by the Marquis de St.

Pern.

More rarely still they are pierced circular, as (some-
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mes only) in the coat of de la Bedoyere : d'Azur,

six billettes perches d'argent.

A billet with four equal sides is called a delve, and

ipresents a divot, or spade-full of turf, or earth, thus

elved out. Argent, five square billets, or delves, 3 and

gules, is the coat of the Piedmontese Masson.

\rgent, a chevron between three delves gules, is the coat

f Woodward of Kent.

XII. The Label (or File).—This figure is sometimes

umbered under the Sub-OrdixaRiIES. Its use as a

nsure, or mark of difference, will be considered in the

hapters on Cadency or Difference. Here it will

'2 treated of as a common charge. We do not know
ith certainty what it was at first assumed to represent.

; is apparently a narrow ribbon or bar,
''
filuni"

lanibel" stretching across the shield, from one side to the

ther,and having other narrow ribbons,varying in number,

.:pendent from it at right angles. In modern times

lese points are usually three in number ; and they

re often drawn slightly /rt/a-.?, or broader at the lower

ids. The modern form of the cadency label is as

Qsightly as it is without authority.

I have already printed in Boutell'.S Heraldry, His-

rical and Popular, p. 469, a number of interesting

<amples of the use of this bearing as a sole charge,

:c.

Le Cornut de St. Leonard (Liege) bears : G^des, a

'bel of three points argent ; DU ROZON (Brittany),

rogoff, Lardier, and Chardoi:GNE (France) : de

ueules, au lavibel d^or.

Blandin (Brittany): Argent, a label of five points

ible ; DE Kersbeke the same, but the label oi gules.

Grobbendonck (Brabant) : Quarterly, i and 4. Sable,

label argent: 2 and 3. Or, a fess embattled counter-

nbattled gules ; VAN O0.STENWOLDE, and DU PONT,
'r, a label azure ; MONFRAIN, the reverse.
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Very rarely we meet with the label as a sole charge

in British Armory. Argent, a label offive points azure,

is ascribed to Hexlixgtox : and Azure, a label of five

points or to Sabbex.

Occasionally the label occupies an unusual position.

GuiLLiM says that Argent, a label of five points in bend

sable was the coat of one ]\I0RIEX, buried in St. ]\Iary's

Church at Oxford. Argent, a label of five points in bend

gules is an Irish coat of GOFFE. In the coat of DE LA

Roche de Beausaixt : Perpalegules and ermine overall

a benduavy argent; a label azure is placed bendways upon

the Ordinary. In the arms of the Dutch Barestijxs :

A rgent, a i^olf passant gules, a label of the same is

beneath the wolfs feet. The Frisian family of ROORDA
bears : A rgent, two roses in chief gules, in base a label

sable.

AURELLE DE LA Frediere in Auvergne, bears : Or,

a clievron azure in chief, a label reversed gules.

In the coat of Oha de Rocourt in Belgium : Argent,

a barbel in pale gules, a semi-circular label of five points

iizure surmounts the head of the fish.

It is rare to meet with a label with less than three

points, though I have found a few examples. The

Spanish family of Berexguer has (as its ist and 4th

quarters) Or, a label of one point azure.

In Harl. I\ISS., 1441 and 5866, there is recorded a

coat of FiTZ SiMOXS : Sable, three crescents argent, in

chief a label of two points, in fess one of a single point of

tlu second. The coat of DE LA \E11GXE in Brittan>' is

Gules, tn chief a label of two points or.

Lalaxde bears : d'Or, a deux lambels de trois pendants,

le premier de gueules, Vautre de sable poses Vun sur

Vaiitre.

The Barons von der LiPPE of Courland use : Argent,

two labels, each offourpoints, in pale sable.

The Barons Hoexs in Flanders have : Azure, three
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jbels argent, respectively of five, four, and three points iti

ale; and (with the labels or') this is the coat of Efferen
'ON Stolberg in Prussia ; and of the Florentine

5U0NAC0RSI, now extinct.

On early seals the number of the points of the label

aries considerably. On that of GuiLLAUME d'Aspre-

iONT, one of the Chevaliers Bannerets of Touraine in

213, his shield bears {gules) a lion ra,mpant (or) crowned

azure), and debruised by a label of ten points. (See La
Votiraine, par BOURASSE, p. 371, folio, Tours, 1855, while

.t p. 347 the number of points is seven?) Seven is also

he number borne by DE Ramefort, another Chevalier

3a7ineret of Touraine :

—

Fusille or and arjiire, a label of

even points gules.

There are many other curious points connected with

he use of the label into which we have not space now
o enter. Besides those which are charged, some of

vhich will be noticed in a future chapter, I have notes

)f some which are bordered, engrailed, etc, ; but I con-

;;lude this sub-section with two curious examples. Or, a

file (i.e., label) of three points gules from each a bell

Pendent a,zure the clapper sable. This is the canting coat

yf Belfile.

TOMKOWITZ, in Poland, bears : Vert, a label of three

'Joints in fess argent, a ball of tlie same affixed to tlie

bottom of tlie centre point.

XIII. ROUNDLES.—We may include the ROUNDLES
imong the Sub-Ordinaries. These are balls, or circular

iiscs, of metal or colour, and have, very needlessly,

special names given to them in respect of their tinctures.

Unless distinctly described as a ball, a roundle of gold

is called a Bezant, a name probably derived from the

jold coins of Bysantium in use among the Crusaders
;

usually it is a small flat plate of gold, but is sometimes

figured as a coin,—when this is so it must be expressed.

A similar disc of silver is called a Plate (from the
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;une etymologic clairc, et nc sont point intelligibles."

—

t Science Ht'roique, exv.)

This nomenclature is not found in the early Rolls of

ins ; where, as in the Armory of the Continent, all

ndles of metals are besants, and all those of colour

^eaux. In Scotland the English use as to roundles

colour has been adopted, but the practice of calling

se of metal Bezants or, and Bcrjants argent has

^er gone out of use.

\ few examples of the use of roundles, at home and

oad, may now be given.

icure, a bezant, is ascribed to BassinGFORD, and to

;SET. Gules, a bezant to BURLAV, and GOSPATRIC.

NDLE Holme gives. Or, a hurt, as the canting coat of

JRTLE ; and, similarly. Argent, a torteaa to TORTOX
obably a family of his own invention).

!n the ZiiricJi Wappenrolle (14th century) Or, a ball

•le, is the coat of TtJFEL
;

Sable, a plate, is that of

HMID, according to SlEBMACHER, Wappenbuch, iii.,

)•

Azure, a chevron or between three bezants are the well

awn arms of HOPE.

VEONTESQUIOU, Marquis de FezenSAC, bears : d'Or, a

IX tourteaux de giieules. Fun sur I'antre, en pal. With

: tourteaux of sable this is the coat of BELLY in France.

ure, twoplates in pale, is borne by Verduzan. Azure,

ee plates, two and one, is the coat of the Princes of

)NTL£art. Gules, three bezants, w as borne in England

Denham ; La Touche ; and others ;—the same, but

;h the bezants (sometimes plates) figured, by Gamin
France. I suspect the roundles in the coat of

iULENGER of Holland to be balls, and not bezants :

isur, au chevron d'or, acconipagnc de trots bezans du

me; and in that of BOULA DE MarEUIL, d'Azur, a

is besans d'or. Gules, tliree balls infess or, is the coat

Cloot of Brabant.
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The Bandini of Florence bear : Gules, three plates,

but these roundles are balls in the coat of HOFREITER DE
Dachau. Plate XIX., fig. 3, Or, three torteaux, is the

well known coat of COURTENEY, and of the Counts of

Boulogne ; and was also quartered for the County of

Gronsfeld by the Counts of Bronckhorst, of the

Holy Roman Empire.

Barry of six argent and azure in chief tJiree torteaux,

was the arms of Grey ; with a label ermine this was the

coat of the unhappy Lady Jane Grey, proclaimed

Queen of England, and executed in 1554.

Another well known British coat, that of ZOUCHE
(Plate XTX., fig. 2), bears : Gules, ten bezants, 4, 3, 2, i.

Argent, six hurts, 2, 2, 2, are the arms of DE CastrO in

Spain. Argent, a chevron gules between three hurts,

appears in early Rolls of Anns for Baskerville.

Perhaps the most important Foreign instance of the

use of roundles is afforded by the coat of the Florentine

Medici, Grand Dukes of Tuscany, which was originally,

Or, six balls gules. (Note, not to7'teaux as very often

wrongly blazoned by English writers, but palle, i.e. balls,

possibly pills !) These were borne sometimes seven, or

eight in number ; but six, in orle, is the most u.sual

arrangement. The uppermost one was changed into a

ball bearing the Arms of France, as an augmentation

by Louis XI. of France, in 1465. {^See the grant in Mrs

Palliser'S Historic Devices, etc., p. 171.) This is some-

times wrongly depicted. While the palle are properly

drawn as balls, the one in chief is wrongly represented

as a flat plate of azure. In Florence itself, however, the

French augmentation is properly shown as a ball, like

the others in shape ; these are often in very high relief,

as in the Medici chapel in the church of San Lorenzo.

Roundles are often charged, thus: Ermine, three ponilis,

each charged with a cross or, is the coat of Heathcote,
Lord Aveland ; and Gtdes, three plates, on each a fleur-
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'-/w sable, is that of Tomlin. Or, three hurts, on each

mullet argent, is borne by MONTCIIAL, of France.

/hen roundles are parted, or counterchanged, they

tain in English the name of roundles ; thus in Plate

IX., fig. 4, Per bend argent and sable, three roundles

itliin a bordnre engrailed all counterchanged, are the

•ms of PuNCHYON of Essex.

In French Blazon a roundle composed of metal and

)lour is called a besant-tourteau, or a tourteau-besant,

;cording as thej^^/rfon which it is placed is of colour,

- of metal.

A curious instance of the bearing of besants-tourteaux

afforded by the Spanish coat of FuENSALDA : de

'ueules, a six besants tourteaux d'argent et de sable poses

2, 2, les I et }^ a dextre, et le 2 a senestre, coupe's ; les

i>is autres partis.

Roundles barry wavy of six argent and arjure (the

onventional representation of water), are called Foun-

lins, or Sykes, as in the canting coat of Wells ; Azure,

i.rcc fountains ; and in that given on Plate XIX., fig. 5,

able, a be7td or between three fountains, the arms of

TOURTON ; Argent, a chevron sable between three sykes,

the canting coat of SVKES. Akin to this last bearing

the Gorge or Gurges, or ]Vhirlp?oql, a spiral line of

sure commencing in the fess point of a field of argent,

r\A occupying the whole shield ; it is figured in Plate

;iX., fig. 6, and was borne, in the reign of Henry III., as

nnes parlantes, by the Wiltshire family of GORGES. In

LOVE'R's Roll of Arms, No. 188, this bearing takes an

Qusual form : being. Argent, four concentric annulets

zure, the exterior one is cut by the outline of the .shield.

,: is there given thus :
" Rauf de Gorges Roele dArgent

: dazur " [sic^.

.0



CHAPTER VI.

ANIMATE CHARGES :— I. THE HUMAN FIGURE.

Next to geometrical figures, the most prominent charges

in armorial bearings are those derived from the animal

and vegetable creation ; and of these those which repre-

sent man its lord, may be supposed to claim precedence

in our consideration.

The entire human figure, naked or clothed, appears

occasionally in our own Armory, but is still more

frequently met with in the wider range of Foreign

Heraldry ; this contains many very curious examples,

only a few of which can find description within the

narrow limits of the present work.

The figure of the BLESSED SAVIOUR seated in majesty

(as represented in Revelation, i. i6^ii. 12—xix. 15) is

the charge, derived from ancient seals, of the arms of the

Sec of Chichester. The utter ignorance of many of

the old heraldic writers (if we can in courtesy confine

it only to those of far back times) could scarcely

be better exemplified than by the treatment which the

noblest of all charges has undergone at their hands.

The figure of the " Lord of Life and Glory" has become

according to them " Azure, a Prester John sitting on a

tombstone, in his left hand a mound, his right hand extended,

all or ; on his head a linen mitre, and in his mouth a sword

ppr!' (Foster's Peerage}) Where the whole bearing

was thus travestied it is no wonder that the details have

become ridiculous !
" The rainbow throne of light " has

been degraded into a tombstone, and the sword issuing

from the mouth into a skewer passing through it

!
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The bearings which appear in some of the Post-

jformation Sees are derived from representations of

e Blessed Trinity, or of the Saints to whom the

ithedrals were dedicated, which appeared
,

on the

icient seals.

The figure of the Blessed Virgin bearing the Divine

lild which appears, on an a.'^ure field, in the arms of

e See of Salisbury had a similar origin. These are

entical with the arms of the Phouskarnaki (or

OUSKARNAKi) of Greece. As amies parlantes the

iriously designated Breton family of Lenfant-Dieu
;e d'Aziir, a iin enfant Jjisus, les mainsjointes d'argent,

lissant d'un croissant d'or, surmonte d'un soleil du inane,

accostt' de deux etoiles d'or. The family of LORETTE

;e also as armes parlantes the following coat : Per pale

mre and or, the figure of N6tre DaME DE LORETTE
tiding in her arms the Holy CJiild.

The families who bear the names of saints, such as

T. Andrew, St. George, St. Michael, have (perhaps

Dt unnaturally) included in their arms representations

f their family patrons.

The Bavarian family of Reider include in their .shield

le mounted effigy of the good knight St. Martin
ividing his cloak with a beggar (date of diploma 1760).

'he figure of the great Apostle of the Gentiles appears

1 the arms of the VON Pauli. Joerg, and JORGER,

f Austria, similarly make use of St. George.
Continental Heraldry affords not a few examples of

le use of the personages of Holy Writ. The Adamoli
f Lombardy bear : Azure, tlie Tree of Life entwined

lith the Serpent, and accosted with our first parents, all

roper {i.e., in a state of nature). The addition of a

kief of the Empire to this coat makes it somewhat

icongruous.

The family of Adam in Bavaria improve on Sacred

listory by eliminating EVE, and by 'representing Adam
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as holding the apple in one hand, and the serpent

wriggling in the other. On the other hand the Spanish

family of EVA apparently consider there is a sufficiently

transparent allusion to their own name, and to the

mother of mankind, in the simple bearings : Or, on a

mount in base an apple tree vert fruited of the field, and

encircled by a serpent of the second.

The family of Abel in Bavaria make the patriarch in

the attitude of prayer to serve as their crest ; while the

coat itself is : Sable, on a square altar argent, a lamb

lying surrounded by fire and smoke proper.

Samson slaying the lion is the subject of the arms

of the Vesentina family of Verona. The field is

gules, and on a terrace in base vert the strong man
naked bestrides a golden lion and forces its jaws apart.

The Polish family of SAMSON naturally use the same

device, but the field is Azure and the patriarch is

decently habited. The StarckenS of the Island

of Oesel also use the like as amies parlantes ; the

field in this case is Or. After these we are hardly

surprised to find that Daniel in the Hons' den is

the subject of the arms of the Rhenish family of

Daniels, granted late in the eighteenth century ; the

field is Azure. The Bolognese Danieli are content to

make a less evident allusion to the prophet ; their arms

are : Per fess azure and vert, in chief " the lion of the

tribe of Judah " naissant or, holding an open book with

the words " LiBRI APERTI SUNT." (DANIEL vii. 10.)

The Archangel St. Michael in full armour, as con-

ventionally represented, treading beneath his feet the

great adversary, sable, is the charge on an azure field of

the Van Schorel of Antwerp ; and he also appears in

the arms of the city of BRUSSELS.

Heathen mythology has been laid under contribution

even more frequently than Holy Writ. Neptune is

to be found in the arms of NOLTHENIUS of Guelderland.
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:u7-e. Hercules proper, combating a lion rampant or,

pears as the coat of Will at Augsburg ; rending a

:e in the arms of Faure
; and slaying the hydra in

5 canting coat of Herklots.
The personification of FORTUNE is a favourite, both

a crest and as a charge, in German armory. Usually

5 is represented, as in the arms of Antonelli, naked,

.nding on a globe (sometimes floating on waves), and
Iding a veil, or sail, above her head.

Besides such instances as have been already referred

the naked human figure is a not unfrequent charge

road, though we have not many instances of it at

me. The shield of the Scottish family of Dalziel
that Ilk (Plate XX., fig. i), which goes back at

st to the fourteenth century, is Ai:gcnt, a naked man
>per. Occasionally in early examples the arms are

iwn extended, and in some representations, though

L in the earliest, the body is swinging from a gibbet.

is is an allusion to a probablj? not very ancient legend,

which the founder of the family is said to have

overed the body of King Kenneth III., who had

;n hanged by the Picts.

\11 such legends in connection with Heraldic bearings

st be received with the utmost, incredulity. In

ety-nine cases out of a hundred the story has been

ented to account for the arms
;
not the arms assumed

a historical hieroglyphic.

The coat of the Vegnudini of Bologna is Argent, on

'errace a naked woman standing between two vine

ots, and Iwlding in her right Iiand a pprunmg-hook, all

t>er, on a chief azu7'e tJiree mullets or.

The Pomeranian family of PiRCH have a very remark-

s coat : Per pale (a) Azure, a fish hauricnt in pale

ent ; (b) Gules, on a terrace a naked woman affrontee,

'ox running between her legs from right to left and

ling in his mouth a quantity of hay—" la dite feninie
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empoignant de ses deux mains la queue du renard et s'en

frottant le corps" allproper !

Azure, a naked boypointing to a star in the dexter chief,

allproper, is the coat recorded for the Scottish family of

Oswald, in Font's MS. {vide infra).

A naked boy shooting (not Cupid) is one of the

charges of the Bolognese Arfetti ; and the SCHEU-
CHENSTUEL DE Rhain in Bavaria, a family now extinct,

bore : Gules, on a mount in base sable a naked boy with

extended legs, and arms akimbo.

I have a good many similar examples in which the

motive for the adoption of the charge is hard to find.

This, however, is not the case in the canting coat of the

family of Besson, who bear : d'Or, a deux enfans

(jumeaux, en patois bessons) de carnation, affrontes, se

tenant d'une main et portant de Vautre chacun un rameau.

TI|e Barons Gemell, and the Sicilian Gemelli, have

arms of which the motif is the same. Two nude chil-

dren are the supporters of the family of NiCEY in

Champagne ; and two naked virgins with dishevelled

hair those of the Counts des Ulmes.

A Savage, or wild man, usually represented naked

but wreathed about the head and loins with verdure,

and holding a rough bough of a tree as a club, occurs

frequently both at home and abroad, but with us is more

common as a crest or supporter than as a charge of the

escucheon. (The charge in the coat of GSWALD is often

thus drawn.)

In Germany still, and among ourselves before the six-

teenth century these savages are often not wreathed but

are drawn covered with hair, and in aspect " affenartig"

as a German writer terms them. An English example

of the savage man is afforded by the arrns of the families

of EiiELiE, Emlay, or E^ilLlNE, of Northamptonshire,

and elsewhere (Plate XX., fig. 2). They bear : Sable,

a wild man standing "wreathed, and holding (some-
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times a staff raguly, at others) a tree eradicated, all

proper.

The coat ascribed to Drummond of Kildies is : Or,

three bars undy gules, over all a naked mail in motion

brandishing a sivordproper.

In Foreign Heraldry l<ings, queens, bishops, priests,

mounted or dismounted linights, pilgrims, miners, and
men of other occupations, appear properly habited in

great variety ; in our own Armory they occur only

occasionally. Plate XX., fig. 3, is the coat of the

Irish Maguires— Vert, a mounted knight armed cap-a-pie

and holding in his hand a sibord allproper.

The arms of LITHUANIA (which were quartered with

the arms of POLAND, Gules, an eagle displayed argent

in the shield of that kingdom) were : Gules, a knight

ar-med cap-a-pie mounted on a white horse, brandishing his

sword all proper, and bearing an oval buckler Azure

thereon a cross patriarchal or [vide post, p. 486).

A volume would be required for the full description

of all the curious instances of the use of the human figure

in Continental Armory, here it will suffice to mention but

one more instance. The Spani.sh family of PalacIO in

the Asturias, bears, on a green field two couples of both

sexes performing the national dance of the fandango !

When we come to the consideration of the Human
BODY in its several parts as a Heraldic charge the

abundance of examples is even more embarrassing.

Human Heads are borne in profile, or affrontes, and

either couped or erased, that is either cut cleanly off at

the neck, or having a ragged edge of pieces of skin.

The Savage's head is usually wreathed with foliage
;

while the Saracen's head is usually banded, or wreathed

about the temples, and wears earrings, as in the arms of

Gledstanes (Plate XVII., fig. 9). Plate XX., fig. 4 gives

us the arms of Marchydd, or Mergeth, ap Cynan,

a Welsh chieftain, still borne by his descendants the
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Lloyds, Lords MOSTYN ; the Prices ; and Wynns
;

it is: Gules, a Saracen's head erased at t/te neck proper,'

wreathed about the temples sable and argent. This is also

the coat of the Bruuns of Denmark. It should be

remarked that " ]\Ioor's heads " are generally drawn as

those of "blackamoors," or negroes, as in Plate XX.,

fig. 6 which represents the arms of Sardinia : Argent,

a cross gules between four Moor's Iieads couped sable,

banded of the fii-st. A single Moor's head proper, on a

chief atgent (as the "arms of CORSICA") was granted

as an augmentation to the arms of ELLIOTT, Earl of

MiXTO, and is still borne in their escucheon. It is also

the coat of the Florentine Pucci ; of Van der Elst

and of Gexdrox in Holland. Or, a Moor^s Jiead atid

bust proper, wreatlied sable and or, is the canting coat of

the Tirolese Counts ;Mohr DE Tarantsberg ; and a

similar coat is borne by Mair of Bavaria. Argent, three

negro's heads in profile sable ivreatJied of the colours is

borne by the Cannings.

The long continued struggle between the Turks and

Hungarians accounts for the introductidn of the head of

a dead Turk with his single long lock of hair into

several important Hungarian and Transylvanian coats.

The Austrian Counts and Princes of SchwarzenBERG
impale, or use as a quartering, with their own arms of

Seinsheim {Paly of eight argent and azure) the follow-

ing concession :

—

Or, a raven sable, collared of the field,

perched on tlie head of a dead Turk, andpicking out his eye;

no doubt an agreeable memorial of a hard fought fight

!

A singular coat Plate XX., fig. 5 belongs to the

Scottish family of MORISONS of Dairsie in Fife. Azure,

three Saracens Jieads erased, conjoined in one neck, and

wreathed uijith laurel all proper, the faces respectively

turned towards tJie chief and flanks of the shield. In

Foreign Heraldry a somewhat similar arrangement is

known as a " Tete de Gerion," and is borne as the canting
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t of the Trivulzi of Milan, d'Or, a un tete de Gcrion

carnation, coiironiic d'or, avec les barbes et cheveux

•es. Here the trc volii, triple faces, are two in

file towards the flanks ; the third is affronts.

"he head of jANUS with its double face, occurs in the

IS of several families, e.g., JaNER in Spain bears,

the head of Janus crowned with an antique crown

')er.

^he head of Argus is the charge of the arms of the

nch family of Santeuil :

—

d'Asur, a une tcte d'Argus
', the head being plentifully covered with an inde-

te number of eyes—of course these are amies

lantes = " cent (£uiir

)ther heads are occasionally met with ; the heads of

R.EAS, ^OLus, Midas, and of St. John the Baptist,

I St. Denis, have all of them come under my obscr-

Lon, and some of them in more than one instance,

"he conventional representation of a Cherub—the

;elic head surrounded by six wings—appears in the

IS of the Italian family of Buocafoco, or BUCCA-

;o ;

—

Gules, a seraph or. Three such cherubs are the

t of the French ClIfiRINS ; d'Or, d irois cherubins de

ules ; and the Counts Triangi naturally bear : Gules,

hevron ploy^ ar'gent betuueen tliree cherubs p7-oper, their

igs or. The Italian house of MaLateSta of Rimini,

e : Vert, three h7tina7i heads affrontes proper; and the

VNS of Cologne chose as their heraldic property the

t : Sable, three human heads affrontes, grinning, or

nacing, proper (^!) and crowned or.

The Human Eye appears as a charge (usually in amies

(antes') in more coats than might have been expected.

; coat of the HeSHUYSENS ofAmsterdam i?,: A sure, two

;iait eyes infessproper {VXsXe. XX., fig. 1 1). The Catalan

ANULLAS bear : Or, two human eyes in chiefproper.

'he Finiels of Languedoc have no less than nine
;

'zur, a neufyeux ouverts d'argent, 3, 3, 3.
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In the coat of the French family of Denis the eyes

are weeping, ^£ Gueules. a deuxyeiix larinoyants au naiurel,

les larmes (Targent en clief, et line rose (Tor en point. The
Bellevoirs carr}- the matter further ; their coat is

:

Sable, two human eyes in chief proper, the base of tfie

shield seme de larmes argent. One more example will

suffice—the FORMAXOIRS bear; Or, fretty sable, tlie

claire.-voies cliarged zuith Jiuinan eves proper.

Of the Hu-MAX Heart in Armory, not perhaps the

oldest but the most famous example occurs in the

Douglas coat to which the heart was added (at first

uncrowned) b}- the first Earl of DOUGLAS, in commemora-
tion of his uncle the good Sir James having set out to

Palestine bearing the heart of his royal master, in order

that it might be deposited in the soil of the Holy Land :

a joumej' frustrated b\- his falling in an encounter with

the floors in Spain {See LoCKHART'S Spanish Ballads).

Or, a heart giiles is borne bj' CORTI. Argent, tlirce hearts

gules {d'Argent, a trois cceiirs de gueules), is the canting

coat of CCEURET, Marquis de Xesle; and d'Argent, three

green hearts (d'Argent, a. trois cceurs de sinople) that of

CgeuR^'ERT. Or, three hearts sable tlie points in pairle

are the arms of the Counts of Derxbach.
In many coats additions of a sentimental character are

found. Aziire, a heart inflamed or, is borne b}- St.

Hilaire ; Or, a heart gules, a pansy issuant tJierefrom,

azure (or vert) ; is the coat of Chailous, or Chaylau
;

Azure, a heart or zi'inged argent is that of Gexestet.

But even a more distinctively " Valentine '' character

is found at times. The Goeshex, or Goschex,

family bear : A rgent, a Jieart gules, inflamed and

pierced by an arron' or, the point and feat/iers azure.

The Gu TAX'S of Chiir bear : Azure, a lieart gules,

pierced by tii'o arrozi's in saltire argent, the flame

has developed into a surmounting estoile. The famih'

of Rhodius of Brabant bear : Gules, a fieart inflamed.
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pierced by two darts or. The Vanns of Holland
use Or, two human hearts gules inflamed or, tlie dexter

projecting over the sinister. The arms of the Counts
COLLEONI of Milan are, in modern times, blazoned as :

Per pale argent and gules, tJiree hearts reversed counter-

changed. In ancient, and less delicate, times the bearings

had a different significance as amies parlantes.

Or, six beards sable, are the arms of the Venetian

BaRBANI
; and Or, a beard sable, of the BarbONIANI.

The Tongue appears as a charge in the coat of

LiNGUET : Aaure, two pens in saltire argent, on a chief of

the last three tongues gules.

The Lips (and Teeth) arc used in the canting coat of

LiPPE of Switzerland : Argent, two upper lips each above

a row of teetJi fesseways tn paleproper, all within a bordure

azure.

The Teeth alone: Argent, three molars gules are

borne by Caixal of Spain ; Or, on a fess gules three

double teeth argent, is the coat of the Dutch KlES.

The Jaw Bone appears in the coat of the Spanish

Quexada : Argent, five jaw bones gules 2, i, 2 ; while

QUIJADA bears : Argent
,
four lowerjmus, 2, 2, azure.

The whole Skull, either alone, or in conjunction with

the piratical crossbones, is occasionally used as a heraldic

charge : as by DiDIER DE MORTAL : de Sable, a trois

tetes de inort d'argent ; au chef d^Tsur charge d'un cheval

issuant du second (note the "pale horse " of death. Rev.

vi. 8, in the chief). Van Gorcu.M in Holland bears;

Perpale (a) Gules, two crossbones supporting a skull argent;

(b) Azure, two swords in saltire proper. The Dalmatian

family of MoRTE is even more funereal : Sable, two cross-

bones in saltire supporting a skull argent.

The whole SKELETON is used as supporters by the

Pelets ; and as a crest by the VAN SCHOONHOVENS of

Ghent (holding an arrow and between two wings or), and

by Tod VON Lewenthal (holding bow and arrow and
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between two horns per fess, the dexter or and sable; the

sinister sable and argent).

In the coat of the family of DE LA SABLONXitRE of

the Netherlands two human skeletons sable hold a sieve

gules in an argent field. The family of Leichnam, in

Hesse, bear : Gules, a corpse enshrouded on a bierproper, as

canting arms.

In British Armon.- the Humax Arm is ver)- frequently

emploj'ed as a crest, often einbazL-ed and vavibraced,

that is in armour ; sometimes couped at the elbow,

and upright v^a cubit ami), and holding a varietj- of

weapons, etc. : A rgenf, a Aand appaume (i.e., open, show-

ing the palm) couped gules, are the arms of O'NEILL,

Earl of TVROXE ; the sinister hand is kno«Ti as the

" Badge of Ulster," and is the distinguishing mark of

the dignitj^ of all Baronets except those of Scotlsmd and

Nova Scotia.

Aaure, a Jiand appaume argent are the canting arms of

Magne, in France, and are also those of the family of

WaROQUIER, or \^AROQUIER ; whence arose the French

proverbial ^^Jc te donnerai les annes de Varoquier !

"

a threat of a box on the ear I A Blessixg Hand is

one of which the thumb and two first fingers are alone

extended, as in the act of Episcopcil benediction.

Such a hand occurs occasional!}' as in the arms of

Bexoit : Azure, a chevron or betZL-ecn three /lands blessing

argent. In Scottish Heraldn- it is the crest of the

^Millars.

Azure, three /lands (sometimes dexter, sometimes

sinister) argent are the annes parlantes of ^IalmaYXS :

and Or, t/iree clenchedfists proper, those of POIGXET.

Argent, a chevron azure tetzveen t/iree sinister /lands

appaumes gules is borne by the Lords INIayxard (Plate

XX., fig. 7;, while the French Counts ilAYXARD DE

St. 'Michel are content to use d'Azur, a une main

dextre appaumee d^or.
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Gules, a fess between four hands {argent or or^ is the

coat of the Ouatermaines.
An arm is often represented as issuing from the edge

of the shield. In some University arms it issues from

the chief, as in those of the University of Paris, which

are : Azure, three fleurs-de-hs or, a hand and arm issuing

from clouds in chiefand Iwlding a book proper. In French

blazon an arm is called a dextrochere, or a senestrochere

according as it is represented a right or a left hand.

(RlET-STAP says, but wrongl}', according as it issues from

the dexter or sinister flank.) If the elbow is not shown

the term is un avant bras.

Or, a right hand and arm issuingfrom a cloud in sinister

flank and holding a sword proper in pale, was borne by

the Princes Potemkin in Russia. The arms of the

County of SCHWERIN as quartered by the Princes of

MecklENBURGH, are ; Gules, an arm in armour to the

wrist enibowed, issuing from clouds on the sinister side,

and holding a gem ring, all proper, round the arm a scarf

azure. (The clouds were originally only the puffings

at the top of the sleeve !)

Or, a chief azure, thereon a hand and arm proper vested

ermine, the maniple [sleeve or fanon) ernmie extending over

t/te field in pale; is the coat of ViLLIERS DE lTsle

Adam, Grand Master of the Knights of the Hospital of

St. John. Similar to this the coat of MOHUN : Gziles, a

dexter arm proper in a maunch ermine, the hand holding a

fleur-de-lis or [cf p. 458)-

Several of the Highland Chieftains have a quartering

in which a hand issues from the flank and holds a cross-

crosslet {see Plate XXXVIIT.,f;gs. 4, S, 6, and pp. 5 12, 5 13).

In French Armory two arms are sometimes repre-

sented as issuing from the flanks, the hands being

clasped in the centre of the escucheon ;
this bearing

is known as a Foi. The Counts COUSIN DE LA

ToUR-FONDUE bear: d'Asur, a une Foi d'argent.
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D'Azur, a. une Foi d'or were the arms of Foi DE St.

Maurice.

Thi.s bearing occurs in a very few instances in English

Heraldry. Sable, two arms issuing from the flanks and

embowed in fess argent, the hands conjoined, between

three crescents of the second, is recorded in Camdex's

Visitation of Huntingdonshire in 1613 (Camden Society),

p. 55 for Crespix, or Crispin. Gules, two arms issuing

from the flanks, the hands conjoined argent between three

hearts or; are the amies parlantes of PUREFOY, Bishop

of Hereford (15 54- 15 57;. Another coat borne by a

family of the same name is : Sable, six armed hands

embracing in pairs argent two and one. Gules, two liands

issuingfrom the sinister base and grasping a broken two-

handed sword in bend-sinister proper,\s, the coat of Kemp,

in Scotland. Sable, two arms issuing from the flanks in

base, conjoined in chevivn and grasping a human heart or,

is the allusive coat of DE la Foy.

Gules, three dexter arms vambraced fessways in pale

argent, the hands proper, is the coat of ARMSTRONG.
Gules, three dexter arms conjoined at the shoulders, and

flexed in pairle or, tlu fists clenched proper; is borne by

the family of Tremayne (Plate XX., fig. 10).

Human Rib Bones appear in the canting coats of

COSTANZO of Naples, DE LA COSTE DU ViVIER, etc.

The arms of the Portuguese DA CoSTA are : Gules, six

human ribs argent, ranged 2, 2, 2, fessways in pale.

Hu>L\N Legs and Feet occur with some frequency

as Heraldic charges (Plate XX., fig. 8). Argent, a man's

leg erased at tJie thigh in pale sable, is borne by the family

of Prime in Sussex.

The well known insignia of the ISLAND and KING-

DOM OF ?vIan (Plate XX,, fig. py is at least as ancient

as the middle of the thirteenth century. This was the

ancient symbol of Trinacria (Sicil}-;), afterwards adopted

as the arms of that kingdom under ^lURAT, and it is
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interesting as an example of a heraldic charge evolved

out of ancient symbolism. As borne in comparatively-

modern times it is blazoned as ; Gules, three legs in

annotir embowed and conjoined at the tkiglis proper,

spurred and garnished or. An early example of this

coat is engraved in Mr Planch£'s /'«rj«z'z'««^, p. 112,

with the legs encased in the banded chain mail of the

thirteenth century, and without spurs. This coat has

been quartered as " Arms of Pretension " by various

English families ; and still appears among the quarterings

borne by the Earls of DERBY ; and the Dukes of

AtHOLE ; and M'Leod. It is also borne for the name
of Auffreck. The legs would in foreign blazon be

described as " conjoined in pairle :
" and the coat is thus

borne on the Continent by the Franconian family of

RabeNSTEINER ; and by Drogomir in Poland.

A remarkable Spanish coat is that borne by the family

of Bones Combes : Or, two legs issuing from the flanks

of tlie shield, the feet immersed in water in base all proper.

{Escudo de oro, y dos piernas en ademan de banarse.

Piferrer, Nobiliario de los Reinosy Seitorios de Espana,

vol i., No. 279, Madrid, 1857-1860.) The Malagambas
bear : Azure, a human leg proper, shod, and pierced by an

arrow in bend argent, distilling blood: On a chief of the

second three estoiles of the first.

Feet alone occur in the Amies parlantes of VOET and

Sneevoet of Flanders ; Azure, three human feet argent.

A family of VOET in Holland bears : Gules, a human

foot argent ; and one of the same name in Flanders

bears : Azure, three Iiuman feet, tlie soles alone appearing,

proper.



CHAPTER VII.

ANIMATE CHARGES :—II. BEASTS.

I. The Lion. — No animal has anything like so

prominent a position in early, and even in later heraldry,

as that which is held by the Lion.

The earliest known example of it is on the seal of

Philip I., Count of Flanders, appended to a document

of 1 164; and before long it became the ensign of the

Princes of NORWAY, DENMARK, SCOTLAND, and

(according to most writers on the subject) England,
of the Counts of HOLLAND, in fact of most of the leading

potentates of Europe, with the important exception of

the German Emperors and Kings of France. In

England in the reign of HENRY III. it was borne by so

many of the principal nobles, that no idea can have

existed that sovereign houses had an exclusive right to

it. In Foreign Armory the coats in which the lion

appears as the principal, most frequently as the sole

charge, may be numbered by thousand-s.

The English lions which appear first on the seals of

Richard I., 1195, 1198 (Demay, Le Costume d'apres les

Sceaux, p. 144) were, in the reign of Henry III. and for

two centuries afterwards, more generally designated

leopards, and that not only (as has been said) in

derision by the French but by the English themselves.

In token of their being his armorial insignia, three

leopards were sent to Henry III. by the Emperor

Frederick II. Glover's Roll, <;. '1250, which gives

lions to six of the English Earls, begins with " Le roy

d'Angleterre porte, Goules trois lupards d'or." On the
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occasion of the marriage of the same King's daughter, the

Princess Margaret, with King Alexander III. of

Scotland, a robe was made for the King, of purple sar-

cenet with three leopards in front and three behind ; and

these little leopards were also placed on the violet

brocade robe made for the Queen {^Close Roll, 1252).

The designation of leopards continued to be generally

adhered to throughout the reigns of the three EuWARUS,

though the identity of the animals was occasionally

disputed; and Nicolas Serby was "Leopard" Herald

in the reign of Henry V. But by the end of the

fifteenth century it seems to have been decided by com-

petent authority that the three beasts in the royal coat

were lions ; and the early armorialists, JOHN of Guild-

ford, Nicholas Upton, and the rest, protest strongly

against their being called anything else.

Mr Planch£ considers that, from a historical point

of view, these writers and their successors are in the

right, and his reasoning is somewhat as follows. In the

early days of coat-armour, more especially in England,

the animals most usually met with were lions and

leopards, which in the rude drawing of the day were

distinguishable only by their respective attitudes. The
lion's normal position was rampant ; the " ramping and

roaring lion " of the Psalmist, erect and showing but one

eye and one ear ; that of a leopard was what came to be

defined as " passant-gardant," walking along but showing

both eyes and ears. As the necessity for varying the

attitude of either animal arose out of the multiplica-

tion of coat.s, the terms came into use of lion leopard^ for

what we call a lion rampant-gardant, and li!opard lionne

for a lion passant. Now, when a lion came to be

repeated more thari once in' a coat of arms, and space

did not admit of its being placed in the rampant

attitude, it was very apt to assume the position

of a leopard lionne, or even of a leopard simply.
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The earliest trace which we have of the arms of any

member of the EngHsh royal house is on the shield of

King John as prince, on whose seal are two lions passant,

or leopards-lionnh. These become three on his seal as

king, in 1290. On the other hand the earliest Great

Seal of Richard I. {c. 1189), where we have also the

earliest representation of the arms of any actual monarch,

exhibits a lion rampant ; but as the convex shield pre-

sents but half its surface, Mr PlanchE (following

Henry Spelman in his Aspilogid) considers that the

complete device had been two lions rampant-combatant.

i^See the Catalogue of Seals in the British Museum, vol. i.,

Nos. 80 and 91.) He finds corroboration of this view in

the words of the contemporary poet WiLLiAM DE Bark,

who says of Richard, " rictus agnosco leonum illius in

clypeo ;" and in the description in Geoffrey Vinesauf's

Chronicle of his interview with FREDERICK BarbaroS-SA,

in the Isle of Cyprus, where the English King's saddle is

described as having behind "two small lions of gold

turned towards each other with their mouths open and

each stretching out his forelegs as if to attack and devour

the other." It may be remarked that Vinesauf'S

evidence would be stronger if he had alluded to the lions

as the coat-armour of RiCHARD ; his description rather

implies that they were embroidered on his saddle. In

any case, however, after a universal and authoritative

recognition of four hundred years' standing of the

English] royal animals as lions, they can hardly again

be degraded on doubtful antiquarian grounds into

leopards. The idea that sprang up in the middle

ages that the leopard was the issue of the pard and

lioness, helped to bring that heraldic animal into

disrepute, and accounts for the anxiety of the early

English armorial writers to adopt or revert to the

designation of lions.

In French blazon the old distinction between the
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lion and the leopard is still preserved. The lion is oi

lion rampant. The L'opard is the same beast bi

passant-gardant ; while the names lion-Uoparde ar

leopard-lionne are respectively given to our lion passar

and rampant-gardant.

The knowledge of natural history possessed by tl

early heralds, or wearers of coat-armour, was limite

Most of them had never seen a lion ; but the graph

and spirited character of the drawing made up for i

want of realism. Mr RuSKIN {^Modern Painters, iv., lOi

contrasting the true, or mediseval, griffin with its fal:

or renaissance counterpart, remarks that the Lombai

workman did really see a griffin in his imagination ar

carved it from the life. The mediseval herald had

like manner so truly beheld with his immortal ey

a creature possessed of the power and majesty of tl

lion, that he delineated it as he ha:d seen it. The lioi

of the fourteenth century are perhaps the best. Towan
the sixteenth their grotesque character becomes som
what exaggerated ; but they still convey the idea

strength and kingly dignity ; and are vastly superior

the utterly un-idealised lion of more modern heraldry.

Before enumerating the different attitudes of lions

later heraldry, the terms armed and langued, as applied

them and to other beasts of prey,: have to be cxplaine

The former term applies to the claws and teeth, tl

latter to the tongue. When a lion, or other anim:

is described as armed argent and langued gules, it

meant that the claws and teeth are argent, and tl

tongue gules. In English heraldry it is presumed th;

unless otherwise blazoned, the lion is armed ar

langued gules, and there is therefore no occasion

mention the fact. In the case, however, of either tl

lion, or the field which is charged ^^ith it, beii

gules, the lion is represented armed and langued azn;

unless otherwise described. This is the general unde
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standing with regard to the blazons of the Heralds'

College in modern times ; but in the heraldry of

Scotland this usage, though introduced, has not been

at all times so clearly admitted.

In Foreign Armory a lion is understood to be repre-

sented rampant unless some other position be expressed,

and it may be noticed that the royal beast is only very

exceptionally borne proper, that is of its natural

colours. Of the multitude of coats charged with lions

only a few ancient examples can be recorded here.

Or, a lion rampant sable {d'Or, au lion de sable) is the

well known coat of the Counts of FLANDERS (pp. 483);

of the Duchy of JULIERS (quartered by the Counts

Palatine of the Rhine, and in the Royal Escucheon

of Prussia) ; by the Lords of Konigstein ; and of

Mahlberg, the latter quartered by the Princes of

Nassau, and the Grand Dukes of Baden. It was

borne by the Counts of Lyonnais ET Forez, and the

families of Grasse, and Leon {Salle des Croise's, 1096).

In Britain it was used by the families of WELLES

;

Griffiths, Princes of Cardigan and Gwent; and by

their kinsmen the Mathews.
Or, a lion rampant gules (d'Or, au lion de gueules') is

the blazon of the Counts of Holland, and the original

coat of the Counts of Hapseurg, now Emperors of

Austria. It was also early borne in France by the

families of FOUCAULD ; and DU PUY ; in Germany by

the Counts Unruh ; Reckheim ; and ROUCY ; in

Britain by the CharletONS, and other descendants of

the Princes of POWYS ; in Scotland^ by Farquharson,
Macdonald, and MACINTOSH ; and by the DUFFS,

Earls, now Dukes, of Fife.

Argent, a lion rampant azure (d'Argent, au lion d'a.zur)

is the coat bf the Crichtons of Frendraught ; of the

Bruges, and Fauconberges, or Falconbridges
;

and of the Counts Mensdorff-Pouillv of Austria.







PLATE XXI.

1. Lion Rampant. 2. Lion Runpant gardant. 3. Lion Rampant regardant.

Louvain. Sherburn.

\

4. Lions Passant. 5, Lions Passant, gardant. 6. Lions Passtiut, regardant.

Qifford. XeStrantfe. M'Mahon.

7. Lion salient.

Dillington.

Lion dismembered. 9. Lion Queue fourcli^e.

Maitland. Montfort, Earl of Leicester.

10. Tricorporate Lion. 11. Winged Lion. 12. Lioncels.

Nashe. Venice, I/ongespee, Earl of Salisbury,
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A rgent, a lion raiupant gnlcs {cVA rgeiit, aii lion de gueule.

is borne by the Counts of Armagnac in France ; th

Barons of Wartenberg
( Wappenrolle von Ziiric,

No. 191), the Counts von AltdORF
; the PreisSAC

Dues de FlMARCON, and D'ESCLIGNAC in France ; an

by the family of Fezensac {Salle desCroish, 1097).

A rge.nt, a lion rampant sable (d'A rgent, an lion de sable

are the arms of Stapletox, and FiTZ ROGER i

England, the Welsh families of Lloyd ; MORGAN
Wynn, etc., the Counts Barearani, and LOREDAN c

Venice, the Barons Berstett of Austria, the Frenc

families of FlENNES, and POLASTRON (both in the SaL

des Croisis, thirteenth century), etc.

Azure, a lion rampant argent {d'Arjni-, au lion d'argem

is borne in England by the Montalts, and Crewes
in Scotland by La^iont, ^I'Dougall, and M'Neil
(quartered with other coats, v. p. 512). In Italy it wa
carried by the BELLUOiil, and the Venetian Rossi, etc.

Aznre, a lion rampant or {d'A~nr, au lion d'or), i

a coat of frequent occurrence both in Britain and 01

the Continent. At home it is an early coat of Nevile
Braose or Bkewys ; and was borne by Hughes
Meredith; and Lloyd in Wales ; in France by Sauls
Due et Pair de Tavannes ; the families of La Noi
PlEDEFER, GrA^AY', MuSY, etc.

Gules, a lion rampant argent (de Guetdes,au lion d'argent

are the arms of the English MoWBRA^'S, quartered b;

the Duke of NORFOLK ; and of the Scottish WALLACE?
Abroad it is borne by the Pontevez, Dues d^

Saeran (Salle des Croises, 1096); the Neapolitan Count

d'Ariano; the Mantelli of Italy, the Lovenschild;

of Denmark; the Antoing.S, Van Noordens, Vai
S.andwy'KS, etc., of the Low Countries, etc.

Gules, a lion rampant or (de GiichIcs, au lion d'or), thi

arms of FiTZ Alan of Arundel, is also a coat borne witl

great frequency. It is the old coat of the Dukes o
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ZAHRINGEN ; of the Vicomtes de GOYON ; of the

MAULliONS, and Lautrecs, crusaders in 1224; of the

MONTLEONS, bannerets of Touraine ; MoNTBAZON,
SOISSONS, ROSTAING, SaBRAN, VERTHAMONT, etc.

Or, a lion rampant aaiire (Plate XXL, fig, i), the arms

of LOUVAIN, is the well known coat of PERCY, Earls of

Northumberland ; and of RiVERS, Earls of DEVON, etc.

It was also borne by the Counts of Zutphen, in Holland

;

by the Counts, afterwards Princes of SOLMS ; by the

Gramonts (Dues de Caderousse, Guiche, and

Gramont, in France) ; by the Neapolitan ACQUAVIVA,

Dukes of A'sTi, etc.

Sable, a lion i-amparit argent (de Sable, au lion d'argent),

is the coat of CROMWELL ; Verdon ; Segrave
;
(later

crowned or) in England ; of the Duchy of AOSTA ; of

the Norman Counts of Meullent ; of the Barons of

QuERNFURTH ; and the Counts of GONDRECOURT.
Sable, a lion rampant or (de Sable, au lion d'or) are the

arms of the Duchy of BRABANT ; of the Capeci of

Naples ; the Marquesses of Nydeggen ; the Chauvigny,
Comtes de Blot, etc.

Vert, a lion rampant argent (de Sinople, au lion d'argent),

is borne by the Barons BOLEBEC in England, the

Humes or Homes of Scotland, the^ Diaz of Spain, etc.

A list at least as extensive might easily be given in which

the like arms are borne with the simple differences of the

addition of a crown,—as in the coat of the Lordship of

Galloway : Asure, a lion rampant argent, crowned or, also

borne by the Counts of Gleichen ; and of Eberstein
(one of the BRUNSWICK quartering.s),—or of the lion's

tail \>€\x\^ fourchee (originally a mere freak of the artist's

brush, afterwards converted into a real mark of differ-

ence) thus : Argent, a lion rampant queue fourchee gules,

is the coat of Valkenburg ; and in England was borne

by MouNTFORD; Hayering; St. Paul; and Brewse.
With the above indications of the important position
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occupied by the lion in British and Foreign Heraldry

may suffice to add here a few other examples in vvhic

the royal beast figures in important coats.

The Marshalls, Earls of Pembroke bore : Perpa

Or and vert, a lion rampant sable. The TALBOT coat i

Gules, a lion rampant within a bordure ejzgrailed or ; tt

Grays of Howick bore the same, but with the chargi

argent {v. p. 435).

The Counts of POICTOU ; the GOYONS, Dues i

ValentinOIS ; the Dukes of COURLAND ; the Coun

of SUSENBERG, etc., all bore: Argent, a lion rampm
gules crowned or.

Azure, billetty a lio7i ravipant or, are the well known arn

of the Counts of NASSAU {y. pp. 404 and 466). A simil;

coat ; Argent, billetty (couches) azure, a lion rampantguk
was borne by the Counts of Geroldseck {v. p. 490).

Azure, fleury and a lion rampant argent is the co;

of Holland of England ; and, with the charges oi', <

Beaumont, both in England and in France. Azur

crusily a lion rampant or, was borne by the Braose
Breus, or Brewes {v. ante BRUCE, p. 144); the LoVEH
bore the reverse.

The tressured lion of SCOTLAND is treated separatel

(pp. 177, etc.), but Argent, a lion rampant azure witla

the Royal tressure gules, is the coat of Lyon, Earl (

Strathmore [v. p. 349).

In Plate XXL, are exhibited the attitudes of lions i

later heraldry, some of which are applicable to othe

animals. In the examples which were given above, a

are in the original and most frequent attitude known,

e

rampant, the left foot alone supporting the body, th

head in profile, the tail elevated and curved, as in fig.

the arms of Percy, orLouVAiN. In the position know
as rampant-gardant (the "leopard lionn^" of Frenc

blazon) the attitude of body, legs, and tail is the sam

but the head is front faced, i.e. the full face is turne
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towards the spectator as in No. 2, the coat of SHER-

BURNE of Stonyhurst in Lancashire, Argent, a lion

rampant vert. Azure, fletiry, a ho 11 rantpant-gardant

argent is the original coat of the Holands, or HOLLANDS,
Earls of Kent, and Dukes of Surrey {zk p. 215);

Gules, a lion raiiipant-gardant argent was the coat of

MarnEV. Gules, a lion ranipant-gardant or, is borne

by the Counts and Princes of Savx.

When the lion is rampant-regardant the general atti-

tude is the same but the head looks backward and is

accordingly seen in profile, as in Xo. 3, the coat of

PrVSE of Goggerdan in Wales, Or, a lion rampant-

regardant sable. Or, a lion rampant-regaidant gules, was

borne by GUTHRIE of Halkertoun in Scotland.

When passant (in French blazon, un lion leoparde) the

beast is depicted in a walking attitude the dexter fore-

paw elevated, the other three resting on the ground, the

head in profile and the tail cur\ed over the back, as in

the English coat of GiffarD (No. 4). Gules, three lions

passant argent (de Gneules, a trois lions leopardes d^argent').

The position termed passaut-gardant, the attitude of the

Royal lions of ENGLAND, is the same, but the animals

are front or full-faced, as in \o. i, the coat of

LeSTRANGE, Gules, tn'o lions passaut-gardant argent (de

Gueules, a deux leopards d'argent). Argeiit, a lion passant-

gardant gules, croivned z:.>itk an imperial crown, and

gorged with an open one, both pfoper, are the arms

of Ogilvy, Earls of AlRLY. The same position with

the head in profile and looking backward is known as

passant-regardant, as in (Xo. 6) the Irish coat of MaC-
MahOX : Argent, three lions passant-regardant in pale

gules. This coat is also borne by the ^Marquises of

MacAIahoN in France, the family to which belongs the

late President of the French Republic, Le jMarechal

Marie Edm£ Patrice MacIMahox, Due de Magenta,
«-ho bears the same arms : d'Anient, a trois lions
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leopardes de gueules regardants ; with the addition of the

special augmentation of a Duke of the French Empire

a chief gules seme of etoiles (drawn as mullets) argem

(« un chef de gueules seme d'tioiles d'argent).

An attitude slightly differing from rampant, is thai

known as salient, in which the animal is represented ir

the act of springing upon its prey, both its hind leg;

being on the ground and its fore-paws elevated and

extended, as in No. 7, the arms of the Dallingtons
Gules, a lion salient or. Or, a lion salient sable, is the

coat of Felbridge. (This is an attitude seldom, 01

never, met with in Foreign blazon.)

A few other attitudes are enumerated by heralds, bu1

though sometimes used for cre.sts, are rarely if ever founc

in arms ; such is statant, in which the lion stands with

all four legs upon the ground. In French blazon this i;

described 3.s fosc. Azure, a lion statant or, are the arm;

assigned to EDMUND Bromfield, Bishop of Llandaff
in 1389. A lion in the same attitude but presenting hi;

full face to the spectator, is said to be statant-gardant

This is the attitude in which the lion now appears ir

the Royal Crest of England. In some modern blazon;

the word statant is omitted.

The lion couchaiit is represented lying down ; and

dormant, as sleeping with its head resting on its fore-

paws. Sable, a lion or, couchant upon a terrace asure is the

coat of the family of Hein of Lorraine. Sejant is the

term applied to a lion sitting ;

—

sejant-gardant, when ir

this attitude the full face is shown ;

—

sejant-rampant wher

though still seated the fore-paws are raised in the air, a;

in the coat of HOHENHAUSER of Suabia ; Argent, a lion

sejant-rampant sable ;

—

2sid sejant-affronts \N)\er\, as in the

Royal Crest of SCOTLAND, the seated lion is shown with

its whole body facing the spectator.

Or, a lion rampant dismembered, or couped at all iti

joints, gules, \s the coat of the Maitlands (Plate XXI.
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fig. 8), an allusive coat to an old orthography of the name
" mautelent," or mutilated. Allusion has already been

made to the representation of the lion with a double tail

{queue fourc/ie'e), and to the fact that this, which has in

process of time become a real difference or distinction in

the case of some important coats, arose simply from the

exuberance of the painter's fancy in treating the swelling,

or central enlargement, of the tail of the conventional

mediaeval lion.

The coat of the kingdom of BOHEMIA is now, Gules, a

lion rampant, queue fourchee argent, crozi'ucd or. (In the

14th centur)- Zurich Wappenrolle the tail is thus treated.)

In the historical Heraldry of ENGLAND we have other

examples : Gules, a lion rampant queue fou7xJiee argent is

the coat of SiMOX DE ^lOXTFORT, Earl of LEICESTER

(Plate XXL, fig. 9); and Or, a lion rampant queue fourchee

vert was borne by the SUTTOXS, Barons DUDLEY.
Azure, a lion rampant queue fourchee or appears in the

old Rolls of Arms for Stapletox. In many important

historic coats the lion is represented crowned (in some

cases the crown is a much later addition to the original

arms). In many coats especially in Foreign Armory the

lion grasps some object with its paws ; thus Azure, a lion

rampant or holding a quince of the last, slipped vert, are the

arms of the Italian SfORZA. Azure, on a mount in base

vert, a lion, rampant crozuned or, and holding a sabre

argent, is borne b\- the Princes of KOHARY in Hungary.

At times it is collared (with or ^^'ithout a chain), or

gorged with a coronet or antique crOwn. A lion is said

to be morne in the \ery rare examples in which it is

deprived of its natural weapons the teeth and claws. A
lion morne appears as a canting charge in the coat of the

old French family of DE MORXAY :

—

Fasce d'argent,

et de gueules, au lion morne de sable couronne d'or brocliant

sur le tout. I have noticed that the lion moi-ne occurs in

the arms of several old Breton families, Kerbouriou,
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Kerbescat, Keranguen, etc. It is styled diffamed

when without a tail, and evir^ when represented without

indications of sex. Other leonine monsters are occa-

sionally found, e.g., two-headed lions, and lions bi-

corporate and tri-corporate. Examples of the last are

afforded by the seal of EDMUND Crouciiback, ist Earl

of Leice.ster ; and in the coat assigned to the family of

Nash ;

—

Or, a tricorporate lion rampant arjure the bodies

issuing from the dexter and sinister cidef points andfrom
the base, all uniting in one head gardant in the fess point

(Plate XXL, fig. lo).

The Arms of the Republic of Venice are the Evan-

gelistic Symbol of its Patron Saint, St. Mark. Azure,

a winged lion conchant or, Jtolding between its fore-paws an

open book thereon the words Pax tibi, Marce, Evan-
gelista {my.\]?>) proper (Plate XXL, fig. ii).

By an utterly unnecessary refinement the name of

lioncels is often given to a number of lions represented in

the same field, or to lions charged, upon an Ordinary, and

therefore of smaller size. Thus, the coat of William
Longe,speE, Earl of Salisbury (Plate XXL, fig. 12), is

often blazoned :

—

Azure, six lioncels three, two, one, or.

The family of DE Beauvau in France thus blazons its

coat :

—

d'Argent, d quatre lionceaux de gueules amies et

couronnh d'or (these lions are represented 2 and 2).

The French family of MoNTGOMMERY bears ; de Guetdes,

an clievron d'hermine acconipagne de trois lionceaux

l^opardes d'or.

We often find instances in which the lion is borne not

of one tincture but barry, or bendy, or chequy, or other-

wise divided. The arms of the Grand Dukes of Hesse
are :

—

A sure, a lion barry argent and gules crowned or.

The Spanish Meixdez bear Argent, on a lion gules three

bends or.

Lions and other animals ordinarily face to the dexter

side of the shield, unless otherwise blazoned ; when they
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bezant, is the coat of the Benxets, Earls of Taxker-

VILLE.

Parts of a lion are not unfrequent as charges, particu-

larly the head, either erased or couped. Argent, three

lionsJieads erased gules (Plate XXII., fig. 6) is the coat of

Scott of Bahveary. De Sinople, a trois tetcs de Hon

arrachees d'or is borne by Berthelay Que-QUERTIX,

of France.

A lion's gamb is the whole fore-leg, in the walking

attitude unless otherwise specified, as in Plate XXII.,

fig. 7, the coat of Xe\\"DEGATE, which is Gules, three lion's

gambs, erased argent. Ti^v Uoii s gambs, issnantfrom tJie

flanks of tlie shield and conjoined in clieiTon, 15 the bearing

of several English families, eg.. Azure, tii'o lions gambs

chevromuays argent, supporting a cinquefoil or, is a coat of

Chippexdale.

A lion's paii' is cut off at the middle joint, and is

usually drawn erect, as in fig. S. the coat of Feather-
STOXE : Argent, three lion's paz^'s eouped and erect sable.

Lion's tails are occasionally found as heraldic charges

:

as in the Cornish coat of CORKE : Sable, three lions tails

erect erased argent 'fig. 9). They also occur as the canting

coat of Taylard ; Or, on a viomit gules in base three

lions tails erect of tlie second curzed toz^ards the sinister.

Only a single example of the use of the lioness as a

heraldic charge is known to me. The family of CoiXG
in Lorraine bears : d'Azur, a ;.;.';" lionne arretec d'or.

The following fourteenth century examples of the use

of the lion as a heraldic charge are taken from the oft

quoted Wappenvolk von Zurich, and should be of interest

to the student of early armorj-.

51) ExD : A::ure, a lion ranipani-garday.t argent, its

feet or.

(186) ;MaRTDORF ; Argent , a lion statajit-gardant gules.

(284) CaSTELX : Perpale cr and argent, a lion statant-

i;ardant ^ules.







PLATE XXII.

1. Lions Combatant.

Wyco'nihe.

T!^

2. Counterpassant.

Glcgg.

flL

4. IsBuant.

Oudmtrs.

Ij di

7. Lion's Garabs.

Newdr.(j(ite.

\%%\

9. Lions' Tails.

Gorke.

10. Tiger.

Lutwi/cfie.

11. Lions' Heads reversed 12. Leopard's Face,

and Jessant de lis. Pole, Duke of Suffolk.

See of Hereford.
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(305) WiLDENVELS : Per pale argent mtd sable, in tlu

first a demi-lion statant-gardant gules issuant from the

dividing line.

(408) Tannenvels : Azure, a lion rampant or, queue

argent.

(489) RiNACH : Or, a lion rampant gules headed azure.

A curious use of the lion as a charge occurs in several

ancient coats of the Low Countries, e.g. in that of

TrASEGNIES, whose arms are: Band/ d'or et d'azur

;

a Vombre du lion brocJiant sur le tout, a la bordure

engrelce d'or. Here the ombre du lion is properly repre-

sented by a darker shade of the tincture (either of or or of

azure), but often the artist contents himself with simpl}-

drawing the outline of the animal in a neutral tint.

Among other curiosities of the use of the lion are the

following foreign coats.

BOISSIEU in France, bears : de Gueules, semi de lions

dargent.

MiNUTOLI of Naples : Gules, a lion rampant vair, the

head andfeet or.

LoEN of Holland : Azure, a decapitated lion rampant

argent, thi^ee jets, of blood spurtingfrom the neck proper.

PapaCODA of Naples : Sable, a lion rampant or, its

tail turned over its head and held by its teeth.

The Counts Reinach of Franconia : Or, a lion ram-

pant gules, hooded and masked azure {see above).

Of coats in which several lions appear the following

are examples!

Argent, three lions rampant gidcs, crowned azure is the

coat of BARBAN(;;0N. A rgent, three lions rampant sable,

is used by Cheverell in England, and with the lions

crowned or, by Halewijn of Flanders {Armorial de

Gtieldre). Gules, three lions rampant or, was the coat of

Prince Talleyrand-PErigord.
Or, three lions passant in pale sable, is borne by Carew.
Perpale azure and gules th-ee lions rampant argent, is
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the coat of the Herberts, Earls of Pembroke and

Montgomery ; it is also borne by Vaughan. Sable,

three lions passant in pale argent, is the coat of ENGLISH.

Quarterly or and gules four lions passant gardant

counterchanged was borne by LLEWELLYN AP GRIFFITH,

Prince of NORTH WALES ; and is still used at times as

the Arms of the Principality of WALES.
Azure, six lions rampant or, is the coat of William

LoNGESPfiE, Earl of Salisbury ; and Leyburne bears

:

Or, six lions rampant sable, in several ancient Rolls of

A rms.

II. other beasts.

The Tiger.—The tiger of real life is but rare as an

armorial charge, and it is used in armory mainly as a

crest, and for supporters granted to persons for service

in India. Thus the supporters granted to OuTRAM
(baronet) are two tigers, rampant gardant, wreathed with

laurels and crowned with Eastern crowns, all proper.

A very modern coat, granted to BRADBURY in 1874,

is : A rgent, on a mount in base a tiger passant proper, on

a chief vert two other tigers dormant, also proper.

The Tiger is as infrequently found in Foreign Heraldry,

and I have only on record three instances of its use.

The modern blazon of the Italian FiRENZUOLA is

:

Argent, a tiger rampant proper girt rou?td the body or,

and holding a reaping hook proper, but I think the old

blazon was a wild cat.

The Heraldic Tiger found in a few English coats,

and sometimes used as a supporter, bears but little

resemblance to the real animal. As drawn it has the

body of a lion but the head nearly resembles that of a

wolf (Plate XXII., fig. 10). Or, a tigerpassantgules, is the

coat of Lutwyche. In one or two old English coats

the tiger is drawn in combination with a mirror. One
of the old beliefs regarding the tigress was that she was
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so greatly afflicted with vanity that she could be robbec

of her whelps if a mirror were placed in her path, the

depredators finding it easy to carry off their prey while

the mother was contemplating her personal charms

{See GUILLIM, Display of Heraldry, pp. 1 88, 189.'

Argent, a tiger or, regardant at a mirror on the groum
proper, was the coat of SiBELL of Kent.

The Leopard.—The leopard of natural history, a;

distinct from the lion, is not a frequent charge in Britisl

Armory, and it is quite probable that in most ancien

instances in which it is found, the lion was reall)

intended. Gules, a leopard passant gardant or, spottec

sable, is the coat of ArlOTT, and the charge is clearb

canting on the leopard of natural history (v. p. 210^

The leopard also occurs occasionally as a supporter

The leopard's head, however, is a frequent heraldii

charge : it is represented full-faced, and no part of th(

neck appears. Plate XXII., fig. 12, is the coat of POLE
Duke of Suffolk: Asm-e, a fess between three leopard'

faces or. {See Dalm.\TIA, p. 494.)

The Marquises de Barbani 'Ois in France bore: de Sable

d trois tetes de Uopard d'or arrachcs et lanipasses de gueulei

A curious combination of the leopard's head (ofte:

reversed) with the fieiir-de-lis occurs in several olc

English coats. Gules, three leopard's heads jessant de h
or, appears to have been borne by the family of Cante
LUPE in the thirteenth century. Of this family wa
Thomas de Cantelupe, Bishop of Hereford, 1275

1282, and the arms since borne for that see (Plate XXII
fig. 11) are the arms of that prelate only differenced b;

the leopard's heads being reversed. Mr Planche, ii

his Pursuivant of Anns, pp. 103, 104, shows that th'

original arms of the Caxtelupes were t\iz fleurs-de-h

alone ; and though it is quite possible that the leopard'

heads were added intentionally to mark an alliance o

sub-infeudation, it yet appears probable that, as hi

Q
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engra\'ings show, the charge may have been developed

out of a variation in the drawing of the fleurs-de-lis

Sable, three leopard's heads rei'crscdjessant de lis, are the

arms of \A'OODFORD. Sable, three leopard's heads or,

jessant de lis argent, are those of ^ilORLEY. Gules, three

leopard's heads or, jessant de lis azure, over all a bend

of the last, are the arms of Texxysox, and probably

are only a variation of the similar arms of Dexys, or

Dexxis. Lord Texxysox, the poet-laureate, has a

grant of the following coat : Gules, on a bend nebule

bet-ween three leopard's heads jessant de lis or, a laurel

-wreath in chiefproper.

\\ith the Heraldic leopard we may couple the Lyxx,

the Paxther, and the Wild Cat, or Cata.mouxt,

which appears in some Scottish crests.

The domestic cat, dignified by the old Heralds with the

title of viusion, occurs in the canting arms of Keate,

or Keats (Argent, three cats iri pale sable). The

COMPTOXS of Catton, in allusion to their place of

residence, bore : Sable, three cats passant gardant argent

collared and belled or. The cats in the arms of the Scotch

family of SCHIVES, or Seeves : Sable, three cats passant

in pale argent, are said to be civet cats, and are thus

allusive to the name. There are several Foreign coats

which bear a panther, but in the Armory of Britain the

heraldic panther is only met as a supporter ; as thus

borne by the Duke of BEAUFORT it is a leopard-like

beast, inflamed at the ears and mouth, and scnic of

roundles of various colours.

Per fess argent and gules, m chief a devti-pantlter

issuafit aigent iyiflavied proper, is borne b\- the Princes of

Starhemberg. The Tirolese Fighters bear: Per

fess argent and gules, a Jieraldic pantlter counter-changed.

Argent, a panther rampant azure, is the coat of HOCHART
of Wiirtemberg. Azure, a pantlier rampant argent

croivned or, is the coat of the Pomeranian Jatsko\V.
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Boar.—The boar, i.e., the wild boar, or sanglier, is

represented in profile, and in British armory is usually

passant. Like the lion it is often described as armed

and langued, but this is needless when tusks and tongue

are of the natural colour. The French armorists call

the tusks of the wild boar its defenses, and the beast

instead of being termed armed is .said to be dJ/endii.

Gules, a boar passant or (Plate XXIII. , fig. l) belongs to

the family of Baird of Auchmedden in Banffshire.

Argent, a boar rampant sable, is the coat of the Counts

von Bassewitz ; the Barons von Ebersperg bear

:

Argent, on a nionnt vert a boarpassant sable.

The head of the wild boar {hure) is of frequent

occurrence as a heraldic charge; and is often described as

armed ; thus, Plate XXIII., fig. 2 is the coat of Elphin-

STONE : Argent, a clievron sable betzvcen three boars

heads erased gules armed argent {d'Argent, ait ehevron

de sable, acconipagne de trois hnres de sanglier de gueules

au.v defenses d'argent). Azure, tliree boars heads couped

or is the well known coat of the great Scottish family

of Gordon ; and Or, three boars heads erased gules,

armed and langued azure, is borne by UrquhART.
Sometimes the heads are borne erect, muzzle upwards

;

Argent, three boars heads erased erect sable, is the coat of

Booth (originally that of BARTON, see NiSRET, ii. 49).

The domestic PiG, as distinct from the savage wild

boar, finds a place in Heraldry, usually as the charge

of a canting coat ; as for instance :

—

Azure, three boars

passant in pale argent, is the coat of BACON. Sable,

three boars argent, is the coat of SWYNEHOWE. Similarly

in France theDES PORCELLETS(Marquises deMAILLANE)
bore originally d' Or, a nn porcelet passant de sable. Other

less important branches of the house blazon the beast

as a sanglier. The Marquises de HOUDETOT bore

anciently, d'Or, d six poises de sable ; and the blazon of

the Norman Hautots is d'Or, a sept porceaux de sable.
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Argent, a chevron between three '"pores" sable appears in

the Rolls of Anns for SWYXETHWAVTE.
Among the curiosities of Heraldry we may place the

canting arms of Ham of Holland : Gules, five hams

proper, 2, i, 2. The Verhajimes also bear: Or, three

Juims sable. These commonplace charges assume almost

a poetical savour when placed beside the ven,- matter-

of-fact coat of the family of BaCQUERE : d'Aziir, ct un

ecusson d'or en abiine, accompagne de trois groins de pore

d'argent ; and that of the WuRSTERS of Switzerland;

Or, tzi'o sausagesgules on agridiron sable, the handle in chief.

Wolves.—The wolf occurs in a good man\- coats

in British Armory and is usual)}- drawn salient, or leaping

forward as if to seize its prey. It is however sometimes

represented passant, as in the canting coat of LowE,

Gules, a wolf passant argent. Vert, a wolf sejant argent,

is borne b}- the Dutch family DE \\'OLF. Or, a wolf

passant sable, is the coat of the old Counts of W'OLFFS-

THAL. UOr, au loup rampant d'azur arme, etc., de

guculcs are the arms of the French ]\Iarquises d'AcoULT.

Gules, a wolf rampant argent, was the amies parlantes

of the Counts of ^^EISSE^^V0LFF. Gules, a wolf saliant

or, is the coat of the Marquis d'ALBERTAS.

In Spanish Heraldr)- the wolf is the most common of

animals. It is there verj^ often represented as ravissatit,

i.e., carrying the body of a lamb in its mouth and across

its back. Or, a zvolfsahant regardant sable ravishing a dog

proper, is the coat of the Austrian Barons \-on KalitsCH.

The she-wolf occurs in several foreign coats : the

French family of LOPPIX bear: d'Argent, A deux lonvcs

ranipantes et affrontecs de sable. The S£GURS bear Azure,

and the same charges argent. Gules, on a mount vert, a

she-wolf couchant and suckling heryoung or, is the coat of

the LuPARELLA family at Rome. Gules, a she-zi'olf

suckling two cliildren proper, is the allusive coat of the

Bavarian family of ROMUL.
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2. Boars' Heads.
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3. Wolves' Heads.
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."5. Rears' Heads.

Forbes.

6. Foxes countersalient.
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7 Stag trippant.
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8. Stag at gaze.

Swiierford,

9- Stags courant.

Eae.

10. Stag lodged. 11. Stag's Head cabosaed.

Downes. Mackenzie.

12. Stags' Horns.

Boyle.
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The wolf's head appears frequently as a charge

especially in Scottish coats. The arms of ROBERTSOr

of Strowan (Plate XXIII., fig. 3), are : Gnlcs, t/ire.

luolf's heads erased argent. In representing the heac

of the wolf it is usual to have a portion of the necl

depicted ; and in the older representations of the boar':

head, both at home and in Germany,the samewas the case

Bear.—The Bear is not an animal frequently repre

sented in its entirety in British coats. When borne it i;

usually in reference to the name, and is drawn with £

muzzle, and often with a collar and chain. Argent, a beai

rnnipant sable mit::ded or, is the coat of BERNARD, 01

Barnard, and, with the addition of a collar and chain, o

the Beresfords. A rgetit (or Ot^, a.bearpassant sable, ar«

the arms of FiTZ Urse. In Foreign Heraldry, as mighl

be expected, its use is somewhat more frequent ; and i1

is generally drawn without collar, muzzle, or chain. Or, c

bear rampant sable, is the coat of Oelper in Bavaria

Argent, a bear passant sable, of the Prussian families ol

Behr, and RocHOw. Argent, a bear statant sable

^
a.ppears in the Wappenrolle von Zilricli for BARENSTEIN
muzzled and collared the same is borne by Behr ol

Prussia ; and BlORN of Denmark. The well known arms

of the Swiss Canton of Berne are : Gules, on a bend or a

bearpassant sable. Argent, a bear erect sable, is the coat

of the Swiss Abbey of St. Gall (Plate XXIII., fig. 4).

The white Polar Bear is certainly intended in the

coat of WOHN.SFLETH of Holstein : Azure, a white bear

rampant contonrnc collared gules ; arid the same animal is

very probably represented in the arms of Aresen of

Denmark ; Azure, a bear passant argent.

The Bear's Head frequently figures as a charge, and is

usually drawn muzzled. Azure, tliree bear's heads argent,

muzzled gules (Plate XXIII., fig. 5) are the well known

arms of the family of FORBES in Scotland. Azure, a

fess or, in chief a bear's head proper, muzzled and ringed
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or, is the coat of the BarixGS, Earls of XORTHBROOK,
etc.

Fox.—The Fox is an animal seldom met in British

Heraldr}-. Gules, a fox or, is assigned to the family of

Ga^'EXOR. Argent, t'^'o foxes cfliinter salient in saltire

gules, the sinister surmounting the dexter Plate XXIII.,

fig. 6^, is the coat given for Cadrodhard, a British

prince of the tenth century who certainly never bore it.

It is, however, quartered in memory of their descent, by

the family of \Villia5LS-Wyxxe ofWynnstay. Argent,

three foxes passant (or coui-ant'), gules (or sabh\, is borne

by Tregoz of Cornwall.

Abroad, it is somewhat more frequenth' found. Or,

on a mount, a foxproper, is the canting coat of the Dutch

Counts van Vos ; other families of the name bear the fox
passant, or rampant, gules. Or, a fox rampant sable, is the

coat of the \''enetian Balbi ; Vei't, afox rampant argent,

is borne by the Barons von ReIXECK ;
Argent, a fox

rampant gules, are the armes parlantes of the Tirolese

Counts FUCH-^.-, whose supporters are two foxes gules,

mantled ermine. Per fess argent and azuj-e 'sometimes

azure and argent) a fox rampant counter-changed, is the

coat of the Zaxi of Venice. The French families of

Rexard, and Rexaud, bear the fox passant or ; the

first on a field gules, the other on a neld azure. Azure,

three foxes rampant gules, is the coat of \'0X DER Heim,
and of RODEXBEKG in Holland.

The Elephant is but little used in Heraldry ; and

in British Armory is seldom found except as an allusive

charge. Gules, an elephant passant argent {armed or), is

assigned to the English Elphixstoxes. Gules, an

elephant argejit on a mount in base or, is the canting coat

of the Counts von Helfexsteix of Suabia, and appears

\(try quaintly drawn in the U'appenrolle von Ziiricli,

taf. ii., fig. 40. In its conventional representation,

Argent, Zi'ith a castle on its back proper, it is borne in an
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azure field by the Russian and German Barons le FoRT,
and it is thus represented in the insignia of the Chief

Order of Knighthood of Denmark
; and in the arms of

the Stercks of Brussels, but in this last it is of sable,

'.nriiied gules, in a field argent, and the tower bears three

armed men. The French family of De Barry bears :

Azure, three elephants or ; the two in chief affrontt's. As
supporters the elephant is used by the Prussian Counts
von GOTTSTEIN

; the Danish families of Ahlefeld,
Daneskiold, etc.

; and the English Earls of Fowis.
The Elephant's Head alone, is the charge of the

arms of the Dutch family of Derx, who bear : Or, an

clephanfs head in profile proper. Sable, on a fess between

tliree elephanfs heads argent as many midlets of the field,

is the coat of Pratt, Marquis of Camden, Its tusks

are borne by the Counts AvoCLl of Ferrara : Ar.ure,

three elephanfs tusks issuingfrom the dexterflank argent.

The Camel (or Dromedary), is used in British

Armory as an allusive charge by the families of Camel
who bore Azure (or sable') a camel argent ; and Or,

three camels sable. Vert, a camel argent (or or) is borne

by Fallo\ves of Chester. The French Calmels
D'ArtenSAC use: d'Argent, a tims chamemix arretes

statant d'azur. Its hump makes the camel an appropriate

coat for the Italian GOBBI : Azure, on a terrace vert a

camel argent. Krocher of Prussia bore anciently. Or,

a camelpassant sable; the more modern coat is, Azure, a

camel argent. Camels heads are borne by Kemels in

Flanders, Azure, a chevron between three camel's heads

or: and by DiEK of Holland. Camels support the arms

of the Counts of Romr£e.
Stag.s (Bucks, Harts, Hinds, Does) are frequent

in British and German heraldry ; much less so in that

of the southern countries.

The terms of blazon used in regard to them differ

somewhat from those applied to beasts of prey, and
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require separate explanation. The antlers of stags,

being regarded as ornaments, rather than as weapons,

are known as attires, and their branches are called tynes

{cors in French), and the beast is said to be attired,

[j-ainc in French). As in the case of bulls, unicorns, and

other cloven-footed animals, the stag is said to be

nnguled (onglc) when its hoofs are of a different tincture

from its body. A stag in the walking attitude is said

to be trippant. Plate XXI 1 1., fig. 7, Azure, a stag

trippant or, attired and unguled gules, is the coat

of Strachan of Glenkindy, in Aberdeenshire. Azure,

three bucks trippant or, is borne by Greene. When
standing still and full-faced, it is described as at gaze.

The Barons von HiRSCHBERG bear. Argent, a stag at

gaze gules. (Plate XXIII., fig. 8) Vert, a stag atgaze or, is

borne by SOMERFORD of Stafford. The family of Rae
of Pitsindie in Perthshire bore: Argent, three roebucks

courant gules (Plate XXIII,, fig, 9), A stag reposing is

said to be lodged, or couclLant ;— Sable, a stag lodged

argent (Plate XXIII., fig. 10), is the coat of DOWNES
of Chester. Vert, three bucks lodged or, is a coat of

Anderson. In the attitude of a lion saliant it is

described as springing ; d'Asiir, a trois cerfs elances d'or,

is the coat of the Counts BORLUUT DE HOOG-STRATEN
of Holland. Or, three bucks rampant sable, Jinguled or,

their attires wreathed of tJie tinctures, is borne by the

German Counts of Walmoden. Another family of Wal-
MODEN bears : Or, three bouquetins, or chamois, sable.

The Reindeer is borne by the Hir.schmanns of

Franconia : tinctured gules it is used as a supporter by

the Marquis of DOWNSHIRE, Viscount HEREFORD, the

Lords Kensington, etc. (see English Glossary, s.v.).

MooSE-DEER are the supporters of the Lords Car-

lingford and Clermont.
In Scotland the stag's head erased in profile, is borne

by several branches of the family of Crawfurd ;
and
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it also appears on the seal of the Abbey of HOLYROOD
House in commemoration of a legend regarding the

foundation of the reh'gious house which is at least as

old as the first half of the fifteenth century being told in

the old Ritual Book of the Abbey [Baniiatyiie Club Mis-
cellany, ii., ii) dating about the time of the captivity of

James I. in England. King David I., according to

Bellenden'.S narration, coming to visit the Castle of

Edinburgh on the Festival of the Elevation of the

Holy Cross, when the countrj' all round was " anc great

forest, full of hartes, hyndes, toddis, and siclik manner
of beistes," joined, contrary to the admonition of his

confessor, a hunting party of his nobles, and had a

miraculous escape from an enraged stag by the

intervention in some shape of the Cross, and as an

atonement for his having profaned this holy day and
in thankfulness for his deliverance, he founded the

Abbey of Holyrood House : Sir Gregan Crawford
is said to have aided in some way in the King's preserva-

tion, and thence acquired the coat alluded to, Argent, a

stags liead erased gules. The favourite position however

of the stag's head is cabossed {or caboshed), that is, full-faced

with no part of the neck visible. Legge, Earl of DART-
MOUTH bears : Azure, a buck's head cabossed argent. Sable,

three buck's heads cabossed argent belongs to the family

of CavendI-SI-i, Dukes of Devon.SHIRE. Argent, on

a bend azure three buck's lieads cabossed or, to that of

Stanley. Barry of si.v argent and azure over all three

stag's heads cabossed or, is, with many variants, a coat of

Woodward of Gloucestershire, and the neighbouring

counties. In Scotland the stag's head cabossed, known

as the Caberfae, is most associated with the family of

Mackenzie, whose arms are. Azure, a stag's head

cabossed or (sometimes with a star or between the tynes).

The French term of blazon for this bearing is "««

rencontre!' BoUTON uses the term massacre, which is
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really only applied to the attire and the piece of the

skull connecting the horns, as in the coat of CoCKS,

Earl SOMERS ; Sable, a chevron between tJiree stag's

attires argent {de Sable, au chevron d'or, accompagne de

irois massacres de cerf d'argent); and single antlers also

occur as in the Scottish coat of Bovle of Kelburne
(the paternal coat of the Earl of GLASGOW), Or, three

hart's horns erect gules two and one (Plate XXIIL, fig. 1 2).

In the quartered coat of the Dukes of BRUNSWICK two

quarters are each charged with a single. stag's horn, Argent,

a stag's Jiorn gules is used for the County of Regenstein
;

Argent, a stag's liorn sable for that of Blankeneerg.
Bulls, Oxen, Cows and Calves.—When bulls or

cows, etc., occur in Heraldry they are said to be armed

of their horns, and iinguled of their hoofs, as in the coat

of Bevill of Gwarnack, Plate XXIV., fig. i. Argent, a

bidlpassant gules armed and unguled or ; this is also the

coat of the Margravate of NiEDER Lausitz {v. p. 500).

ASTLEY, Earl of Shaftesbury bears: Argent, three

bulls passant sable armed and iinguled or. Gules, on a

mount in base vert an auroch, or wild ox argent, \\'ere the

original arms of the AuERSPERGS, Princes of AuERS^
PERG, Dukes of MUNSTERBERG in Silesia, etc. Argent.

on a mount vert, ayoung bull statant gules is the coat of the

Princes PONIATOWSKI, and the Counts Zalewski, and

KoMOROWSKi of Poland, of the clan ClOLEK ; it is also

borne by the Waider of Tirol. Argent, a bull 7'ampant

gules, is the coat of TorA in Spain. Or, a bullpassant

sable horned or, is borne by the Barons Plessen ; de

Gueules, a nne vaclie d'argent, is borne as a canting coat

by La Vache de la Touche of Brittany. The PuGET,

Marquises de Barbentane, bear : d'Argent, a une vaclie

passante de gueides sw'mojitee d'un estoile entrc les comes.

Or, a cow sable, is borne by Vacher of Cambray. Or,

two cows passant in pale gules, collared, armed and belled

azure, were the arms of the Counts of Bearn, and borne
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by the Kings of Navarre. The French term for belled

is dafincc. (On the original arms of Stvria, v. p. 499.)

The family of Vaquer of Majorca bear : Azure, on a

terrace a cow with her calf all argent.

The calf is frequently used as a canting charge. Arjure,

a calfpassant or ; and the same on a mount vert, are both

borne by the families of Kalff of Holland. Argent,

three calves passant sable ; are the arms of Medcalfe,
or Metcalfe. Argent, on a bend sable three calves or,

are those of Veale.

The Heads of bulls, oxen, etc., may like those of stags,

etc., be borne either caboshed, or in profile ; they are

drawn in profile unless the other form is prescribed in the

blazon. Argent, a bull's head erased sable, Y\-aX<t XXIV.,

fig. 2, is the older coat of the Scottish family of TuRN-
BULL ; in later times three heads \\'ere substituted for

the single one. (^See Buffle, in Fj-ench Glossary.)

Goats and Goat's Heads are found occasionally as

heraldic charges. The family of Thorold of Lincoln

bears : Sable, three goats salient argent (Plate XXTV., fig.

3). Sable (or vert\ three goats passant argent, is borne

by the families of Stansfeld, or Stansfield, of

Yorkshire ; Marstox of Lincolnshire uses : Sable,

three goats salient argent (Plate XXIV., fig. 3), as does

Thorold. Cabrera, in Spain, bears : Argent, a goat

rampant sable "witliin a hordure of rocks proper ; a \"er)'

curious example (PiFERRER, Nobiliario . . . de

Espana, No. 537).

Sheep, both rams and lambs, are frequently found as

allusive charges. The coat of Lambton, Earl of

Durham, is ; Sable, a fess between three lambs trippant

argent. Vert, a lamb argent, is the coat of Lajibert of

Ireland; Van ButeN ; Lammexs ; and Adrl\nl Lam-
BRECHT of Flanders bears the same with the field azure.

Azure, a sheep argent, is borne by Schaep of Holland
;

and rampant by the Marquis Agnelll
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The sheep which is borne on an azure field by the

Counts Alessandri of Florence has two heads.

The Barons von WiEDERHOLD of Bavaria use : Per

pale or and azure, over all a ram salient argent. Gules, a

ram passant argent, is the coat of the Franconian Counts

VOIGT l)E RiENECK ; and, with the ram salient, is also

borne by the Barons BOJANOWSKI. In the Wappenrolk

von ZiiricJi, Or, on a mount vert a ram passant sable, is

the canting coat of Ramensperg (No. 72). Or, three

lambs sable, is borne by LAxMMENS of Holland.

Vert, three rams argent, is borne by Belin ; and by

PastUREAU. Asui'c, a chevron between tliree rams or, is

the coat of Ramsey.
The Paschal Lamb.—A lamb bearing on its shoulder

a flag, or banner, argent charged with a cross gules, and

having its head adorned with the saintly glory similar!)'

charged, occurs not unfrequently in German Armory.

Gules, a paschal lamb argent, on a terrace vert, is the coat

of the Bavarian WtJLFER (and, without the terrace), of

Lampoins of Holland. Plate XXIV., fig. 3. Azure, a

paschal lamb argent, is borne by PASCAL of France,

Petit, and Wolthers of Holland. A curious use of

this charge as a symbol of the Resurrection, and as a

canting coat, is found in the arms of the families of

Ostertag in Bavaria and Suabia : Azure, on a mount in

base, a Paschal lamb argent. (OSTERHAUSEN, OsTER-

HAMMER, and Osterrieth, also have the Paschal Lamb
among their charges, and see the arms of PERTH,

Chap. XXL, p. 632.)

The late Lyon granted to the honourable family of

Lamb of Brechin, of which ancient city one was Provost,

the following arms ; Azure, a Paschal Lamb proper, on a

chief argent three hawk's heads erased, also proper. The
crest is a Paschal Lamb proper, and the motto, Virtus

sine macula.

The Antelope of Heraldry is generally represented
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in a very conventional manner {see Glossary of English

Terms) ; its chief use in British Armory is as a

supporter. Plate XXIV., fig. 5, is an instance of its

employment as a charge ; Per pale argent and gules

an antelope passant counter-changed^ the coat of DiGHTON
of Lincolnshire.

The Horse alone, as distinct from its use in conjunc-

tion with a mounted knight, is scarcely so frequent a

charge as we might have expected.

The escucheon of WESTi'HALiA, Gides, a liorse courant

argent (Plate XXIV., fig. 6), formed part of the arms of the

Electors of Hanxover, and so was borne by the four

Georges, and by WlLLlA^l IV., as a part of the Royal

Arms of Great Britain. Gules, a deini-horse argent

hoofed and maned or, issuing out of water (either

proper, or in its conventional representation barry

wavy argent and azure) is the coat of Trevelyan.

Gules, on a base vert, a horse passant argent, cingled sable ;

is borne by the Counts Bvstrzonowski.

One chief use of the horse is as ah allusive coat. Gules,

a liorse argent, are the arms of the Roman Cavalli, and

salient of the French Chivalets, and Chevalerie ; Or,

a horse rampant gules are those of ReNNER ; Argent, a

horse sable, saddled gules, those of Poulain ;
Argent, a

horse proper of ROSSLER. Argent, a fess between tliree

colts courant sable, is the arms of COLT (Baronet). Gules,

a mule passant argent, is the canting coat of MOVLE.

The humble ass is the charge of the family of ESEL

{Sable, an ass argent, a chief of the- same) ;
and Or, an ass

issuantfrom the base sable, is the coat of Van DER Eese

of Holland ;
Azure, an ass passant sable (? proper) is

borne by Lovari of Udine. Sable, a fess {or) between

three asses argent, are the canting arms of AVSCOUGH.

The Bavarian family of FruMBESEL, now extinct,

used to bear; Argent, an ass rampant gules.

We have the Hare in the Scottish coat of Clelani:>
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of that Ilk (Plate XXIV., fig. 7). Asurc, a hare saliant

with a hunting Iiorn vert, garnished gules, pendent at its

neck ; and as the canting coat of several German and

Netherland families of Haas, etc. Haas of Bavaria

bears, Gules, a hare leafing argent. Vert., on a mount a

liare sejant proper, is borne by VAN NOORT.

The Rabbit occurs somewhat more frequently still.

Argent, a chevron between tliree conies sable, is the coat of

Strode of Devonshire. Vert, thi^ee rabbits argent, is

borne by Van DEN Santheuvel of Holland.

The family of Aydie, Marquises de RibErac in France,

bore de Gueules, d quatre lapins d'argent, 2 et 2. Gueules,

an chevron d'or accosts de trois tites de lapin d'argent, is

the coat of DUMONT DE BOSTAQUET, in Normandy.

Or, a lion rampant gules on a bordure azure seven rabbits

argent spotted sable, are the armes parlantes of the Portu-

guese family of COELHO ; sometimes the lion is charged

with three bars chequy or and azure. (Em campo de ouro

hum Leao de purpura faxado de tres faxas, empequetado

de ouro e azul, armado de vermelho
;
bordadura azul

com setc coclhos de prata malhados de prato.)

King Manuel granted to Nicolao Coelho, a com-

panion of Vasco DA Gama, a special coat : Gules,

between two columns argent {each on a mount in base vert,

and bearing a shield azure charged with the " Quinas

"

of Portugal) in chief a lion rampant or, and in base a

ship upon the sea proper.

Seals are borne by the Benns of Holland : Gules,

three seals argent fessways in pale the middle one con-

tournc ; and by DE WuLF : Vert^ two seals rampant

addorsed or.

Otters and Otter's keads, are occasionally found

in Scottish Armory. The coat of Meldrum is : Argent,

a demi-otter issuantfrom a bar wavy sable (Plate XXIV.,
fig. 8). Argent, a chevron between tlifee otter s heads erased

sable, is the old coat of Balfour ; and the same with
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the cha.rgQs £-ules is that of Fullerton. It is also the

charge in the arms of the Styrian FiSCHL, Gules, on a bend

an otter holding in its mouth two fish ptvper.

The Beaver is borne as canting arms by the Swiss

family of BiBER, Or, a beaver rampant sable {JVappen-

rolle von Zurich, No. 294) and also, but sometimes gules,

by the Barons BiBRA.

The Badger is naturally the charge in the coats of

the English families of BROCK {Argent, a badger passant

sable) ; and Badger (the same but the field or') ; as well

as in those of the Swiss DachS, Gules, a badger rampant

or, and of the Bavarian Counts von Dachsberg (the

same but with the charge argent).

The Hedgehog, called anciently an Urchin, appears

in the allusive coats of HfiRlSSON and Herries (Plate

XXIV., fig. g). Argent, three urchins sable; and in the

French coats of Le H£ri.SSE : d'Qr, a trois hcrissons

d'azur ; and d'Argent, au chevron de gueules accost^ de

trois herissons de sable. J EZ, of Poland, Gules, a Iiedgehog or.

The kindred PORCUPINE is the canting coat of the

French family of Maupeou [jnal peau), Comtes

d'ABLElGES, Marquises de Maupeou. Si.mon Eyre,

Lord Mayor of LONDON in 144S, bore : Gules, a porcu-

pine erect argent, armed, collared, and chained or (probably,

as sometimes blazoned, an urcliin in allusion to his name).

It is the dexter supporter of the DE LiSLES.

Moles arebornebythe MlTFORDS(LordsREDESDALE),

Argent, a fess between three moles passant sable ; and by

the Polish TrzykretI : Argent, three moles fessways in

pale sable. D'Or, A trois taupes de sable, are the arms of

Faydide DE Chalandras. Moll in Holland uses:

Or, on a mount in base vert a mole sable ; another Dutch

family of MOLLE bears : Vert, on a chief or a mole sable.

The Squirrel occurs in some English coats, usually

as an allusive charge. Or, a squirrel sejant gules, are the

arms of SQUIRE. A rgent, a squirrel sejant gules, cracking
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a nut, are, with trifling variations, those of several

families of NUTSHALL, and Squire. Argent, a chevi^on

azure between three squirrels gules (with or without nuts),

is the coat of LovELL.

FOUQUET, the celebrated Finance Minister of Louis

XIV., bore: d'Argent, iin ccurciiil rampant de gueules

(often augmented thus : a la bordure de gueules semee de

fieurs-de-lis d'or) ; with the ambitious motto :
" Quo non

ascendant ? " Or, a squirrel on a mount proper, is the

coat of Stumpf of Bavaria; and of SiCHTERMANN in

the Netherlands. Or, three squirrels gules, is borne by

Squire, and Ashweed ; also by the Danish Alke-

VEDERS. Or, three squirrels sable, is a coat of DU BoiS.

The Ape as a charge is more frequently met with

abroad than in British Heraldry, but there are neverthe-

less a few examples of its use. Vert, an ape sejant,

banded and chained to the sinister side of tJie sliield argent,

is the coat of APPLEGH. Sable, a chevron or between

three apes argent chained gold, are the arms of LOBLEY.

Argent, an ape gules, holding an apple or, is the canting

coat of AfFENSTEIN {Zurich IVappenrolle, No. 412).

Without the apple this is borne by Pascal-Colombiek

of France. Apes are used as supporters by the FlTZ-

GERALDS, Dukes of Leinster ; and by the Maxwells
of PoUok, as far back as the reign of Robert III.

Rats.— I do not remember any instance in which rats

occur as a British charge, but they are found in some

foreign coats. The arms of the See of Arras are : Or,

a rat sable in the centre point between two pastoral staves

paleways addorsed proper, the whole witJiin an orle of ten

rats of the second. D'Or, a trois rats de gueules,

is the coat of the Breton family of de la BeN-

NERAYE. Argent, a rat rampant sable, was the coat

of the Bavarian BiLLlCHS now extinct. Rats support

the arms of Renaud DE Velort, in 1449.

Dogs.— I have left until the last the Dos, the faithful
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companion of man, which appears frequently in armory

both at home and abroad ; the talbot (a species o

mastiff) and the greyhound are the most frequently

used.

Argent, a talbot passant gules (in chief a crescent fo

difference), is the coat of Viscount WoLSELEY (Plati

XXIV., iig. 9) ; Argetit, a greyhound coura7tt sable, is tha

of MORETON. Azure, agreyhound isaliani) argent collaret

gules, is borne by the Austrian Counts Blome ; and vvitl

the collar or by the French Counts NiCOLAV.

Vert, a greyhound passant argent collared gules bucklec

or, is ascribed to the Byzantine house of Scylitzes

A sure, a talbot statant argent, to the Silesian Baron,

HUNDT.
Three greyhounds courant fessways in pale, argent, wa

borne with the field gules, or sable, by various families o

Maulevrier ; and Azure, three greyhounds pursuini

a stag argent, all behdways and " at random," is thi

coat of Yardley. Argent, a clievron gules between thre

talbots passant sable, was used by Talbot of Norfolk

Azure, a chevron or between tJiree greyhounds couran

argent, is the coat of Grimminck of the Netherlands

and, with the hounds also Or, of DE HONDT o

Flanders.



Fig. C2. —The Eagle of Germany.

CHAPTER VIII.

ANIMATE CHARGES. III.

A. THE EAGLE.—B. OTHER BIRDS.

SECTION A.

The Eagle.—In the eagle as a heraldic bearing we

have a point of contact between ancient Mythology or

symbolism,. and mediaeval Heraldry, The bird of Jove,

King of gods and men, adopted as the standard of the

Roman Emperors in heathen times, continued in use

after Rome had become Christian.

After the coronation of CHARLEMAGNE in Rome, on

Christmas Day in the year 80o, that prince, claiming to

be the successor of the old Roman Emperors, is said to

have adopted the eagle as his ensign, and placed it

conspicuously on his palace at Aachen.

The eagle of the Holy Roman Empire was borne by

the German Emperors in the attitude known as "dis-

played ; " that is with the body upright, the wings on

either side raised to the level of the head, and the legs

extended beneath them. The eagle thus displayed is

enamelled on the hilt of the Sword of CHARLEMAGNE,
still preserved in the Imperial Treasury in the Burg at
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Vienna. {See Labarte, Handbook of the Arts of t,

]\Iiddle Ages, fig. 50, p. 114, 1855.)

The Imperial seal upon which the eagle first appea

in any shape is that of the Emperor Henry II

(1039-1056) in which the sceptre carried by the prim

is surmounted by a single-headed eagle. {See I

ROEMER BiJCHNER'S Die Siegel der Deutsclien Kaise

No. 26, p. 24, whose note is worth transcribing. " D
romischen Consuln hatten einen elfenbeinern Stab, m
darauf geschnitztem Adler, wie viele Mtinzen, ur

diptycha consularia beurkunden. Sollte nicht von dei

selben Heinrich III. dieses uralte Zeichen der Her
schaft angenommen haben, und hierdurch der Adler, a

Reichsadler aufgenommen worden sein } ")

At the battle of Molsen on the Elster, in 108

Godfrey de Bouillon, afterwards the first Christie

King of JERUSALE:\I, is said to have borne the banm
of the Emperor Henry, which was charged with tl

eagle— "dux cum aquila prsecedens Imperatorem

(William of Tyre, Historia Belli Sacri, p. 15c

Henry's rival, Rodolph of Swabia, who fell in tl

same battle, used, after his coronation in 1077, a Grei

Seal on which he is represented holding in his rig]

hand a very short sceptre or staff surmounted by a

eagle with close wings. (Glafey, Specimen decade.

Sigilloruvi, table iv., p. 25 ; Leipsic,, 1749 ; and ROEME
Buchner, Die Siegel, etc., p. 26.)

The earliest appearance of the eagle as a herald

charge, which has come under my notice, is afforded b

the Great Seal of the Markgrave LEOPOLD of Austria i

1
1 36; on it the mounted figure of the Markgrave bears

shield charged with the eagle displayed. (Hergot'
Monuiiienta Austrice, torn, i., tab. i.) From about th

time it was borne not only by the Emperor, and the Kin

of the Romans, but by the princes who, as Vicars of tt

Empire, or Lords of its Marches, Were charged with th
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government, or defence of its provinces. It was thus

borne, for example, by the Counts of SaVOV, as Mar-

quesses, or Markgraves, of the Empire in Italy, a title

which constant!}' recurs upon their seals. {See also

P- 535-)

The single-headed eagle displayed of the Empire was

also borne as the supporter of the escucheon of Savoy.

See the gold " Doppel Doppia " of Charles Emanuel,
King of Sardinia, 1746 ; and it has not yet been

disused by the Kings of Italy. (It thus appears, for

instance, on the centre of the reverse of the Cross of the

Order of the Crown of Italy.)

Under Frederick I. Barbarossa (Duke of Swabia,

elected King of the Romans in 11 52; crowned as

Emperor, at Rome, in 1155), the eagle had become the

recognised standard of the Holy Rornan Empire.

" At qu3s Cassareae, signum latiale cohortis

Regia fulget a\is, magnorum densa virorum

Agmina ceu magni glomeravit viscera regni."

(Quoted from GUNTHERUS, by Ducange, torn, vii.,

sectio xviii.).

The eagle is embroidered with the Heiligenscheine, or

" glory " round its head, upon the gloves which formed

part of the Imperial coronation robes in the twelfth

century {See BoCK'S splendid work ; Die Kleinodien

des Heil. Roinischen Reiches, etc., taf viii., Wien,

1864); and the head of the eagle is for the first time

thus encircled {diademed) on the Imperial seals, by
ALFON.SO of Castile, elected King of the Romans
in 1257. (ROEMER-BiJCHNER, Die Siegel, etc.. No.

48 ; VRfiE, Genealogia Comituin Flandrice, pi. xvi.

;

OeTTER, Wappenbelustigung, i., 50.)

The eagle appears on the coins of the Emperor Otto
IV., 1208, and on those of several of his successors. The
Emperor is represented on horseback bearing a shield
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charged with the eagle. Otto was thus armed at the

battle of BOUVINES :

—

" Quar il porte, ce n'est pas fable,

L'escut d'or h. I'aigle de sable."

(Phill. Monskes, MS. Historia Francorutn.)

From Bock's Kleinodien, etc., we see that Otto'.s

imperial mantle was powdered with single eagles dis-

played, and with lions rampant. (Taf. x., 13.)

In his letters FREDERICK II. (elected King of the

Romans at the age of three years ; and crowned as

Emperor at Rome by Pope HONORIUS in 1220) often

speaks of his victorious eagle banners. A boldly sculp-

tured escucheon of this Emperor, with the single-headed

eagle displayed, is still extant in the north aisle of the

choir of Westminster Abbey (fig. 62, p. 242).

The secretuin of Florent V., Count of HOLLAND
(son of William, Count of Holland, who was elected

King of the Romans in 1247, crowned at Aachen 1248,

and slain in 1256), bears the lion of HOLLAND in a shield

placed upon the breast of a single-headed eagle displayed

(VrEe, de Seglielen der Graven van Vlaendren, pi. Ixxix.).

This eagle is also one of the charges on the seal of

William's sister Alice, wife of Jean d'Avesnes, and

on the counter-seal it is curiously dimidiated with the

lion rampant (Plate XXXV 1 1., fig. 6).

The seal of RICHARD, Earl of Cornwall, and

PoiCTOU, brother of our King Henrv III., and elected

King of the Romans in 1257, bears, circa 1260, his arms

{Argent, a lion rampant gules, within a bo7'dure sable

charged with bezants') supported by the eagle displayed
;

and his son EDMUND used the same arrangement.

These arms remain in the painted glass, or appear on

the encaustic pavement, in many of the churches in

England with which he was connected. A list of these

churches will be found in an article on " Richard King
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of the Romans " in Tlie Gentleiiiaiis Magazine, vol. ccviii.,

pp. 1-13, which also contains coloured plates of the

encaustic tiles to which reference is here made. It is

curious that, at least in England, RICHARD does not

seem ever to have used the German eagle as his arms,

but at Great Malvern the eagle (which is there double-

headed) is surrounded by the bordure bezantee. At

Warblington in Hampshire the rampant lion is borne

in an escucheon without the bordure on the breast of a

double-headed eagle. It must be noted, however, that

in many cases the glass and tiles are probably of a later

date, and we cannot safely appeal to them as affording

evidence of RICHARD'S own use.

The coins of ADOLF OF Nassau, elected King of the

Romans in 1291, bear the single eagle displayed ; and

in 1298 the surcoats and housings used at the battle of

Gellheim by Adolf and his rival competitor for the

Imperial Crown—ALBERT of AUSTRIA, son of the

Emperor RODOLPH,—were of }'ellow cloth charged \\ ith

the same figure.

We learn this from the rhythmical chronicle of a

contemporary poet, Ottacar vox Steverjiarck, from

which the following lines are quoted in a paper in

the Cornhill Llagazine, 1865, from -Ahich I also borrow

the appended translation.

" Nu warn auch die Wappen-Klayt
Yetweders Kunigs geleich

Albert der Furst Reich

Auf ain reiches Tuch gel

Mangen Swarczen Adaler

Hies wurcheusz nach Seiner Pet.

Dieselben er hat

—

Wappen Rokh und Degkh

—

Yon Nazzau der kech
;

Des Wappen-Klayt man markht
Geweben, und gewarcht

In derselben Vart und Gestalt."
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" Now were also the surcoats

Of each King the same.

Albeit the Imperial Prince

On a rich yellow cloth

Many a black eagle

Distributed according to his wish

The same he also had,

—

Surcoat and housings,

—

Nassau the arrogant

The surcoat was observed

Woven, and worked

In the same colour and form."

Spener {Opus Heraldicum,Y)^.rii. spec, pp. 66-67, quoting

from FUGGER, Spiegel der Ehren des Hauses Oesterreich)

.say.s that, as Emperor, ALBERT bore, on the breast of the

single-headed eagle of the Empire, his arms

—

Quarterly ;

I. Austria; 2. Stvria
;

3. Carniola ; 4. Hapsburg.

On the Great Seal of the Emperor Louis IV. (Duke

of Bavaria, elected King of the Romans in 1 3 14, crowned

as Emperor at Rome in 1328) the throne is borne by

eagles, and the eagle displayed surmounts the cross on

the Imperial sceptre.

This is the first Imperial Great Seal to which a counter-

seal is attached ; this bears without a shield a standing

eagle turned to the sinister, but with its head regardant

to the dexter. (Roemer-Buchner, Die Siegel der

Deutschen Kaiser, etc.. No. 55.)

On the secretum of MARGARET, . Sovereign Countess

of Holland, second wife of the Emperor Louis, the

single eagle is represented ; and on others of her seals it

bears a lozenge shield charged with four lions : two of

Holland, and as many of Flanders : the red lions of

Holland in chief and base; the sable lions of Flanders
id the flanks. (Vr£e, Gen. Com. Flandr., p. 58.) The
pourfilar lines which would have made the lozenge

quarteredper saltire are omitted, as they are also in the

quartered escucheon of Queen Philippa of Hainault
in Westminster Abbey. {^See pp. 462, 463.)
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The eagle properly displayed as a heraldic charge upon

a shield is shown on a somewhat smaller seal of the

Emperor GuxTilER vox Schwarzburg, elected King

of the Romans in 1349 (No. 58, of RbEMER Buchner).

On the Great Seal of the Emperor CHARLES IV. (King

of Bohemia), elected King of the Romans in 1308,

crowned at Rome in 1312, this throned effigy is placed

between two shields, one of the single eagle
;
the other

bearing the lion of BOHEMIA. (ROEMER BuCHNER,

Sicgcl der Detitsclien Kaiser, No. 59, etc.)

An Imperial dalmatic of the fourteenth century bears

golden roundles charged with the single-headed eagle

(Bock, Klcinodien, taf xi., 14).

The Double-Headed Eagle.—The origin of the

double-headed eagle displayed is a matter of some

uncertainty.

Ducange (vol. vii., Dissertatio de luferioris ^-Evi

Niiinisinattbus, p. 151) writes:

—

" Ousedam Germanos bicipitem aquilam sibi adrogasse

existimant ex quo in clade Variana signa Romanorum
et aquils duse in eorum venere potestatem ; tertia a

signifero priusquam in manus hostium veniret, in

cruenta palude, ut ait Florus, quas quidcm binas aquilas

diis patriis in lucis ii suspenderint.

Ulricus Huttenus :

—

" Vindice ut Arminio, ceteris prope rura Visurgis

Romanas acies miro Germano motu

QuintiJiumque ducem conciderit, unde birostrffi

Contigerint aquilas, traducti insignia regni

Excussumque jugum non tantum hsec tempora nossent."

NiSBET thinks that it originated in the arms of the

Emperors of the East, who, he says, when the throne was

occupied by two co-regnant princes, placed two eagles,

one above the other in one shield on their seals and coins
;

and that it was adopted in Germany " by the Emperors

of the Western Empire, upon the decline of that of the
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East, especially by SiGlSMLXD who joined both the

eagles together with their heads separate, to show the

sovereignties of the two empires conjoined in his person

which practice was continued by his successors " (Sfsh'»,

ofHeraldry, i., 337-338 . The Imperial eagle was " not one

eagle with two heads, but two eagles, the one laid upon

the other, and their heads separate, looking difFerem

ways, which represent the two heads of the Empire

after it was divided into East and \\'Gst."

" Xon emin biceps est aquila " subdit Cuspianus " ut

imperitum vulgus credit, sed duas simul quarum altera

alteram expansis alis obtegit,'' etc.

XlSBET, however, seems to be mistaken when he adds

to the passage above given from Cuspidion (as he calls

him) the assertion that this was also the opinion ol

Bellarmixe, as will be seen from the following quota-

tion :
—"Sed hanc sententiam cui adstipulatur Flaccus

Illyricus, jure exagitat cardinalis Bellarminus, qui nor

duas aquilas in insignibus imperatores gerere, sed unum
divisum in dua capita, ejusque rei causam esse quoc

Imperium esset inter duos principes, quorum alter ir

Occidente, alter in Oriente, sedem habebat.

" Cui quidem Bellarmini sententije consentanea sun1

quae habet loannes Georgius Trissinus, poeta Italicus

(lib. 2, de Italia a Gothis libei'ata):—
" ' II grande imperio ch'era un corpo solo

Avea due capi ; un nelantica Roma
;

Che regeva i paesi occidentali.

E Taltra nella nova, che dal volgo

S appella la citta di Constantino.

Onde I'aquila d'oro in Campo rosso

Insegna imperial, poi si dipinse

E si dipinge con due teste ancora.'
"'

The double-headed eagle of gold on a red field, here

referred to as borne by the Emperors of the East, was

indeed used by them in later times, and appears in more
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modern days as a quartering in the shield of the Dukes

of Mantua to denote their pretensions to the Eastern

Empire, derived from the Marquesses of Montferrat.

But DUCANGE very properly remarks that
—

" ha;

recentiores conjecturae ingenii potius acumine quam ipsa

nituntur rei veritate, cum biceps aquila longe recentior

vidcatur prsesertim apud Byzantinos ; ut pote quae

miiceps in insignibus gentilitiis Palaeologorum Montferrat-

ensium descripta sit qua Imperium Constantinopolitanum

designatur ; deinde in effigie Constantini Palseologi

(1041-2), Michaelis imperatoris filii (quam initio hujus

dissertationis describimus) pallium aquilis cum unico

capite inspersum conspiciatur," So also on the coins of

Theodorus Lascaris, Michael, and Andronicus
PaL-^iOLOGUS, the eagle is single-headed.

The eagles on a coin of Theodorus Lascaris in 125

1

are double-headed : and the letter of DEMETRIUS
Pal^OLOGUS to Charles VII. of France, circa 1400,

has a seal of blue wax (according to Imperial custom),

charged with the double-headed eagle. Menetrier
thinks that the use of the double-headed eagle by the

Emperors of the East arose in the same manner as that

of the double cross which appears on their coins.

He says that as the cross was used as a sceptre, and

when two Emperors were co-regnant it was represented

with a double traverse and held by both ; so on their

seals and coins they united two eagles into one. But it

appears more likely that the Byzantine princes borrowed
the double-headed eagle from the Turkish dynasty of the

Seljooks. This emblem still remains carved over the

principal entrance of the Turkish fort of Kara Hisar in

Anatolia. The double-headed eagle, which is the charge

of the Imperial Arms of Russia, was assumed by the

Grand Duke IVAN Basilovitz of Moscow, who, in 1472,

married SOPHiA, daughter of THOMAS Paleologus,
and niece of the last Emperor of Byzantium, CON-
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STANTINE XIV. It appears first on a seal appended

to^ a charter of 1497. {See KOEHNE, Notice sur les

Sceaux et Arinoiries de la Russie, pp. 8, 9, Berlin, 1 861.)

Stephen N^manja, Czar of Servia and Bosnia,

had long previously assumed the double eagle of Byzan-

tium (but silver instead of gold, on a shield gules) ; and

used it, crowned with an eastern crown, as the crest

of his crowned helm. (See the account of The Book of
Arms of the Nobility of Bosnia, or Illyria, and Servia,

etc., in the year 1340, given in Evans' tour Througli

Bosnia and the Herzegovina, in 1875, pp. 214-225.)

The double-headed eagle displayed was borne, with

variations of tincture and accessories,, by several of the

great Byzantian families : KORESSIO.S bore : Sable,

beneath the Imperial croivn proper, a double-headed eagle

displayed or, holding in eacJi of its claws a swordpaleivays

argent. Vatatzes used : Vert, the double eagle displayed

or, above each of its heads an estoile argent. Lascaris
bore : Or, a double-headed eagle displayed sable armed
gules, beneath an Eastern crown of three points of the

last.

Although, as we have seen, the assumption of the

double-headed eagle displayed as the arms of the Holy
Roman Empire has been commonly attributed to the

Emperor SiGISMUND, it is quite clear that it had been in

use at an earlier date. It appears, I think not for the

first time, on the coins of the Emperor LOUIS THE
Bavarian in 1 3 14. The seals of his sons, Duke William
of Bavaria, Count of Ostrevant, and Albert, Count
Palatine ofthe Rhine, circa 1 350, bear the shield oftheir

arms (Quarterly, i and 4, Bavaria ; 2 and 3, Flanders
qualrtering HOLLAND, vide p. 462), upon the breast of a

double-headed eagle displayed. (Vr£e, Gendalogie des

Comtes de Flandres, plate lix.) Earlier instances still

are afforded by a shield in one of the windows of York
minster, circa 1307 ; and in a MS. copy of MATTHEW
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Paris, circa 1250, now preserved in the British Museum,
this eagle occurs unmistakably for the Emperor of

Germany. In the Roll ofAnns of the Thirteenth Century,

probably written about 1280, its first and third entries

are :— I. L'Empereur d'Almaine ; d'or a ung aigle espany

ove des deux tetes sable. III. Le Roy d'Almaine, d'or

un egle displaye sable. {Archceologia, xxxix., p. 378.)

In the Wappenrolle von Zurich, if No. 12 be (as

seems pretty certain), the shield of the Empire, the eagle

is still single-headed.

The earliest use of the double-headed eagle on an

Imperial seal with which I am acquainted is afforded by

a counter-seal of the Emperor Wenzeslaus (King of

Bohemia, elected King of the Romans, and crowned at

Aachen in 1376, but deposed in 1400). On this counter-

seal the double-headed eagle bears on its breast a round

escucheon charged with the Bohemian lion. But on this .

Dr ROEMER BiJCHNER makes the following remark :

—

" Irrig ist es wenn dieses Contrasiegel als doppelter

Reichsadler angesehen wird, schon als bohmischer Konig

fuhrte er solches, daher kein Reichswappen, wahrschein-

lich sind die Adier von Brandenburg und Schlesien hier

vereint." {Die Siegel der deutschen. Kaiser, etc.. No. 64

Frankfurt am Main, 185 1.) On the Great Seal itself of

Wenzeslaus the Emperor is seated between two shields,

the dexter one charged with the single eagle displayed,

the arms of the King of the Romans ; the sinister bearing

the double-tailed lion of Bohemia. If this view be

correct, as an undoubted emblem of the Holy Roman
Empire the double-headed eagle first occurs (so far as

Seals are concerned) on that of the Emperor Sigismund

(son of Charles IV., King of Hungary and Bohemia,

crowned at Aachen in 1414, and as Emperor at Rome in

1434, died in 1437). Here, for the first time, the armorial

shield is charged with the double-headed eagle, of which

the heads are " diademed " or surrounded by the golden
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Heiligenscheine. (The double-headed eagle, thus adorned,

also appears on the counter seal with an inscription

allusive to EZEKIEL xvii. 3 and 7. See ROEMER
BUCHNER, Siegel, etc., No. 73.)

After the adoption of the double-headed eagle as the

arms of the Empire, the single-headed eagle displayed

became the distinctive possession of the King of the

Romans; the second head being added on his attainment

of the Imperial Crown. See among other examples the

fine counter-seal of MAXIMILIAN, as King of the Romans,

in Vr]£e, Die Seghelen der Graven van Vlaendren, plate

xlvi., Bruges, 1640. Here the single-headed eagle with the

Heiligenscheine is the charge of his shield, and bears

on its breast a small escucheon of AUSTRIA, impaling

BuRGUNDY-ancient (apparently sans bordure). But on

Maximilian's signet {Ibid., No. 56) after his attainment

of the Imperial dignity the eagle (which bears the correct

impalement) is double-headed.

On the Aurea Bulla of CHARLES VI. (1711-1740) the

Heiligenscheine is converted into a flat circular plate.

It is only on the seal of Charles VII. (1740-1745) that

the sword and sceptre both appear iri the dexter claw,

and the orb in the sinister, of the Imperial eagle.

The first instance of a Great Seal in which the Im-

perial Eagle is represented bearing on its breast the

escucheon of the personal bearings of the Emperor, is

that of Charles V. (Roemer Buchner, Die Siegel, etc..

No. 88) ; on this the arms of the Spanish kingdoms are

represented crowned. Many of Charles's seals have

this escucheon uncrowned {See Vr£e, Die Seghelen de

Graven van Vlaendren, plates Ixii., etc.). On one Seal, as

Duke of Burgundy, Plate Ixii., his escucheon is of

AuSTRlA-modern only. The coats of Castile impaling

Leon are sometimes similarly used alone.

As a heraldic charge, apart from any connection with

the Empire, we find the double-headed eagle displayed
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in a lozenge, upon the seal of ISABEL DE St. Vrain in

1262. (Demay, Z^ Costume d'apres les Sceaux, p. 229.)

On the magnificent encaustic pavement of the church of

Saint Pierre de Dive, in Calvados, which is probably of

the early part of the thirteenth century, the double-

headed eagle displayed occurs with very great frequency.

(This pavement is engraved in DE Q.PJJ^O'iiTyAb^cedaire

d'Arckeologie, pp. 384-386.) Argent, a double-headed

eagle displayed sable, over all a cotice gules, was the coat

worn by the celebrated BerTRAND DU Guesclin, Con-

stable of France (d. 1380). The Marechal de Bouci-

QUAUT bore a like eagle, though his arms are differently

tinctured ; they are:

—

dArgent, a I'aigle ^ployee de gueules,

armee d'or {See the Armorial de rHeraut Gelre). The

double-headed eagle occasionally occurs in English

Heraldry, as in the coat of Speke, of Jordans, Barry of

eight argent and azure, a double-headed eagle displayedgules

(Plate XXV., fig. 2).

The consideration of the use of the Imperial Eagle as

an augmentation may be fitly deferred to the special

Chapter on AUGMENTATIONS.
The Eagle now borne for the German Empire is single-

headed, o^ sable, armed and langued gules. Over its head

is placed the crown of CHARLEMAGNE (fig. 97, p. 617).

Upon its breast is an escucheon which contains the

personal arms of the Emperor, viz., the Royal Arms of

Prussia :

—

Argent, an eagle displayed sable crowned, and

with klee-stengel or, armed gules, holding in its dexter

daw the Royal sceptre, and in the sinister tlie Royal Orb,

on its breast a small escuclieon of the arms of the House of

HoHENZOLLERN, viz., Quarterly argent and sable (Ein

von Silber und Schwartz quadrirter Schild).

The arms of the Kingdom of POLAND are : Gules, an

eagle displayed argent crowned or. This appears as early

as the year 1255, on the seal of King BOLESLAS, where

the shield borne by the royal knight is charged with the
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eagle. Later on, since the union of Lithuania to Polanc

in 1385, the arms were quartered with the following coat

Gules, a knight mounted on a wliite horse, and bearing ot.

his buckler azure a cross patriarchal or, for LITHUANIA.

The arms of the imperial city of Frankfurt an

identical with those of POLAND.

The arms of the Markgravate of BRANDENBURG
which was given in pledge by the Emperor SlGlSMUNl

to Frederick of Hohenzollern, Burg-grave of Nijrn

berg in 1417, and which became the foundation of thi

splendid fortunes of the present Imperial Germai

dynasty, were: Argent, an eagle ^ displayed gules wit)

" klee stengeln " on its wings or, and armed of the lasi

(In silbernem Felde ein aus gebreiteter rother Adler mi

goldenem Schnabel, und goldenen Fiissen. Die beidei

Fliigel des Adlers sind jeder mit einem goldenen Klee

Stengel belegt.) (For Klee-Stengel, see note, p. 344.)

As might be expected, both the sable single-heade(

eagle of the German kingdom, and the double-headei

eagle of the Holy Roman Empire, enter with grea

frequency into the armorial bearings of the Prince;

provinces, and cities of the Empire. A large and inter

esting volume might easily be written which should dea

exclusively with the Heraldry of the Eagle. It is nc

possible in our limited space to do more than allud

to a few of the most important examples.

The coat of the Duchy of SiLESIA is : Or, an eagi

displayed sable, crowned (and often armed') of the field

on its breast and wings a crescent with a cross between ii

horns argent. The Dukes of Glogau bore the sam

without the cross. (Plate XLVI.)

The County of Tirol bears : Argent, an eagle dii

played gules croivned, armed, a?id with " klee-stengeln "
0.

(Im silbernem Felde ein rother ausgebreiteter gekrontc

Adler mit goldenem Schnabel und Fiissen, und goldene

Klee-stengeln auf den Fliigeln.)
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The arms of the Markgravate of Mahren, or

Moravia, fn the Austrian l^cu complet are : Azure, an

eagle displayed chequy argent andgules crowned or (p. 496).

The Duchy of WESTPHALIA (one of the Saxon and

Anhalt quarterings) bears : Azure, an eagle displayed,

crowned or ; and the same coat (but often with the

crown omitted) is used for the Palatinate of Saxony.

Azure, an eagle displayed argent^ is the coat of the

Counties of Arensberg, and Muhlingen ; and, with a

golden crown, of the House of ESTE, from which our

own Royal Family derives its descent, and of which the

Dukes of MODENA are the chief representatives (p. 508).

The arms of the Duchy of Carniola, or Crayn, are

given at p. 495, infra.

The famous Genoese family of DORIA bore : Per fess
or and argent, an eagle displayed sable.

The Princes of LOBKOWITZ quartered with their own

arms {Perfess gules and argent, the coat of the house of

Zerotin) : Argent, an eagle displayed in bend sable,

crowned or, and charged on the breast witli an eagle of

the field. A parallel coat to this curious blazon is

recorded in the Wappenrolle von Ziiricli, No. 115, where

Argent, an eagle displayed in bend gules is the coat of

SCHONEN. The Marquises of Fagnani in Italy also

bear : Azure, an eagle in bend argent.

The Counts of Saarwerden used : Sable, a double-

Jieaded eagle displayed argent ; a coat which appears in

the escucheon of the Dukes of NASSAU.

Gules, an eagle displayed chequy sable and or, is the

coat borne by Popes Innocent III., Gregory IX.,

and Alexander IV. of the family of Signia at Agnani.

Per bend argent and gules, an eagle counter-changed,

is the coat of the Italian family of Seccano ; and,

with the tinctures azure and argent, of the Venetian

LOMBARDI.

The family of de Limesay in Normandy, from which
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the great Scottish house of LINDSAY, Earls of Craw-

FORD, etc., derives its origin, bore : Gules, an eagk

displayed or, which was also the bearing of the families

of Rye, Marquess de Varambon; Vienne; Ferrona^

(banneret of Touraine), etc. Or, an eagle displayed azure

the coat of the Prignani, was borne by Pope Urban VI

The French family of COLIGNY (Dues de ChaTILLION

Marquesses d'ANDELOT, etc.), used: Gules, an eagk

displayed argent, crowned or. In England in early time;

the eagle was only borne by a very few families o:

distinction. Ralph de Monthermer, Earl of Glou-

cester in right of his wife, bore (as in Plate XXV., fig. i)

Or, an eagle displayed vert, arms which were afterward;

quartered with those of MontacutE in the shields of the

Earls of Salisbury and Warwick. The notorious

Piers Gaveston, created Earl of Cornwall bj

Edward II., bore : Vert, six eagles displayed or.

The Eagle appears in the coat of Queen's College

Oxford, which are those of its founder ROBERT DI

Efi^esfeld, confessor to Philippa, Queen of Edwari
III.:

—

Argent, three eagles displayed gules armed or

It will be seen from the foregoing examples that th(

heraldic eagle has usually its beak and claws (sometime:

the beak, legs, and claws) of a different tincture fron

the rest of its body. In the first case it is sufficient tc

use the phrase armed, which includes beak as well a:

claws : in the latter case the term employed is usuallj

beaked and membered (in French becquee et mejnbree'), thi

legs including the claws. In the Armory of German)

and the Low Countries the whole unfeathered part of th(

leg is intended when the term armed is used.

The arms of the great French family de la TrE
MOILLE (Vicomtes and Dues de TllOUARS, Dues de I;

TrEmoille, Princes de Talmont, et de Tarente
etc.), are : d'Or, au clievron de gueules accovipagn^ di

trois aigles d'azur, becquces et membr^es du second. [Thi:
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coat is often borne by the chief line en surt<mt above

the quartered coats of i. Axjoc-Xaples ; 2. SlClLV;

3. Laval ; 4. Bourbon-Coxd£ ; as representing Char-

lotte of Arragon, wife of Guv, Comte de Laval

{vide infra, p. 452).]

The famous Charlotte de la Tr£moille, Countess

of Derby (d. 1664), was daughter of CLAUDE, Prince

de Talmoxt, etc., by CHARLOTTE, daughter of

WiLLiA>r, Prince of Orange {v. i., p. 466).

In Scotland the eagle displayed occurs at an early

date. The Ramsays bore: Argent, an eagle displayed

sable, beaked and membered gules. The Carxegies,

now Earls of SOUTHESK, used : Or, an eagle displayed

azure, beaked and membered gules now cluirged on the

breast with a covered cup of the field. But early seals

of this family show the eagle standing on a barrel, which

was allusive to their tenure of the estate of Kixxaird
" for the serwise of the kepeing of the Kyngis ale sellar

within the Schirefdome of Forfar" ''Stodart, Scottish

Arms,il,pp. 137-138). Argent, three eagles displayedgules,

crowned or, is the coat of the de Courcvs, Barons of

KIXG5ALE, in Ireland,

The allerion (in French alerion), originally synony-

mous with an eagle, was in the hands of some fanciful

heralds, deprived of its l^s and beak, as in the arms

of the House of Lorraine still quartered by the

Emperors of AuSTRL\ :— Or, on a bend gules three

allerions argent. The myth which refers the origin of

this coat to a fowling exploit in Crusading days is

too absurd for further quotation. The charges are

really anagrams (alerion) of the name LORAINE {see

PlanchC, Pursuivant, pp. 86-91).

The coat of the great French family DE MOXTMOR-
EXCV^ is still blazoned with allerions instead of the original

four eagles : d'Or, a la croix de gueules cantonn^ de seize

alerions d^azur. The ^Montmorexcv-Laval {yide
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supra) differenced this coat by charging the cross with

Jii'c escallops argent. {^Scc Chapter XIV., p. 452.)

WTien two or more eagles are borne in a shield tliey

are sometimes, but quite needlessly, blazoned eaglets;

but e\'en the heraldic purists who insist on this distinction

admit that it need not be made when the birds are

separated by an Ordinary. Thus : Asurc, apale between

tzi'o eagles displayed argent, is the coat of WOODWARD,
of Warwickshire and the neighbouring counties. Argent,

a saltire gules between four eagles displayed asure, is used

by HOBART, Earls of B-UCKINGHAMSHIRE. The great

ItaUan house of the Goxzagas, Dukes of ]\Iantua,

bore: Argent, a crosspatee-t/iroug/iout gules, betzceeu four

ea^es displayed sable (vide p. 535).

Except as a crest, or supporter, the eagle of heraldry-

seldom appears in any other attitude than displayed.

An eagle volant, i.e., flying bendways across the shield,

occurs in the armorials as the coat of Stayltox or

Staltox ;

—

Sadie, an eagle volant argent, but I do not

remember any other example.

An eagle rising, that is in the act of taking flight (in

French essorant), is almost equally rare. The French

family of Saffres, bear tlie canting coat ; de Gueules,

a cinq saffres, ou aigles de tiur, essorants d'argent, 2, 1,2.

The founder of the French Empire deviated from the

mediaeval idea of the imperial bird, in favour of the pre-

heraldic and classical type. The arms of the Napoleonic

Empire are :

—

Asure, an eagle rising (its head turned to

the sinister) ; grasping in both clazis a tlmnderbolt or.

(Plate XX\"., fig. 3.) The official blazon of this coat was
simply : d'Asur, a Vaigle cTor, empietatit un foudre du
mime. (SiMOX, PArmorial General de CEmpire Fran-
cois, tome i., pa^ i. Paris, 18 12.)

Parts of eagles occur not unfrequently in airmory;

MOXRO of Foulis bears : Or, an eagle's Itead erasedgules.

(Plate XXV., fig. 4.) WiXGS, presumed to be those of
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eagles, are often borne in pairs. Gules, tJiree eagle's wings

0r, is the coat ascribed to Sir WALTER Band in the

Roll of Edward II. (Their frequent use in German
crests will be referred to later on.) \\'hen the wings are

thus conjoined they are often termed a vol, and when

the points are turned downwards this is styled un vol

abaissc, or the \\'ings are said to be conjoined in lure (that

is, after the fashion of the instrument used by falconers

to lure the hawk back after its flight). The coat of the

SEYiioURS, Dukes of Somerset is : Gules, two wings con-

joined in lure, the tips doutizuard, or [de Gueules, a un vol

abaisse d'or). Plate XXV., fig. 5. A single wing is often

termed a demi-vol. Gules, a devii-vol abaisse argent, is

the coat of the Princes of Bevilacqua of Italy. {See

UsENBERG, p. 490.) A rgent, two demi-vols addorsed sable,

is borne by the Prussian Barons von KoxiG.

Per chevron argent and gules, three demi-vols erect

counter-changed, was used by the important family of the

Counts von OrtexbURG in Carinthia.

Eagle's Legs are also borne, couped, or erased at the

thigh. Of these a single example may suffice :—the

Marquis d'ARCHL\C in France, bore : Or, two eagles legs

couped at tlie thigh in pale gules. (Segoixg, Armorial

Universel : planche 24. Paris, 1679.)

Among the curiosities of Heraldry we may number
the coat of the Danish family of Stixex, now extinct,

which was : Azure, an eagle displayed, without a head or.

The family of Schad in \\'urtemberg bore ; Or, an eagle

displayed, without feet, and having a ribbon tied about its

neck or. The Stahlix vox Storksburg, in Bavaria

carried : Azure, an eagle displayed or, its head concealed

by a tilting helm argent.

The Xorman family of Sacqueville, or Sacquix-
\TLLE, used, d'Hermine, a Vaigle pamee de gueules, that is,

with drooping wings and head and open beak. The
Wappenrolle von Zurich gives (Xo. 503) a curious example
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of the eagle displayed in an unusual position : Or, an

eagle displayed sable, armed gules ; its body fessways witli

the head to t/ie dexter flank. This coat is attributed tc

Eptingen, of Basel. {See also Eggenberg, Plate

liv., fig. S.)

SECTION B.—OTHER BIRD.S.

The Vulture.—The Vulture appears but rarely in

armory, but there are some examples of it. Azure, a

vultu7'e rising argent ; on a chief or, an estoile gules, is the

coat of the Dutch family of Busc, settled at Berbice.

Or, on a mount vert, a vulture rising gules, is used by

Geyer of Bavaria ; Gules, a vulture rising argent, by

Geyer of Strasburg ; other families of the name have

similar bearings with different tinctures.

The Falcon is generally represented close ; that is, in

a sitting posture with its wings closed on the body ; an

attitude presumed with regard to other birds when the

contrary is not expressed in the blazon. The falcon is

distinguished from the eagle by being 2\zojessed and belled,

i.e., having globular bells attached to its legs by small

thongs o'[jesses. These jesses are sometimes drawn flotant

from the leg, and with vervels, or rings, at the ends.

Armorists sometimes profess to distinguish the large

goshawk, or falcon, from the smaller sparrow-hawk ; but

practically they are hardly recognisable from each other

in heraldic drawings. When the beaks, claws, jesses,

bells, etc, are of a different tincture from the bird the

fact requires to be specified in the blazon.

Plate XXV., fig. 6, is the coat of Weele of Staver-

ton {Visitation of Devonshire, 1620): Sable, a goshawk,

perched on a stock issuant from the base, armed, jessed,

and belled or.

Or, a falcon rising asure, is borne by PRICE of Plas

Cadrant in Anglesey (Plate XXV., fig. 7). Azure, afalcon

belled argent, is the canting coat of Falcoz de la
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Blache, Comtes d'ANJOU {d'Arjur, aa faucon d'argent

grillet^ du mime).

The family Le Tonneliek, Comtes de I'iRICTEUIL,

Marquises de FONTEXAY, carried : d'Arjur,a un epervier

essorant d'or, longc' et grilletc^ {WneA and belled) du incvie.

Hawker of Wiltshire bears : Sable, a hawk on its perch

argent, beaked and legged or. Niji;ELAI:k of Holland

uses : Or, a falcon sable hooded, and standing on its perch

in base, gules. De Wicicrt of the same country bears:

Argent, a falcon sable, liooded, lined, and niembercd or.

In several coats the falcon is represented seizinj^' on its

prey (trussing is the English phrase, empictant the French).

D'Asur, a un faucon d'or, grillet^ d'argent empietant unc

perdrix du second, becqu(^e et onglee de gueules, is the coat of

'faklet. Sable, a hawk or, trussing a duck proper, on a

cJdef of the second a cross botonny gules, is borne by

Madan, or Madden, in England and Ireland. Or, three

falcon's heads erased gules, was the coat of \icoLSO.\,

baronets.

In i\rmory OwLS are represented full-faced, as in the

arms of PkesCOTT, baronets : Sable, a chevi'on between

three owls or (Plate XXV., fig. 9;.

The Swan besides being the device of the great family

of BoilUN {vide infra, p. 589), is a fjuourite bird in the

old heraldry both of England and of the Continent.

Wolrvche bears ; Arjure, a chevron bctix'ceu three .siuans

argent (Plate XXV., fig. lO;. Gules, a swan contourne

argent, beaked sable, membe7'ed or, is the coat of the

Lombard Counts Paravicixi. Or, a swan gules, beaked

and membered sable, was used by the old Vv'cstphalian

Counts von SteinfuRT. Gules, a .swan argent, beaked

and membered sable, gorged with a crown or, is the coat

of Stormakn in the Royal Arms of Denmark.
The head and neck of the swan, frequently used as a

crest (Plate XLV., fig. 2); also occurs as a heraldic

charge : Azure, three swan's heads erased anient, gorged
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with ducal coronets or, is carried by BAKER of Gloucester-

shire. Gules, three sivaiis heads and necks conjoined it,

pairle argent, is the curious coat of the Counts Przicho-

WITZ of Poland.

The Heron, Stork, and Crane are seldom dis-

tinguishable in heraldic drawings. Plate XXV., fig. u
; is the coat of Oglander : Azure, a stork between threi

crosslets fitcliees or. The Barons DOBRZENSKY bear

Azure, a stork proper. Gules, three cranes argent, were

the arms of the Scottish Lords Cranstoun,
The Crane is usually represented standing on one leg

holding in the claw of the other bent one a stone callec

its " vigilance" from a fable that this was so held that the

noise of its fall might awaken the bird if it fell asleep

This makes it a fitting canting charge for the name ol

Waciiter ! Several baronial families of this name bear

Argent, a crane sable with its vigilance on a mount vert.

Siebmacher [yVappenbuch, \., 131) ascribes to the

Rhenish family of Weit.ER, the coat following : Azure, a

double-headed stork argent. Argent, a heron volant in fesi

azure, viembej'edor, are the armesparlantes of Herondon
while families of Heron use. Gules, a heron argent

,

Argent, a heron sable ; and the reverse. This bird is the

chief charge in several coats of the Spanish Garcias.

The Ostrich is usually depicted in early Heraldic

drawings with a horse -shoe, key, or nail in its beak. This

arose from the mediaeval idea, not altogether extinct

even now, that the bird had the capacity to digest any

substance however hard, and especially iron.

The MacMahon.s of Ireland carried : Aigent, an

ostrich sable, in its beak a horse-shoe or. MATTHEWS oi

^ Cornwall, used simply, Sable, an ostrich aigent. Gules, an

ostrich argent, iji its beak a horse-shoe azure, are the armes

parlantes of the Bavarian family of StrausS. Other

.families of the name vary the tinctures.

Ostrich Feathers are often borne for Crests and
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Badges ; the best known instance is afforded by the

Badge (often erroneously called the Crest) of the Prince

of Wales (on which see Chapter XVI 11.)-

The Pelican is represented in both British and

Foreign Armory with a bowed neck vulning (i.e. wound-

ing) her breast ; from an old belief that she was

accustomed to feed her young with her blood. When
thus occupied, standing in her nest, and surrounded by

her little ones, she is said to be in her piety, as in Plate

XXV., fig. 12, the coat of Chantrell of Berkshire:

Azure, a pelican in her piety, argent. Bishop Fox of

Winchester, who founded Corpus Christi College at

Oxford bore : Azure, a pelican or, vulned gules ; which

still forms part of the coat armorial of the college.

( Tierced in pale

:

— i . Fox ; 2. The See of WINCHESTER
;

3. The arms of Bishop Oldham.) Azure, three pelicans

argent, vulned proper, is the coat of PelHAM. Argent,

three pelicans in piety or, their nests vert, was borne by

the Scottish family of PATTERSON.
The Raven occurs early in British Armory as a

canting charge. In Glover's Roll, Thomas Corbet
bears : Or, two crows (or corbies') sable. Argent (and or),

a raven proper {i.e. sable), are the coats of several families

of this name, as well as of Raventhorpe.
Or, three crows (or ravens) sable, is borne by

CORNEILLE, and by the Counts de Corneillan, and

the families of CoRBOLl of Tuscany, Raveschoot
of Flanders, Raven and de Roeck of Holland,

Craven of Prussia and Saxony, etc. The Cornish

Cliough of Heraldry is a crow of purplish-black colour,

with red beak and legs. We have it in Plate XXVI., fig.

I
; the coat of Onslow : Argent, a fess gules between

six Cornish chouglis proper.

Three such choughs in a field argent are said to be the

bearings of Thomas A Becket, Archbishop of Canter-
bury

;
as well as of Cornwallis. Argent, a cross sable
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bet-^'ccri four Cornish dwuglis frofr,; is the coat of the

Lords A-iXMER.

TheParrot 'Papingoc,oxPopinja} . occur? in Glover 5

Roll as the coat of Marmadlke de Thweng or

TWEXGE, "d'Argtnt. a t/vis papci^ajts dc I'crt utigfccc de

goules." In Scotland its most familiar use is as the coat

of PepdIE: Argent, three papingoes vo't, beaked and

membered gules CPlate XXVI., fig. 2 , a coat which is

quartered by the HUME. or HOME, family in most of its

different branches. It is also the coat of SORIX in France.

The same coat, but with the field Or, is borne in

France by the Counts GuiOT de PliXTEIL. and the

Marquesses GUIOT DE DOIGXOX 'd'Or,a trois pcrroqucts

de sinoplt, bequc's ct meiubrcs de gueules).

A single popinjay appears in the coat of the French

family of ParizOT \d'A:ur, a un perroquct d'o?-). In

the Zia-ich WappenroUc of the 14th centun' Xo. 5;,"

is, Gules, a parj-ot azure legged or, liolding in its beak

a Iwrse-slwe argent, a coat attributed to Heidegk.

Cocks occur frequently in Armor}'. Argent, three

cocks gules, armed, crested, and jelloped ^_the term applied

to its gills^ sable, is the coat of CCiKAYXE 'Plate XXVI.,

fig. 3). Argent, three cocks gules, is with similar allusive

intent the bearing of the COCKBURXS of Scotland.

Argent, a cock gules, armed, crested, and jelloped or, is

used b\- the Counts Hahx, of I^Iecklenburg ; and A rgetit,

a cock sable, armed and crested gules, by Le Cocq, Counts

de HUMBEKE in Brabant. The Marquises de WiGUE
bear Azure, a cock or. Gules, a xock a?gent. having

pendentfrom its neck a shield azure cJiarged n'ith a flem'-de-

/z>w, is the coat of the Marquises del'IIoPITAL DE VlTRV.

Or, on a mount in base vert, a /len sable crested gules,

•was borne b\- the princely Counts of HexxeberG, and

appears in the full coat of the arms of Prussia ; as well

as in those of the Saxon Duchies.

Azure, three liens or, is the coat of the Dutch family of
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Kip ; while Le Caudrelier of Artois uses : Azure, a

hen sheltering her chickens or (d'Azur, d une poule d'or,

couvante des poussins du meine\ Argent, three hens sable,

are the arms of the Counts VON MOLTKE (Denmark, etc.,

see p. 544).

Swallows {Hirondelles) were allusively borne by the

Arundels of Sussex, whose coat, Sable, six swallows

argent, 3, 2, i, is found upon a seal of the twelfth century.

The Martin, or swift, a species of swallow, is the origin

of the martlet, one of the best known charges of

Heraldry. There are early examples of the martlet

properly furnished with legs, but about the close of the

thirteenth century the custom arose by which the bird is

represented without feet, and sometimes without a beak.

It was early in use as a charge for differencing coats, but

was employed in a manner quite different from its use as

a mark of cadency in modern Heraldry.

The Merlette in Foreign Armory is drawn some-

what differently from the British martlet ; it is without

the long cleft tail, and in fact only differs from the

canette (or duckling) by being represented without beak,

or feet. The coat of FenWICK is : Per fess gules and

argent, six martlets counterchanged (Plate XXVI., fig. 4).

nA rgcnt, a la fascc de sable, accoinpagnce de trois merlettcs

du inane, rang^es en chef, was borne by the French

Marquises de Beauharnais, to which belonged the

Empress JOSEPHINE. The Due de MORNY, who was

conspicuously associated with the Second French Empire,

bore : A rgent, three martlets sable within a bordure coin-

pony alternately of the arms ofDauphiny a?id of those of the

French Empire {vide infra, Chapter XVII.). Or, three

martlets in fess gules, is the coat of the Counts of Velex
in Westphalia. (On arms of Edward the Confessor, see

P. 528.)

The Peacock occurs in a few instances, and mostly

as an allusive bearing ; it is borne either with its wings
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PLATE XXVI.

1. Cornish Chough.

Onslow.

Papingoes.

Pepdie.

3. CocVs.

Cokayne.

5. Bream Naiant.

Brearac.

6. Salmon hauriant.

Way.

7. Dolphin.

Dauphin of France.

8. Dolphins.

Doljini.

12. Escallops.

Dacre.
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close, or with its tail expanded, in the latter case it is

blazoned as in its pride.

Or, on a mount ve7't, a peacock in its pride, is the cant-

ing coat of DE Paeuw of Holland, and is sometimes

borne without the mount. Or, four bendlets gules, over all

a peacock (c\o5&) proper, is borne by the Princes of WiED.

In the Wappcnrollc von Ziirich, No. 476 is a coat

attributed to HURUS. In it the head and neck of a

peacock arAtrc rises from a small champagne gules ; and

the whole of the rest of the field is occupied by the

feathers of the expanded X.^iA proper. The French family

of PONNAT use : d' Or, a trois tctes de paon d'azur, and

have peacocks (close) as supporters.

Sable, three peacocks close argent, is the canting coat of

Peacock. Another family of the. narne in Scotland

uses : A rgent, three peacocks in pride proper, which is also

borne allusively by Pawjve.

Ducks, Geese, Pheasants, Moor-fowl, Plovers,

Finches, Doves, and other birds, occasionally appear

both in British and Foreign Armory, and then usually

with an allusion to the name of the bearer ; there is

nothing in their use which makes if needful to enlarge

this chapter with examples, but the Bn<D OF PARADISE
requires a special mention as a foreign charge, UArgent,

d. trois oiseaux de paradis sable, is borne naturally enough

by the French family of Paradis DE Paulhac. The
Russian families of RjEVSKI ; and Yeropkin, use : Argent,

on a terrace vert, a cannon mounted or, supporting a bird

ofparadise proper ; this is also the coat of the Princes

WIASEMSKI of Livonia. {See Klincspor, Baltisches

VVappenbuchi) The arms of the family of FlNCKE-
NAUGEN in Courland are : Or, three finches' eyes proper.

{Ibid., plate xxxiii.)

The mythical Phcenix, represented as an eagle amid
flames, comes more properly under the head of Chimerical,

or Mythological Figures (vide infra. Chapter X.).



CHAPTER IX.

ANIMATE CHARGES. III.—FISH,—REPTILES,—INSECTS.

Fish.—The Heraldry of Fish is the subject of a very

interesting and beautifully illustrated monograph by Mr
Thomas Moule, published in 1842. Under this cate-

gory are recognised various animals which in modern

zoology would not be so designed, such are the \\ hale,

Dolphin, etc. The kind of fish which forms a heraldic

charge is often unspecified, though an acquaintance with

local phraseology would often enable us to determine the

exact species of the fish intended. Thus the blazon of

the coat of Garvine in Scotland is simpl}' : Azure, three

Jishes naiant argent, but we know at once that these fish

are " garvies," or sprats. Vert, three fishes or, spotted

gules is borne by DOGGE, and we see that the Dog-fish

is certainly intended. In the early Rolls of Anns, how-

ever, we have the Luce, or Pike ; the Herring, Salmon,

etc. borne allusively by the families of LuCY {Gules,

three luces haurimtt argent') ; Heringaud {Gules, three

herrings liauriant argent) ; SALMON {^Sable, three

salmons liatiriant argent), etc. Hauriant is the term

employed when the fish are represented palewaj-s, rising

to the surface for air ; naiant describing them when

swimming fesseways.

Asurc, three bream naiant or, are the arms of the

family of Breame of Essex (Plate XXVl., fig. 5). Azure,

three salmon hatiriant argent: is the coat of ^\'AY of

Buckinghamshire (Plate XXVL, fig. 6).

The Dolphin is in Heraldry considered the King of

fish, as the lion is of beasts, or the eagle of birds. Its
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form, borrowed from classical mythology, resembles

but faintly that of the dolphin of zoology. Whether

blazoned naiant or liauriant, the dolphin is most fre-

quently depicted as emboived, or in a. curved attitude.

Dauphin was a title given in France in ancient times

to certain feudal seigneurs, and was adopted from the

charge borne in their shields of arms. The old romance

of Gerard de Roussillon mentions " dauphins," in an

enumeration of feudal titles along with " comtes, bers

(barons), and bannerets." The chiefs who bore this title

were the Dauphin de ViENNOlS, and the Dauphin

d'AuvERGNE.

In 1343 King PHILIP of France purchased the

domains of Humbert III., Dauphin de Viennois.

The common story that it was a special condition of the

purchase that the title and arms of the Dauphin should

be always borne by the eldest son of the King of France

seems to be without solid foundation. (" Le titre de

dauphin fut specialement affecte au fils du roi qui re^ut

cette province en appanage. Ce fut d'abord le second fils

du roi qui porta le titre du dauphin ; mais dans la suite

ce nom fut reserve au fils ain6, hdriticr presomptif de la

couronne." Ch£ruel, Dictionnaire Historique des In-

stitutions, etc., de la France, tome i, p. 260, Paris, 1855.)

The Dauphins of ViENNOIS bore : d^Or, au dauphin

d'azur, cret^, oreille et barb^ de gueuks (Plate XXVI., fig.

7). This coat was quartered in the second and third

quarters by the Dauphins of France, with the plain coat

of France in the first and fourth ; the addition of the

quartering of Dauphiny being a sufficient brisure. The
fleur-de-lis^ coronet of the Dauphin was arched in with

four golden dolphins (Plate XLVIIL, fig. 18).

The family of La Tour DU PiN, who claimed descent

from the Dauphins d'AuvERGNE, also quartered their

arms, but the French Heralds make this difference that

in this latter case the dolphin is borne pavi^, i.e. lifeless,
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with gaping mouth and closed eye, and of the one colour

only. The normal position of a heraldic dolphin is that

which it assumes in these coats, viz., embowed, with the

head and tail towards the dexter side, of the escucheon.

If the dolphin be blazoned as naiant, it is still, if borne

singly, represented as emboued, but when as in the case

of the Venetian DOLFIXI (Plate XXVI., fig. 8) three dol-

phins are borne naiaiit in pale (of or on an azure field

in this case) the bodies are more nearly straight ; and

the same is the case when three dolphins are blazoned

haiiHant), as in the arms of Vaxdeput {Or, three

dolpluns haiinant azure).

The Scottish family of iloxvPEXXY bears: Argent,

a dolphin naiant azure. Two dolphins 'hauriant addorsed

form the charge of several English coats, e.g., Argent, on

afield vert, HamxeR: Sable, on afield argent, COLSTON;

Or, on a field gules, Elley, etc. ; and are used as sup-

porters by the Trevelyaxs, BurxabyS, etc.

The Barbel, or Bar, is in favour in French Heraldry,

the fish being borne in pairs adosses, their backs curving

towards each other; as in the arms of the powerful

Counts and Dukes of Bar (Bar le Due), whose terri-

tories lay on the Meuse west of Lorraine, they bore

:

d'Azur, seme' de croix recroisettees, aupiedfiche, d'or, a deux

bars adosses de mane (Plate XXVI., fig. 9 and p. 496). It

is said that the seal of Thierry II., 1093-1 104, bears the

barbel, and that the field was made crusily by Rexaud
I., d. 1 149. CLER^roxT-XESLE, bore a similar coat but

with the field de gueules trefle. De Rouville carried :

d'Azur, seme de billettes d'or, a deux bars adosses d'argent.

The Counts Lavaulx-VrECOURT bore : d'Azur, a deux

bars adosses d'argent, accompagnes de qUatre croisettes d'or.

The Counts of Barby, whose arms are included in the

Saxon quarterings, used. Azure, two barbel addorsed

between four roses or. Gules, two barbel addorsed or, is

the coat of the Counts of ilUMPELGARD, or MOXT-
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BEILLARD, and of the Counts of Pfirdt, or Fer-

:rette. (Plate XLV., fig. i.)

Salmon are sometimes represented in the same

attitude as by the Princes of Sai.AF who carry : Gules,

two salmon addorsed between four crosslets argent.

Argent, two salmon addorsed gules, is the coat of the

Counts von Wernicerode of Prussia.

Pike were known as lucies, or geds. Under the

latter term they form the charge of the Geddes arms :

Azure, tliree geds haiiriant argent. A.jnre, a pike tn

bend argent, is borne by Gtede, of Denmark.

A curious Dutch coat is that of the Viscounts jAN

DE LA Hamelinaye, etc. :

—

Sable, two pike affrontes in

bend, biting an eel ondoyant in bend sinister, argent.

In Foreign Armory three fishes are occasionally

found in pairle (arranged in the form of the letter Y),

• thus KiPPENHEiM and Bernbach both bore : Gules,

three barbels in pairle or, tlieir tails to the centre. So also

Dornheim, Gules, three fish in pairle heads inward

argent: DIE HINDER bore, Gules, tJiree fish conjoined

in pairle with one head argent. Azilre, three fish in pairle

argent, is the coat of Kreciiwitz. An unusual but

rather tasteful arrangement is shown in the arms of

Troutbeck, as shown in Plate XXVI., fig. lo. Azure

three troutfretted tete d la queue argent.

A salmon with a ring in its mouth is one of the

charges of the arms used for the City of GLASGOW ; and

two such salmon are employed as supporters of its shield.

It is here connected with a local legend of St. Mungo,
or Kentigern, though Mr Moule {Heraldry of Fish,

p. 126) reminds us that it occurs in the tale of Poly-

crates, related by HERODOTUS a thousand years before

St. Mungo lived ; as well as in the Koran.

Gules, three salmon hauriant each with a ring in its

mouth argent, are the arms of Sprottie.

The arms of ICELAND ; Gules, a stockfish (or dried cod),
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argent crowned with an open crown, o'r, is borne among the

quarterings of the Kingdom of Denmark (Plate XXVI.,
fig. II).

The Whale.—Only two or three examples of the use

of the whale as a heraldic charge have come under my
notice. The arms of the Dutch family of DOLL are:

Azure, a whale argent, naiant upon the upperpart of afess
wavy of the same, but this seems to be only a variation of

the coat borne by the DOLKS which was : Argent, a dolphin

sable crowned or, its tail curved in tlie air disporting itself

above the base of the shield barry offour azure and argent.

Azure, a whale argentfinnedand tailedgules; is the coat of

Wahlen. (See Fierte, in the Glossary of French Terms.)

Gules, time zuhales Jiauriant each having in its mouth a

crazier or, were the arms of Whalley Abbey. Argent,

three whale's heads erased sable is the coat of Whalley.
In French Blazon the head of a fish (like that of a

wild-boar) is termed a hure. D'Azur, a la fleur-de-lis

d'or, accompagne de trois hiires de sauinon d'argent, is the

coat of Le Bris de Houar£e. Le Bourg of Brittany

bears : de Sable, au sautoir d'argent cantonne de quatre

hures de saumon du mane.

The Polish family of Bydant bear : Gules, two fish

Jaws argent affrontes i?i pale ; a like coat is borne by

LUZYANSKI.

The Eel occurs not unfrequently in Armory. It is

represented ondoyant, i.e., with a wavy outline {See

AnGUILLARA, p. 120). Argent, two eels ondoyants, and

affrontes in pale between as many estoiles gules : is said to

be borne by a Scottish family of Arxeel. Or, three eels

gules without heads paleways, 2 and i, is the very curious

coat of Vergeyll of Holland. (For eels in Spanish

coats vide infra, p. 390, sub voce " CAULDRON.")
Of Shell-Fish, or what pertains to them, the most

prominent and important bearing is the shell of the

scallop, or escallop. Argent, on a bend azure three
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escallops of the field, is borne by the BERNARDS,

Earls of Bandon, in Ireland. This charge was associ-

ated with the ancient pilgrims, of whose equipment

the scallop-shell, probably as a convenient drinking

vessel, usually formed a part. ( Vide infra, p. 37S-)

The banner of Robert de Scales at the siege of

Carlaverock was of Gules, charged with six escallop

shells argent. An even better known example is

afforded by the coat of the great family of Dacre :

Gules,three escallops argent. (Plate XXVI., fig. 12.) This

is also the coat of the Keppels, Earls of ALBEMARLE.
Azure, three escallops or, was borne^ by the PrINGLES,

whose name was supposed to be a corruption of pilgrim.

Or, on a chief sable three escallops argent is the coat of

Graham, Duke of Montrose ; and Argent, a chevron

between tliree escallops sable, is borne by LITTLETON,

Viscounts Cobham. Argent, on a bend gules coticed

vert tJiree escallops or, was the coat of Darwin, the

naturalist. When the inside of the escallop shell is

shown it is called a vannet, and is often drawn without

the oreilles

:

—the little projecting pieces at the junction

of the shell. The French VannelatS bore : Azure, a

vannet or.

Crabs, Lobsters, Crayfish, Prawns and Shrimps,

all are found in the armorial menagerie. Asitre,

a chevron argent bet-ween two fi,eurs-de-lis in chief

and a crab in base or, is the coat of Crab of Robs-

law.

Or, a lobster in pale gides, is the coat which is blazoned

on the tomb of Cardinal Nicolas DE CUSA in the church

of S. Pietro in Vincoli at Rome. Thiard, Marquis de

BiSSY, bears: d'Or, a trois dcrevisses de gueules, pose's en

pals 2 and i.

REPTILES.

Reptiles of all kinds, serpents, adders, crocodiles,
T
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lizards, scorpions, tortoises, down to frogs and toads, are

found occasionally in British Armory, and still more

frequently are to be met with in the heraldry of Conti-

nental States.

Serpents or snakes may be represented erect, or

erect-wavy {ondoyants en pal), or gliding forward in a

horizontal line : or nowed, that is tied in a knot, or, in

the form by which the ancients symbolised eternity, in a

circular form with the tail in the mouth. Three such

serpents argent on an azure field were borne by the

French family of Lauzon.
Argent, two serpents erect addorsed sable, are given as

the arms of LonGSHARE ; and Gules, an adder nowed or,

the coat of Natheley, is represented in Plate XXVII.,

fig. I.

Gules, three snakes nowed in triangle argent (Plate

XXVII., fig. 2), is said to have been the coat of EdnO-
\\'AIN, Lord of Llys Bradwen in North Wale.s, and is

still borne by several Welsh families who claim him as

their progenitor.

The coat of Vaughan of Talgarth (Plate XXVII.,

fig. 3), is. Azure, three boy's heads argent, having serpents

encircling their necks proper.

The most famous instance in which a serpent is used

in Continental Armory is afforded by the arms of the

family of ViSCONTI, which afterwards became from them

the recognised coat of the Duchy of MILAN :

—

Argent, a

serpent ondoyant in pale azure crowned, zuith a ducal croiun

or, and vorant a child gules. (Plate XXVII., fig. 4, and

p. 495.) An absurd fable is of course extant to account

for the origin of this remarkable coat, but when we find

it, ;as we do, among the series of escucheons adorning

the splendid tomb of Jean Galeazzo Viscoxti in the

Certosa at Pavia, and accompanied by the name of the

lordship AXGLERIA or Anguivaria, for which it was

borne, we see that we have here only another instance
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of the adoption of armes parlantes. (^See MenetrIER,

Origine des Armoiries, p. 105.—DANTE refers to "la

Vipera" Purgatorio, viii., 81.)

In the coats borne by the several famiUes of the

GUZMANS of Spain, of which one is engraved on Plate

XXXI 1 1., fig. 8, the caldron, or cooking pot, which was

the peculiar ensign of the ricos hombres, is accompanied

by a number of serpents issuing from it. This has been

thought to indicate some legend of African campaigns,

but I have elsewhere said (" The Heraldry of Spain and

Portugal") that they have a more prosaic origin, and are

simply the eels which would find a natural place in the

caldera {vide post, pp. 389, 390).

The serpent represented, as in the arms of Milan,

ondoyant in pal, is termed in French blazon nne couleuvre.

The celebrated COLBERT, Marquis de Seignelav,

Ministre des Finances of LOUIS XIV., bore: d'Or, a

une couleuvre ondoyante en pal d'azur ; and the same coat

was used by the COLBERTS, Marquises de TORCY, de

Sabl£, de Maulevrier, de St. Ponange, and de

Colbert-Chaban NAIS.

The Roman family of BiCHi, or BiSSi, used : Gules, a

coluinn argent, its capital and base Or, encircled by a

serpent azure vorant a child vert{!) Argent, a couleuvre

vorant a smaller one proper, is one of the quarters

(formerly the crest) of the Italian CiPRIANL Several

Polish houses originating in, or affiliated to, the families

.of Wonz, bear the couleuvre. WONZ I.

—

Asnre, a cou-

leuvre ondoyant in pale or. WONZ II.'

—

Gules, a like cou-

leuvre sable, in its mouth a slip of orange fruited proper.

WONZ III.—The same, h\it crowned and holding aglobe or

in its mouth. WONZ IV.

—

Gules, a couleuvre crowned Or.

'Wonz V.—Like Visconti, but the infantproper. Wonz
VI.

—

Gules, two couleuvres ondoyants and affrontcs en pale,

each crowned or.

Argent, two bars gules, over all as many serpents
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affrontcs pakivays azure, is the coat of the well known
Breton family DU REFUGE.

In a good many foreign coats the serpent is repre-

sented entwined around the stem of a tree (sometimes

holding in its mouth the forbidden; fruit) as in the coat

of the Austrian SCHRECKS, the Dutch Crulls, etc.

{See also Chapter VI., pp. 195, 196.) Under the system

adopted in the French Empire by which the dignity or

office of an individual was indicated by an addition to

the charges of the shield, A canton asiire, on it an antique

mirror in pale or, ivrcatJied zvith a serpent argent; was

the distinguishing badge of a " Count Senator." {See

L'Armorial Gau'ral de l'Empire Fran^ais, tome i.,

planche xv., etc.)

The Polish family of DziULl bear : Or, three serpents

ondoyants fessuays in pale azure.

J'ert, tJiree asps paleiuays or, is the canting coat of

ASPENELL.

The Heads of serpents, apart from their bodies, are

sometimes met with as heraldic charges.

The Castilian Garcixi bear : Or, on a bend gules three

serpeufs heads vert. But as there is a French family of

Garcin to which the Spanish house probably belongs,

and which bears the same arms, but with the substitution

of monstrous or chimerical heads for those of the snake,

it is pretty clear that the latter «*as not the original

bearing. In the coat of the Castilian BejaRAXO we

have, however, undoubted serpent's heads. Argent, five

serpent's heads or, langued gules. (This coat may be put

among the examples of amies fausses;—amies pour

cnqucrir, etc.) Another family of the name in Estrema-

dura bears : Gules, a lion rampatit proper, between the

heads offour serpents vert (or proper) issuing toivards tin

lion from the angles of the shield. A cross couped and

ornamented at its extremities with serpent's heads is

termed a cyo^s gringolc'e {See p. 161, Plate XV., fig. 6).
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Lizards.—Aztnr, three lizards or, is borne by the Irish

Cotters.

The French family of T.K Tf.LITER, Marquis de

Louvois bore a doubly canting coat : d'Arjiir, a trois

Iczards d'argent, poses en pals, ranges en fasce ; an chef

cousu de giieuks chargif de trois c'toiles d'or. Here notice

the chef blazoned cousti, or tacked on to the field, to

avoid the reproach of false heraldry ; the three lizards

(jtelliones') -And the three etoiles (.lYeZfe) as canting charges.

Or, three lizards vert, is the coat of Rosvern in Brittany;

and of Van DER HeLCK in Holland. Azure, on a plain

in base a cJianieleon proper, in chief the sun in splendour, is

a coat assigned to ORY.

The Crocodile, or Alligator, ajppears as the charge

of a few coats. Gules, a chevron argent between three

alligators proper, is the coat of Hitchcock. Duclau,
Barons of the French Empire, bore in their first quarter :

Or, three grenades sable, iitflaniedproper, 2 and I , in base a

crocodile azure. The Dalbiacs bear : Or, an olive tree

eradicated vert, on a chief gules a crocodile issuatitfrom
the sinisterproper. (This family is of French origin and

the coat is often blazoned Perfess gules and or, etc.)

Sable, a crocodile or, is borne by AuTROCHE of France.

A crocodile is the crest, and is also the dexter

Supporter granted as an Augmentation to Speke, the

discoverer of the sources of the Nile {v. Appendix).

The city ofNlMES has for its arms (derived from a medal

of Nemausus) : Gules, a crocodile vert chained infront of a

palm tree risingfrom a terrace vei't. Ori either side are the

letters COL and NEM (for Colonia Neniausensis), founded

for the veterans of Africa after the battle of Actium.

Scorpions.—Argent, a chevron between tJiree scorpions

sable, is the coat of COLE. Other varieties exist ; some-

times the chevron, sometimes the scorpions, are tinctured

gtdes. Argent, a scorpion sable in pale, is the coat of the

Caprini of Verona; one of the quarterings of SCORPIONE
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of Milan ; and is also borne by the GuiXAXDS of Xeuf-

chatel. Argoit, a chevron sable between three scorpions

fessways gules, is borne by BellerO in Belgium.

Tortoise.—The tortoise is borne, as the charge in the

arms of several English families of Gawdey, either

passant, or erect : i.e. displayed like the heraldic eagle.

fv;-/, a tortoise passant argent, is the coat most frequently

seen. It has been adopted also as a charge in the coat

of the Scottish family of Goudie : Argent, a chevron

between tivo trefoils slipped in chief vert, and a tortoise

passant in base gules. The French Chautons bear:

d'Azur, au clievron d'or, accovipagiic de trois tortues du

nteiiie. HexriON, Barons de PaxsEY, bear : Or, a

chevron azure between three tortoises erect, sable.

Vert, three tortoises erect, is the coat of Harpexy or

Halpexy. The French ROSSELS use : d'Azur, a trois

tortues d'or.

Frogs AXD Toads.—These reptiles occur as Heraldic

Charges with considerable frequency, and are often

allusive in some way to the name. The best known

family in Britain which bears them is probably that of

the BOTREAUX of Cumberland : Argent, three toads erect

sable. Argent, a clievron betz^'een three powets (or tad-

poles) sable, is a coat of some Scottish families of

Russell (the chevron is sometimes gules), and the

tadpoles are often blazoned as goutt'es reversed.

We maj- pass over the old fable that the Yx^ncUcs. fleurs-

de-lis were derived from an earlier coat (borne by

Pharamoxu ! !), Azure, three toads or ; a legend from

which our neighbours across the Channel have perhaps

(though b}- no means certainly) derived the sobriquet of

'^
fohnnie Crapaiid." Rather it seems probable that

this appellation is of Flemish origin. PHILIP AOX

Artevelde perhaps had it in his mind when he

declared that the French soldiers could not pass the

river Lys to attack him " a moins qu'il ne fussent
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crapauds," a conviction which cost him dear ; but

thenceforth ''crapauds franchos" appears to have been

the sobriquet attached to the victorious French. (^See

'R.'E'y, Histotre duDrapeau, etc., de la Monarchic Frangaise,

tome ii., p. 32. Paris, 1837.)

As a canting charge the frog is found in the arms of

the German famihes of FrOSCH {Sable, on a bend wavy

or, three frogs proper), Froschammer, Froschauer,

Froschl, etc. Of the latter name two famihes in

.Bavaria use : Gules, a frog paleways proper ; and

Sable, a frog or. Similarly the Spanish family of

GraNOLLACHS use : Asure, two bends or, on each three

frogs vert. Argent, three frogs vert, is borne by

DE LA RUELLE in Belgium, and by a Breton family,

Gazet de Branday. D'Or, a. trois crapauds de gueules,

is the coat of CoiSPEL. The Saxon family of Loss,

Counts of the Empire, carry : Gules, a frog bendways

withiji a circular wreat/i of laurel vert. Vert, three frogs

seated or, are the arms of the Netherland families Van
Ryckevorsel. Frogs were used as supporters by Lord

SOMERVILLE, c. 1570-1580 (Stodart, Scottish Arms,

i., 309).

The zoology of Armory makes no pretensions to

scientific accuracy, and we may therefore include in this

Chapter LEECHES. Of these Preede in Shropshire

bears three in a field argent. The IGELSTROMS of

Livonia and Esthonia use : Gules, a river in bend wavy
argent, thereon five leeches sable. Eglof de Schonau
in Swabia : Azure, on a bend argent three leeches sable.

The French family of DOULLE bears: d'Argent, a trois

sangsues de sable posdes en pals 2 and I

.

The ordinary Earth worm appears in the coat of

the R£v£RONI : de Guetdes, a un ver tortille d'argent en

fasce ; au chef d'azur charg^ d'tm soleil naissant d'or.

The Barons von Fechenbach of Franconia use

:

Argent, a worm embowed in pale sable. The DU Verney
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of Lyons use : Vert, tJiree silk-worms bendivays, 2 and i,

and charge the chief (? or) with as many mulberry leaves

proper. The Breton SOUEFF bear : Barry azure and

or, seme of silkworms counter-changed.

Snails are borne by Alesso, ^Marquis d'ERAQUV in

Italy, etc. {d'Aziir, au sautoir d'or accompagne de quatre

limaqons d'argent).

INSECTS.

Butterflies.—This insect is more frequently found

as a heraldic charge in French Armory than in our own.

The PaPILLOX, Vicomtes de Bkaiteau, use d'Or, k

t7'ois papillons de gueides. A family of the same name

settled in England bear : Azure, a c/ievron betz^een three

butterflies argent. Sable, a butterfly volant argent is the

coat of Bollord. The Breton family of Barix (from

which came the ^vlai'quises of BoiS-GEFFROY ; La

Graxde Guerche, and DE la GaLISSOXIERE) bear:

Azure, three butterflies or, as did also the English Mus-

CHAMPS. The AVAZZI of Bologna used : Azure, on a

pale argent two butterflies {^proper or or). DrOUALLEX,

in Brittany, carries: Argent, tliree butterflies sable.

Argent, a fess embattled sable between three butterflies

gules, is an English coat for Kerford. Gules,

a chevron between three butteiflies argent, is the coat of

Jagou, and (but with the chevron or) of ALLAIRE in

France, and the Channel Islands.

Flies.—The ordinary House Fly is borne as a

canting charge in the coat of the \''enetian family of

FlERAllOSCA : Paly gules and argent, over all on a bend

or, three flies sable. The family of Vliege in Flanders

used : Azure, a cross argent between four flies or. (This

coat is now borne by a family of Ghiselix, who have

assumed the name and arms of \'LIEGE.) Argent, a

chevron between thi'ee flies sable, is the coat of DE THOU,

Comte de ]\Ieslay ; and Azure, a chevron between three
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flies or, that of MOUCHARD, Comte de Chaban, both of

France. The Florentine Vkspucci bear : Gules, a bend

azure seiiu' of flies or. In Santa Maria Novella at

Florence this VESPUCCI coat appears, with, in the sinister

chief, a pot of lilies, on the tomb of Antonio Strozzi.

{See also LiTTA, Celebri Famiglie Italiane}) Per pale

gules and asure (or azitre and gules) three flies (sometimes

blazoned gadflies, sometimes bees) or, are coats used by

several English families named DORE, Dawre, or

DOORE.

Next to Flies naturally come Spiders, of which

there are some rather curious examples. Or, tliree spiders

azure, is the coat of the English Chettles. The

Russian family of RUKOFF bears : Tierced in bend-

sinister, I. Vert, a spider in its web proper ; 2. Azure, a

dragon sable winged gules ; 3. Losengy argent and azure,

a dragon, as in 2. The extinct family of Ragnina at

Ragusa, used the canting coat : Gtiles, a baraigent, in chief

tliree spiders sable, in base as many bends of the second.

Bees are often used in Armory as an emblem of

industry and perseverance, as well as in allusion to the

name of the bearer. Azure, three bees volant or, is used

in England for BvE ; and, with a chevron of the same,

for Bee, and BeebEE. The flies of MUSCHAMP {vide

supra) are sometimes blazoned as bees. Argent, a bend

between six bees sable, is the canting coat of Beeston.

The Emperor Napoleon replaced the proscribed

fleurs-de-lis by golden bees, which he used as decora-

tions for his coronation robes, and also employed in the

heraldic augmentations hereafter to be described. The
origin of the assumption of the bee by Napoleon as

an Imperial badge is curious. In the year 1653 there

was discovered at Tournay a tomb supposed to be that

of CIIILDERIC {d. 480), father of Ci:OVlS. Among the

precious articles enclosed therein, or found in proximity

to it, were about three hundred small objects of gold
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and fine stones, which somewhat resembled in shape an

insect, and to which the name of "bees" was given.

These, and the other contents of the tomb were pre-

sented by the Archbishop of Mentz to LOUIS XIV.,

and were long preserved in the Bibliotheque Royale at

Paris. These so-called bees were stolen in 1832, and

only two remain at the present day. One of them is

figured in the separate plate opposite p. 21 of the

Hisioire de I' Orf^vrerie-Joailkrie, by MM. La CrOIX

et Ser£ ; Paris, i860.

Among those who were present at the discovery, or

whose attention was immediately directed to it, was

Jean Jacques Chifflet, at that time physician to the

Archduke Leopold, Governor of the Netherlands, and

afterwards chamberlain of PiiiLiP IV. (He is best

known, perhaps, as the author of the Insignia Gentilitia

Equitum Ordinis Velleris Aurei, printed at Antwerp in

1632 ; and containing a catalogue of the Knights of the

Order of the Golden Fleece, with the blazon of their

arms, etc., in Latin and French.)

Chifflet was charged by the Archduke to write an

account of the discovery ; and in his opinion these golden

insects had been employed as the decorations of the

royal mantle, which very possibly was the case. But

Chifflet went further, and declared that in these

insects was to be found the origin of the fleur-de-lis.

This statement occasioned a great literary controversy

with regard to which it will be sufficient to say here that

Chifflet'S assertion was very hotly contested by

Tristan de St. Amand {Traits du Lis, 1656); and

later by the celebrated antiquary MontfAUCON in his

great work, Les Monumens de la Monarchic Frangaise.

{See the Histoire du Drapeau, etc., de la Monarchie Fran-

gaise ; par. M. Rey, tome, ii., p. 27, Paris, 1837.) The
Emperor NAPOLEON, whose ambition it was to pose in

some sort as the successor of Princes anterior to the line
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of Capet, assumed these bees as the badge of his new
Empire ; and, as has been stated, caused them to be

largely employed among its heraldic insignia.

Not only his coronation mantle, and that of the

Empress Josephine were thus semds ; but the mantling

surrounding the Imperial arms was similarly decorated
;

as were those of the " Princes-Grands-Dignitaires " of

the Empire, to whose armorial bearings there was also

added, as indicative of their high office, a chef d'asur

semi d'abeilles d'or (SiMON, I'Armorial GMral de

I'Empire Frangais, tome, i., p. v., planches 5, 7, 8). The
chief azure charged with three fleur-de-lis or, which had

figured in the arms of Paris, and of so many of the cities

of the French Monarchy, was replaced by a chief gules

charged with tliree golden bees. This chief also figured

for a time in the escucheons of Aachen, Amsterdam,

Antwerp, Bremen, Brussels, Cologne, Dijon, Florence,

Genoa, Ghent, Hamburg, Lyon, and Parma. Under the

"Second Empire'' the Napoleonic bee naturally came

again into favour ; but, so far as my obsei"vation extends,

did not succeed in ousting the restored fleurs-de-lis

from the armorial insignia of French cities, and corporate

bodies.

The Low Country family of NOUST bears : Argent, three

bees vert ; Or, a bee asure, is the coat of the Castilian

Pecha. The coat of Sir ROBERT Peel, Bart. (Prime

Minister, 1834-1835; i%/^i-i?>i\6)\wa.5: Argent, three sli£aves

of as many arrows proper banded gules, on a chief a bee

volant or. Sable, a clievron between three bees argent, is

used by Sewell, and GerlingtoN; with the field Asure

this was the old coat of Byres {see Stodart, Scottish

Anns, i., 329).

The Swiss HUMMELS use : Azure, a bee in pale or

winged argent, its legs sable ; a family of the same name
in Bavaria, uses the curious coat : Argent, on a bend or

three bees of the first, their heads downwards. (This is a
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curious coat, being what would be styled " false heraldry,"

as composed of metal on metal. The lainbrequi7is of the

helmet are similarly of argent and or ; whatever may be

its cause the infraction of the general rule is certainly

deliberate.) The French FrEPPELS bear : Azure, a bee

or. Gules, seme of bees volant or, is the coat attributed

to the Byzantine house of SCLEROS. The French family

of GuESPEREAU has as its amies parlantes. Azure, three

wasps or. Beehives with bees flying around them occur in

some very modern coats, and, though improperly, as

crests.

AXTS.—The family of BiCOT, Counts de St. QuiXTiN

in France, have the curious coat d'Azur, d trois fourmis

iVorposees en fasces I'une sur l'autre. (The curiosity of

this coat consists in the fact that whereas the vast

majority of heraldic charges are necessarily represented

much smaller than in nature, the escucheon must be of

a very miniature character in which these charges are

riot drawn on a highly magnified scale.) Another family

of the name BiGOT DE LA Chaumiere has the coat

:

Argent, a chevron gules betu'eeu three ants sable. As

amies parlantes the CASSAXTS of Piedmont bear: Bendy

or and vert, each piece of the first charged v^'itJi an ant

sable ; a chief or, tliereoii an eagle displayed sable. A most

singular coat is that of the family of Alqueri.^ DE

BoiGUES, in Catalonia : Or, eight ants in pale, 2, 2, 2, 2,

^able, each enveloped in a flame or. (^See PiFERRER,

yobiliario de las Reinos y Sefiorios de Espana, iv.. No.

1742, Jvladrid, 1857-1860.) Argent, six ants, 3, 2, I,

gules, is assigned to an English family of Tregext ; and

Argent, a bend azu7-e between three emmets sable, to ]\lASSV;

I think I ha\re met with no other instances in our own
Armory.

Grasshoppers and Crickets may be not unfitly

joined together here. Both are used as amies parlantes.

The Genoese famil)- of Grillo (^ilarquises d'ESTOUBLOX
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in France) carry : Gules, on a bend or a cricket sable.

The Grioni of Venice used : Asure, on a bend or

three grasslwppers sable. D'Argent, a une cigale de sable,

is the canting coat of the Segalas of France. The
Woodwards of Kent bear ; Argent, a chevron between

three grasshoppers vert ; but the most famihar example

of the use of this insect in British Armory is afforded

by the crest of the Greshams ; a golden grasshopper

(usually on a mount vert^, which forms the vane of the

Royal Exchange in London.

Even the unattractive WoodlOUSE has its representa-

tives in the Armory of the Continent, the arms of the

French family of Macron being : d'Argent, a un chevron

acconipagn^ de trois cloportes de sable.

Perhaps of all insect coats the most singular is that of

the PULLICI of Verona : Or, sem^ offleas sable, two bends

gules, over all two bends sinister of the same. This may
remind us of the jest of Henry VIIL, who affected to

take the ermine spots in the arms of WiSE

—

{Sable, three

chevrons ermine)—for even more ignoble insects, as

charges " becoming an old coat," The old Heralds, who
pretended to find in Armorial charges the hieroglyphic

of the moral character of the bearer, would no doubt

have discovered in the PULLICI charges the symbols of

restless activity and relentless bloodthirstiness !



CHAPTER X.

ANIMATE CHARGES.—V. MONSTERS.

IT has been seen that the conceptions of the old heraldic

writers with regard to many actual animals partook

largely of the fantastical. But creatures altogether

imaginary also figure largely in Arnjory, though perhaps

not to so large an extent in our own as in that of the

Continent. A large number of the Supporters of our

Peers are, however, of this character. The monster of

most frequent occurrence in English Heraldry is the

Griffin, or Gryphon.
We find the original idea of this creature in classical

sculpture (probably derived from Assyria), and in

Teutonic legend :—a creature supposed to have been

originally generated between the lion and the eagle,

having the body and hind-legs of the former ; the head,

wings, and fore-legs being derived from the latter. In

mediaeval times the existence of such a creature was

no matter of doubt. The "veracious" Sir JOHN Maux-

DEVILLE tells us in his Travels that they abound in

" Bacharia." " Sum men seyn that thei han the body

upward as an egle, and benethe as ia lyoun ; and treuly

thei seyn sothe that thei ben of that schapp. But o

Griffoun hathe the body more gret and more strong

than 8 lyouns of such lyouns as ben o' this half (of the

world) and more gret and stronger than an lOO egles

such as we han amonges us . . ."

" Griffin's claws," probably the horns of a species of

ibex, were to be found not only in cabinets of antiqui-

ties but in the treasuries of cathedrals and other religious
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foundations. The grypiskey, or " Griffin's egg," probably

that of an ostrich, was often inounted as a drinking cup,

and esteemed a treasure of the greatest rarity. (See

Report of Historical MSS. Commission, I., p. 66?) I am

incUned to think that - griffins, and other monsters after-

wards noticed, may have found their way into Armory

from the Lombardic style of architecture, in which they

are continually employed.

De Caumont {Abici'daire cfArcheologie, iii., 184) says,

" Le basilic, I'aspic, le dragon, et autres figures sym-

boliques du demon, m^ritent d'etre attentivement

^tudiees dans les eglises romanes ou elles se trouvent."

These grotesque figures were denounced by St. BER-

NARD in a letter written to WILLIAM, Abbot of St.

Thierry, about the year 1125 (z.g., just about the time

of the rise of Hereditary Heraldry). He says :
" A quoi

bon tous ces monstres grotesques en peinture et en

sculpture? ... A quoi sert une telle difformite,

bu cette beaute difforme? Que signifient . . , ces

centaurs monstrueux . . . ces quadrupedes a queues

de serpent ..." etc. (Quoted by DE Caumont
from Mabillon, inter opera Sti. Bernardi.)

In one of the earliest Heraldic MSS. in the College

of Arms (L. 14), the arms of SlMON DE Montacute
are represented. The shield contains a Griffin statant;

but the usual attitude in British Armory, and the all

but invariable attitude of the creature in Foreign

Heraldry, is segreant (the equivalent phrase for rampant)
;

this charge was afterwards adopted by others of the name
of Montacute, and was, I suppose, the origin of its use

as Supporter by the Dukes of Manchester.
Or, a griffin passant gules, is the canting coat of Grib

in Denmark. (The arms of Styria are at p. 495.)
Mr Blanche, in his Pursuivant of Arms, gives four

examples of its use from a Roll temp. Edward HI.
" Monsire de Griffin " is there said to have borne, as armes
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paiiantes,
"
Sable, a une griffin d 'argent beke et pieds d'or"

Plate XXVII., fig. 5 is the coat of Trafford, of Trafford,

County Lancaster : A rgeut, a griffin segreant gules. This

coat was also borne by the Neapolitan family of Griffa-

and occurs in the Wappenrolle von Zurich (Xo. 352J for

Bernstein. The Russian Princes Lapoukhix bear a

shield Perfess, in chief the arms of the Russian Empire

;

in base the coat just blazoned. The Supporters of the

Austrian Imperial Arms are Two griffins or, the wings

and plumage of the breast sable. As a supporter the

griffin appears frequently in British Armory. It is

thus used by the Dukes of Cleveland and ^1a\-

CHESTER, the \"iscounts BarrINGTON, Earls of CAITH-

NESS, Lords Delamere, and by the Earls of Mar.

Or, a griffin segreant sable, is attributed to Ivan ap

Cadifor \'awr, a \\''elsh prince ; and is still borne by

several families of MORGAN. Argent, a griffin segreant

azure, diademed or, is the coat of the Italian Francioti.

The Peraltas of Spain bear : Gules, a griffin within a

chaiyi in orle or.

The Griffin occurs with considerable frequency in the

arms of the Baltic Provinces ; and forms, consequently,

the charge of several quarterings in the arms of ilECK-

LENBURG, and in the full shield ofthe Prussian Monarchy

;

thus. Azure, a griffin segreant gules, crowned or, are the

arms of the Duchy of Stettin ; Azure, a griffin segreant

or, are those of the Lordship of RoSTOCK. Argent, a

griffin segreant barry (or bendy sinister), gules arid vert, is

borne for the Duchy of Wenden. Argent, a griffin seg-

reantgules {crowned or),\s carried for POilERANlA. With-

out the crown these arms are used for MoNTEPULCIANO.
The great princely family of the Esterhazv-Galan-

THA in Hungary use : Azure, a griffin segreant crowned

and standing upon a crown or, holding in its right clan' a

drawn sivord, and in its left a rose branch proper. Azun:,

a griffin segreant or, is the coat of the Portuguese







PLATE XXYII.

1. Adder nowed.

Natheky.

3. Snake entwined.

Vaiighan.

4. Serpent Vorant.

Viseonti.

5. Griffin Segreant.

Trafford.

6. Griffins' Heads.

Take.

7. Dragon.

Dauney.

8. Wyvern.

Drake.

9. Cocltatrice.

LangUy.

10, Unicorus' Heads.

Freston.
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ROBALOS, or Revaldos ; the Italian RivARi, and

Affaitati ; of Gratet (Count de Bouchage, and

Marquis de Dolomieu in France), etc.

Gules, a griffin segreant argent, are the arms of

English families of Brent, and Swil-LINGTON, and of

the Polish herba, or clan of Gryf ; as such they are borne

by SzCEPANOWSKi ; OSTROWSKI ; Odorski ; and the

Counts KONARSKI.

The Silesian Greiffn (Siebmacher, Wappenbuch,

i., 6^\ and the Barons von Greiffenstein, bear : Sable,

a griffin segreant argent; and the Sicilian ACCORAM-
BONI : Per fess, gules and or, a griffin counterchanged.

In the Wappenrolle von Zilricli, No. 74, is the coat of

GriffenSTEIN : Or, on a conventional mount vert

(isolated and of four coupeaux) a griffin statant sable,

tlie beak andforelegs gules ; and WiLEiENBERG, No. 1 34,

bears : Or, a griffin segreant sable, the beak and foreclaws

gules.

Although the griffin is usually found singly in Armory
there are a considerable number of instances in which

more than one is depicted in the shield. In the Roll of

Edward III., referred to on a preceding page, JOHN DE
Meux is said to bear :

" d'azure, a vi. griffins d'or," which
was double the number which sufficed his contemporary

Oliver de With.

In British Armory when three griffins appear they are

usually represented passant, as in the later arms of

With or Wythe (with the same tinctures as above).

Argent, a chevron between three griffins passant sable, is

the coat of Finch, Earl of Aylesford. Argent, a
chevron gules between three griffins segreant vert, is a
coat of Forsyth, in Scotland. Azure, two griffins

segreant and combatant argent, is the coat of Castelain
in French Flanders.

The head of the griffin is represented in armory with
prominent ears

;
a feature which requires attention, inas-
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much as it is this which distinguishes the griffin's heads

borne as separate charges, from the heads of eagles

similarly used. Plate XXVI I., fig. 6 is the coat of TOKE in

Kent ; Per chevron sable and argent, three griffin's lieads

counterchanged. The Drakelows of Essex, and the

Counts d'HANE DE Steenhuyse in Belgium bear:

Argent, a chevron gules between three griffin's heads erased

sable. Per pale or and azure, on a chevroti between three

griffins heads erased, fourfleurs-de-lis, all counterchanged,

are the arms of PoPE, Earl of DoWNE, and are attributed

to the poet of that name.

A variety of the Griffin is found in the Gryphon-

marin^, or Sea-Grififin, In it the fore part of the creature

is that of the eagle, but the wings are sometimes omitted
;

and the lower half of the animal is that of a fish, or rather

of a mermaid. Such a creature is the charge in the arms

of the Silesian family of Mestich ; Argent, a sea-griffm

proper. (SlEBMACHER, Wappenbtich, i., 69). ArMve, a

{winged^ sea-griffin per fess gules and argent crowned or,

is the coat of the Barons von PUTTKAMMER. One or

two other Pomeranian families have the like charge

without wings. GORCKEN bears : Or, a sea-griffiin per

fess sable and gules, and PAULSDORF : Gules, a sea-griffi.n

per fess or and argent. GORKE used : Argent, a sea-

griffin azure, its tail gules.

The Dragon.—Before the beginnings of Heraldry

the winged and four-legged monster known as the

Dragon was familiar in legend ; and it is hardly yet

a settled question whether the Armorial monster, which

also figures in so many early romances, may not be the

traditional representation of the last survivors of real

animals now extinct. As now depicted it has a head

resembling that of the griffin, a scaled body with four

legs with claws, bat wings, and a long barbed tail and

tongue. A monster somewhat of this kind (but with two

legs only) is found upon some of the shields borne by
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the Normans in the Bayeux Tapestry, and in more

than one instance appears with its head transfixed

by the Saxon spears. By some these have been

considered regular banners, but If so they are unique,

as no other mediseval examples are known of standards

cut out to the shape of an animal. Standards of this

shape, however, are represented as borne by the Dacians

in the sculptures on Trajan's Column, and on the

Arch of Titus at Rome, and a possible exception is

noted below.

Mr French in an interesting pamphlet, On the Banners

of the Bayeux Tapestry, etc. (reprinted from the Journal

of tJie ArchcBological Association, in 1857), very plausibly

suggests that, as the figures on the Saxon spears corre-

spond exactly with those nailed upon the Norman
shields, they were those which had been torn off by the

spears of the Saxon warriors from the shields of their

invaders. We may here remark that the term " dracones
"

which is occasionally applied to standards in mediaeval

chronicles has no reference at all to standards of this kind.

" Draco " was a general term for a serpent ; and the long

snake or whip-like pennons were so called (vide infra,

p. 657).

In Excerpta Ilistorica, p. 404, there is printed, however,

a mandate of King HENRY III. in 1244, directing "a

dragon to be made in fashion of a standard, of red silk

sparkling all over with gold, the tongue of which should

be made to resemble burning fire, and appear to be

continually moving, and the eyes of sapphires or other

suitable stones, and to place it in the Church of St. Peter,

Westminster, against the King's coming."

The Dragon is not a frequent charge in British Armory,
but is more often met with as a supporter, or as a crest.

The Arms of the City of LONDON are supported by
two dragons rampant argent, the inside of their wings
charged with a cross gules. The Red Dragon is the
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badge of the Principality of WALES. It was used as a

Supporter of the Royal Arms by all our Tudor Sovereigns,

and also appears on the Standards of HENRY VII. and

Henry VIII. {Excerpta Historica, pp. 56, 57.) Two

dragons sable, ducally gorged and chained or, are the

supporters of the arms of the Baroness NORTH.

The English family of Dauney bears; Argent, a

dragon rampant sable (Plate XXVII., fig. 7); and the

family of Raynor is said to use : Argent, a dragon

volant in bend sable. The Irish O'Neylans have:

Gules, a dragon statantproper.

The Imperial yellow Dragon of China {gorged with a

mural crouin and chained sable), is the sinister, supporter

of the arms of Viscount GOUGH.
The Dragon of Foreign Heraldry corresponds with

the Wyvern of British Armory, having only two legs, and

being usually represented with its tail nowed in a circle.

The arms of DRAKE of Devonshire are blazoned,

Argent, a wyvern, its wings displayed, and the tail nowed

gides ; but these are obviously arines parlantes, and the

charge is the dragon of foreign armory (Plate XXVII.,

fig. 8). Gules, a dragon winged argent, inflamed [i.e. with fire

issuing from its m.oxs.'&i) proper, was borne by the Barons

von Drachenfels. a like coat, but with the dragon or,

belongs to Drage of Denmark. Argent, a dragon sable

crowned or, holding in its mouth a flaming brand proper,

is the coat of Austrian Counts von WURMBRAND. The

Genoese house of Dragho used, Azure, a dragon argent;

and the DE Drago of Rome, Argent, a dragon vert.

The Borghese family, to which Pope PAUL V. (1605-

1621) belonged, used. Azure, a dragon or (often with a

chief of the Empire). In the Low Countries the

Barons de Draeck carry : Azure, a dragon or; which is

also the coat of DE Dragon de Ramillies in Artois,

The Florentine DragoMANNI have. Or, a dragon guks

{d'Or, a un dragon aiU a deux pattes de gueules les ailes
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levies). Two wyverns gules are the supporters of the

arms of the Duke of Marlborough.
The Dalmatian Gazzari bear: Argent, two dragons

njfi'ontcs tJieir tails nowed in saltire rampant against a

covered cup or, suniionnted by a fleiir-de-lis of the same.

The dragons in the arms of the Italian families of

POZZO (Princes DEI.LA Ctsterna, etc.) correspond to

our wyverns :

—

Or, a well gules accosted by two dragons

ajfronth vert, tlieir tails nowed in saltire beneath the well.

A dragon with a human face is known in French

blazon as a dragon monstrenx. The family of

Ancezune, Dues de Caderousse, bear : Gtdes, two

such dragons affroutes or (each holds with one claw its

beard of snakes, and the tails and each claw of the

feet are also serpentine).

Sometimes only a portion of the dragon is represented.

The Princes BUONCOMPAGNI bear : Gules, a dragon

naissant or (issuant from the base) ; to this family

belonged Pope GREGORY XII. (1572-1585).

Two wyverns inflamed proper, are the supporters of

the arms of the Earls of Eglinton.

The Cockatrice only appears to differ from the

Wyvern in possessing a cock's head and wattles, with

a barbed tongue. It occurs in the^ coat of LanGley,
Argent, a cockatrice sable beaked, wattled, and membered
gules (Plate XXVII., fig. 9). This creature was, I believe,

identical with the BASILISK ; it was assumed to possess

the same deadly powers, and to have been produced in

a very remarkable way, viz., from an egg laid by a

patriarchal cock and hatched by a toad !
" Le basilic

a par devant la forme d'un coq, par derriere celle d'un

serpent ;
—

' habet caudam ut coluber, residuum vero

corporis ut gallus,' selon le texte de Vincent de Beau-

vais. C'est ainsi qu'il ^tait repr^sente sur un eglise dcs

environs de Lyon." The cut given by DE Caumont in

illustration of this passage, from the Lombardic sculpture
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at Lyon, has the name BasilicUS engraved above the

creature {Abecidaire d'ArchMogie, iii., 183, 184. See

also the "Account of the BasiHsk" in J. ROMILLV

Allen, Christian Syvibolism, p. 390). Or, a basilisk

vert, is the coat of the Spanish family of Bas : with the

charge sable it is that of Trappequiers in Flanders.

A cockatrice or, ivinged ar^iire, is one of the Supporters

used by the Earls Delaayarr.

The Salamander, — the well known device of

Francis I. of France, which occurs with such frequency

in the chateaux of Fontaincbleau, Blois, Chambord, etc.

—is the charge of the Italian family of Cennino :

Aziire, a salamander or in flames proper. Tinctured vert,

and in flames, it is the crest of DOUGLAS, Earl of

Angu.s. The family of BraccHE has such salamanders

as supporters.

The AMPHlPTiiRE is simply a winged serpent.

Azure, an amphiptere or, rising between two mountains

argent, are the arms of CamoenS the Portuguese poet.

Azure, a bendlet purpure (probably originally argent but

discoloured) betwee7i two ampliipteres or, was borne by

Potier of France. These were used as supporters by

the POTIERS, Dues de Tresmes, and DE Gevres, who,

however, used quite different arms : Azure, tliree dexter

'hands or, over all a canton chequy argent and azure.

The CihM/ERA is a monster of rare occurrence abroad,

and does not occur in our own Heraldic menagerie. It

is depicted as possessing the head and breast of a

woman, the forepa\\"s of a lion, the body of a goat, the

hind legs of a griffin and the tail of a serpent. A
simpler prescription for its composition consists of the

fore parts of a lion, the body of a goat, and the tail of

a dragon. The Chima;ra on the mosaic pavement at

Aosta is thus represented. {^See DidrON, Annales

Archeologiques, xvii., p. 389.) The family of Fada of

Verona have their own peculiar recipe : Gules, a winged
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cliimcera argent, tlie head and breasts carnation (or proper)

the feet those of an eagle.

The Sphynx resembles the preceding in having the

head and breasts of a woman ; as usually drawn the

rest of the body is that of a lion, though according to

some writers, it should possess the paws of a lion, the

body of a dog, and the tail of a dragon. It occasionally

appears in Foreign Heraldry as a convenient hiero-

glyphic to commemorate some service in Egypt, and is

the crest of the British families of Asgill, Baronets

Lambert, Goatley, etc. The Gillarts of Brittany

bear : Aznre., a sphynx couchant, winged or, on a chief

argent three ermine spots sable. The SavalletteS of

Paris use : A.CHre, a sphynx, and in chief an estoile or.

The Austrian Counts Prokesch d'Osten carry : Arjnre,

a spJiynx couche on a pedestal or, on a chief indented

argent a cross offerusalent gules ; and have sphynxes as

supporters.

The arms of the families of Vranx d'A^ielin ; HOL-
BERG ; OSTERBECH ; etc., have the same supporters.

The old family of Fries in Austria, has its arms

charged with a creature which can differ but little from

a sphynx : Perfess sable and or, a lion rampant counter-

changed, the head being that of a girl.

The Harpy is somewhat more frequently found in

Armory. It has a human female head, the body of an

eagle, and in British Heraldry is, I think, used only as a

crest {e.g. by Trimnell, Ashley, etc.) and as the sup-

porters of the arms of the extinct Lords HOO. On the

Continent there are several examples of it in arms.

Probably the most important is the coat borne by the

extinct Rietbergs, Princes of Ost-Friesland : Sable,

a harpy crowned, and with wings displayed all pi'oper

;

between four stars, two in chief as many in base, or.

The family of RiTTBERG in Ost-Frisia, probably con-

nected with the preceding, bear : Or, a harpy proper
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crowned of the field. The Harpy of the Danish Reigs-

DORPS (or RiGSTRUPS), has a human body and arms, as

well as the ordinary female head.
,
The body is habited

gules, and the head is crowned or ; but the rest of the

charge has the usual sable feathers. The extinct family

of Knob in Denmark used : Aztire, a harpy proper

habited or, the anus akimbo. Another Danish family,

that of Kalf, has a coat only varying from this in its

tinctures ; the field is Or, and the body is habited

azure. Azure, a harpy or, the liead proper, is the coat

of Lami in France ; and Or, a Jvarpy gules, is that of

Baudrac of the same country. The City of Nurnberg
. bears : Azure, a haipy displayed armed, crined, and

crowned or.

Another classical monster is the Hydra, a dragon

with seven heads. DAi'geni, a un hydre de sinople, is

borne by Garrault of France. The Marquises de

Belsunce, in Navarre, use the sarnie coat, but one of the

creature's heads is nearly severed and jets forth blood.

The Comtes de JOYEUSE used : Azure, three pallets or, on

a chief cousu gules three hydras of the second.

The Unicorn.—Of fabulous creatures none is more

famous than the Unicorn, mentioned by Greek and

Roman authors as a native of India. It is represented as

a horse furnished with a single long and twisted horn, and

having a goat's beard, and cloven hoofs. The supporter

of the Royal Arms of SCOTLAND for about a century

antecedent to the union of the crowns, it became at that

time one of the Supporters of the arms of the United

Kingdom, and in that function is familiar to all. Its use

as a charge in British Heraldry is comparatively modern.

Sable, a unicorn passant argent, is the coat of STEAD.

In Scotland the coat of the Prestons of that Ilk,

afterwards of Craigmillar, Argent, three unicorn's heads

couped sable, armed or (Plate XXVI I., fig. lo) is at least as

old as the fifteenth century. Gules, a fess vair between
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three unicorns passant ardent (or or\ is borne by several

families of WILKINSON on both sides of the border.

The Unicorn is somewhat frequently used by British

Peers as a supporter. A unicorn argent, armed, maned,

and unguled (hoofed) or, is the dexter supporter of the

Arms of the Duke of Richmond. A like creature, but

gorged with a collar per pale asiire and or and chained

of the last, is the dexter supporter used by the Duke of

Somerset. Tavo unicorns argent support the arms of

the Duke of Rutland. The supporters used by the

Earls of Stamford are spotted ermine. The Barons of

KiNGSALE use two unicorns aszire each maned, armed,

gorged with the coronet of an English prince, and

chained or. There is no more real incongruity in a blue

unicorn than there is in a red lion ; but the unicorn is so

generally used of a white colour that this example seems

strangely exceptional. It is not, however, quite unique
;

Unicorns are frequently found as supporters in Foreign

Armory, and those used by the Livonian Barons de

Bruiningk arc green with golden horns. (Klingspor,

Baltisches Wappenbuch, plate xix.) A unicorn was

one of the supporters of COLBERT, Minister of Finance

to Louis XIV. (La Pointe, Chevaliers de VOrdre du St.

Esprit, -plAnches 128, and j). As a charge the unicorn

occurs on the armory of Germany with considerable fre-

quency. Per bend sable and or, a unicorn rampant

counter-changed is used by Kentz of Ntirnberg. Azure,

a unicorn salient argent is borne by the Silesian Barons

von Parchwitz, and the Bavarian Barons von Walden-
FELS. Or, a unicorn salient gules, is the coat of DE
With of Holland. Argent, three unicorns sable, is borne

by Clairaunay of France.

A Sea Unicorn, that is a unicorn whose body ends

in a fish's tail, is borne by the Prussian DIE Niemptscher :

Perfess argent and gules, a sea unicorn counter-changed

(Siebmacher, Wappenbuch, i., 69).
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The Piicenix is represented as an eagle displayed

issuing from flames. The modern coat of the family of

SamuelSON, created baronet in 1884, is: Sable, three

piles wavy two issuing from the chief, the third from the

base, argent, on each a phoenix iii flames proper. The
Fhoenix issuing from a ducal coronet is the well known

crest of the Sevmours, Dukes of SOMERSET. It was

one of the very numerous devices of Queen Mary
Stuart, and also of her rival Queen Elizabeth.

The Pegasus, the winged horse of Apollo, is a

charge somewhat analogous to the unicorn. It is best

remembered as appearing in the coat granted to

Michael Drayton, the poet : Azure, gutty d'argent

a Pegasus of the second. Gules, on a mount of three

coupeaux in base vert, a Pegasus salient argent, is borne

by Wy^SS in S«'itzerland. D'Azur, a un Pegase d'argent,

aile d'or are the arms of POLLIA in Bresse. The

Bavarian family of Haberstock, now extinct, bore,

Gules, on a nioiinl in base argent, a Pegasus statant

of the last. There is a canting allusion to the name

in the arms borne by the Prussian HOCHREUTERS:
Argent, a Pegasus salient sable. Sable, a Pegasus salient

argent between seven flames or, are the original arms of

Seebach. Two Pegasi are the supporters of the arms

of the Viscounts MoleswOrth, the dexter is Argent,

winged or ; the sinister Gules, seme' of crosses crosslet or.

A Pegasus argent is the sinister supporter of the arms

of Lord Mount-Temple. Two winged stags were the

supporters of James Elphinstone, Lord COUPER, in

1620 (Laing ii., p. 58). (See also the French Royal

supporters, infra, p. 636).

The Centaur, a monster, half man, half horse, is but

seldom met with in Heraldry. Gules, a female centaur

passant without anus argent, the hair plaited en queue,

is the singular coat of the Krauters of Niirnberg. The

DE Brouilli, Marquises de PlENNE, used as supporters
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tiiiQ centaurs gules holding clubs or (as represented in

La Pointe, Chevaliers de VOrdre dii St. Esprit, planche

57, these have no fore legs but this is, I conjecture, an

error of the artist. It must, however, be noted that this

is,the earliest type of the centaur, as is evident from the

bassi relievi at Olympia). When represented discharg-

ing an arrow from the bow the technical term employed

is centaur-sagittaire. ]''ert, a ceutaiir-sagittaiiv or, is

borne by the Counts Reille ; and Perfess or a?id a.ziire,

a centaur-sagittary counter-changed, is the coat of the

Roman SATURNINE Such a figure is sculptured on a

column in the Romanesque cloister of St. Aubin at

Angers. (De Caumont, Abecedaire d'Archiologie, iii.,

185; cf. Dante, Divina Comviedia ; Inferno, xii., 56, 60.)

The Sea-Horse.— The sea-horse is found in the

Scottish coat of ECKFOORD ; Argent, in a sea vert, a sea-

horse rampant issuant proper. Per chevron gules and or,

three sea-horses crowned, counter-changed, is borne by

E.STOX of Eston in Devon ; and Azure, a chevron between

three sea-horses or, or argent, is the coat of the TUCKERS
(Plate XXVII., fig. II).

The Sea-Stag was borne by the family of LlNDEN-

BERG in Prussia, now extinct : Argent, a sea-stag gules.

Gules, a sea^stag or, its tail curved to the dexter, is the coat

of the Silesian POGORSKI (correct MOULE, Heraldry of

Fish, p. 209).

The Cock-Fish is a still more curious compound ; it

is used as the charge in the arms of the Bavarian family

of Geyss : Or, a cock sable, beaked of tlie fii^st, crested and

armed gules, its body ending in that of a fish cui'vcd

upwards proper.

The Sea-Lion. — This creation occurs in the

" Mediaeval Bestiaries," under the name of the " Serra''

it is there usually winged. Without wings it appears in

the arms granted to Sir ROBERT Harland, Baronet

:

Or, on a bend wavy between two sea-lions sable, three
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buck's heads caboslied argent. The crest is a sea-lion

holding an anchor in pale. The sea-lion is also the

crest of the Earls of Thanet and of HoWTH
; of azure

and supporting a tower in flames it is that of the DUCK-
WORTHS, Baronets. Two sea-lions argent, guttees de

lannes, were the supporters granted to Admiral Bos-

CAWEN, and his descendants, Viscounts FALMOUTH. A
sea-lion and a mermaid are the supporters of the arms of

the St. Lawrences, Earls of Howth : Gules, two swords

in saltire proper between four roses argent, barbed vert.

The Sea-Dog is a supporter of the arms of the

Lords MOWBRAV and StOURTON. Mr MOULE,

Heraldry of Fish, p. 149, says : — " The sea dog of

heraldry is no other than the male or dog-otter, being

a four-footed animal, but is drawri,^ according to heraldic

fancy, with a broad fin continued down the back from

the head to the tail ; the feet webbed, and its whole

body, legs, and tail covered with scales." This state-

ment may be correct ; the otter may be the original of

the heraldic creature known as the sea-dog, but it is

quite clear that, as represented, the latter finds a fitting

place among armorial monsters. The otter, of whose

use in armory The Heraldry of Fish contains a sufficient

number of instances both as a charge and as a supporter,

is usually drawn proper, and is thus very unlike the

heraldic sea-dog.

The Mermaid, or Syren {Sirene), is represented with

the head, body, and arms of a beautiful girl, but with the

tail of a fish.

" Desinat in piscem mulier formosa superne."

Horace, de Arte Poetka, 1. 4.

Such were, perhaps, the syrens of Cape Pelorus who

failed to lure to destruction Ulysses and his companions

;

Homer, Odyssey, xii., 39, 166; but OviD {Metamorphoses,

v., 552) represents them as having wings. (On the
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Syren, see the chapter on the " Mediaeval Bestiaries " in

Christian Symbolism in Great Britain and Irelayid, by J.

ROJIILLY Allen, 1887, being the " Rhind Lectures on

Archjeology for 1885.")

In British and French Armory the mermaid usually

carries in her hands a comb and a mirror. Gules, a

mermaid argent crined or, liolding a mirror and comb of

the third, is the coat of PreSTWICK, formerly Baronets

(Plate XXVII., fig. 12). Argent, a meniiaid gules (or

proper^ is borne by two families of ELLIS. The seal of Sir

William Bruwere, or Bruere (temp. Richard I.), is

one of the earliest instances of the use of this bearing in

British Armory ; in it the right hand rests on the hip
;

the left touches the head, possibly has the traditional

comb. (MOULE, Heraldry of Fish, p. 214.) Vert, three

mermaids, two and one, each zvith comb and mirror or, is

the coat of WOLLSTONECROFT. Gjiles, tliree winged

syrens argent, is borne by BaSFORD (see p. 303).

Few of the monsters of Heraldry have so ancient a

pedigree as the mermaid. Mr Moule says {Heraldry of

Fish, p. 211): " The relation of a being, half-fish and

half-human, is of the earliest antiquity." It was thus

that the Philistine idol Dagon was represented. In

Babylonia a similar idol was worshipped. The mermaid

is depicted on the ancient Greek Vases ; and occurs

frequently in Norman and Lombardic Church Architec-

ture (See the Sculptures of the crypt of the church at

Parize-le-Chatel, figured by DE CaumONT, Abeccdairc

d'ArchMogie, tome iii., p. 189.)

In it the syren is usually represented holding in

each hand the long tresses of her luxuriant hair, some-

times she bears a comb ; at others a fish. Often

in ancient sculpture, as still frequently in German

Armory, the mermaid is represented with a double

tail, held up in either hand, a tail replacing each leg
;

and this I believe to be the more correct mode of
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delineation, though it is not, I think, known to British

Armory, except as tlie crest of Wallop.
Such a mermaid appears in the arms of the Bavarian

family of Baibel {Gules, a ineriiidid with two tails which

she holds in her hands all propery The Bavarian

Benders use : Azure, a mermaidproper, Jiolding Iter two

tails sable; and the Augsburg family of Fend carry:

Gules, a syren proper Jiolding in her hands her two tails or.

Such a syren (proper) is the crest of the great Ron:ian

house ofCOLONXA. The DIE RiETTER of Niirnbergbear:

Per fess, sable and or, a mennaid Jiolding her tails proper,

vested gules and crowned or. The BerBERICH of Wiirz-

burg, have as arms : Gules, a syren with two tails, crowned

and Jiolding in eacJi Jiand a fisJi all proper. Or, a syren

proper Jiolding her two tails vert in Jier Jiands, crowned

with an antique crown or, is the coat of the Counts DA

SCHIO. Azure, a syren unlli comb and glass argent within

a bordure indented gules, were the arms of the family

of Poissonier, in Burgundy. The heiress having

married into the ancient house of Berblssv, the latter

assumed the syren as a tenant (or supporter), to its

own punning arms : d'Azur, a une brebis d'argent, sur

line terasse de sinople, as appears in the stained glass of

Notre Dame at Dijon {See MoULE, Heraldry of Fish,

pp. 212, 213). The mermaid, or syren, is frequently used

in Britain and in France as a crest, and as a supporter

to the shield. The Viscounts BOYNE thus employ two

mermaids each holding a mirror proper. The shield of

the Viscounts HoOD is supported by a merman and a

mermaid ; the former holds a trident, the latter a mirror,

all proper. (The supporters of the Earl of HOWTH
have already been mentioned, p. 299.) The dexter sup-

porter used by the Earl of SANDWICH is a merman (or

triton) holding a trident, and crowned with an Eastern

crown. The SCOTS of Harden had mermaid supporters

{see StODART, Scottish Arms, i., 383) ; and one is still
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used in this capacity by Lord Polavarth; as the

dexter supporter it was employed by Sir Walter
Scott (" the Wizard of the North "). A triton and a

mermaid were the supporters of the Campbells of

Ardkinlas, Mermaids are the supporters of the arms of

Pierre, Dug de Bourbon in 1352 (Demay). They
were early the supporters and badge of the great family

of the Berkeleys {see my Heraldry of_Bristol Cathedral).

The French Tholosani bear : Azure, a siren with

two tails, and upraised hands proper. The supporters are

two mermaids with double tails, each holding a banner

of the arms. The crest is a demi-mermaid, holding in

each hand a banner argent. The Serenelli of Verona

use: Azure, a mermaid proper liabited gules, liolding Iter

two tails argent. The Dutch Barons Meerman bear :

Sable, a merman in armour, holding a sabre, and a circular

buckler argent.

In France the family DU Bec, Marquises do Vardes,

etc., had their arms {Fuzilly argent and gules) supported

by two mermaids. The like supporters of St. Georges,

Marquises de Verac, hold mirrors. (In La Pointe,

Les Chevaliers du St. Esprit, planches 40, 149, the mer-

maids in both instances are drawn so as to indicate a

division of the tail into two.) The latter family also

used as a crest a syren in a tub, holding a mirror. This

is the famous Melusine, used as crest and supporters

by the house of LUSIGNAN, in memory of ISABEL,

the betrothed of Hugh de LuSiGNan, Count

de la Marche, who was Queen of King John
of England, and afterwards wife of Hugh de
LusiGNAN. The same supporters (without mirrors)

and crest, were used by DE CastILLE, Marquis de

Chenoise
; these, and the supporters of the GiBELLINl,

also have bat-wings. Mermaids support the arms of

Montrose.

Devils.—As some of the monsters described in this
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chapter were taken to be the hieroglyphics of the Evil

One, we may not unfitly add here a few examples in

which his personality is represented without the inter-

. position of any veil.

The German family of Teufel naturally bear : Or, a

devil gules. The TroLLES of Denmark, with equal pro-

priety, carry the same personage in a less mischievous

form : Cr, a devil in profile decapitated gules, his right

hand raised, his left clutching his tail ; his headfull-faced

resting against his breast. The HOEGKS, Barons of

HOEGHOLM, use the same but omit the head. The

KuGLERS of Wiirttemberg bear : Or, a devil standing on

a ball, and holding another in each hand, all sable. The

demon of the SISSINKS of Groningen is a personage of

rtiore elaborate construction : Or, a horneddevilhaving six

paws, the body terminating in. the tail of a fish, all gules.
.

The classical Faun, out of which the modern concep-

tion of the form of the devil appears to have been

. developed, appears as a supporter of the arms of SWEERTS,

YSEMBART, and other Low-Country families.

The Bavarian Counts von FrOHBERG have their arms

supported by creatures which partake of the nature of a

faun :—savages whose legs adjacent to the shield are

' replaced by those of a deer, or goat (Tyroff, Wappen-

buch des Adels des K'dnigreichs Baiern, Erster band,

Taf 39).

In the Armory of Germany the grotesque element has

very much more play than in our own ; and an account of

its curiosities would contain many examples of monstrous

beings as wonderful as those which have been described

above ; but as for the most part they occur in single

instances only, I have not thought it needful to swell this

chapter by descriptions of them. I conclude with one

more classical example. The family of MEDICO DAL

Sale in Verona bear : Or, a Cerberus sable, collared

gules, sejant on a terrace vert.



CHAPTER XL

INANIMATE CHARGES.— I. ASTRONOMICAL.

Before treating of the large and important class of

armorial charges which are taken from the vegetable king-

dom, it will conduce to clearness if we advert to those

Heraldic Charges which inay be terrned "Astronomical,"

consisting for the most part of conventional representa-

tions of the heavenly bodies, and also of certain repre-

sentations ofwhat used to be called "the elements," some of

which impart a semi-pictorial character to heraldic shields.

The Sun, surrounded by rays, is described in British

Armory as being in his splendour. In all but the earliest

heraldry our great luminary is depicted as a globe of

gold with the lineaments of a human face, surrounded by

rays, alternately waved and straight. French Armorists

tell us that when the sun is depicted of any other

tincture than 07' or argent, it is only the ombre du soleil,

or the sun in eclipse. Nevertheless in the earliest English

example, the coat of jEAN DE LA Haye, in the Roll of

Arms known as St. George's Roll, the blazon is

:

Argent, the sun in his splendour gules, and the human
lineaments are not expressed. Azui'e, the sun in

splendour or, is borne as a coat of Augmentation for the

Marquisate of LOTHIAN, being quartered with : Gules,

on a chevron argent, three mullets of the field for Ker,
Lords of Jedburgh. It is used by the Austrian

Barons Dietrich de Dieden ; and as armes parlantes

by the French family of Solages, and by ZON (or Van
Son) in the Netherlands. It is similarly borne by the

Counts de SONNEERG in Austria, and the families of
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SONNEBERG (who however sometimes difference by

making the sun argent, or bearing it of gules in a silver

field). In the coat of the Counts von SONNEBERG
(Plate XXVIII., fig. I.) the sun is clear of the mountain,

the blazon being Azure, the sun or, in. base a mount of

the same ; sometimes the mount is sable, and the Swiss

family of the name bear : Aigent, a sun gules, in base a

mount of tliree coupeaux vert.

The Spanish family of BiLQUES DE Orcion substitute

the quartered arms of Castile and Leon for the human

face ; and some English families of DYSON have as their

charge the sun half eclipsed, i.e. perpale sable and or.

Gules, a sun or, is the coat of SONNEMAER.
Azure, the sun rising from beJiind n hill or, is the coat

of the Scottish family of Hill; and the same with the

mount argent is used by the Bavarian family of Anns.

There are other coats in which two, or three, suns

appear. Gules, three suns argent, is the coat of

Chalange in France. D'Aztir, a trois soleils d'or, is the

canting coat of the Breton TRliSfiOLS, and of Van Son

in Holland. Sable, two demi-suhs accosted, are the

curious arms of Haeiinel of Bavaria.

The Moon is represented by a crescent {croissant)

one of the prevalent figures in Heraldry, both as a

difference and as a charge ; and one which, perhaps with

more reason than in other cases, is associated with

crusading times. Its ordinary position in Armory is

montant, or with both horns upward, a position which is

only expressed in French armory when a crescent thus

depicted is found in conjunction with others not so

situated. Azure, a crescent argent, was borne as an

allusive coat by Lucv, by Vernon, Marquis de BON-

NEUIL, by TOGORES of Spain, and by other families.

When the horns of the crescent are turned to the

dexter side of the shield it is called a crescent-increscent,

(croissant-touruc)
; when to the sinister its appellation is a
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crescent-decrescent {croissant-contouriit'^); and when re-

versed croissant-vers^.

We have an example of these three less frequent

positions of the crescent in the shield of the Austrian

family of PUCHBERG. (Plate XXVIII., lig. 3.) Asiire,

three crescents, those in chief addorsed, that tn base reversed

or. BaNNES, Marquis de PUYGIRON, bears a similar coat,

but the crescents are of argent, and ^the single one is in

chief. The LuNELS of Languedoc, bore : Azure, a

crescent versc^ argent ; and the great Arragoncsc house of

LUNA; Chequy or and sable, on a cJdef argent, a crescent

verse, chequy as the field. (For LUNELS, see French

Glossary.)

In Scotland the coat oftheOLiPHANTS (Plate XXVIII.,

fig. 2), is Gules, three crescents argent ; Or, tliree crescents

gules, that of the Edjionstons ; and, Gules, three

crescents witliin the Royal trcssnre^ or, that of the

Setons,

Gides, three crescents argent, is the coat of the ancient

family of Van Wassenaer in the Netherlands ; often

quartered with those of the Burg-gravate of Leyden :

Asiire, a fess or.

The Princes PlCCOLOillNI of Siena bear : Argent, on

a cross azure five crescents or. To this family belonged

Popes PlU-S II. and Piu.s III.

The combination of the crescent and cross in the

.shield of Cathcart, Plate XXVI 1 1., fig. 4, Azure, tliree

crosslets fitchees rising from as many crescents argent, has

a pleasing effect. The coat of MiNSHULL combines the

crescent and &\.^x, Azure, an estoile issuingfrom a crescent

argent ; these arc the arms of the town of PORTSMOUTH.
Sable, a crescent betvoeen tisjo stars in pale argent is the

coat of the East Anglian family of Jermya', Earls of

St. Alban.s, 1660-1683.

Some confusion exists in the language of blazon

between the armorial representation of the stars as
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heavenly bodies, and a very different object, the mullet

{inolette) or rowel of a spur. Mr Planche, Lancaster

Herald, lays it down as a rule that an estoile or star

should always have six points, to distinguish it from a

mullet, which has five, and that these points should not

be wavy unless the star be said to be rayonnant.

In most European countries, however, the estoile has

five straight rays (a single one uppermost, otherwise it

is blazoned in French renversc'e) and the inolette six.

I should be inclined to make the distinction consist

solely in the charge being pierced or unpierced
; in the

one case a molette, or spur rowel, is obviously intended

;

in the other a star. In the case of stars of more than

five points the number should be specified. Gules, a star

of eight (sometimes of twelve) points argent is the coat

of Baux, Due d'ANDRiiE, quartered by Queen Eliza-

beth WiDViLLE, wife of Edward IV. ; of six points it

is used by the Counts von Sternenberg. Azure, a

star of six points within a bordure argent was the arms

of Goethe. The Princes of Waldeck bear : Or, an

estoile of eight poiiits sable (Plate XL I.). Perfess gules

and argent, three estoiles of six points countei'changed, is

the coat of the Counts of Erpach, who quarter Argent,

two bars gules for Breuberg.

The English coat of DE Vere (Plate XL, fig. 2)

is usually blazoned Quarterly, gules and or, in the first

quarter a mullet ai'gent. But the charge in this coat is

really a star. A beautifully diapered example of this

shield exists at Hatfield, Broad Oak, Essex, of the date

1298, a period when the rowelled spur was not in general

use.

Plate XXVIII., fig. 5, is the Scottish coat of SUTHER-

LAND : Gules, three stars or. The Murrays bore:

Azure, three stars argent; and the Baillies of Laming-

ton : Arjure, nine stars, 3, 3, 2, I argent. The existence

of the 13th century Murray seals is sufficient evidence







PLATE XXVIII.

1. Sun.

Sonnenberg.

2. Crescents. 3. Increscent, Decrescent, etc.

Oliphant. Puchlerff.

4. Cross and Crescent.

Cathcart.

6. E.stoile.

Inglehy.

• *

9. HUl.

Hiimhery.

10. Burning Mount.

M'Leod.

12. Hedge.

Fare.
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that, as in the case of DE Vere, the bearings were stars,

not mullets.

The Portuguese ROJAS (whence came the Spanish

Dukes of Lerma) bear : Gules, five stars of six points or.

When minutely drawn or sculptured, the star is not

depicted as a plane figure but with each ray raised to a

central ridge. This point is much more attended to in

French Armory than in our own.

The coat of Ingleey : Sable, an estoile argent (Plate

XXVIII., fig. 6) is given as an example of the ordinary

Engli.sh estoile or star, and in Plate XXVIII., fig. 7, the

coat of WOLLASTON : Argent, three mullets pierced sable,

is given as indicating the distinction referred to above.

Asure, the stin and moon in chief, and the seven stars in

base or, is the coat said to have been borne by John
DE FoNTiBUS, Bishop of Ely (1219-1225). (Parker's

Glossary of Heraldry places the stars in orle, and the

other charges in pale.)

The Planets and even Constellations are occa-

sionally found in modern coats. The astronomer

Laplace, created a Count by Napoleon I., bore

:

d'Azur, a deuxplanetes de Jupiter et de Saturne, avec leur

satellites et anneaux place's en ordre nainrel, posees en fasce,

d'argent ; a unfleur a cinq brandies d'or en chef.

The constellation of the Great Bear appears as one

of the many charges in the landscape which is called the

arms of the Stoffella of Austria ; and in the coat of

^ Adlerstjerna of Finland.

Azure, the stars composing the constellation of tlie Great

Bear arranged in bend argent, is a much better coat

from a heraldic point of view, and is borne by BAR of

Hannover. The same constellation also figures in the

arms of the Scottish Dicksons, now settled at Gothen-

berg, etc., in Sweden. {Cf. the arms of MADRID, p. 313.)

In Swedish Armory occasional use is made of the

.
astronomical planetary signs ; and the symbol for MARS,
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$ appears in several coats granted to distinguished

military officers. In British Heraldry the azure chief in

the unheraldic coat granted to Sir John Herschel,

the astronomer, is charged with the planetary symbol

of Uranus ^ irradiated Or. The rest of the shield is

argent charged with a pictorial representation of the

" forty-feet reflecting telescope," with all its apparatus

of ladders, gallery, elevators, and observer's house,—

a

sad specimen of the degraded state of heraldic taste at

the period of the grant.

The arms of Thoyts in Essex are : A,~Hre, on a /ess

iet'iL'fg/i iliree six-pointed Diullets or, tivo astronomical

symbols of the planet Venus.

A Comet, or blazing--star, occurs in several foreign

and in one or two British coats. Arjiire, a comet in the

dexter chief, its rays in bend or, is borne by CartwrigHT
in Scotland; and by the Roman Meliorati. The same

coat, but "\\ith the charge in pale, is borne by one of the

Spanish families of DiAZ ; and identical with the last,

but with the field gides, are the arms of the Sicilian

ROS.SI, Princes of Cerami. The Norman family of

PiGACHE DE Lamberville bear: Argent, three comets

gides.

The arms of the present Pope, Leg XIII., of the

Counts Pecci, are : Azure, on a mount in base a pine

tree proper, in sinister chief a comet its tail in bend sinister,

and in base two fleurs-de-lis or, ovm' all afess argent.

RAINBOW.S are found in a good many foreign coats

;

they are conventionally represented as of four bands, or,

gules, vert, and argent ; unless their tinctures are specified,

as in the coat of the Barons Hacke, who bear : Argent,

two I'ainhotvs addorsed, moving from the flanks each of

three bands, gules, or, and the external one azure. Occa-

sionally the rainbow is borne proper as by the Barons

Pfull : Azure, three rainbows in pale proper.

Clouds and Lightning are also heraldically
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represented. The family of Leeson, Earls of MiLTOWN
in Ireland bear : Gules, a chief argent in the base thereof

a cloud proper, and issuant therefrom rays of light pale-

ways or.

A more conventional coat is that of DoNNERSPERG :

Sadie, three thunderbolts or issuing from a chief nebuly

argent ; in base a mount of three coupeaiix of the second.

This conventional THUNDERBOLT, of arrow - headed

rays conjoined with wings, was the canting coat of the

Danish family of Blix : the field azure, the thunderbolt

argent. Two thunderbolts appear in the elaborate shield

of the family of the Russian Marshal Suwaroff, Prince

ITALISKY.

The family of Claps in Flanders have a landscape

in a thunderstorm ! The Italian Tempesta bear a

storm represented more conventionally : Gules, eleven

hailstones argent (3, 2, 3, 2, i).

The conventional representation of the north wind,

the head of BOREAS, is borne as amies parlantes in the

escucheon of the BORIAS of Spain ; and also appears in

that of the Braschi, Dukes of Neml Pope Pius VI.

(1775-1800) was of this family. The arms are; Gules,

a garden lily slipped proper in dexter chief, the conven-

tional symbol of the wind blowing on and bending down
the lily ; on a chief argent tliree estoiles .or.

From the heavens above we descend to the earth

beneath. Examples already given have shown how the

earth is represented : («) by a champagne, a piece in base

cut off by a straight horizontal line, corresponding to a

chief, and often counted as an Ordinary by French

Heralds : {b) by a ten-ace, which is a champagne repre-

sented more naturally with a less regular outline and

usually green in colour
; [c) by a mount (as in Plate

XXVIII., fig. 8); this is simply a piece of a roughly

semicircular shape in the point of the shield, but is usually

blazoned conventionally with three or more coupeaux (in
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French a tertre) one above two, as in Plate XXVIII., figs.

I and 9. A considerable number of German and Swiss

coats bear the viount-in-base, after this fashion.

The conventional representation ofWater is by a base

or champagne, Barry-wavy argent and asure, as in the

well known coats of the cities of Oxford, Bristol,

etc., is frequent in Spanish Armory (Plate XXXIX.,

fig. i). But later the sea is represented rather as in

nature, at times still, at times nn nier agite, and a semi-

pictorial character is' given to the bearings employed.

In the earliest times of heraldry, the charges depicted

on the shield were separate and independent, and were

more or less conventional even when the objects, such

as birds or beasts, might have been represented

naturally. The best and most artistic heraldry retains

this conventional character to the present day.

A less severe style seems to have been introduced

upon the Continent at an earlier date than among

ourselves. Still there arc a few pretty old Welsh and

other coats, of a more pictorial character, usually

connected with a legendary history. But while our

own Armory was severe in character that of some of the

states of the Continent aimed not unfrequently at more

pictorial effect. For instance, as I have shown in

greater detail elsewhere, many Spanish .coats effloresced

into the landscape style. Castles rise out of the waves, or

are placed upon a mount ; armed men appear upon their

battlements, and beasts of prey ramp against their sides

or issue from their doors. In the coats granted to

Columbus and CORTEZ, towns with spires and belfries;

and seas strown with palm-clad isles; replace the conven-

tional and more artistic charges which had amply sufficed

for earlier times (Plate XXXIX., fig. i).

A tree upon a mount in base occurs with great fre-

quency, birds perch upon it, beasts of prey ramp against

its trunk {y. p. 317), or are represented passant in front of
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or behind it. The arms of the city of Madrid a.re,A7--^ent,

on a mount in base a tree with a bear rampant against

its trunk proper, the whole within a bordurc arjure, charged

loitli seven stars of the first. In Italy and Germany the

same tendency is not so pronounced, at least in medijEval

coats, for later the degraded and debased style which

characterised English Heraldry in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries finds too many counterparts in the

Heraldry of Germany of the same period.

It will be sufficient to cite here one or two instances

in which the tendency to depart from earlier simplicity

becomes manifest. Plate XXVIII., fig. ii is the coat of

LauterbACH : Gules, a river flowing in bend sinister;

here the river, represented with the outline of a bend

sinister wavy, has lost something of its conventionality.

Its surface is slightly flecked, sometimes even fishes dis-

port themselves therein. In Plate XXXII., fig. 8, the arms

of the Arigonio family of Rome are represented as,

Argetit, a lion passant along the tops of three columns

gules, on a chief azure, an eagle displayed or. The Sile-

sian coat of BUSCH (Plate XXIX., fig. 5) shows the com-

mencement of the landscape style. Azure, a lion

passant or, issuant from, and half concealed by a forest

proper.

The Mount JN Base, which nearly corresponds to

the French terrasse is not unknown in Scottish Heraldry.

The coat of WATSON of Saughton (Plate XXVIII., fig. 8)

is ; Argent, an oak tree growing out of a viotuit in base

proper, surmounted by a fess azure ; the \A'^OODS of

Balbegno bore. Azure, an oak tree issiiing from a mount
m base or ; pendentfrom one of the boughs by straps gules

two keys of the second (as Thanes of Fettercairn).

The conversion of the devices which appeared on the

Burgh Seals into armorial coats assisted the spread of a

less pure style of heraldry. Instances of the semi-

pictorial style will be found in Plates XLII., and XLIIL,
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in the arms of the Highland chiefs ; we have there the

rock in the sea
;
the castle on its inount, the burning

mountain (as it appears also in Plate XXVIII., fig. iq)^

the coat of M'Leod of Lewis, Or, a mountain azure

inflamedproper. It will be noted that here the mountain

is not, as is usual in Continental heraldry, in the base of

the shield, but is detached from it. Argent, a volcano

proper is borne by ChaumoNT in France. The Barons

Gyldenhoff, of Sweden and Livonia, have as the

second quarter of their arms ; Argent, two volcanoes

in action accostcs proper. With these exceptions, we

have left untouched the element, of fire, but it will

be sufficient to say that the conventional representa-

tion of it by wavy piles, gules or or, issuing from

the edges of the shield, degenerated into flames au

naturel. D'Or, a trois flammes de gueules is the coat of

Arouet de Voltaire ; d'Azur, a. trois flammes d'or

ombries de gueules, that of BRANDT, Counts de Mar-

CONNE. Or, on a chief giiles three flames of the field, is

used by Chaumells in France ; and Sable, on a fess

argent three flames gules, is borne by Deeghbroodt (or

Deybroot), of Flanders. Argent, a fire-brand in bend

azure inflamed proper, is the coat of Brandis in Bavaria.

The Polish clan of Brant I. has the same charge sabk

on a field or; and the Barons Brandt, of Baden, use

Or, thj-ee fire-brands paleivays sable each inflamed at the

top, and in three places on either side, pi'oper.
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CHAPTER XII.

INANIMATE CHARGES.—II. THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

Trees, Flowers, Fruits, etc. — The vegetable

kingdom has largely contributed to Armorial blazonry.

Entire trees though not found in early examples became

fairly common by the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries.

Though sometimes drawn " eradicated," that is, .showing

the branches of the root, they are for the most part

represented on a mount in base, which in German
Heraldry is often replaced by the conventional symbol

of a hill with three rounded tops or eoupeaux. Oaks are

the trees most common in British Armory.

Argent, on a mount in base a grove of {fir) trees proper,

appears in the Scottish Registers for the family of

Walkinshaw of that Ilk. The same coat, with the

species of tree undefined, is used as canting arms by
Forrest, and by Bush.

In France a family in the Lyonnais, named DUBOIS,
naturally uses : d'Argent, a un foret de sinople ; others of
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the name in Lorraine are more simply contented with

:

d'Azur, a une arbre d'or. The family DE LA FORESTIE

DES AUBAS bears : Or, a forest vert, on a chief asure three

mullets of the first ; resembling which is a Picard coat:

Argent, three trees vert, on a chief azure as many mullets

of the field ; DE LA FOREST places these trees on a

mount, and charges the chief with the thr&& fleui's-de-lis o{

France. In Holland the VAN DEN BOGAERT use : Argent,

on a terrace five trees vert. The coat of the Viscounts

O'Callaghan of Ireland is : Argent, a mount in base on

the sinister side thereof a " hurst " of oak trees, therefrom

a wolf issuant allproper. With this \\'e may fitly com-

pare the coat given in Plate XXIX., fig. 5 for the Silesian

family of BuSCH : Azure, on a mount in base vert, a lion

passant or, issuant from a grove of trees in the sinister

flank of the second. The DE BuiSSONS of Geneva use : Or,

tliree bushes vert, two and one. The French BuiSSONS

(Marquises d'AussONNE, and be Bournazel), bear: Or,

on a mount in base a bush proper, on a chief argent a lion

issuant sable.

The family of Wood of Hareston in Devon bore at

the Visitation of 1620, Aigent, on a mount in base an oak

tree properfruited or (Plate XXIX., fig. i). {Vide ante,

p. 313, for Wood of Balbegno, .and Watson of Scot-

land.) Argent, on a mount in base a tree, the trunk

surmounted by a salmon holding in its moiitli a ring;

from the dexter branch a bell (that of St. Kentigern)

pendent, and on the top of the tree a robin all proper, are

the arms of the See, also assumed for the City of

Glasgow. The salmon and robin refer to miracles

attributed to St. MuiXGO, or Kentigern. An interesting

historical coat is that granted to the Penderells, who

hid Charles II. in an oak tree after the defeat of

Worcester: Argent, an oak tree proper fructed or;

surmounted by a fess sable, tJiereon three Royal crowns.

{Vide infra, Chapter on AUGMENTATIONS.) Argent,
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an oak tree vert, is the coat of the O'CONOR-DON

of Ireland.

Azure, on a mount an apple tree fruited proper, are the

amies parlantes of the Dutch APPELBOOMS, and of the

Barons ApfaltrER. The coat of M'Gregor, called

M'Gregor of AuLD in a sixteenth century MS., is :

Argent, a fir tree eradicated in bend sinister surmounted

by a sword proper, supporting on its point an antique

crown gules (sometimes or) (Plate XXIX., fig. 2).

Argent, a pine tree eradicated vert, fruited or, is

borne by the Marquises Chaton DE Morandais

in France. Azure, a palm tree eradicated or, is the

coat of Tagliavia of Sicily (Plate XXIX., fig. 3)

;

Or, a palm tree on a mount vert, are the armes parlantes

of Palm in Austria. Or, an olive tree vert, is borne by

the families of ViEDMA, AmboIX, Charles and

Oliver. Gules, an olive tree proper, eradicated iiigeiit

and fruited or, is the canting coat of Oliviera in

Portugal ; and the Oliviers, of which name there are

many families in France and the Low Countries, nearly

all use the olive in some form or other as the charge of

their arms. Ermine, an olive branch vert, is borne by

the Barons ZangiacOML Arge/it, three cypress trees

eradicated vert, on a chief gules as many besanis, was used

by Tardy, Comte de Montravel ; Or, three laurels

^vert, on a chief asure as many thunderbolts aj-gent, by the

LAURiiS of France {cf Pliny on the "laurel).

In the Heraldry of Spain, Portugal, etc., a tree on a

mount in base is a frequent charge, and it is very

generally supported by one or two animals rampant

against the trunk of the tree ; or passant in front of, or

behind it. Gules, a pine tree vert, eradicated argent

between two lions rampant against it or, is the Portuguese

coat of Matos. Or, a palm live vert, supported by two

lions rampant azure, is borne by Lanario of Naples.

Or, a tree eradicated vert, supported by two lions rampant
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gules, is attributed to the Byzantian house of Can-

TACUZENE.

The wild cherry tree, in French crequicr, is depicted in

the ancient conventional manner in the arms of the

French Dues de CrEQUY (Plate XXIX., fig. 4; and,

better, on p. 344, fig. 72). UAzur, aii crcquier cTor, is

the coat of Anaut. Argent, a nut tree eradicated vert,

is borne by NOZIER, and NOGARET in France, and by

Facchinetti in Italy. To the last named family

belonged Pope iNiXOCENT IX. (1591-1592.) Or, a

willow proper, is the coat of the Counts de Salis.

Occasionally we find a dead tree used as a charge.

Argent, on a mount vert a dry ti'-ee, is the coat of the

Barons MtJHL of Brunswick. The KORNKOOPERS of

Holland use: Argent, a dry tree sable. The stocks, or

stems of trees eradicated, with or without branches

sprouting from them ; or the branches alone, are frequent

Armorial charges. Or, the stem of a tree couped in bend

sable, is borne by the Counts von SCHONFELD of Austria.

Or, two- trunks of trees erect in pale sable, is the coat of

DORGELO of Northern Germany ; which seems a corrup-

tion of d'Argelo in France, a family which has the same

bearings. The Portuguese Tronco.SO have the armes

parlantes oi Azure, two tree trunks in saltire or. Argent,

three tree trunks couped sable, is similarly the coat of

BlacksTOCK in Scotland ; and Vert, tliree trunks of

trees raguly and erased argent, is that of the English

Stocktons.

Equally conventional in its drawing with the coat of

Crequy given above, is the linden branch which forms

the charge of the arms of the Counts von SeckendoRFF,

knotted into a form somewhat resembling the figure 8

(Plate XXIX.,fig. 6). The Italian family Bella Rovere,

Dukes of Ureino bore: Acure, an oak tj'ee eradicated or,

its four branches knotted saltireways. These were the

arms of Pope SiXTUS IV. ( 146 1- 1484), and were also
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2. Kir Tree.

McGregor.

3. Palm Tree.

Tagliavia.

4. Crequier.

Crequy.

6. Lime Branch.

Seckendorf.

7. Hazel Leaves.

Saderigg.

Laurel Leaves.

Foulis.

J

Lime LeaveB adosse's

.

Ortlieh.

10. TrefoU.

Hervey.

11. Trefl^.

Hilinger.

12. QuatrefoiL

Vincent.
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quartered in the first and fourth by Alexander VII.,

with his personal arms of ChiGI {Gules, in base a mount

of six coupeaux, and m chief an estoile or), in the second

and third places.

Argent, on a iiioiiul in base three hop-poles with the vines

all proper, is the coat of the English HOUBLONS, or

HOBILLIONS (originally refugees from France at the

revocation of the Edict of Nantes).

Palm branches arc a frequent armorial charge : Azure,

two palms in saltire between four estoiles or, is the coat of

RiCHARDOT, Comte de GA>rARA(;E, Prince de Steen-

HUY.SEN. ArAire, tJiree palm brandies or, is the coat of

the Palmieki.

Argent, two vines interlaced, issuing from a iriount of

six coupeaux in base all proper, is borne by the Princes

RUSPOLI ; and Gules, two vine shoots addorsed, each

hearing a bunch of grapes proper, is used by the Austrian

Counts and Princes LiCHNOW.SKI.

Leaves of plants are common in Armory both at

home and abroad. The family of Hazelrigg have :

Argent, a chevron between three hazel leaves slipped vert

(Plate XXIX., fig. 7). Argent, three laurel leaves vert, is

used by P'OULIS (Plate XXIX., fig. 8) canting, of course

on the French 'feuilles." Azure, three laurel leaves

or, is quartered by the Dukes of Sutherland for

Leveson.

Argent, tJiree holly leaves vert, is the coat of QuiiLEN
(Dues de la Vauguyon, Princes de Carexcy), of France,

and by Terbruggen, and Van DER Hulst, of Holland,
Le Masson, and Irvine of Scotland.

Vert, three holly leaves or, and the same coat with
mulberry leaves, are attributed to \.\\'o families of

Woodward.
Allusion has been already made (page Jo) to the arms

ofBurnett; and the Scottish coat of Irvine ofDrum:—
Argent, three bundles of holly leaves each consisting of as
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many leaves, slipped vert, banded gules, is both ancien

and well known.

The English family of Mallerby used Or (some

times Argent), a bunch of nettles vert, canting on ma
herbe. It is somewhat strange that the French Mal
HERBES resisted a like temptation, and preferred

Ermine, six roses gules.

A curious use of the linden leaf as a portion of ;

partition line is shown in Plate XXIX., fig. 9, the arms o

Ortlieb of Niirnburg. The FiGUEROAS of Spain use

Or, five fig leaves in saltire vert; while the FiGUEIREDO!

of Portugal use the same on a field gules (the stalks an

usually in chief).

A single leaf is not often found as a heraldic charge, bu

Argent, a linden leaf vert, occurs in the Zurich Wappen

rolle. No. 273, for Regroltzwile (Reynoldswyle)

and the like coat, but, with the charge in bend, and witl

the stem in base, is the coat of the Austrian Baron:

DebSCHUTZ dE Schadewalde. Argent, an aspen leuj

proper, appears in the Armorials for ASPINALL ; and the

German family of EwiG are content with a single oal

leaf argent on a field gules. The Dutch Van Hulst^

also bear : Or, a holly leaf in bendgules. The coat of the

Counts von BlSMARK, to which family Prince BiSMARK

the late great Chancellor of the German Empire, belongs

are : Asure, a trefoil without a stalk or, in each of the spacei

between tJie foils an oak leaf argent (See p. 545)-

The Trefoil is usually blazoned slipped (i.e. stalked)

Gules, on a bend argent tliree trefoils slipped ven

(Plate XXIX., fig. 10), is the coat of the HerveYS

Marquesses of BRISTOL, and was borne by JOHN

Hervey (apparently their ancestor) before 1407, as is

apparent from the proceedings in the Grey and

Hastings controversy.

The Irish national badge of the shamrock, is identical

with the trefoil. A curious example of the trefoil in
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conjunction with a partition line ma}- here be given as

a pendant to the somewhat similar coat of OrtLIEB

already referred to. It is that of the extinct family of

HiLINGER of Bavaria, and is given on Plate XXIX.,

iig. II. (On Kke-Stengel, see note at end of chapter.)

The rue leaves of the Cranceliu, or Rautcn-kranz, to

which allusion has been already made, p. 131, are undis-

tinguishable from trefoils.

In French Armory the trefoil is especially frequent as

a charge in Breton coats. It is also often met with in

Low Country arms, but is seldom found in those of other

countries.

In German Heraldry a charge knoH-n as the nenuphar

leaf, which resembles a trefoil without a stalk, occurs, in

the charge of some important coats. This leaf, which

is that of an aquatic plant, has given, rise to some curious

divergences of blazon. It is sometimes found described

as a " heart
;

" as the bouterol of a sword ; and even as

the horns of a species of beetle,

—

Schroterliiiiiicr! These

variations have been the result of the ignorance of artists

who gave themselves licence in depicting a charge of

whose true meaning they were in doubt.

The coat of the Duchy of Engern, or Angria :

Argent, three [such charges) gules (sometimes the field is

gules and the charges or\ which appears in the coat of

the Princes of Anhalt ; in the Am Complet of PRUSSIA,

and in the escucheons of the Saxon Duchies, for the

County of Brehxa, is blazoned in all the ways referred

to above. {See Spener, Opus Heraldicum, pars, spec,

p. 26, etc., who leaves the question of the real meaning
of the charge in an uncertainty which I shall not pretend

to remove.) The nenuphar leaf as now borne is usually

slipped. Gules, two leaves of nenuphar their stalks

twisted in saltire argent, is the coat of the Austrian

Princes von Kaunitz. Azure, tJu-ee leaves of nenuphar
slipped or, is borne by the Swedish Barons KosKULL

;
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Arge7tt, three nenuphar leaves slipped vert, is the coat

the Dutch Van der Meer, and de Jong. In Germj

coats Hnden leaves are often found in pairle, the poin

of the leaves directed to the two upper corners and tl

base of the shield. Argent, three linden leaves z'w pair

gules issuing from a ball in the centre or, is used by tl

Barons Romberg.
The flowers called QUATREFOILS, and CiNQUEFOlL

are of very frequent use as heraldic charges. (In the:

names the syllable foil imports petal, not leaf, in tl

botanic sense.) Neither of these charges is furnished wit

a stalk. Azure, tliree quatrefoils argent, is the coat of tl

Vincent family (Plate XXIX., fig. 12), sometimes wit

the addition of two bars of the same between the charge

Perfess azure and argent, two quatrefoils in pale counte,

changed, are the arms of the MOCENIGO family of Venice

the Barons Biedermann of Austria and Saxony us

Perpale sable and argent, two quatrefoils (otherwise rose,

counter-changed. Azure, three quatrefoils or, appears i

early English Rolls for Bardolf. Per bend danceti

azure and argent, four quatrefoils counterchanged, is use

by the Yorkshire family of Chaytor, Barts.

Cinquefoils appear at an early date as an Armori;

charge, and they are usually, though by no means invar

ably, drawn pierced, i.e. having a small central circuk

aperture. A cinquefoil ermine appears on the seal (

Robert de Bellomonte (or Beaumont) Earl c

Leicester, in the earliest days of Heraldry, and eve

in the thirteenth century cinquefoils were used in th

arms of several families related to, or feudally connecte

with, the Earls of Leicester (who bore the ermii

cinquefoil on a field gules. Azure, a cinquefoil ermine, 1

the coat of the Lords Astley (temp. Edward I.

Gules, crusily, a cinquefoil or, was borne by Gilbert D

Umfravill, Earl of Angus in 1290 (his seal j^^ Lainc

Scottish Seals, i.. No. 87, has ten crosses in orle).
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Gules, three cinquefoils ermine, often argent (Plate XXX.,

fig. i) is the coat of the great family of Hamilton in

Scotland, whose alleged descent from the Earls of

Leicester is, however, doubtful. Argent, tJiree cinque-

foils sable are the coat of the Lords BORTHWICK,

Gules, three " narcissuses " argent, pierced of tJi.e field {or

cinquefoils), are the arms of Lambart, Earl of CavAN.

In Foreign Armory the cinquefoil, like the trefoil, is

found chiefly in Breton and Low Country coats.

A charge resembling the cinquefoil is the Fraise, or

strawberry flower, which in Scottish Armory is recognised

as a distinct bearing : the difference in representation is

that the foils are somewhat less widely separated, as in

Plate XXX., fig. 2, the arms of Fraser : Azure, tliree

/raises argent, a coat in use in the thirteenth century, but

with this difference that the number of charges is more

frequently six (borne three, two, one), than the present

number.

In the earliest Heraldry, cinquefoils, sexfoils, and
roses, are hardly distinguishable from each other, thus

in the Wappenrolle von Ziirich, No. 343, is the coat of

Rosenberg, Argent, a rose gules seeded or. There are no
barbs and it might as well be blazoned a cinquefoil

pierced did we not know from the name of the bearer

the flower intended. The heraldic history of the rose

has been in later times quite distinct from that of the
other charges.

Azure, crusily, thi'ee cinquefoils argent, is one of several

d'Arcy coats, varying only in tincture for difference, but
the charge is often drawn as a sexfoil in early 7?o/Zs- ofArms.
The Rose.—The Rose, which is now esteemed the

national floral emblem of England, appears to have been
first used as a badge by Edv^ard L, who probably
inherited it from his mother, Eleanor of Provence, or
assumed it in memory of his descent from her. The
Rose of Provence was, according to tradition, introduced
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into that country by Thibault IV. and the returnin

Crusaders.

On a Great Seal of EDWARD III. in 1340, small rosf

appear between the words of the inscription. Und(

Richard II. in 1377, the garters prepared for the Kin

and the Earl of DERBY had roses thereon (BELT2

History of the Order of the Garter, p. 244), and there ai

other instances of its use ; but it was not, it seems, or

of the prominent Royal Badges until the " Wars of tl

^ Roses; " these derived their names from the Red an

White Roses which formed the respective badges of th

rival houses of LANCASTER and YORK.
It is not at all clear under what circumstances th

roses were assumed as the emblems of the rival faction

The red rose has been thought to be a badge of th

Lancastrian honour of Richmond. With perhaj:

greater probability, the use of the white rose has bee

traced to Richard of Coningsburgh, Earl of Ca>

BRIDGE, second son of EDWARD III. He married, as h

second wife, MAUD, daughter of Lord CLIFFORD, whos

family are said to have assumed the white rose as

badge in memory oi "Fair Rosamond" CLIFFORD. {Si

Chapter on Badges infra?)

As a heraldic bearing the rose seldom appears as

sole charge in English Armory ; but abroad it was use

by several important families. Argent, a rose gule

barbed and seeded proper, was borne by the old Count

now Princes, of LiPPE. It is quartered in the Saxo

Arms for the Burg-gravate of Altenburg ;
and wa

the armes parlantes of the Barons, Counts, and Prince

of Rosenberg. These are also the bearings of th

ancient Royal Burgh of Montrose.
Az-we, a rose or, is the coat of COSSINGTON ;

Errnin

^ a rose gules, barbed and seeded pi'oper, is borne by BOJ

CAWEN, Earls of Falmouth, and was the original coe

of Nightingale. Or, a rose sable, is the coat of th
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Lordship of WiLDENFELS quartered by the Counts Z\

SOLMS.

As early as the thirteenth century roses (possibly thei

not clearly distinguished from cinquefoils) were borne b;

the Earls of LENNOX ; and at a comparatively early dati

by other families feudally connected, or allied, with them

e.g. the Napiers, and Macfarlanes ; besides Wedder
BURNS, and Blackadders in BervVickshire. Plate XXX.
fig. 3, is the coat of LENNOX : Argent, a saltire betwcet

four roses gules. The conventional representation of ;

rose, has five (occasionally six), fully opened petals

between which are barbs to represent the calix ; anc

stamina, or seeds, in a small circular centre. Thu;

borne, it is not represented as slipped or leaved, unles;

these facts be expressed in the blazon. When a rose i;

said, as above, to be barbed and seeded proper, it i;

meant that the barbs are green ; and the stamens, oi

seeds, of yellow. The colour of the rose always require;

specification. In the Wappenrolle von Zurich the arms

are twice given (Nos. 142, 213) of the family oi

GtJTINGEN : Argent, a rose gules^ barbed, seeded ana

slippedptoper (at the latter place the seeding seems to be

argent). No, 265 of the same MS. is the coat ol

ROSENECK : Or, a fess azure betiveen six roses gules

stalked proper. No. 33, the arms of Bucheg is : Gules

on a pale or three roses of the first slipped and seedea

proper.

In the early Heraldry of England the rose is not

generally slipped. The arms granted in 1450, tc

King's College, Cambridge, by Henry VI. are:

Sable, three roses argent ; a chiefperpale azure and gules
^

in the first a fleur-de-lis, in the second a lion passant
gardant or ; but in later grants, as in the coat granted to

William Cope, cofferer to Henry VI L, Argent, on a
chevron azure between three roses gules, as many fleurs-de-
lis or (Plate XXX., fig. 4), the roses are slipped.
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The Fleur-de-lis.—Of all the floral devices used i

Heraldry the most famous is the fleur-de-lis, now genei

ally identified with the iris. Its floral character has bee

altogether denied b>- some writers ^^'ho have professed t

trace its origin to the head of a lance, spear, or sceptr

to an architectural finial ; to a frog, a bee, a sacred mono

Fig. 71.

—

Eaklt Swedish Coat

(from Hildebrand, Bit Sicnska Riks Vapnet).

gram, etc. (The student who is interested will find a

these suggestions stated, and refuted, in the excellei

work of M. Rey ; Histoire du Drapeau, des Couleurs,

des Insignes de la ^lotiaixhie. Franqaise, 2 vols. 8vi

Paris, 1837, and can hardly fail to be surprised at tl

prodigious number of treatises which have been publish(

on the subject.)

It is at first sight so difficult to explain the reason wh

when other great potentates were assuming for th<

armorial emblems the lion, the eagle, etc., the sovereig

of France should have preferred the apparently huml

iris-flower, that we are hardly surprised to find the fa

accounted for by the tradition that it was brought frc

heaven itself by an angel to CloviS, King of the Fran!

on the occasion of his baptisrh, as a special mark

favour on the part of the BLESSED ViRGlX, whc
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peculiar symbol the lily has always been. The traditio

has many variations of place and circumstance. It i

however, somewhat surprising to find that the Franc

Bishops at the Council of Trent, when disputing for th

precedence of their Sovereign, fortified their claim b

alleging that the King of FRANCE had received th

fleurs-de-lis direct from heaven :
" Gall(or)um reger

unctum esse et lilia divinitus accepisse
!

" (de L,

ROQUE ; Traite smgulier du Blason, p. 47, as quoted i:

K.EY, ii., 17.)

The most probable explanation of the origin of th

fleur-de-lis as the device of the Kings of France is tha

put forth by M. Rey, which has received the approva

also of Mr PlanchIi, " that the Fleur de lys, or Flowe
de Luce was merely a rebus signifying Fleur de Louis.

Up to the time of LOUIS VIL the kings of that nam(
(identical with Clovis) called themselves, and signec

themselves, LoiS or LOYS. Even after the name hac

settled into its present form, " Loys " was still the signa

ture of the Kings of France up to the time of Louif
XIII. (Rey, loc. cit., ii., 44). Loys, or Louis, VII
received from his father the surname of " FloruS."
The coins of LouiS VI. and LOUIS VII. are the

earliest on which the fleur-de-lis appears. But it also

appears at that time on the coins of Florence (a city

which was the mint of many European sovereigns, and
whence the designation oiflorin is derived). M. Rey, in

view of these facts, inquires :—" Ne peut-on pas dire
alors que cette coincidence du surnom de Floras avec le

nom de Loys ou lis, de celui de Florence avec celui de
fleur de hs, et enfin de tous ces noms et surnoms entre eux,
a donne lieu a la formation du nom de notre illustre
insigne ?

"

M. Rey traces the fleur-de-lis as an artistic ornament
to very early times

; centuries antecedent to its adoption
as an armorial ensign, (It is curious that on a coin of
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Hadrian, Gaul is personified by a woman bearing in

her hand a lily : the legend is Restitutori Gallics.) On
a medal of Galea the fleur-de-lis forms the head of the

sceptre. MOXTFAUCON gives an example from an

ancient diptych in which the crown of the Empress

Placidia (daughter of TilEODOSiuS THE Great), who
died in 450, is ensigned with a fleur-de-lis. These, and

a multitude of other early instances, are given in his

plates by M. Rey, to whose work I again refer the

curious reader.

In France, as in many other countries, the sceptre

borne by the prince was, at a very early date, ornamented

by a floral emblem, varying in details but bearing a

general resemblance to "Ai^ fleur-de-lis of later times.

The seals of the Emperors Henry I. {d. 1024) and

Conrad H. id. 1039) afford early illustrations of the

custom. (^See Glafey, Specimen decadent Sigillorum,

etc., tab. iv., Lipsise 1749 ; and Roemer-Buchner,
Die Siegel der deutschen Kaiser, etc., pp. 22, 23, Frank-

furt am Mayn, 185 1.) In France the germ of the

armorial fleur-de-lis may thus be traced to the fleurons

which adorn the sceptres and the crowns of Henri I.,

Philippe I., and Louis VI. A signet of Louis VII.

bears a fleur-de-lis florenqie, but the charge first takes a

definite heraldic shape on the .seals of PHILIP AUGUSTUS
(d. 1223); whose Great Seal represents him crowned

with an open crown oi fleurons and holding in his right

hand 2. fleur-de-lis (several of his successors are similarly

represented), in his left a sceptre surmounted by a

lozenge charged with the like emblem. On his counter-

seal is engraved in an oval a fleur-de-lis entirely of the

heraldic shape. (M. DEiiAY, in his book so often cited

in previous pages, points out, pp. 194-196, the analogy

which exists between the fleurons, held in the hand, or

surmounting the sceptre as well as adorning the crown,

of the effigies of the BLESSED VIRGIN depicted on the
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seal of the chapter of Notre-Dame at Paris in 1 1<

and on that of the Abbey of Faremoutiers in 1197, wi

those borne by St. Louis IX. in 1226.) On the occasi

of the coronation of his son PHILIP (in his own li

time), the king, LouiS VII., regulated the details of t

ceremony, and among other things prescribed that t

prince should wear " ses chausses appelees sandales

bottines de soye, couleur bleu azur(5 semee en moult e

droits de fleurs de lys d'or, puis aussi sa dalmatique

meme couleur et ceuvre" (GOURDON DE Genouill^!

L'Art H^raldique, p. 224).

On the counter-seal of LOUIS VIII. (1223-1226) the

is a heart-shaped escucheon sein^ de fleurs-de-lis (Pla

XXXVII., fig. 5). The counter-seal of St. Louis I

bears a smgle fleur-de-lis. The shield and caparisons

the horse of his brother Charles, Gomte d'ANjou (aftc

wards King of SiCILY), as borne on his Great Seal, ha

France-ancient {i.e. seme de fleurs-de-lis) within

bordure of CasTILE, derived from his mother BLANCH
daughter of ALFONSO VIII. of Castile. On her seal

vesica shape Queen Blanche is represented holding

fleur-de-lis in her hand, and the space between the legei

and her effigy is occupied by \.\\o fleurs-de-lis. On h

circular counter-seal the field is occupied by a large casi

for Castile, having on either side a small fleur-de-lis (.

Plate XXXVII., fig. 6), and a third fleur-de-lis si

mounts the castle on the inscription band which bej

the words " blacha filia regis- castelle " (VrJ

GMalogie des Covites de Flandres, plate xxxix.). By
edict, dated 1376, Charles V. reduced the number

fleurs-de-lis in his shield to three " pour symboliser

Sainte-Trinite." On the counter-seals of LouiS X
and Francis I., the escucheon is surmounted by

open crown oi fleurs-de-lis, is supported by two kneeli:

angels, and the point rests in the petals of a garden li

slipped and budded proper. (Plate XXXVII., fig. i.)
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On the first Great Seal of EDWARD III. (Jan.-Oct.

1327) a svsxdiSS. fleur-de-lis is placed above each of the

castles which had appeared on either side of the throne

in the Great Seal of his father EdWARD II. (The

same matrix had served for Edward I. and Edward
II. with slight additions.) On his second Great Seal

(i 327-1 336) a fleur-de-lis alone appears on either side

of the throne.

The fourth Great Seal (Feb.-June 1340) is the first on

which his arms appear : Quarterly, i and 4, France
;

2 and 3, England. The shields upon the canopy of

the obverse have but three fleurs-de-lis ; but on the

reverse the shield surcoat and housings have the

French quarter seme de fleurs-de-lis. On the second

Great Seal of Henry IV., in 141 1, the fletirs-de-lis

in the quarters of FRANCE, are reduced to three

(Plate XXX., fig. 5). The French quarter was only

removed from the arms of the Kings of ENGLAND
in 1 801. {See the Catalogue of Seals in the Department

of MSS., British Museum, Vol. i., Nos. 160, 161, 182,

259-)

In Scotland, Queen Mary, in 1564, has on her

counter-seal the shield charged with the arms of FRANCE
(dimidiated), and SCOTLAND (entire) (Laing, Scottish

Seals, L, No. 64).

At the head of this Chapter are indicated several of

the many forms in which the beautiful bearing of the

fleur-de-lis has been represented in the arms of FRANCE,
up to the close of the Monarchy.

The arms of FLORENCE -axc :. Argent, a fleur-de-lis

florench gules, as in Plate XXX., fig. 7.

The family of CHATEAUBRIAND, who used originally

the arms : de Gueules, sem^ de ponimes de pin d'or, are

said to have received permission from St. LoUIS IX. to

substitute for them de Gueules, seme de fleurs-de-lis d'or,

in reward for the valour displayed by GEOFFREY DE
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ChAteaubriand at the battle of Mansourah in 12;

with the proud motto, " Mon sang- teint les bannieres

France'.'

The letters of nobility granted by Charles VII.

December 1429 to the brothers of La PucELL
Jeanne d'Arc, with the surname of DU Lis, ar

Asjire, between two fleurs-de-lis of France, a sword

pale proper, Iiilted, and supporting on its point an op

crown, Or.

The Fkur-de-lis appears early, but not frequent!

in British Armory, in which somewhat later it was

become a favourite charge. Allusion has already bei

made to its adoption by the Montgomeries {ar.

p. 50).

In the Roll of Anns known as Glover's Roll, said

be of the time of Henry III., William de Cantelov
(Cantelupe) bears : Gules, three fleurs-de-lis or (vi

ante, -p. 22C1); and ROBERT AguLON, Gules, a fleur-a

lis argent. Others of this name bore : Azure, a fleit

de-lis argent, afterwards the coat of the DiGBYS, Eai

of Bristol. Or, a fleur-de-lis azure, are the arms

PORTMAN. Or, a fleur-de-lis sable, is the coat

Tilly, Marquis de Blaru in France. Per pale azu

and or, two fleurs-de-lis accostes countercJianged, a

the arms of the FuGGERS, the merchants and banke

of Augsburg; Counts in 1507, and in 1803 Princ

of the Holy Roman Empire. Gules, three fleurs-a

lis or, was also borne by the family of Brown
Colstoun.

Azure, fleury (or sem^ de fleurs-de-lis) argent, is e

old coat of Mortimer ; and was also borne t

BazENTIN, and the MALAPERTS, Barons de Neufvill
Some important Low Country families bear: Argei

fleury gules, e.g. the Barons d'HAULTEPENNE; Kercke]
Barons de Wyer ; and OUPEV. (In the Armorial i

Gelre, the arms of the last-named family are drawn a
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A rgent, sixfleurs-de-lis gules?) Azure, sixfleurs-de-lis and

a chief or, was borne by the Princes of PORTIA, of the

Holy Roman Empire.

Several ancient families in the Low Countries bore

fleurs-de-lis dimidiated by a horizontal line, i.e. with the

lower half of the flower wanting. In the thirteenth

century MS. just quoted {LArmorial du H&aut Gelre,

or Gueldre), the arms of " Le Sire de LiNTRE " are

:

d'Argent, a troisfleurs-de-lis au pied coupe de sable. The

Sires de Wesemael bore the same, Gules and argent,

and those of Bergen op Zoom, Or, the flowers gules.

The French DE ViGNACOURTS, of whom were two Grand

Masters of the Knights of St. John, Alof DE VlGNA-

COURT (1601-1612), and Adrian ( 1690- 1697), bore

:

Argent, three fleurs-de-lis dimidiated gules.

The Barons Venningen bear (Plate XXX,, fig. 6)

Argent, two staves or sceptres, ending in fleurs-de-hs

gules. A similar coat is that of the Delbene of

France who bear : Azure, tzco fleurs-de-lis in saltire,

each of the long stalks ending in tJiree roots argent.

The Veronese DEL Bene bear : Azure, two garden lilies

in saltii'e argent, so these are only varieties of drawing

the same coat.

The fleur-de-lis has been represented in a hundred

different ways, as may be seen in the plates of Rey's work

already referred to, VHistoire du Drapeau, des Couleurs,

et des Insignes de la Monarcliie Fratigaise.

From these most of the characteristic examples

engraved in the woodcut at the head of this chapter

are taken.

No. I is from the demolished church of St, HiLAiRE

at Poitiers ; and also appears on the tombs of the Comtes

d'Eu, at that place. (Rev, Plate ii., fig. 12).

No. 2 is from a portrait in panel in the Sauvageot

Collection, dating from the close of the fifteenth century

(Rey, Plate ii„ fig. 85).







PLATE XXX.

1. Cinquefoils.

Hamilton.

4. Roses slipped.

Cope.

5. Fleurs de lis.

Frajwe.

6. Fieur-de-lisi

Vermin<f€n,

7. Fleiir de lis florencee.

Florence,

9. Ohaplet.

Lascelles.

10. Pomegranate.

Granada,

12. Garb.

Qrosvenor.
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No. 3 is from stained glass in the Depaulis Collectio

(Rey, Plate iv., fig. i6).

No. 4 (Rev, Plate iv., fig. 31).

No. 5 is from the seal of Falaise (Rev, Plate iv., fig

33)-

No. 6 appears on the seal of the Chatelet of Paris i:

1337 (Rev, Plate i., fig. 8).

No. 7 (Rev, Plate xvii., fig. 210).

No. 8 is the bulging and ungraceful form affectei

under the latest Bourbon Kings.

The association of the flc2ir-de-lis with a leopard's (o

lion's) face in the arms of the Cantelupes, and of th

See of Hereford is alluded to elsewhere (p. 225).

The fleur-de-lis in early examples was often drawi

with a globular centre, as in fig. 65, and Mr PLANCH]
(in the Pursuivant of Anns, p. 103) suggests that thi

may have originated the bearings just referred to, th

globular space being filled up with the leopard's head ti

denote some family alliance.

Argent, on a chief azure, tivo fleurs-de-lis or, was born-

by Clinton of Baddesley. Azure, a cross argen

between four fleurs-de-lis or, is the coat of Sevastos o

Byzantium. Gules, a chevron between three fleurs-de-lis 01

is the coat of Broun or Brown of Scotland {cf. p. 331).

The earliest known armorial shield in Sweden bears ;

fleur-de-lis between two stag's attires, connected by thi

crane, or scull plate in base {vide fig. 71, p. 326, anc

p. 52, ante). Sable, a chevron between three fleurs-de-li

argent, is borne by several important Welsh familie

(VaUGHAN, Earls of LiSBURNE ; WVNN, POWELL
Evans, Williams, Griffiths, etc., who claim descen

from Ednowain AP Bleddyn). Sable, a fess betzvea

sixfleurs-de-lis or, is borne by the Barons de la MOTTI
FouQU£.

With ih.Q fleui--de-lis in its conventional form we ma}

fitly couple its prototypes the iris and garden lily. It
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their botanical forms both are occasionally found as

heraldic charges. The Picard family of LiHONS bears :

Arjuir, two garden lilies argent. The Marquises of

Anjorrant in France, now extinct; used : Azure, three

garden lilies argent, slipped and leaved ve7't. HENRY VI.

in 1440, granted to the COLLEGE of St. Mary at Eton,
the coat : Sable, three garden lilies argent, on a chiefper

pale arjure and gules, a fleur-de-lis of France, and a lion of

England. Sable, tliree lilies proper, are the arms attri-

buted to Winchester College. Azure, tliree lilies

argent, is the canting coat borne by LiLLlE of Scotland.

The arms of the City of Dundee are : Arjure, a pot of

three lilies proper.

The natural lily supports the shield of France in the

counter-seals of LouiS XII. and FRANCIS I. {z'ide supra,

p. 329 ; and Plate XXXVII., fig. i).

The Thistle, now the national emblem of SCOTLAND,
has no place in the early Armory of that country. It was

unknown as the badge of Scotland prior to the reign of

James III., 1460-88 when, in 1474, it appears first on the

groats in the silver coinage. In an inventory of the

effects of that prince made at his death in 1488, a

coverlet "of variand purper tartar browden witli thris-

selis " is one of the items. On the altar diptych preserved

at Holyrood, which contains the portraits of James III.,

and his Queen, MARGARET of Denmark, the arras

behind the kneeling figure of the Queen is powdered

with thistles. The picture, or at least this portion of it,

was probably painted by Mabuse about 1485. {See

Dr Laing's Historical Description of the Altarpiece,

Edinburgh, 1857. This should be read with the Athe-

ncBum criticism on the picture, then exhibited at the

Stuart Exhibition in London, No. 3199, Feb. 16,

1890.) The thistle only appears on the. gold coins of

Scotland in 1525.

The Order of the Thistle was instituted by
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James V. in 1540. On the counter-seal of Queei

Mary, 1542-1567, the shield of the Royal Arms o

Scotland is surrounded by the collar of the Order ; anc

behind each of the supporters is a badge of the crownec

thistle. (Lainc, Scottish Seals, i., 59.) The signet o

Queen Mary (No. 66) similarly has the collar of thi

Order of the Thistle around the shield. It need hardb

be said here that the legend attributing the date of thi

foundation of the Order of the Thistle to the year 809 i

as mythical as the person, King ACHAIUS, who is saic

to have been its founder.

The reader may gauge the real ignorance which exist

as to the reason for the assumption of the thistle as thi

badge of Scotland by consulting the articles on thi

subject stored in that most useful of all periodicals o

magazines. Notes and Queries. In it the question ha

been raised, over and over again, but we never get om
step further than the well-worn story that at the battL

of Largs one of the Danish invaders trod with bare foo

on the prickly flower, and that his cry of pain caused thi

failure of the attempted surprise !

After the thistle had become the national badge wi

naturally find it often introduced into new coats of arms

and augmentations granted to old ones. It was usuall;

slipped and leaved, as in the coat of concession grante(

to the first Earl of Leven (Plate XXX., fig. 8), Azure, ,

thistle ensigned zvitli an Imperial Crown, all proper ; an(

its use is pretty frequent in the^ somewhat debase(

heraldry of the close of the last century and the beginnini

of the present. Or, three thistles vert flowered gules, i

the coat of the Scottish family of Romanes.
The thistle is found also as a charge in Foreigi

Heraldry, and, usually, as an allusive one. For example

Guks {or Azm^e), three thistles or (often with a chie

of the Empire), is the coat of the Cardonas of Spair

(Plates XI. and XLI.) Or, three thistles vert floweret
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gules, is borne by Cardon and DiBBITS in Flanders,

Chardon T)U Havet in France. Argent, three thistles

proper is the coat of the French DONODEI and Tricards

(cTArgent, a trois chardons an naturel). FOURNILLON
uses : Gules, on a bend or three thistles proper.

Daisies, or Marguerites ; Asters.—Argent, three

daisies gules stalked and leaved vert, is attributed as amies

parlantes to Daisie, or DeISIE, of Scotland. The

^larquises de Marguerie in France similarly use

:

dAzur, d trois marguerites, tigees et feuillees d'argent.

Marguerit in Franche Comte uses : Vert, tJiree

marguerites or. The Dutch MateliefS bear : Azure,

on a mound in base vert three daisies proper. The

Bavarian Spruners have used since 1571, Perfess azure

and or, in base three marguerites argent slipped vert.

The Bavarian HORNUNGS had a grant in 1589 of

Gules, on a mount in base vert three asters azure, slipped

proper.

Wreaths, or Chaplets of Leaves or Flovvers,

or of both combined, are found both in British and

Foreign Heraldry. Argent, three cliaplets gules (Plate

XXX., fig. 9) is borne by Lascelles ; and by HiLTON,

in early Rolls of Arms.

Argent, three cJiaplets of roses gules leaved vert, is the

coat of the Irish Hearnes, and of HOEDE in Flanders.

A well known coat of this class is that borne by

Fitzwilliam, and the Barons of Greystock : Barry

(of six, eight, or more) argent and azure, three chaplets

of roses gules {leaved vert'). Gules, three chaplets argent,

are the canting arms of Garland. Schieck of Hesse,

uses Or, three chaplets of roses gules. Gules, a wreath of

zi'hitc roses leaved proper, is the coat of the German

Grantz, or Kraxtz (Siebmacher, Wappenbuch, ii., 75).

The Counts Wkeue in Germany use : Or, a laurel

zvreath set with five roses gules (on a canton azure a

sii'ord in pale proper). Azure, three laurel wreaths, is
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borne in France by MiLLY. Or, a chaplet of oak leaves

proper banded gules, is the surtout of the arms of the

Princes Carolath-Beuthen (of the Holy Roman
Empire) by whom it was borne for the Barony ol

SCHONAICH. xiziirc, three oak-wreaths or, is the coat ol

ChampreDONDE. Sable, three chaplets argent, is the

coat attributed to VAN ArTEVELDE of Flanders.

Or, a crown of thorns sable (quartering in the 2nd and

3rd Azure, tliree bezants) are the arms of BuROSSE ol

Gascony. Argent, five croiviis of thorns sable, 2, 2, and

I, was borne by the Vicomtcs de Meaux. {Salle dei

Croises, a Versailles, 1248.)

Gillyflowers, Pinks, VA'c.^Argent, three gilly-

flowers slipped gules within a Royal tressure vert, waj

the coat of the Livingstones, Viscounts Kilsyth
Argent, three carnations gules, slipped vert, is borne by

Noyce. The Earls of Roseberv now bear: Quarterly

I and 4. Vert, tliree primroses ivithin a double tressurt

flory counterflory or (for Primrose) {v. p. 180) ; 2 and 3

Azure, a lion rampant double queued sable (for Cressy).

Cornflowers, etc.—Argent, a chevron gules betiveei.

three "blue bottles" slipped proper, is borne by BOTHELL
with the chevron azure this is also the coat of BoTllELlEt

in France.

Tulips.—As might be reasonably expected a con-

siderable number of families, and especially in Holland

have this flower as a heraldic charge. Van Gennei
uses. Or, on a terrace vert a tulip gules, slippedproper anc

crowned of the first ; LOKE in Zealand has : Argent, on c

terrace vei't a tulip or, slipped and leavedproper. The coa'

of d'Arripe of Amsterdam is, Or, a chevron azure between

three tulips proper. Blumert of Niirnberg, and ISNARI

in Provence bear : Azure, tliree tulips slipped and. leavec

or ; and Thumery : Or, a cross engrailed sable betweet

four tulips gules slipped and leaved vert.

The Pansy and Violet.—These flowers whiqli an
z
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almost, if not entirely, unknown in our own Armory,

are not very scarce as Continental charges. Gules, three

violets slipped argent, is the canting coat of ViLLY in

France. YaultiER (if?/ BEAUREGARD) of Brabant uses

:

Sable, a chevron argent betu'een in chief tti'o violets slipped

and leaved, and in base an anchor, all or. Vax Groexex-
DYK has : Cr, a clievron between thi'ee violets gules, slipped

proper. Vergxies of Holland bears : A::ure, a clievron

betii'een t/wee pansies or. The Barons de Leuze, in the

Low Countries have for arms: Argent, a chevron gules,

between three pansies slipped and leavedproper.

SUXFLOWER AXD MARIGOLD.—The arms of the Dutch

family of Blom are: Argent, on a terrace a sunflower

proper ; and of Van BlommeSTEIX : Sable, tliree mari-

golds slippedand leaved or. The Dadvisards, Marquises

de Talairan bore: Azure, a sunflower on a terrace;

and turning towards a sun in dexter chief, all or. The

Marquises d'EsPAGXET in Provence use : Azure, three

marigolds on one stalk leaved or ; on a chief gules a

sun in splendour. The Counts de MaistRE use : Azure,

tliree marigolds or (Xavier de Maistre was of this

famil}') ; another Dutch family of Blom use the same.

Many other flowers are found as heraldic charges,

especially \^hen they can be employed as amiesparlantes ;

e.g. the arms of the famil}- of GlAClXTO are : Gules, a

Iiyacintli proper. The Dutch Vlasbloms have : Argent,

on a terrace a flax plant with tJiree flowers all proper.

The cotton plant is the charge of the arms of COTOXER
of Majorca ; Or, a cotton plant of five shoots vert, each

flowered argent ; to this family RAFAEL and NICOLAS

Cotoxer, Grand Masters of the Knights of St. JOHN
(1660-1680), belonged. The Counts Jacquemixot bear:

^ Or, an orange branch vert, flowered argent and fruited

proper.

I ha^e only noted two or three examples of the use of

the tobacco plant, which appears to me somewhat un-
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grateful on the part of nouveaux riclies who have made

fortune by its sale. As an honourable exception

may quote the arms of Ci\RDOZO :^ Sable, five bezants i

saltire, on a chief indented argent three tobacco plants ver

Baron Muller, the great Australian botanist, had

grant of the following appropriate coat : Or, tioo branclh

of the eucalyptus accosted, tJie feet interlaced proper.

This section maybe fitly closed with the coat of Ramer
of Spain : Or, a bouquetproper, tied with ribbons gules.

Fruits.—Various fruits appear in the Armory of o\

own and Foreign nations. Argent, a pomegranate gul

(originally vert), seeded and slipped proper, are the wel

known amies parlantes of the Kingdom of Grenad
(Plate XXX,, fig. lo), and the escucheon of the Spanis

Royal Arms is usually ente en point of this quarterin

Gules, a pomegranate or, is used in England by familii

of Grange and Granger. Or, a fess indented ermii

between three pomegranates leaved proper, is the coat i

Barr. Azure, three pomegranates or, is borne in Franc

by Grandin ; and, with a fess argent, by ViLLER

Argent, three pomegranates proper, is the coat of GreNIE:

and Granier, another family of the same name (Granie

DE Cassagnac) uses : Gules, three pomegranates slippi

and leaved or, seeded of the field. The Sicilian family >

Granata bears : Azure, a pomegranate or, seeded gules.

Bunches of Grapes are of frequent occurrence.

Argent, a bunch of grapes pendent stalked and leavt

proper, was the coat of ViNEV ; and the same betwei

two flaunches sable, on each a boars head argent (fi

Evans), was borne by Viscountess Beaconsfiel

(1868-1872), wife of Benjamin Disraeli, Prime Minist

of the United Kingdom. Gules, two vine shoots addoi'si

each bearing a bunch ofgrapes, leaved proper, are the arn

of the Princes LiCHNOWSKi in Silesia. Or, a fess gut

between three bunches ofgrapes azure, is used by the Dutc

Uytreders.
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Oranges are occasionally found, mostly as canting

charges, but not often in British Armory. The Breton

family, Orenges DE Li_mekou uses : Pale d'argent et

de giicuks, a la boniurc de sable, chaj'gt'e de hint oranges d'or.

(Another French family d'Oraxge de la Feillee bears

this coat slightly differenced : Argent, three pallets gules,

and the bordure zjith fii'e oranges!) Azure, three oi'anges

or, leaved vert, is the coat of Wichers of Holland. To
Livingstone, Viscount Teviot, there was granted

as an augmentation to be borne in the ist and 4th

quarters of his arms ; Azure, three oranges slipped proper

u'ilhin mi orle of thistles or. Vert, tjiree lemons or, is the

coat of LiMOS of Spain ; and with the field azure of LniO-

JON of France. The bezants of AIelun are melons (?).

Apples and Pears.—These fruits appear in a con-

siderable number of coats at home and abroad. Argent,

a /ess betzvee/i three apples gules is borne by APPLETON
(many families of this name bear the same coat with

\'ariations of the tinctures). A rgeni, three apples slipped

gules, is the coat of Applegarth. In France, POME-

REU, Marquis de RiCEYS, bears : Azure, a chevron argent

between three apples slipped and leaved, the stalks in chief,

or. The \'enetian ?\Iemmi used : Per fess or and azure

six apples counter-changed (three and three). Perrott
bears : Gules, tJiree pears or, on a chief argent a denii-lion

issuant sable. D'Azur, a trois poires d'orfeiiillt'es du nicnie

is the coat of POIRIER in France. Two curious examples

of the manner in which charges were converted into amies

parlantes are the following:

—

Crestiennot in Paris

bears: Argent, a chevron bcti^ecn three " bon chretien

"

pears azure; and WARDEN in Scotland: Argent, a

chevron gules betiveen three ivarden pears leavedproper.

Acorns occur not unfrequenth. Argent, three acorns

slipped vert, is the coat of Aikenhead of that Ilk.

Azure, three acorns or, was used b\' PORET, iMarquis de

Blosseville; Van Evck; and du Ciiesne ; and, with
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the addition of stalk and leaves, by Barons von Greind

Van AelST ; and with the field argent by Barons ClOe:

DE Heernesse in Belgium, etc. Azure, a clievron betwe,

three acorns or, is the coat of Verreycken, and with /

cups vert is borne by IFELD or IFIELD. Sable, on a ft

between six acorns or, three oak leaves proper, is the co

of OKE, and OkEDEN.
Pine Apples are often not distinguishable in Armo:

from Fir Cones which are a pretty common bearin

Argent, threepine apples vert, stalked or is a coat of Appl:

TON. Argent, three pine cones vert, is that of Kerouli
in Brittany. Gules, tliree pine apples or, was borne by tl

French Marquises de PiNS, and by Argensola of Spai

Or, three pine apples vert is used by the Spanish PiNC

Azure, three pine cones or is the coat of the Counts ar

Princes von Waldburg. The original coat of tl

Chateaubriands has been referred to already on p. 33

Instances appear in Armory of the use of many othi

fruits. Walnuts, cherries, strawberries, ananas, elde

berries, melons, pepper-pods, etc. are all found as chargi

at home or abroad.

Ears of rye and of barley appear in very early Englis

coats ; one for the name of Rye, Gules, on a bend arge;

tliree rye stalks sable ; the other for Grandorge, Azut

three ears of barley or. The Scottish family of Riddel
uses, Argent, a cJievron gules bet-ween three ears of r^

slipped and bladedproper {?\dX?. XXX., fig. 11).

Garbs, or Wheat Sheaves, belong to the earlie:

class of English bearings ; they appear first on the se;

of Ranulf Blundeville, Earl of Chester, who die

in 1232. The garbs thus becoming the arms of the Ear
of Chester were largely assumed as charges by farnilie

related to, or feudally dependent on them. In 1381

when the SCROPE and Grosvenor controversy wj

decided, the Grosvenors being found not legall

entitled to the disputed coat {Azure, a bend or) assume
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in its stead; Azm-e, a garb or (Plate XXX., fig. 12) as

syggesting a descent from the Earls of CHE.STER. This

coat is still quartered b\- the GroSVEXORS, Dukes of

Westminster. It was also the coat of the family of

the Counts de St. Paul, who fought in the First Crusade

(^Salle dcs Croise's a \'ersailles;, and, with a bee volant in

chief gold, of the Polish Counts Kamarowski. Among
the families referred to above as feudal!}- connected with

the Earls of CHESTER were the Cholmoxdelevs of

\^ale Ro\al, who bear : Gules, a garb, tn chief tu-'o

lielmets or (Plate XXXI., fig. 4) (Marquises Cholmox-
delev ; Barons Delamere). The Earldom ofChester
is now one of the dignities of the Prince of \\'ales.

Azure, a garb, and in chief tz^o viuUets or, is the coat

of \\'auchope of Xiddry in Scotland.

The garb in Heraldry is often banded of another

tincture, thus the Coilixs, or CoMYXS, of Yorkshire bore :

Argent, three garbs gules, banded or. The arms of the

ancient family of COMYX (Earls of Bl'CHAX, etc.), of

such note and so ramified in Scotland in the thirteenth

century, is Azure, three garbs or; the sheaves were

originally of cummin, and borne allusively to the name,

but they have long been understood and blazoned as

garbs, or sheaves of wheat. Similarly the Peverells

bore : Azure, three garbs argent, which were originally

sheaves of pepper 'vide infra. Chapter on Badges, p. 586).

Sable, three garbs argent, was borne b\- ^M'^IURROUGH,

King of Leixster in Ireland, as well as by the old

families of Segrave, and DelafielD
; these are also the

arms of the County of BrCHHEIM in Germany now
quartered b_\- the Counts von Schoxborx.
The A'icomtes de Brosse, dit DE Bretagxe, chevaliers

bannerets of Touraine, afterwards Comtes de Pexthi-

EVRE, and Dues d'ETAMPES bore, Azure, three garbs or,

banded gules (quartering 2 and 3, BreTAGX'E, Ermine

plain').
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Argent, a chevron between three garbs gitles, is the cc

of Sheffield, Duke of Buckingham, in 1703 ; ai

Azure, a chevron between tliree garbs or, is that of t

Hattons of Cheshire (Earls of Winchelsea).

Gules, a chevron between tliree liandfnls of wlu

(glanes) or, are the anncs parldntes of the Fren

Glannes, Barons de Villers-Farlay.

The coat of the family of Le SerCeant DE Marsigi

in Artois is worthy of note because in it id'Arjur, a tr-L

gerbes mal-ordonnes d'or) the charges are arranged o

and two, instead of in the almost invariable fashion t\

and one.

Vegetables, the humbler but more important fru:

of the earth, are only very occasionally met with

British Armory ; but in Continental Heraldry their u

is much more frequent. The humble cabbage ai

turnip and others are employed, usually indeed in i.

manner of which we have already seen such a multitui

of instances, as allusive to the name of the bearer.

Coole, or COELEN, in Brabant uses only Argent, thi

cabbage leaves vert ; but another family DE CoOLE,

Holland, bears : Azure, tliree cabbages or, a coat which

borne by the Russian family of Katchenev.ski wi

the addition of a chief of the last thereon a Jiarp giil

The Dutch CooLMAN.s have as arms : Gules, tJu

cabbages argent. Argent, three cabbages vert, is borne 1

KuiiPSTHOFF of Rhenish Prussia.

The Turnip, and Beetroot, are more frequent

used than the preceding. The Italian Rapaccioli ar

Ravani, and Raep.SAET in Flanders wi^^,'Azure, a turn

argent leafed vert. Rape or Rasp£, of Tournay, tl

same on a field gules.

Beans, and Bean Cods are found in British Armor
Azure, three beans or, is assigned to Merton, whi

Argent, tliree bean cods fessways in pale vert, is borne I

Hardbeane. Azure, a cJievron between tJiree bean po
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palcu-'ays m-gent, is used by Le Fevere DE IMaxegiiem

of Flanders ; and Or, three bean pods azure, by Favieres.

I have in my collection instances of the use of ilaize,

Lettuce, Fennel, Sage, Artichokes, Truffels, Celerj-,

Carrots, Peas, Cucumbers, etc., but it would lengthen out

this chapter unreasonabh" were I to give instances of all.

One more, ho^^ever, ought not to be passed over, the

Mushroom, as being about the last bearing which we

would fancj- a nouns homo would be likely to assume,

yet I have seven or eight instances. The Count de

Lessees bears. Argent, on a terrace tn'o vine shootsfruited,

and at their base as many mushrooms vert; in the

sinister chief a radiant sun proper. LauXAV DU \'alay

hears: Gules, six muslirooms argent; and GUYOT
d'Axfreville : Azure, a clievron argent betiveen three

3?mshrooins or.

XOTE.—The Klee-Stengeln which appear on each of

the wings of the eagles displa}'ed of PRUSSIA, Braxdex-
BURG, etc., in the form of a golden trefoil with a long

curved stalk reaching to the breast, appear to be only

the development of some simple lines which are found

in earl}- examples of the 13th century to indicate the

anatomical construction of the eagle's wings (^See Plate

XXXVIIL, fig. I, and Hildebraxd's Heraldisches

JInsterbuch, Plate xxviii., fig. 9).

Fig. ,2.—Aiois of CEEQrs'.



Fig. 73. Fic. 74.

(Uelmets I'KOM WoKSAAK, \:jnliskc Oliimger, fig. 670.)

CHAPTER XIII.

INANIMATE CHARGES.—III. MISCELLANEOUS.

Military Charges.—Heraldry being military in

origin, and connected in its early development eit

with military expeditions, or with the jousts which w
preparatory for them, it is natural that the impleme

of warfare, and other objects connected therew

should find an important place among its emblems.

First of these naturally comes the knightly swc

As a heraldic charge this has a long straight blade w
a cross handle ; its hilt and its pommel are often o

separate tincture, usually or, or gold. Or, a iwo-hana

sword in pale arjtire,\s a coat of the Scottish SpALDIN
The family of KiLPEC, of Kilpec in Herefordsh

bear : Argent, a swoi-d in bend sable (Plate XXXI., fig.

The heiress of this family married PHILIP Marmk
Baron of SCRIVELSBY, temp. PlENRY III., Heredita

Grand Champion of England. From this family

Championship passed to the Dymocks, who bo
Sable, a sword in pale argent, hilted or, as their offic

coat, quartered with their personal arms : Sable, two li

passant in pale argent crowned or. It seems proba

that the Marmyons had similarly used the coat





PLATE XXXI.

1. Sword.

Kilpec.

2. Spear.

Shakespeare.

3. Battle Axe.

Congreve.

(fta^a:^-

4. Helmet.

Ckohtiondeley.

7. Pheon.

Sydney.

Battering Rams.

Bertie.

9. CaUrap.

Trapper.

10. Chains.

Nava/rre.

12. Water Budget.

De Ros.
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familiar to all collectors of Dresden china.) Asnrea

swords in pile argent (Jdlts in chief), is the coat of M
BERTI of Italy, and Odet of Brittany. Sabh\ i

swords in pile, points in base argent, hilts and pom
or, is the coat of Paulet, or PoWLETT, Marques

Winchester.

When swords are borne barwise, i.e. fessways in
^

the blazon must specify to which side of the escucl

the points are directed. ChuTE uses : Gules, i

swords barwise, points to the dexter, proper, Iiiltea

Gules, three swords barwise argent, hilted or, the a
one pointing to the sinister, is a coat of O'Shea ; ano

has the swords two in saltire, points doumwards,

mounted by a third in pale its point in chief. The Roi

Sfalias bear : Gules, tlwee swords bcndways in

argent, the hilts to the chief or ; on a chief azure I

fleurs-de-lis or.

Of Spears and Lances we find a good exampl
the canting coat granted to our great dramatic

]

WlLLIAAf Shakespeare ; Or, on a bend sable a spec,

the first, steeled {or pointed), argent (Plate XXXI., fig

Azure, a lance or, is the coat of the Italian Soi-D;

the same, enfiled at its point by an annulet aigen

borne by Danby of France.

Argent, a broken spear bendways between two pie

midlets {or spur-rozvels) of sixpoints all arjurc, is the i

of AUCHMUTV of that Ilk. Gules, three tilting spi

erect in fess the points argent, is borne by Amhe:
Earls Amherst.

Gules, three tilting spears or, armed argent, twc

saltire the third reversed in pale ; are the arm;

the herba, or clan, of JeliTA in Poland, as s

they are borne by the Counts BlELSKT ; and Zamotj

etc.

Cronels, which are the blunted ends of lances i

in jousts and tournaments, are found in the coa
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Wiseman, Sable, a chevron ermine between three cronels

JOGHEMS of Holland bears : Gules, tliree cronels argent,

{vide infra, p. 388, under Chess-ROOK.)

Or, a pike head in bend sable, is the coat of the Counts

von Reichenstein ; with the field argent it is found in

the Wappenrolle von Zurich, No. 490, for Mazingen
;

Gules, a lance head bendways argent, is the coat of the

Counts Laincel in France. Sabk, three spear heads

argent gutty de sang, is the coat of APREECE, or Price,

and is also borne with the addition of a chevron argent

by other Welsh families of PRICE, WILLIAMS, Rees,

Watkins, Jones ; the Squire of the Black Prince, Sir

David Gam, bore the same.

Sable, a battle axe or, headed argent, is the coat of

Oldmixon. Gules, a Lochaber axe between three boars

heads erased argent, is borne by Ranken of Scotland.

Asui-e, an axe argent in bend sinister, is the coat of

the Barons BlEL of Mecklenburg. Gules, a broad axe

argent, the handle or (the blade turned to the sinister),

are the arms of the Polish herba of ToPOR, and as such

are borne by the Counts OSSOLIN-OSSOLINSKI; TarlO;
MORSKI ; and Zabiello. The Polish Counts Oksza-
GRABOWSKI, and the family of Okulicz in Russia, bear

ihe like ; but the blade is turned to the dexter, and

the handle is sable.

Argent, two halberts in saltire arjure,v>'d.s used by EcCLES
of Kildonan. Gules, two halberts addorsed or, is borne by
the Marquises AcHEY DE ThoraisE in France. Argent,

three doloires, or broad axes, gules, those in chief addorsed,

is the coat of ReNty in Artois
;
quartered from early

times with Argent, three bars gules, by the great house

of CroY, Princes de Chimay (MAURICE, Toison d'Or,

planches xv., xxii., etc., and v. infra, p. 549).

CONGREVE of Congreve bore: Sable, a chevron between

three battle-axes argent (Plate XXX L, fig. 3).
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Helmets, as external appendages to Armorial C(

will be dealt with elsewhere (Chapter XIX). Tlate XX
fig. 4, are the arms of ClIOLArONDELEY already blaze

on page 342. Gules, a dose lielmet argent, is ascribe(

ROBERTOUN in Font's MS., and in Mackenz
Science of Heraldry, p. 66. Argent, three morions i

banded gules, are the arms of the Barons Ketelik
Azure, three helmets argent, is the coat of the Ante
of Venice, and GUIBERT of France. Sable, tliree til

helms argent, is an old coat of Daubenv.

Of Bows we have an example in Plate XXXI., fii

Ermine, three bows bent and stringed palcways in

sable, the amies parlantcs of BowES, Lords Bowe;

Clonlyon in Ireland. With the bows gules this coa

quartered by the Earls of STRATtnrORE, for Bowe
Streatham in Northumberland. These are long-b(

but the crossbow is also used in British Heraldry,

is that which most general!}- appears in the Armor
Continental nations ; as an exception we find, Or, t

long bows fcssways in pale ar^ure, stringed sable, the 1

of the Bavarian Counts d'ARCO. (TVROFF, Wappem
des Adels des Konigreichs Baiern, Erster Band, Plate ;

Ntirnberg, 1818.)

Gules, a crossboiv or, is used by Baliste of Era

and by Zmodski of Poland. Efutine, a crossbow ben

pale gules, is the coat of Alb.VSTER in England, a cur,

corruption of the original ArbalestTER. The Ae
LESTes, Vicomtes de Melun, bore : d'Or, au sau

engrele de sable cantonnc de quatre arbalctes tcndiie.

gueules.

Arrows, if not otherwise blazoned, are borne palew

with the points downwards, and are said to be barbec

the tincture of the points, and feathered, or flighted

that of the feathers. In Plate XXXI., fig. 6 is the <

of Hales of Norfolk : Gules, three arrows or, feath,

and barbed argent. Vert, an arrow argent, the p
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upward, is said to be the ancient coat of M'Adam ; but

the coat registered is, Vert, tJiree arrows argent.

Argent, an arrow in bend-sinister or, winged sable, is

the curious coat of Alf, in Denmark. Several baronial

families DE HeusCH in Limburg use : Or, an arrow in

bend gules the point in chief. Azure, two arrows in saltire

or, is the coat of PiLLERA, and BuLING, both of the

Netherlands. Azure, three arrows argent, is the canting

coat of Arreau, in France ; the same, but with the

charges or, is that of the English ARCHERS. Gnles,

tliree arrows or, feathered and headed argent, is the coat

of Hales.

Arrows in Bundles (usually of three only) are

called sheaves, and are said to be banded.

Bird-bolts, or Quarrels, are names given to the

shorter arrows used with the crossbow : Azure, tliree

bird-bolts or, are the amies parlantes of BOLTON (the

bird-bolts have blunted heads). Argent, tliree bird-bolts

gules, appears in Charles's Roll for Ralph de Bozon.

A Broad Arrow and a PheON are represented

similarly, except that the Pheon has its inner edges

jagged, or engrailed. In English Heraldry the Pheon is

represented with the point downwards, as in Plate XXXI.,
fig. 7, the arms of Sydney, Earl of Leicester : Or, a

pheon azure. In French Armory the pheon is drawn

with the point uppermost. The Breton Counts Walsh,
originally from Ireland, use : Argent, a chevron gules

between three pheons sable.

Scythes.—The scythe-blades, which appear in the

coats of several great Polish houses, -(vould scarcely seem

to be of military origin, and fitly to claim a place in this

section. This is however the case. The scythe-blade

fixed vertically at the end of a long pole, was the arvie

blanche of the Polish peasantry ; and those who have

read the history of their attempts to regain national

independence will hardly need to be reminded how very
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efficient a weapon this proved itself to be at c

quarters, and especially against cavalry, in many a :

guinary conflict. The Counts A'LEXANDROWICZ, bi

Gules, two scythe-blades in saltire between two bn

swords in pale, the hilt of the one in chief, that of the o

ill base proper. The families which compose the he

or herba of Rola, bear : Gules, tliree scythe-blade

pairle, issuing from a rose in the centre point, all ar^

This coat is borne by the Counts ROLA-VVOL

Another great Polish house, that of PrusS II., has

coat : Gules, two scytlie-blades in oval, the points cros

each other argent, and the ends in base tied together or

whole surmounted in chief by a cross patriarchal-pate

which the lower arm on tlie sinister side is wan,

These are the arms of the Counts JEZIERSKI.

Shields differing in shape from the Sub-Ordii

already referred to as the Escuclieon (Chapter V., p. i

are sometimes found in Continental Heraldry.

The Polish clan of Janina bore : Or (often gides\

oval buckler of bronze (or purpure), the coat used

SOBIESKI.

Gules, a 9'ound [or oval) target, with pointed ci

argent in bend-sinister, is the surtout of the Ba
Rothschild, now Lords Rothschild in the Pee

of the United Kingdom.
Gules, a round target between thi'ee antique crown.

is the coat of Grant, of Ballindalloch.

Tents. — Sable, three tents argent, is borne

Sabcott of Northamptonshire ; and Tenteniei
Holland uses : Azure, on a terrace vert, a tent argent,

mounted by a weatfur cock or. Sable, a chevron bet;

three tents argent, is borne by Tenton, and A.

three tents or, by the French family DE LA Chastre
Military Banners occur chiefly in comparati

recent heraldry in Great Britain, as in the present

of Bannerman : Gules, a banner displayed argent, tht
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a canton asure. charged with a saltire. of the second, which

seems to have superseded in the 17th century the

insignia formerly borne by that family (Stodart,

Scottish Anns, ii., 396). The coat of the English

Garbetts is said to date from i486 ; it is : Gules, on a

knightly banjier flowing to the dexter argent, an Imperial

eagle sable. The Counts and Dukes of Wurttemberg,
since 1336, quartered with their arms the official insignia

of Great Standard Bearer of the Empire : Azure, the

Imperial banner (charged with a single-headed eagle

displayed) in bend proper. The Portuguese family of

Bandeira use : Gules, on a banner .argent, its lance and

fringe or, a lion rampant sable. Gules, a banner gathered

round the splintered staff in bend or, is borne by the

Austrian Counts Cettner, and by Przerowa of Poland.

Kingdom in England bears ; Azure, tliree banners bend-

ways in pale, to the sinister, or. Azure, threepennons argent

in pale and saltire, are the arms of Standaerts in

Belgium. (For Goxfanon.S, v. p. 372.)

Battering Rams appear in the coat of the family

of Bertie, of which were the Earls of Abingdon, the

Dukes of Anxaster and Kesteven, and the Earls of

LiNUSEV in England ; they are : Argent, three battering

rams fessways in pale proper, armed and garnished or

(otherwise and more correctly azure). (Plate XXXI.,
fig. 8.)

Beacoxs, used to convey intelligence of the approach

of an enemy, or to muster troops, appear in two or

three British coats. Sable, three beacons inflamedproper,

with ladders or, are the arms of Dauxt ; and the like

coat, but «'ith the field azure, is that of Gervi.S.

The Caltrap, or Cheval Trap {chausse-trape), was

a military instrument of iron, with four sharp points so

arranged that however it lay one point was uppermost.

It was placed to defend a post against the approach

of cavalry. The family of Trappe (whose arms are
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recorded in the Visitation of London in 1563) t

Argent, three caltraps sable (Plate XXXI., fig. 9).

three caltraps gules, \s a coat granted to HORSEMA

1 590. The French family of Guetteville oe Gu£l

VILLE bore : cfA rgent, sevid de chausse-trapes de sabl

CHAIN.S as a Heraldic Charge are directly assoc:

with military affairs. They are mostly found in

armory of the southern countries of Europe, espec

in the Peninsula. The most illustrious example of

u.se occurs in the arms of the Kingdom of Nav/
(Plate XXXI., fig. 10), Gules, a cross, saltire, and d

orle of chains, linked together or, the coat which accoi

to tradition was assumed by Sancho " tlie Strong

memory of a successful attack in 1212 on the can

the Moorish army under MIRAMOMELIN, which

defended by a strong barricade of chains through w

Sancho and his followers cut their way. Menet
points out that this coat is an allusive one to the 1

of Navarre ; una vaii-a, or ^na varra, in the Ba

patois being the name of a chain. Notwithstanding

I have elsewhere ("The Heraldry of Spain and Portu

p. 2) given my reasons for the opinion that this stc

not lightly to be relegated to the ordinary limb

heraldic myths. In any case, the chain \\-a.s assi

into the coat of many of the noble families who
said to have been present with Sancho on

occasion. {See Argote de Molina, Noblesa

Andalusia, i., cap. 46.)

The Mendozas bore : Gules, a bend vert bordere

over all an orle and saltire of chains of the last. ZU]

adopted a chain in orle or over :the plain coat, Argt

bend sable; and Menesez assumed, Or, a chai

bend azure. Among the other families using cl

as charges arc Peralta, Soto, Urbina, Tellez
Many others bore it as a charge on a bordure,

Bermudez, Munoz, Fernandez, Iriarte, Yri
2 A
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\''arela, etc. See Piferrer, Nobiliario ....
de Espana^

On the counter-seals of Kings Louis V., PHILIP \
.,

and Charles 1\',, of France, the shield of Fraxce-
AN'CIEXT is placed within an 8 foil upon a device of the

chains of NA^ arre, in memor}' of their mother, Jeanne,
wife of Philip W . {le Bel) and daughter and heiress of

Henrv L, King of Xavarre. (^See \'RliE, Gcncalogie

lies Comtes de Flandre, Plates xli., xlii.) In later times,

as b\- Louis XIV., the arms of Xavarre were not

quartered with those of France, but were borne on a

separate escucheon, the two shields being accoL's, under

one helmet and crown. (The dalmatic worn by the

sinister supporter, and the banner borne by it, are alike

charged with the arms of Xavarre. See a good con-

temporary' example in DE LA POlNTE, Chtvaliers de

rOrdre du St. Esprit, planche i., Paris, 1689.)

The chains of Xavarre came in time to be con-

founded, b}- some ill-informed heraldic writers, with a

carbuncle or escarbuncle, and we accordingly find them

sometimes so blazoned. (I have in an earlier chapter

pointed out that this heraldic charge originated in the

metal boss and bars with which an ancient shield was

strengthened, and was no portion of its heraldic bearings,

though in some cases it afterwards became an integral

part of them, as in the ca.se of the arms of the Dukes of

Cleves, Gules, an escucheon argent, over all an escar-

buncle or. Possibly the name of the bearing may have

originated in a precious stone set as an ornament in the

central boss of the shield.) Ferret of France uses

:

Azure, a chain boidu'ays or. Chains are borne in the

English coat of Anderton ; Sable, three chains argent.

The coat of the French Cadenets : Asure, three chains

. bendii'ays or, is given in Plate XXXI. , fig. 1 1. Argent, tu.'o

chains in saltire gules (or azure), is borne b\- ZaN'CHINI of

Tuscany; and Azure, tiL-o chains in saltire, attaclied to an
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amulet in the centre-point argent, is the well known c

the AlbERTI. Sable, a cliain, of two links and as

half links, in pale argent, were the arms of the B

von Neuhoff (or Neuenhof), to which belonge

unfortunate adventurer, Theodqre, King of CORS:

The Water Budget [bouse), is a conventional i

sentation of the leather bags in which \vater was ca

and probably dates from crusading times when

vessels were employed in the marches across the d(

It was depicted with considerable variety of form i

early Rolls of Arms. It is very seldom met with e

in English Heraldry, where its primary use appe;

have been as a canting coat. The Trusbuts, B

of Wartre in Holderness, bore, d'Argent, a trois

d'eau de gulea, and thereby symbolised both their f

name, and their baronial estate. RoSA, heiress c

Trusbuts, married EvERARD DE Ros ; and, a

usual in the case of great heiresses, her arms

assumed by her descendants, and were borne

variations of tincture by several families of DE R
DE ROOS, of these an example is given on Plate X
fig. 12. The water budget is found as a charge

few Scottish coats mostly of modern date, in whi

in several modern English coats, borne by famil

the name of RoSE, it was probably assumed withoi

other connection as associated with the name of DE

The Lords Ross bore : Or, a chevron chequy sab,

argent betiveen three water bougets of the second.

Roses of Kilravock bear, Or, a boar's head couped

between three zvater bougets sable.

Of the equipment of a knight the shoes of his

formed a very important part and we may therefo

elude them in this section. A horseshoe bein;

badge of the Marshalls {See Planch^, Pursnivi

114) horseshoes were assumed as amies parlant

their descendants the Ferrer.s who appear to
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borne, Sable, six hoi'seshoes argent. (Sometimes the

colours are reversed.) Later they bore (as Earls of

Derby) Vairc or and gules, on a bordtire a::ure six liorse-

shoes argent. Or, three horseshoes sable, is the coat of

Stael and Van der Hoa'EN in Holland ; it is also

that of Ferrier in Scotland, and forms the foundation

of several modern grants in that country.

The early coat of Hexri de FerriI^RES appears on

his seal in 1205 (Demav, p. 205). It bears an escucheon

with a bordure charged with six horseshoes. I have

engraved it page 453, fig. 90. Azure, a horseshoe argent,

is the coat of the Counts, and Princes, von Trautson.

D'Argent, a trois fers de cheval de gueules clout's d'or, is

the coat of La Ferri^RE. Ferragut in Spain bears,

Gides, a horseshoe and in base a passion nailpakn'ays or.

It is perhaps in the Armory of the great houses of

Poland that the horseshoe occupies the most prominent

place. Thefamily of the Counts DOLEXGA bear: Azure,

a horseshoe argent ensigned at the top zvith a small cross

patce or; and beticeen the branches of the shoe, an arrow in

fale of the secondfligJited ofthe tinrd, poittt in base. (Plate

LIIL, fig. 12.) The Counts GuTAKOWSKI bear: Azure,

between tliree estoiles, a horseslioe argent, surmounted by a

plume of three ostrich feathers proper. The Counts de

Rvtwiany-ZbOROwski, of the great family of Jastre-

ZEMIUEC, bore: Azure, a horsesJwe reversed {fh.'a.t is with

the points in chief) between its branches a small cross

pattce en abinie. (It must be noticed that French

Armory differs from our own with regard to the

position of the horseshoe ; in our blazon the horseshoe

is borne with the semicircular curve towards the chief,

but in French blazon this is itn fer de cheval verse.)

The family of POBOG, bears: Azure, a horseshoe argent,

ensigned in chief "with a small cross patee or; to this

house belong the Counts Zafol-Zapolski. The
family of Krzywda bear the same coat, except that the
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cross pat^e on the horseshoe lacks its sinister arn

that another gold cross patee is placed en abime.

Breys, or Barnacles, a twitch to curb horses,

in the arms of DE Geneville, or JoiNVILLE, Seig

de BrOYES ; and this coat appears in several

English Rolls of Anns.

Azure, tltrce breys or, on a chief argent a lion ii

mles. These are said to be the chief arms of the fo

(to which DE JoiNVILLE the chronicler of the Crv

belonged). But in Glover's Roll, No. 103, and i

Nobility Roll of Ed\varl) III., No. -jj, this coat v

chief ermine is attributed to GEOFFREY DE Geni
The Lords Genevile in Ireland appear to

borne the same, and in the Armorial de Geldt

chief is distinctly ermine. So also in BLANCHE'S

and in the Rolls of the Thirteenth Centurj',

Charles's Roll. Simon de Geneville (No. i

Glover's Roll) bears the coat first given, but differ

with the field sable. Cities, a barnacle argent, is

by Wyatt (Plate XXXII., fig. i). Argent, a ba

sable, is the coat of Barnake, and of POYLE ; th{

named also bore, Argent, tliree horse barnacles

Per fess gules and azure (one or) three barnacles a

was another coat of Wyatt, or WyOT.
Stirrups are generally borne attached to a k

thong and buckle, as in the coat of SCUDAJ
Plate XXXII., fig. 2. Gules, three stirrups Icathcre

buckled or, borne by the Viscounts Scudamor
Ireland. The GiFFORDS used the same but on an

field. Gules, three stirrups leathered argent, an

arms of the Barons d'HKMPTiNES in Belgium.

Gules, a stirrup (without a leather) argent, i

coat of the herba of Strzemie in Poland, borr

the Janiszewski, etc., and {within a bordure or) b

Counts BRZOSTOWSKI.

Castles.—This may be as convenient a place a
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in which to speak of Castles and other buildings, many
of which were of course military in their nature ; and

are frequent Heraldic charges. The Castle is generall}-

represented by an isolated wall, above which appear

towers usually, though not invariably, three in number,

and this fact requires specification in the blazon.

The best known example is afforded by the amies

parlantes of the kingdom of Castile, now and for many
generations back occupying the first and fourth quarters

in the shield of the Spanish Monarchy. They are repre-

sented on Plate XXXII., fig. 3, and are. Gules, a castle

triple-towered or. Later refinement has specified that

the gate, or port, is a::iirc. By modern rules we find

that the colour of the masoning. Or marks of mortar

between the stones, should also be indicated ; this is

almost invariably sable, and as its mention is by no

means general, I do not advise the student to cumber

his blazon therewith ; though I give the example of

Gules, a castle triple-towered argent masoned sable, which

is the blazon of a quartering of LiXD.SAY for the feudal

title of LiNDORES. Occasionally the field is thus

masoned as in the coat of PEREZ, of Portugal, Argent,

masoned sable afess gules. {Vide p. 362.)

Gules, a castle argent, is one of the quarterings

of M'Leod. This was the coat of the ^Marquises

of Castillox, and was also the bearing of the

CASTILLE.S, ilarquLses de ChenoisE ; and of DE Castel-

Lane. It was also that of Salviac (First Crusade).

Gules, a castle with two towers argent, the poi't and
windows sable, are the coat of the Lordship of

HOMBURG, quartered by the Counts of Savx.

The Yorkshire family of Rawson bears: Gules, rising

out of water in base azure a square castle in perspective,

having at each angle a tower and cupola argent. If the

cupolas of towers are surmounted by a vane they are

said to be girouettes of such a tincture.







PLATE XXXII.

1. Barnacle.

Wyati.

2. Stirrup.

Scudmaore.

5. Tower triple towered.

Aberdeen.

Columns.

Arigonio.

9. Ladder.

Scala.

10. Stair.

Oradenigo.

^
11. Lymphad with Fire. 12. Lymphad under Sail.

Lorn. Earl of Caithness.
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The French nobles used these vanes, generally bar

shaped and gilded and painted, or pierced, to repre

their family arms, as a sign of their noblesse ; DU Vll

CHATEL DE Kerleoret in Brittany, bears : d'ArJiir,

chateau cfargent girouette d'or. The ChAtelain
France use : Azure, a chateau of three towers giroii

asure, as in Plate XXXII., fig. 6.

In many old representations the Heraldic C;

stretches across the whole field from one edge of

shield to the other, as still in the arms of the g

Polish herba of Grzymala. {See NiESIECKl, Ko
Polska, Warsaw, 1728- 1743.) Or, a castle triple-ton

gules, the port open, the portcullis sable (now borne,

not originally, on a terrace vert). These arms with si

variations are borne by the Counts Grzvmala
Grudna-Grudzinski) ; the Counts Jablonow.ski

;

the Count POTULITZ-POTULICKI. (Some add a knigl

armour at the gate.) The Castle is thus borne in se\

City arms [e.g. those of Prague and Cracow) and in

bearings adopted for several of the Tuscan Compi

menti (See Le Armidei Municipj Toscani, Firenze, il

Towers are frequent in Armory ; and, like cas

are often placed upon a mount in base, or rise ol

water, treated either naturally, or conventionally,

Barry argent and azure. Or, a castle gules, in base

sea argent, is the coat of Brouchier of Provence
;

the same, but with the base ivavy aztire and argen

borne by Fernandes DE CASTILLO of Spain.

Tower is, however, often represented as an isol;

charge, as in Plate XXXII., fig. 4, the coat of TOWE
Azure, a tower or. If the tower be surmounted 1

turrets, as is often the case, the fact is mentioned.

a tower triple-towered azure, is a coat of BLUNT
Blount. In modern blazon the castle and tower

not so distinctly defined as in earlier instances. I sub

examples of both bearings. Azure, fleury or, over
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(Vicomtes de TURENNE, Comtes d'AuVERGNE, Dues

de Bouillon, Princes de Sedan).

Gules, on a mount or, a tower argent, roofed azure, is the

coat of tlie Bavarian Barons Harsdorf.

Vert, a tower argent, is the coat of Lesval in Flanders

;

and with a cliain of the last bendways over all of the

Spanish CATENAS {vide ante, p. 353)- The French

Marquises d'Apchier, bore : Or, a castle triple-towered

gules, from each of the exterior towers a battle-axe

issuant azure, tlie edge of each turned to the flanks of tlie

shield. This may have been the model for the Irish

coat of Hicks : Argent, a tower sable, issuant from tlie

top four axes two turned to the dexter, as many to the

sinister azure.

A rgent, a tower gules, in front of two sceptres in saltire

azure, is the coat of the Princes von Thurn.
Azure, a tovuer or, is borne by Cano, Barons de

Meghem ; and by the Spanish Castellets ; also (with

a naked woman issuing therefrom aind holding a flower

azure) by the Bavarian Barons von FtJRSTENWARTER.

Azure, on a rock a castle triple-towered argent, is the coat

of Prince Pozzo DI BORGO. The arms of the city of

Edinburgh are : Argent, on a rock proper, a castle triple-

towered sable, masoned of the first, topped with vanes

gules ; the windows and portcullis closed of the last.

In the blazon of these arms in the last edition of

Burke's General Armory {\wh.\Q.h. had, if I mistake not,

the supervision of the late Mr Stodart, Lyon Clerk-

Depute, so far as Scottish coats is concerned) the blazon

is as above, except that the towers are said to be " topped

with tlwee fans gules " ! I have ventured to turn these

mto vafies ; but I have a strong suspicion that the "fans"

of the official blazon are really only the red pointed roofs

of the three towers, which as drawn would have some-

what the shape of an inverted fan. The arms of the city
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of Aberdeen as confirmed by Sir CHARLES Erski:

Lyon, in 1674 are : Gules, three towers tripk-towe-i

within a double tressure flory-counter-flory argent (PI

XXXII., fig. 5).

In some Irish and Spanish coafe the castle is bo

supported by two Hons or other animals rampant. T

arms borne by the O'Kellys are : Gules, on a mount i

a tower supported by tivo lions rampant argent. A farr

of Gonzales bear : Azure, on a mound in base, a ca

argent, supported by two lions or, a bordurc cngrailec

the last. The Portuguese Camara use : Sable, on a ,

race in base vert, a tower suppoi'ted by two greyhou.

argent ; a variation is : Sable, out of the sea in bas

tower argent supported by two seals proper.

In the Wappenrolle von Ziirich there is ' given

curious coat of Will : Or, on a rocky base bendways gi

a castle azure. (No. 326.)

It need hardly be mentioned that castles ente

largely into the so-called arms of cities. These ai

were usually derived from the Common Seal of

Burgh, on which a castle was naturally the promin

figure.

The arms of HAMBURG are : Argent, on a terrace ve:

castle triple-towered gules, tJie port open. Those of the c

and Marquisate of Antwerp are : - Gules, three towen

triangle connected by walls argent : in chief two hun

right hands couped, in bend and bend sinister. To f

was often added a chief of the Empire.

The arms of the City of Dublin are : Azure, t)

towers argent inflamedproper. Gules, three towers tri^

towered argent, is the coat of COUDENBERG, one of

seven patrician families of Brussels. Or, three cas

azure, is used by ToRELLES of Spain. Or, five castlei

saltire sable, within a bordure gules thereon nine saltires

is borne by the PeNerandas of Spain. Azure, i)

towers argent, is the coat of the Marquise de POMPADO
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The Vicomtes von "Dam in Flanders use : Per /ess

gules and sable three tozuers argent iiial ordonnis {i.e. one

in chief and two in base).

The Castle or Tower sometimes occurs in con-

junction with other buildings, or with a projecting wall.

In the Armorial dc Geldre, the arras of TURPIX DE ViNAV
are represented with "iin pan de mur" stretching towards

the sinister flank of the shield. In the later Supple-

ment which follows AI. Vallet's edition of the A rmorial

de Berry, the coat of \'IC;XAY or La TOUR DE ViXAY is

blazoned : de Gueidcs, a line tour d'argent, et un avant-

piiir crenele du menu (Xo. 1930, p. 198). Azure, a bridge

argent supporting a castle or, is borne by POXTAUT ; this

resembles the eighteenth century English coat of TROW-
BRIDGE, Bart. Or, over -water in base a bridge of three

arches embattled tJiereon a toiver proper, its flag flying

azure charged uith a cross potent of tJie field ; on a canton

of tJie third tn'o keys in saltire gold.

Of bridges without castles there are a good many
instances. The Scottish family of BRIDGE naturally

bears : Gules, a bridge of one arch argent, streams trans-

fluent proper. Azure, a bridge argent, is a coat of

PiERREPOXT, and (with square arches) Poxtbriaxt.

Gules, a bridge of two arches or, is borne b\- the Marquises

of POXTEVfeS in France. Or, a bridge of three arclies

sable, is used by the Prussian Bruckxers. The
Venetian Counts da POXTE carried Azure, a bridge of

one arch iritlt steps <! the Rialto) or. In the coat of

Reyxell of Devon the whole field is Argent, masoned

sable, -iA.'ith a chief of tJie second {vide ante, p. 35S).

Walls are occasionally found alone without towers

thus. Argent, a wall gules, is the coat of the Danish

Counts ReyextLOW. Azure, in base a wall embattled or,

is the coat of the JMarkgravate of Ober-Lausitz,
quartered in the arms of the Saxon Duchies. Or, a

broken wall i^i fess proper, on a chief sable three escallops
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of the. first, and in base a rose gules, was borne by

Graham of Inchbrakie. Of other buildings there is a

great variety borne usually with some canting reference.

Asure, a house argent, is the coat of CASANOVA; Gules,

a portal or, appears for La Porte ;. Or, a palace aziire

for DesPALAU of Spain ; Palau has Or, a palace vert,

a bordure coinpony of the colours. Gules, a church argent,

for KiRCHNER ; Asure, a cliapel or, for La Chapelle.

Gules, three single arches or, is a coat of Archer. Sable,

three dove cotes argent, appears for Sapcote in the Visita-

tion of Huntingdon by Cajniden in 1613. We have one

or two instances in which a whole town is represented.

The arms of the Spanish Kingdom of Valencia are :

Gules, a city argent. One of the quarterings granted to

CORTEZ was : Azure, rising from a champagne barry

wavy asure and argent, a representation of the city of

Mexico proper. The escucheon of PiZARRO contains

two such coats ; one Sable, a town rising out of waves

argent ; the other Sable, a town on an island, the spire of

the church crowned with an Imperial crown proper.

In contrast with these almost the slightest shelter

possible, a mere roof supported on four posts, called in

Polish by the name of Brog, appears in the arms of the

illustrious Polish family of Leszczyc ; Gules, a square

roof or, on four posts argetit, borne by the Counts

Leszczyc de Radolin-Radolinski, and by the

Counts SUMIN-SUMINSKI.

Columns and Pillars, are not of frequent occurrence

as heraldic charges, but there are a few instances in

British armory and more abroad.

In Plate XXX 1 1., fig. 7, are the arms of the great Roman
family of COLONNA, Princes of Palestrixa, Dukes of

Paliano, etc. ; Gules, a column argent, its base and

capital or, surmounted by a crou'n of the last. This

coat is also used by the Colonna, Counts Walewski
of Poland. Or, a pillar sable enwrapped with an adder
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argent, is an English coat for Mynter. Gules, a

column crowned or, round it a serpent twined azure engoule

of the first, is the coat of BiSCIA of Rome. The same, but

the snake replaced by a vine shoot, is borne by Baisne
of Provence. Azure, three pillars or, is used by the

Gastinels of Normandy, and Sable, three pillars, the

centre one crowned or, by EzEL of Silesia. Or, a column

gules between three Cornish choug/is proper, is used by

KVNDER. A Scottish coat, that of Edward, is, Azure,

a fess argent, surmounted of a pillar gules issuing from
the base wavy azure. The Cornish TREMEXHEERE.S
bear: Sable, three columns palcwaysin fess argent. The
Majors of Suffolk use, Azure, tliree Corinthian columns

each surmounted by a ball, two and one, argent.

A curious Italian coat that of Aric;onio of Rome
;

Argent, tlwec columns paleways in fess supporting a lion

passant gules, on a chief azure, an eagle displayed or,

Plate XXX 1 1., fig. 8.

Ladders in British Armory are invariably scaling

ladders having hooks at the top of the perpendiculars.

A rgent, three scaling ladders bendways gules, is a coat of

KiLLIXGWORTll
; Or, three scaling laddeis bendivays

tliroughout gules (that is they touch the edges of the

shield) is borne by CHEPSTOW, othersvise SCHIPSTOW.
The ordinary ladder without hooks appears as a canting

charge in the coat of the Princes della SCALA, of

X'erona. Anciently they bore : Gules, a ladder of four

steps in pale argent. The more modern coat is that

given in Plate XXXII., fig. 9 ; Gules, a ladder offive
steps in pale, supported by two greyhounds rampant argent,

laugued, collared and crowned, or.

The ScaligerS, who pretended descent from the

ScALA Princes, used : Or, an eagle displayed sable,

holding in its claws a ladder of three steps gules. The
Florentine SCALI bore : Azure, a ladder in pale or, and

another SCALA family used the reverse.
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In the Zurich W'appenrolle there is an early instance

of the use of a ladder as a charge ; No. 430, the coat of

WerIANT, is, Argent, a mount in base of tliree coupeaux

vert supporting a ladder of four steps in pale gules. Or,

a scaling ladder in bend sable, is used by the Barons

von LtJTZOW ;
Argent, a scaling ladder gules barred or,

is the coat of the Counts BrEdow, Gules, a ladder in

bend or, was borne by Maya (GousSENCOURT, Le

Martyrologe des Chevaliers de S. Jean, ii., 12).

The Barons von DONOP bear, a scaling ladder gules

consisting of a single pole hooked at the top, and with

traverses as steps, on a field argent. The Gradenigiii

of Venice appear to have borne originally. Gules, a

ladder in bend atgent, but in process of time the ladder

has been converted into a regular stair, filled up azure

;

as in Plate XXXI I., fig. 10, the coat of the Counts Grade-
NIGO. In the IVappenrolle von Ziirich No. 322, is the

canting coat of Laitereerg, Argent, two ladders in

saltire giUes.

The Catapult, or Balista is known in Armory by

the old name of a swepe. I am only acquainted with

.one instance of its use. Magnall bears : Argent, a

swepe aaure, charged with a stone or.

The Sling, which was in effect a catapult on a small

scale, occurs in the British coat of Garden : Sable, a

sling between two pheo7ts argent ; and in a very few

foreign coats. Charbonneau in France bears : de

Gueides, a une fronde tortillee en triple sautoir d'or, niise

en pal, chargee d'un caillou d"argent ; et accoste'e de deux

autres de inhne.

The Portcullis or Herse {herse sarasine), so well

known as a Tudor badge {v. post 596) occurs not very

frequently as an armorial charge. Argent, a portcullis

sable, chainedproper, is a coat of REYNOLDS in England
;

and in Scotland is recorded in Workman's MS. as the

amies parlantes of Windygate (!) more generally borne
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as Gules, a portcullis or, which is also the coat of APEL-

voiSiN in France {de Gueules, a une herse sarasine d'or).

In Carr's MS., printed as an appendix to TOXGE'S

I'isitation of the County of Durliam (Surtees Societ\')

is the coat of ROBERT Lewex, Sheriff of Newcastle

:

Argent, a betid bretesse gules, oz^er all a portcullis in chief

azure. Here the portcullis is not an isolated charge,

but it occupies the -whole chief with its two horizontal

and five vertical bars, the latter ending in spikes.

In later times Canxox, and other fire-arms, have

found their wa\' into the list df Armorial charges.

Argent, a cnlverin in fess sable, is the coat of LEIGH.

Leversage bears : Gules, tliree lion s heads erased argent,

in the centre a matcJilock or. MarCHAL DE Saixcv uses :

Azure, on a mound argettt Jlory vert, a cannon mounted

proper. Gules, three cannon fessways in pale argent, is

the coat of GUXX'IXG. Gules, six cannon mounted acules

2, 2, 2, argefit, are the arms assigned to the Province of

GuiPUSCOA in Spain.

The coat of arms granted in 1S64 to JOHAX XlCOLAS

Dreyse, inventor of the needle gun, is interesting though

not a good specimen of heraldic skill : Gules, ti^'o needle

guns in saltire proper, swnnounted by an escucJieon of the

Prussian arms. In base an oldfasJiioned musket proper.

On a chief azure the rising sun irradiated or.

Fig. 75. Fig. 70.
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Ships occur in Armory first on the semi-heraldic

seals of maritime burghs. In early examples they

are usually of the fishing boat type, with a single

mast carrying a large square sail, either furled or

set. The Lyniphad^ or ancient galle)', thus equipped,

and also furnished with oars, is a characteristic and

important bearing in the early heraldry of Scotland,

especially in the arms of the families of the Hebrides

and Western coast. It is frequently carved on the

grosses and memorial slabs of lona and the Western

coast (See Figs. 75 and "]& from Sculptured Monuments

of lona and the West Highlands, by jAMl':.s Urummond,
R.S.A., Plates XVII., XXV., XXXV;, XXXVL, etc.).

In all these examples the boat is of one type, single

masted, apparently undecked, and having the high prow

and stern characteristic of the Viking age. (See the

Bayeux Tapestry, and the engravings of the chapter on

War Ships in DU ClIAILLU'S Viking Age, vol. ii.)

On a seal of ANGUS OF THE ISLE.S of the year 1392,

appended to a Homage Deed in the Chapter House at

Westminster, the lymphad, or galley with furled sail,,

appears, but is not included in a shield (Laing, Scottish

Seals, i., No. 79). The seal of ALEXANDER, Lord of the

Isles and Earl of Ross, in 1338 has a shield borne on

the breast of an eagle displayed, and charged ist and

4th with a galley under sail ; 2 and 3 with the arms of

the Earldom of Ross {Gules, three lions rampant argent).

(Laing, ii., No. 537.) On the handsome seal of Alex-
ander, Lord of the IsLES and Earl of Ros.S, the shield

is thus charged : i. A galley surmounted by an eagle

displayed (Lordship of the ISLES) ; 2. Ross, as above
;

3. Azure, tliree garbs or (RuCHAN)
;

4. On a bend between

six crosslets, three buckles for Leslie, all the quarters

within a Royal Tressure (Laing, i.. No. 451, Plate XII.,

fig. 6). In thesealof John, Lord of the ISLESand Earlof

Ross in 1454, Ross and the ISLES are quartered within
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the Tressure, precedence being given to the Earldom

(Laixg, ii., Xo. 452, Plate XII., fig. 4). On a later seal

of the same person in 1476, after his resignation of the

Earldom of Ross, the galley alone appears and is sur-

mounted by an eagle displayed, all within the tressure.

In no later representation of the galley of LoRN, or of

the Lord of the Isles is it represented under sail. It is

often drawn with sail furled, and oars in action ; but

sometimes as at anchor, with the oars in saltire across

the .mast ; sometimes with no visible oars, and with

flames in the crow's nest at the top of the mast. (This

is sometimes, but without any reason at all, called " S(.

Anthony'sfire" probably it was only the beacon intended

to mark out the position of the chief's galley.) This is

represented in Plate XXXII. , fig. 11, a coat of LORN.

The Lords of LORN claimed seniority to the Lords of

the Isles in descent from Somerled ; and their arms

(generally considered feudal rather than arms of descent)

are quartered by the families of ARGYLL and Breadal-
BANE in the simpler form, i.e., the galley alone without

the eagle displayed. The Earls of Athole and of

Argyll have borne the coat somewhat differently

;

Athole had Argent (or more generally Or), a lymphad

sable with fire at the top of the niast ; ARGYLL bore

more generally, A rgent, a lymphad, sails furled and oars

in action sable, flags flying gules.

A similar coat to the last was quartered by the Hamil-

TONS as the feudal arms of Arrax after they became

Earls of that island. The old feudal coats of the Earl-

doms of Orkney and Caithness also consisted of a

ship, or lymphad, of different tinctures, which we find

marshalled in different ways in the coat of the SiNXLAIRS

after they came into possession of the latter Earldom

and resigned the former.

On the seal of John, Earl of Caithness in 1292,

the galley is represented without a sail, and is sur-
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rounded by the Royal Tressure. (Laing, Scottish Seals,

i., No. 149.) On that of HENRY Sinclair, Earl of

Orkney, 1407, the shield is: Quarterly ist and 4th

{Argent') a cross engrailed (sable) for SINCLAIR ; 2nd and

3rd {Azure') a galley with sails furled {or) no tressure, for

Orkney (Laing, i., No. 745). The coat of Caithness :

Azure, a lyviphad or, under sail argent, is given in Plate

XXXII., fig. 12. The seal of Agnes, Countess of BOTH-

WELL, daughter of Henry, Lord Sinclair, in 1564,

bore: Quarterly 1st and 4th a galley within the Royal

Tressure; 2nd and 3rd a galley binder sail ; over all, in

an escucheon en surtout, the engrailed cross of Sinclair

(Laing, ii., 907). The seal of Bishop Thomas Murray
of Caithness (1348-1360) has on it a shield containing

a lymphad within a tressure (Laing, ii., 1 094). The
modern arms of the Earls of Caithness combine both

the coats given above : Quarterly , \, tJie galley at rest,

oars in saltire, icithin the tressure ; 2 and 3, Or, a lion

rampantgules , Spar
; 4, thegalley under sail. The quarters

are divided by the engrailed cross sable of Sinclair

{vide infra, Chap. XV., page 511, and Plate XLIIL).

On the seal of Edward Plantagenet, Earl of

Rutland, Admiral of England, 1395, the ship, of one

mast, bears a sail charged with his arms : Per pale (a)

the arms of Edward the ConfeSSOR differenced by a

label of three points
;

{b) France ancient quartering

England, differenced by a label of five points {vide

p. 474). I have engraved the ship from Demay on

Plate XXXV., fig. 4. The Arms of the City of PARIS are

Gules, a galley under sail argent, on a chief azure three

fleurs-de-lis or.

Boats, and ships fully rigged, with three masts, occur

in late coats. A rgent, a three-masted galley, sails furled

sable, is the coat of Meares ; and A."ure, a three-masted

galley, sails furled or, flags gules, that of JOWETT.
Argent, a boat sable, with two paddles or, occurs in the
2 B
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/ Vappenrolle von Zurich, Xo. 43 5 ,for Oberreiderx. The

Danish famihes of BOTH and BOTHMER bear : Argent, a

boat, the former gules, the latter sable ; but the coat of

the Counts Bothmar in Germany is : Azure, a boat

argent. Gules, a boat or is borne b\- the Polish /lerba

of LODZIA, of which are the Counts LoDZIA, the Counts

SZOLDRSKI, and the Princes Poxix-PoxixSKi. The
Princes GlOVAXELLI in Austria use : Gules, on a sea

in base azure a boat argent, thei-ein tiuo young rollers

ppr. Gules, on a sea azure a ship with tlirce sails argent,

on each a cross of the field, is the Coat of the Counts

Hexxix of Baden. The Danish Counts Struexsee
bore ; Argent, on t/ie sea a ship properflying Danish flags,

all uitJiin a bordure or. Or, three boats in pale sable

(sometimes manned) is a coat of Baad in Denmark,

and the French Allemaxds bore : Aziire, three ships or,

rigged, etc., argent.

The Axchor, though frequently found as an armorial

charge in British Heraldry, is not remarkabh' more

frequent in it than in the coats of other nations, some
of which have no sea-board.

Azure, an anchor argent, is borne by OFFER in

Scotland, by Laxglois in Bavaria, Oesterreich in

Pomerania, and PlOT in Dauphin}-. The Barons von

Luderitz of Prussia use : Argent, an anchor bendways

gules, the flukes in chief. Or, an ancJior sable, is the coat

of Chappell in England, of Croels in Brabant, of

Grooxexdyck and POLAXEX of Holland, and the

Barons van der HooP (the last of course is a canting

coat on the anchor as the emblem of Hope). Argent,

tii'o anchors in saltire sable, on a chief azure three mullets

or, was borne by the Comtes de ST. Cricq in France.

Or, three anclwrs in pairle sable (without rings), is the

Dutch coat of Box.

Azicre, on a bend aigent three anclwrs sable, is used by
LaXSER of Luxemburg. Sable, a cJievron betu'een three
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anchors or, are the amies parlantes of Ancram. Argent,

a fess tuavy between three anchors azure, is a coat of

JAMIESON. The Greek family of Zalloni bear : Or, a

Greek cross gules between four anchors sable.

We ought not to pass from things nautical without

recording that Noah's Ark is found as tlie charge of

several foreign coats. Azure, on waves in base Noah's

Ark, surmounted by tlie dove volant bearing an olive leaf

proper is the coat of the French family of L'Arciiel.

The Sicilian family of Bono have a coat which shows

the charge under other circumstances ; Azure, on a i/wiiitt

in base the Ark of Noah or, surmounted by a rainbow or,

gules, vert, azui-e, and argent. The Polish clan of KORAB
bear : Gules, the A rk of Noah, prow and poop ending in

lion's heads, the ark having also a tower {!), as such it is

borne by OsTROWSKi, BOGUSLAWSKI, Falebowski, etc.

Of the useofthingsEcCLESlASTiCAL as heraldic charges,

the best examples are found in the arms used for Episco-

pal Sees, and other ecclesiastical foundations. In them
naturally the pallium, the mitre, the pastoral-staff, or

crozier, the sword of St. Paul, the keys of St. Peter,

occur with considerable frequency. The Arms of the

See of London have already been given (p. 346 ante);

those of the See of Exeter : Gules, the keys of St. Peter

in saltire or, vuards in c/iief surmounted by the sword of

St. Paul in pale proper, hilled gold, are depicted in Plate

XXXIIL, fig. 6.

But these ecclesiastical charges appear also in personal

arms. A rgent, a crozier, or pastoral staff, in pale sable, is

the coat of the Scottish M'Laurins, who claim descent

from an Abbot of Achtow, in Balquidder. {See Skene,
Celtic Scotland, iii., 343-4.) Benoit in Dauphiny bears.

Gules, a pastoral staff argent. The Breton DES Aubrais,

use Gules, three croziers or. As a canting charge the

crozier appears naturally in several Swiss and German
coats of families of BiSCHOFF, e.g., those of Basel use

:
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Acurc, a crazier or; a family of this name from the same

city now settled in England uses, Argent, o?i a pile sable

a crazier or (this coat is often found blazoned : Sable, a

crazier or, the field cliape-ploye argent {vide ante, p. 88).

The Dutch family of PabST bear: Gules, tlie papal tiara

proper. Another in Germany uses the same, but with

the field sable. The Van der Hellen have a coat

which we should be inclined to pronounce decidedly that

of some ecclesiastical foundation :-

—

Azure, a chevron

between tliree cJialices or, eacli siirmajinted by tJie Sacred

zi'afer. The Kingdom of Galicia, in Spain, has as its

amies parlantes:—Azure, crusily (or between six cross-

lets) a monstrance (originally a covered chalice) or.

The family of Arras uses : Gules, a church candlestick

or. GiSSEY in France bears : Gules, three such candle-

sticks, each sunuounted by an estoile, or. Or, tliree candle-

sticks sable, is the Scottish coat of KYLE, but whether

these are ecclesiastical or secular I have no means of

determining. Gules, a lighted candle proper, guttering on

the sinister side, is the coat of BerxaLEZ in Spain.

The family of Le Sexs, Marquises de JNIORSAN in

Xormandy, naturally use : Gules, a chevron between three

censers or.

There is one charge of considerable importance in

Foreign Heraldry which is ecclesiastical in its origin, viz.,

the GOXFAXOX, or church banner. This is a square or

oblong piece of stuff with triple pendants. Unlike the

military banner, «-hich was simply a square flag nailed by

one of its sides to a lance or staff, the gonfanon, or church

banner, was furnished with rings sewn on its upper edge,

and was suspended from a cross beam.

It appears general!}' in the arms of families who were

the avoues, or advocati, of bishoprics and other ecclesi-

astical foundations, who administer.ed civil justice, and

led to war the military contingent which under the

feudal system these foundations had to provide. The
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Wappenrolle von Zilricli of the 14th century (the most

important of continental armorials) gives five examples

of the use of this bearing on Plate VI,, Nos, 128-132.

WerdENBERG : Argent, a gonfanon sable, fringed or.

VelkiERCH (Feldkirch), and Chur, both : Or, a gon-

fanon gules. Tetnang : Argent, a gonfanon gules ; and

ASPERG : Gules, a gonfanon or. (I have figured the

charge on Plate XLV., fig. 3, from the Ziiridi Roll?)

The best known example of this charge is found in

the coat borne by the Counts of AUVERGNE, of whom
Robert V. became Count of Bologne or Bouillon in

1260, in right of his mother Alice, who was daughter

of Henry I., Duke of Brabant, by Mathilde de
Boulogne. They bore : Or, a gonfation ringed gules,

fringed vert {Salle des Croises at Versailles). (In

the Armorial de Geldre, the horizontal piece is

reduced to a mere strip from which hang three broad

pendants.) A legend, which appears to be entirely

without foundation, ascribes the origin of this bearing in

the arms of the Counts of Boulogne to a consecrated

banner which was said to have been sent by the Pope to

a brother of GODFREY DE BOUILLON. The true origin

is that already suggested above.

Azure, a gonfanon or, is the coat assigned in SlEB-

Macher, Wappenbuch, iii., 12 to the Counts of Herren-
BERG. Argent, a gonfanon gules, its rings or, were the

arms of the Counts of MONTFORT of the Holy Roman
Empire, (MONTFORT and FELDKIRCH are coupled

together under this blazon in the modern ecu compkt of

the Austrian Empire. See p. 499.)

Bells.—The bells which appear as heraldic charges

are supposed to have an ecclesiastical origin ; and,

indeed, are usually blazoned " Church-bells," to distin-

guish them from the grelots, or hawk-bells, to which

allusion has already been made. Argent, three bells

azure, is the family coat of the poet WORDSWORTH.
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Sable, three church-bells argent (sometimes with a canton

ermine), is borne by several families named PORTER.

Bell in Scotland ; Brummer of Esthonia ; Bels of

Flanders ; Haming, and DE Beyer of Holland ; all

use Azure, three bells or. Or, tJiree bells sable, is the coat

attributed to the Byzantian COMNENL Per fess azure

and or three bells counter-changed, are the arines pa^'lantes

of the Bavarian Klockel. Sable, a chevron ermine

between three clmi^ch-bells argent, is the coat of BeLL in

England.

In Continental Armory the clapper of the bell is very

often of a different tincture. In French blazon the term

employed to denote this is batdilU. The Comtes de

Bellegarse bore : d'Arjur, a la cloche d'argent, bataillee

de sable. A7gent, a bell azure, the clapper of the field, is

the canting coat of Clock, in Holland.

Scourges.—The Battuti of Bologna have as armes

parlantes the following bearings, which may, I suppose,

be included among ecclesiastical charges:

—

Argent, a

bend azure between two scourges gules, each offour cords

ending in little spiked balls, or.

Cardinal's Hat.—Argent, a cardinal's hat, its strings

nowed gules, is the coat formerly assigned to SCLAVONIA,

or the Windische-Mark ; as now borne in the Austrian

^cu Complet it is not a cardinal's hat properly so called,

i.e., one entirely of red ; but a flat ecclesiastical hat of

black, edged and tied with crimson. The Dutch Van
Gogh use ; Argent, three cardinal's hats gules; and the

Belgian DE BORMANS have the same on a field or. The

Florentine Cappelli bear, Or, a cardinal's hat gules.

Argent, a flat hat gules, its strings twisted of the, same and

or is borne by Naimek, and Neumaver, in Bavaria, and

is I suppose intended as the cardinal's hat. Argent,

three flat hats stringed in pale gules, is the coat of

Holtsler.
The Pallium, or Pall, an ecclesiastical vestment,
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the use of which is ahuost entirely confined to Arch-

bishops, appears in the arms of the Sees of Canter-
bury (Plate XVI., fig. ii), Armagh, and Dublin;
and in those of the French See of Embrun. Formerly

it was also the principal charge of the See of YORK,
Pilgrim's Staves and Scrips may be considered

to come under the category of ecclesiastical charges.

Argent, three bourdons, or pilgrinis staves, gules (often in

pile) appear in <tzx\yRolls ofArms (eg., in FIarl. MS.,6589,

Jenyn's collection) for BuRDON. Azure, three pilgrivis

staves or, is another coat of this name ; and is also the

canting coat of PILGRIM.

The French family of BoURDON DU PLESSIS, uses :

Sable, three pilgrim's staves pale-ways, two and one, or.

The connection with the name is pretty clear in the

coat of Trottier of France ; Azure, tliree pilgrim's

staves or, attached to each an escallop gules. The Low
Country family of STEPS also bears another BOURDON
coat : Gules, three bom'dons or.

As to the Pilgrim's Scrip, or Wallet, this is used

by Romieu ; Or, a pilgrim's scrip azure, thereon an

escallop argent; and the English family of PALMER
carries : Argent, a chevron between three palmer's scrips

sable, garnished or. Another family of this name unites

both staves and scrips ; Argent, a chevi^on vert between

thi-ee palmers scrips and staves sable garnished or, is the

coat of the Irish PALMERS (Baronets).

The multitude of.articles used in domestic life which

appear in our own Armory, and the still wider range

taken in Foreign Heraldry, will permit of only a few

being mentioned in a work of this limited magnitude
;

and a selection must therefore be made of such as

appear to have some special claim to notice. Nearly

every culinary or domestic vessel, for instance, appears

in one or other foreign or British coat ; usually, of

course, these charges have been adopted as amies par-
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lantcs, when even a remote connection could be traced

between their names and the designation of the bearers.

First of all \\e will take articles of dress.

Plate XXXIII., fig. I, is the coat'of HASTINGS, Earls

of HUXTIXGDOX, Argent, a maunch sable; Azure, a

inauncli or, is that of CONYERS. This bearing is known
in French blazon as line manclie mal-taillee, it is really

only the long hanging sleeve of a mediaeval female robe,

and mal-taillee is only a synonym for old - fashioned.

There is a good deal of latitude in the wa}- in which

maunches are represented ; but, as Mr. PlaxchS
remarks, "this charge, however extravaganth" drawn,

cannot exceed the absurdity of the fashion it commemo-
rates." Or, a mantich giiles, is also a Hastings coat

and was borne by the Earls of PEMBROKE. Hexry DE
Hastixgs, Xo. 146, in Glover's Roll, also bears this in

Roll ofArms of Antiquarian Society, Xo. jj ; and Rauf
Thoxey, Xo. 79, with the field argent. \\Tllia.m

DE ^lOHUX : Gules, a maunch argent and label azure, is

Xo. 156 of St. George's Roll Other Hastixgs bore:

Argent, a fess gules betiveen three maundies sable.

Argent, a chevron betu.'cen three maunclus sable, is the

coat of ^Iaxsel. (For ^^lOHUx see under iNlARSHAL-

LixG, p. 43 S infra.) Sable, a maunch argent, was borne

by Thomas \^'hartox, Governor of Carlisle, created

Lord Wharton in 1 544 by Hexry VIII., who also gave

him, as an armorial augmentation, a bordure or cJiarged

ivith eight pairs of lion's paws saltire-nuns erased gules

(the paws of the Scottish lion ly in memorj^ of his braver}-

and skill against the Scottish forces at Sohvay Moss.

This charge is very rarely found except in British

Armon.-, where it appears as earl}- as the 13th centun,-

;

I have, ho\ve\er, noted a few foreign examples. The
Poitevin family de la Coste uses : de Gueules, a la

mancJie mal-taille'e d'or. COXD^ DE COERXEY in Cham-
pagne, bears : Or, three maundies gules.







PLATE XXXIn.

2. Buckles. 3. Buckles, Lozenge-shaped.

Jermngkfim,

4. Ducal Crowns.

^ee of Ely.

10. Hunting-liaEa.

Hunter.

5, Antique Crowns.

<jrrant.

6. Keys.

t^ee of Eoc^ter.

12. Words.

Mendosa.
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Buckles {fennaux) occur in England as early as

Charles's Roll, and are supposed to have a military

as well as a civil significance. There is some diversity

in the mode of drawing this charge
; the best known is

that in which they are borne in the Scottish coats of

Leslie and Stirling: Argent, on a bend azure tliree

buckles or, Plate XXXIIL, fig. 2. {See also Plate

XLIL, fig. 4.) The buckles in the arms of JerninG-
HAiM are lozenge-shaped, and are depicted in Plate

XXXIIL, fig. 3 : Argent, tliree lozenge-shaped arming-

buckles gules. The buckles in Continental Armory are

generally of the lozenge shape. Sable, a lozenge-

^ shaped buckle argent, is the coat of Baron von SCHMID-
BURG in Bohemia. The Prussian Counts Wallenrodt
use : Gules, a lozenge-shaped buckle argent, the tongue

broken in the middle. A similar coat, but with the

lower part of the charge curved into a semi-circle, is also

^ borne by several families of Zedlitz, Barons and Counts

in Austria and Prussia.

One of the best known instances of the buckle as a

heraldic charge is afforded by the arms of Pelham :

Gules, two half-belts paleivise in fess, the buckles in chief

argent. This coat was assumed by Sir John de Pel-

ham to commemorate his share in the capture of King

John of France, in the battle of Poitiers. It was also

used as a badge by the Pelhams, Earls of CHICHES-
TER, etc. Gules, three round buckles argent, are the early

arms of ROCELINE or ROSSELYN {temp. ED^YARD I.).

The buckle is used in several Scottish coats as a

difference to indicate a LESLIE or Stirling connection.

The Stirlings bore Argent, on a bend {engrailed) sable

{or azure) three buckles or: in 1292 the buckles were

borne on a chief Sir JOHN DE Stryvelin in 1342

bore: Argent, on a chief gules three buckles or (See The

Stirlings of Keir; priv. print, 1858 ; and StODART,
Scottish Anns, ii., pp. 80, 81).
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Cushions have become important in the Heraldry of

Scotland from having been, as far back as the thirteenth

century, the bearings in the coat of the family of RAN-
DOLPH (more correcth' RaN'ULFj who became Earls of

Moray in 13 12. In the earliest Ran'ULF seal, cii-ca

1280 (Laixg, Scottish Seals, i., Xo. 688), the cushions are

of a square shape, with a point uppermost and without

tassels, and maj' therefore be better designated pillows,

or oi-eilkrs, as Froissart terms them, and as they are

styled in CHARLES'S Roll. BruCE's famous comrade

in arms, and nephew, got the Royal Tressure as an

honourable addition to his coat ; and these bearings

:

A?-g;iit, three cushions lo::e)igeii.'ays ivithin a double tres-

stire flory-coiintcr-flory gides, which appear on the seal of

Thomas Earl of Moray in 13 14 {Scottish Seals, l, 690)

(Tlate XXXIIL, fig. 9^. were inherited b}- the Duxbars,
Earls of ^lORAY (Scottish Seals, i., 196, 297 , the heirs

of line of the Ranl lph family ; and continued to be

borne b\- the descendants illegitimate!}-) of those Earls,

the DUXBARS of \\ estfield, sometimes to the exclusion

of their ancestral coat of Duxear. (See Stodart,
Scottish Ar?ns, ii,, 9-12.) Earls of ]\I0RAV of a later

and distant lineage have since borne the cushions within

the tressure as the feudal arms of their Earldom ; but in

later times with the field Or instead of ^-i;-^t;;//.

Cushions appear in the arms of other noble Scottish

families including those of the JOHXSTOXS, who bear

the AXXAXDALE saltire and chief, the latter charged

with three cushions (not however placed lozengewa}s)

in respect of their supposed connection, feudally or

otherwise, with the RANDOLPHS {vide ante, p. 145).

Gules, three square cushions argent (afterwards tassclled

07-), were the arms of GrevstOCK, Barons of GreystocK,
1306. Plaxche, Pursuivant, thinks that these cushions

{carreaux) came from the family of Carro, RanULPH
DE Greystock having purchased from the King the
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wardship and marriage of the heiress. " Da goules a trois

horeillei's d'or is in Glover's Roll for Redmain
; and

in Charles's Roll, Argent, three pillows gules, is the

coat of WUNHALE.
Crowns and Coronets, as ensigns of dignity and

external ornaments of the escucheon, fall to be noticed

in a subsequent chapter. The kind which appears

most frequently as an armorial charge is the mediaeval

open-crown ; a circlet of gold with four foliations (three

of which are visible, an entire one in the centre, two

others in profile, or only half visible, one on either side

of it), these foliations are vulgarly called "strawberry

leaves," and the crown itself is often styled " a ducal

coronet," though erroneously, since there is in it no

reference to ducal or other titular rank.

Three such crowns appear in the arms of the See of

Ely, Gules, three open crowns or, the mythical coat of St.

Ethelreda (Plate XXXIII., fig. 4). And these bearings

are used by ESSCHEDE of Holland, and Jagensdorff
of Bavaria. A curious coat is that of DU Faure, in

France
; Azure, tJiree open crowns enfiling a bend of the

field. Argent, three open crowns gules, is borne by

KONINCK of the Netherlands, and in the arms of the

kingdom of SWEDEN : Azure, three open crowns or,

where they are often, but mi.stakenly, asserted to indicate

the former union of the three Scandinavian kingdoms,

Sweden, Norway, and Denmark. (On this see

Sci-IEFFER, de Antiquis verisque Regni Sitecice Insignibus

;

HolmiK, 1678 ; and HiLDEBRAND : Det Svenska Riks-

vapnet, 1883.) Sable, three open crowns in pale or, are the

arms ofthe See of BRISTOL. Perpale or audgules, two open

crowns counterchanged, is the coat of CepEDES of Spain.

The Eastern, or Antique, Crown, is drawn like

the corona radiata of classic times, usually with eight

pointed rays (of which five are visible) proceeding from

a golden circlet (Plate L., fig. 13), The Scottish
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family of Grant, now represented by the Earl of

Seafield, bears : Gules, three antique crowns or (Plate

XXXIIL, fig. S).

Azure, an antique crown of five rays {i.e. of five visible

rays) or, is the coat of Malchus, Counts of MarieN-

RODE in Wiirttemberg.

A Royal Crown, that is a floriated circle closed by

bands of gold gemmed and surmounted by an orb and

cross, appears occasionally as an armorial charge. The
arms of the Spanish kingdom of TOLEDO are, Azure, a

royal crown or, the cap is gules. These are also the

cirmes parlantes of KONIG in Bavaria. Gules, an Imperial

crown proper, is borne by Landescron, and Gules,

the crown of CHARLEMAGNE (fig. 97, p. 617) proper, by

Kaiser. This coat was also borne en surtout by the

Electors of HANNOVER for their dignity of Arch-

Treasurer of the Holy Roman Empire : as such it

appears in the Royal Arms of the United Kingdom as

used by the five Sovereigns of the House of HANNOVER.
Keyser bears the same but the field is azure. Azure, a

coronet enfiling a sceptre proper, is the coat of the Barons

KoNiG of Wiirttemberg.

Sceptres.—Azure, two sceptres in saltire or, was

borne by the Princes of HOHENZOLLERN en surtout, as

the ensign of their office of Arch-Chamberlain of the

Holy Roman Empire. The same coat forms the first

and fourth quarters of the arms of the Barons von

SONDERNDORFF, and is also borne by the WesthofenS
of Liibeck.

The Princes of Thurn and TAXIS have en surtout,

for the first of their principalities, the following coat

:

Argent, tzuo sceptres in saltire azure, over all a tower

gules, the port of tlie second.

The Orb of Sovereignty, Or,ox\ a field ^«/«i-, was

the badge of the Electoral dignity attached to the

Palatinate of the Rhine. Azure, an orb argent.
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banded and surmounted by the cross or, is the coat of the

Marquises de MUN. Or, an orb azure ensigned of

the field, was used by Quaedbach of Liege : the family

of VersCHOW bear the curious coat : Argent, an orb

reversed asure, ensigned or.

Staves.—The Irish Ushers use: Azure, a chevron

ermine between t]iree batons or rods or. The ULSTER
King of Arms of that name, in 1588, appears to have

borne : Gules, three batons paleways or.

Cups.—^As allusive to their name and office the

Butlers of Ormonde, etc., quartered with their

personal arms {Or, a chief indented azure) the coat

:

Gtdes, three covered cups or. A Portuguese family of

BotILHER, combines these bearings. It uses : Gules,

two covered cups or, and a chiefper fess indented or and
azure. A German descent is attributed to it (but I think

it is clear from the arms erroneously), in the rare work

La Nobiliarchia Portiigueza of M. A. MONTEIRO DE
Campos, 1754, p. 248. " Botilher, Sao Alemaes e por

allusao ao appelido, trazem por armas em campo ver-

melho duas copas de ouro cubertas, e hu chefe endentado

de ouro, e azul." Bishop BuTLER of Bristol, and of

Durham, the author of the Analogy, bore : Argent, three

covered cips in bend sable between two cotices engrailed

gules. The BUTLERS, Earls of Lanesborough, make
all the charges sable. Gules, tliree covered cups argent,

was the ancient coat of d'ArGENTINE ; and the SCHAWS,
or Shaws, of Sauchie bore : Azure, three covered cups or,

Plate XXXIII., fig. 7. The Lauries of Maxwelltown

used : Sable, a cup argent, issuing therefrom a garland

between two laurel branches allproper. This seems to be

derived from an older coat given by PONT and

Porteous, Sable, a garland tvith an open cup resting on

the upper part of it argent {See STOdart, Scottish Arms,

ii., pp. 198, 403). The Neapolitan Princes PiGNATELLi

(to which house Pope INNOCENT XII. belonged) bear :
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Or, three pots zvith handles sable (those in c\\\s( affi'onttfs).

These are pignates, and, of course, allusive to the name.

The Cannegieter of Holland bear a similar coat, but

the. pignates are gules. Analogous to these is the cant-

ing coat of the BiCCHIERI of Verona who use: Argent,

afess gules between three drinking glasses half-filled witli

red wine proper. The Vicomtes Croesen of Flanders

bear : Sable, three chevrons between as many goblets argent,

but the family of CroESEN of Holland uses : A.':?ire, a

chevron between tJiree goblets bottoms upward. (Are

these punning coats from the French griser?) The Mar-

quises FlAsCllI naturally bear : Gules, a flask argent.

Mu.siCAL Instruments have, indeed, no direct rela-

tion to the preceding charges, yet there may be some

appropriateness in including them here. Not a few of

them are found represented in both British and Foreign

Armory. The Violin " the Queen of musical instru-

ments," is borne allusively by the English Sweetings :

Gnles, three violins transposed_ {i.e. head downwards)
' argent, stringed sable. This is also the coat of the Dutch

Barons von Swieten. The Barons von der HOUVEN in

Rhenish Prussia bear : Argent, three violins necks upwards

or—(notice les amies fausses)—as a variation from the

ordinary family of the same name who bear: Argent,

dhree violins sable, stringed or, necjss in base. To the

Italian family of ViOLA is attributed the following coat

:

Azure, a violin or, crossed by its bow in bend sinister

proper. In the Wappenrolle von Ziirich No. 212 is the

coat of the old family of WlLDENFINGEN : Argent, three

viols transposed gules, corded sable (the viols have very

short necks after the fashion of the time—fourteenth

century). The Scottish family of SUTTIE of Inveresk

use : Azure, tliree viols transposed argent, stringed sable.

The Lute naturally figures in amies parlantes, being

borne by LUETTE in Brittany : d'Azur, a un luth d'or,

pos^ en bande, acconipagne de deux mains d'argent. A
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modern family of Lautz in Silesia has had a grant of

Azure, a lyre argent in bend, stringed or, all within a

bordure of the last.

The Bolognese LiRONI use : Azure, a violoncello in

bend-sinister, crossed by its bow in pale ; in chief tliree

mullets, all or. The Swiss family VoN Stain bears :

Gules, a mandoline transposed in bend argent. In France,

GUITTARDI, and GUITTON, both use : Giilcs, a guitar or.

Drums.—The family of Bubna in Bohemia (Counts

since 1644) had as their ancestral coat a cymbal, but

now bear: Gules, a drum betidtvays proper ; while the

French Tabourots use : Sable, a chevron between three

drums fessways argent. Thimus of Liege has : Gules, a

tambourine or.

Cymbals (or Shawms) are the natural armorial

property of SCHAUMANN of Prussia. Gules, a cymbal of

bronze, supported by an iron leg proper. (This is a very

modern invention.)

Harps.—The best known example of the use of this

instrument in British Armory is, of course, the coat now
borne in the Royal Arms of the United Kingdom for

Ireland. Azure, a harp or, stringed argent. There has

been some little uncertainty as to the exact time, and

the reason, of the adoption of this cpat as the National

arms. Richard II. granted to Robert de Vere,

Marquess of DUBLIN, and Duke of Ireland, as an

augmentation to his arms a coat Azure, tliree crowns or,

{within a bordure argent). The three crowns in pale

appear on the Irish coins of HenR's' V. and his

successors ; and, without the bordure, were the well

known arms assigned by early Heralds to St. Edmund
of Wessex ; and it is not clear why the bearings were

considered appropriate to IRELAND. But it is certain that

previous to this date Ireland had no other well deter-

mined armorial ensign, otherwise it, and not this coat,

would naturally have been assigned to the royal favourite.
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Henry VIII. substituted the present harp for the

crowns upon his coinage, probably in consequence of his

having received from the Pope a harp said to be that of

Brian Boroihme : but he did not use the harp in his

armorial bearings. In 1552, EDWARD VI. created a

King of Arms for Ireland, by the title of ULSTER ; and

the harp formed one of the charges in the arms and

badge assigned to the new official. None of the Tudor

sovereigns quartered any arms for IRELAND, though all

used the harp on their Irish coins. The Irish harp

crowned, appears as a badge on ELIZABETH'S second

Great Seal (l 586-1603). {^British Museum Catalogue

of Seals, vol. i., No. 990.) On her silver coinage for

Ireland the escucheon contains three harps, perhaps for

the three districts of Leinster, Munster, and CON-
NAUGHT, but at her funeral there was carried the

Banner of Ireland, ApJiire, a Jiarp, crowned with an open

crown or, and stringed argent. JAMES I. adopted this,

but without the crown, as a quartering for Ireland
;

and continued the use of the crowned harp as the badge

of that kingdom. (I have been indebted to the notes of

" Garter " Leake for some of the above information).

Sable, a harp argent stringed or, is the 17th century

coat of Harpham ; and, with the inversion of the two

first tinctures, is borne by HarpsfieLD of England, and

Harpen of Prussia. Gides, a harp or, is the coat of LA
Harpe in Switzerland, and of the Due D'ArpAJON in

France. Gides, a harp argent stringed or, is the first

quarter in the arms of the Russian Princes BagraTION.

A curious use of the harp as an allusive charge is

found in the arms borne by several families named
David, in France, Burgundy, Moravia, Flanders, etc.

Horns and Trumpets.—Of these the /^««^'^W^ /w;-«,

bent into a nearly semi-circular shape occurs most

frequently in Armory. It is often garnished with

mouthpiece and bands of a different tincture {enguiche
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et virolle) and stringed (/zV). In Scottish Heraldry

it is the invariable practice to represent the hunting-

horn with its mouthpiece on the .dexter side of the

escucheon. In England, and on the Continent, the

reverse is the case. Besides its use as a charge cantinsr

on the name it occasionally has reference to some right

qf forestry. The coat of the FORRESTERS of Garden in

Scotland, is Azurc^ three lumting-horns sable, garnished

gules. The Lords FORRESTER of Corstorphine use

:

Argent, a fess gules between tliree Iiunting-Iiorns sable,

garnished or, stringed of the second. The old coat,

recently revived, of Hunter of Hunterston is given

Plate XXXIII. , fig. lo. Or, three hunting-horns vert, gar-

nisJied and stringed gules. The Pexnycooks (or Peni-

CUIKS) of that Illv, bore : Argent, a bend a.auj-e between

three hunting-horns, stringed sable. This coat has refer-

ence to the tenure of the lands of Penicuick, the reddendo

of which was the blowing six blasts of the horn at the

King's hunt.

Argent, a bugle-horn stringed sable, was borne b}-

KlXGSLEY of KixGSLEY at a very early date, as heredi-

tary Forester of Delamere. The arms of the Princes of

Orange were : Or, a hunting-horn a~ure, banded gules.

and appear en surtout in the escucheon of the Princes of

Xassau. Azure, a hunting-Iior?i argent, virolled gules,

is the coat of the Counts of Mandelsloh. Or, a

hunting-horn turned to the dexter and set on a mount

gules, was borne by the Barons HORXECK DE HoRN-
BERG in Bavaria.

In the Wappenrolle von Zilrich, No. <^'^ is the old

coat of HoRENBERG : Or, out of a Tuount in base vert

two hunting-horns paleways sable stringed gules. Here

the horns are but slightly curved towards the flanks

of the shield ; but in ancient coats the horns are

sometimes represented as straight. A well known
instance occurs in the arms of Trumpingtox : Azure,

2 c
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crusily and two horns in pile or. This is also the coat

of Pype.

Azure, three bugle-horns or, is the coat of Cornet, and

of the Barons TriCORNET.

The important herba of Tromby I. in Poland has as

its arms, Argent, tJiree hunting-horns in pairle sable,

stringed and garnished or, which afe accordingly borne

by the Princes Radziwill. Or, three hunting-horns

gules, garnished argent, is the coat of the Counts and

Princes of Horn in the Netherlands. The Florentine

GUICCIARDINI bore : Azure, three hunting-horns argent,

the mouth-pieces and viroles or, banded gules.

Gules, three trumpets fessways in pale argent, is the

canting coat of CALL (Baronets).

In Plate XXXIII. , fig. 1 1, is represented the old coat of

Granville (afterwards Earls of Bath) which is blazoned

as : Gides, three clarions or ; sometimes as rests, or

organ-rests, otherwise as sufflues or clarichords, etc.

Some have supposed it was a rest to support the end

of the lance carried by a mounted knight. But that no

such contrivance was ever in use is shown by the evidence

of seals, monuments, etc. PlanchE in his Pursuivant

has an interesting passage on this charge, which he

conceives to have been a clarion, a canting badge of the

Clares, Earls of Gloucester, under whom the Gran-
VILLES held the lordship of Neath. He suggests that

the ancient clarion which, as usually drawn, bears little

resemblance to a trumpet, may really have been that

classical instrument the Pan's pipe or mouth organ.

The Clares were Lords of GLAMi9r^<7«. PlanCHS
gives a drawing of the charge from Sir CHRISTOPHER
Barker's Heraldic Collections (Harl. MS., 4632) in

which it is clearly an organ. {^See also the Journal of

the British Archceological Association, vol. iv.)

Azure, two organ-pipes in saltire betweenfour crossespatee

argent, was the coat of Lord WILLIAMS of Thame, 1 5 54.
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The family of DE Blasere in Flanders bears : Or, a

whistle in pale gides. Gules, on a bend 07; a fiute, or shep-

herd's pipe, of the first, appears to be the original coat

of the Border family of ELLIOT. Sable, three pipes

argent, is the coat of PiPER.

I may here mention that a musical stave with notes

occurs in the arms of Van NoOten in Holland ; and

that in those of ROLAND DE Lattre, better known as

Orlando di Lasso (ennobled, in 1570, by the Emperor
Maximilian II.), the musical characters known as a

"sharp," "flat," and "natural" appear as armorial charges.

Dice, Cards, and other Instruments of Amuse-
ment.—Gules, three dice in perspective argent marked

(for six in front, three on the sinister side, two on the

top) sable, is the coat of Mathias in England ; of a

family of the same name in France, and of QUINTANA
in Spain. For the former families the allusion is clear

to the " lot " cast by which St. MATTHIAS was chosen

tq the office of the Apostolate. Macias, in Spain,

similarly bears : Gules, six dice (two, two, and two) all

marked for sixes sable (PiFERRER, Nobiliaino de Espaiia,

vol. ii., No. 1 1 13). The English families of Ambesace
bear varying coats of the like origin, of which one

example will suffice : Or, on each of three dice sable an

ace point argent. Azure, three pair of playing tables

(backgammon-boards) open proper, edged or, is a coat of

PEGRIZ. The Dutch family of Caarten use : Gules, a

playing card argent charged with the ace of spades sable.

Chess Pieces are also borne. The rook (roc d'echi-

quier) is a somewhat favourite bearing in Continental

coats usually in armes parlantes. In early English

Rolls, however, it appears apart from this. Gides, three

chess-rooks ermine, is the coat of FiTZSYMON in the Roll

of Arms o{ 1277 (Harl. MS., 6137); and Gules, three

chess-rooks argent, was borne by Sir EDWARD Walsing-

HAM in the time of EDWARD I.
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Families of Rokewood, in the eastern counties of

England, used : Argent, six chess-rooks three, two, one sable;

and Argent, three chess-rooks and a chief sable. Azure,

three chess-rooks argent, is the coat of the Breton Barons

BONNEFOUX, and the Vicomtes de GuiTON, as well as

of the Marquis d'Aux, and the Dues de ROQUE-
LAURE. Azure, a fess between three chess-rooks or, is

borne by BODENHAM. The chess-rook is also borne in

the arms of numerous families of ROCA, RocCHi, de
LA ROQUE, ROQUES, ROQUEMAUREL, ROQUETTE, etc.

It must however be stated that, in at least some of

these cases, as certainly in that of the family of DE LA
ROQUE D'ESTUER, the bearing is probably rather the

croncl, or blunted end, of a tilting lance, than the chess-

rook. This was called a roquet, or roc, from its resem-

blance to the chess-rook. Menetrier says, ''Roc est

le fer morne d'une lance de tournoi, recourbe a la manifere

des croix ancrees " (cited in C. VON Mayer'.S Heral-

disches A b c-Buch; see also JOUFFROY d'Eschavannes'
Traite Coniplet du Blason, p. 158; and the whole

matter is treated in an interesting way in HiLDEBRAND's
treatise, det Svenska Riks Vapnet, pp. 45-48 ; where are

given the above quotation and a reference to ViOLLET
LE Due's Dictionnaire raisonnc du Mobilier^.

The Spanish family of ROCABRUNA bear : Gules,

sem^ of chess-rooks or; and the Catalonian ROCABERTI
bore : Or, three palletsgtdes between twelve chess-rooks sable.

I have met also with examples of other chess pieces,

e.g., ROHRMANN in Germany uses : Gules, a chess

knight or; KONING of Holland, Azure, a chess king or.

A great number of families in Holland named ZUYLEN
bear charges known as zuylen (often blazoned as

columns) which are, in all probability, nothing more than

the familiar chess-rook.

Playing Tops appear as charges in the armes par-

lantes of Topclifp'E : Argent, a chevron between three







PLATE XX

BSFLANATION OF FiGUKES.

1. From Seal of Philippe Comte de Valois, 1327 (Demay). 2. Banner fi

Bayeux Tapestry. 3. Pennoncelle of Percy (Archsologia ^liai

4. From Seal of Earl of Rutland, Admiral of England, 1395 {Demay).
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playing tops sable ; and A.zurc, a top or, the. peg argent,

is used by TOLLENAER of Holland.

Money.—Under Roundles (p. igi) we have alluded

to the fact that figured bezants, gold coins in fact, are

found as armorial charges ; we have now to give a few

instances of the use of these and other coins. The Sires

de MONNET, who were Vicomtcs de Salins, bore at a

very early date : Azure, nine plates, 3, 3, 2, i. The
Counts von Schilling have the curious coat ; Gules, a

fess sable thereon twelveplates = shillings (notice les amies

fausses). The Duvsentdaelders of Amsterdam bear:

Gules, in chief tlie figure i, and in base three tlialers

argent. The MiCElELl of Venice have a coat which is

said to be historical : Barry of six azure and argent,

charged with twenty-one I'otindles (6, 5, 4, 3, 2, i) <5/" or on

the azure bars, and azure on those of argent. [Another

variation is : Barry of six azure and argent, tlie azure bars

cluirged with eleven bezants (5, 4, and 2) and a twelfth on

the last piece of argent?^ This coat is said to commem-
orate the fact that the Doge DOMENICO MiCHELl, the

Crusader, finding himself short of cash for the payment

of his troops, distributed to them circular pieces of

leather, afterwards to be redeemed for golden coin. If

this be true the earliest bank notes were not of paper.

When we turn to DOMESTIC CHARGES we find some

curious instances. The Cauldron, or COOKING-POT,

which appears in the coats of arms of so many great

Spanish families, ought perhaps rather to be counted

among the military charges. The Pendon y Caldera

were presented by the Sovereign to the newly created

Ricos hombres, or Knights Bannerets,— the banner

denoting authority to levy and lead troops, the cauldron

the ability to feed them. " Las insignias de los Ricos

hombres eran un pendon con divisa, y una caldera, que

les davan los Reyes, despues de haver velado una noche

en la y glesia que mas devocion tenian. Con el pendon
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les concedian la facultad de hazer gente para la guerra
;

la caldera significava eran ponderosos para la sustentar

y mantener." [Orzgen de las dignidades . seglares de

Castilla y Leon, lib. i., cap. ix.) Out of these caul-

drons often issue a number of eels, which are often

blazoned as serpents, as in the arms of Guzman, Dukes

of Medina-Sidonia, etc. Azure, two- cauldrons in pale

chequy or and gules, the liandles and five serpents issuing

.

at the junction of the handles with the cauldron all com-

pany of the second and tliird. The whole within a

bordure-compony of the arms of Castile, and Leon..

Plate XXXIII., fig. 8. The GUZMANS, Counts of Teba,

bore : Per saltire, azure and argent in chief and base a

cauldron, as in the coat above, but with the serpents vert;

in each flank five ermine spots (2, I, 2) sable. To this

family belonged the Empress EuGfiNiE, wife of

Napoleon III. The original Guzman coat appears to

have been : Azure, two cauldrons in pale or; a bordure

gules thereon eight cauldrons of the second. Herrera
bears : Gules, two cauldrons in pale or, a bordure of the

first thereon twelve cauldrons of the second (PiFERRER,

Nobiliario de los Reinos y Senorios de Espana, No. 511)..

In some important coats, especially in the northern

provinces of Germany, a triangular cremailliere, or pot-

hook with a ratchet, for supporting a cauldron over the

fire, is frequently found as a charge. Or, a cremailliere

gules, is the canting coat of KettleR, Duke of COUR-
LAND. Argent, a cremailliere sable, was borne by the

Counts van der Decken, and by the family of Gruben,
both of Hannover. The Barons Hadeln use : Gules,

three cremaillieres infess argent.

The Scopuli of Mantua bear
; Gules, a besom argent

in pale, the handle in chief or ; while the Escobars of

Estremadura have Or, three osier besoms vert, banded

gules, the handles in base. The Castilian Padillas carry

Azure, three fryingpans paleways in fess, each between as
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many crescents argent, one in base, another to the left

hand, and the third above, the hollows of all being turned

towards the instrument. (These charges have a prepos-

terous legend, the simple reason of their- use, viz. as

canting charges, being too prosaic for some minds,)

Eatables, which we would hardly expect to find in

armorial coats, nevertheless occur there occasionally, not

merely in the figurative coat borne by the Dutch Pain

ET ViN, Azure, a wheat ear and a bunch of white grapes

leaved proper ; but in a much less conventional way.

The extinct family of Reichbrod bore : Quarterly, i

and 4, Argent, an eagle displayed sable ; 2, Asure ; and

3, Gules ; in each of these last quarters five white loaves

arranged in cross. A family (not the great one) of

MoNCADA in Arragon, bfears : Argent, seven flat loaves

proper {2, 2, 2, i). Two families of Frangipani have amies

parlantes ; the one bears. Gules, two lions rampant affront^s

holding {and breaking) a round loaf proper ; the other

uses, Azure, two hands argent which hold a broken loaf or.

Gules, an egg argent, is the coat of BUSCH. The
German DOMEYERS bear : Sable, a chevron ploy^ between

three eggs argent; while the Silesian Jaworski use :

Gules, ten eggs 4, 4, 2, argent. {See also p. 228, ante,

the arms of WURSTER, etc.)

Mirrors are frequently found in German coats for

the name of SPIEGEL, and its compounds. The Counts

Spiegel ZUM DesenbeRG bear : Gules, three round

mirrors argent in square frames or.

The Combs which appear in several coats are for the

most part either those used for carding wool, as in the

coat of TUNSTALL, Sable, three wool-combs aigent ; or

^ curry combs, as in the arms of the Belgian Marquises

Maillen d'Ohey—d'Or, d irois peignes de chevaux de

gueules. Gules, a chevron between three wool-combs argent,

is the well-known coat of Ponsonby, Earl of Bess-

BOROUGH. The Swedish family of Anrep bear : Or, a
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comb in fess, its teeth upwards azure ; those of the name

in Esthonia and Prussia pierce the comb at one end with

a circular aperture. The family in Livonia bear: Or, a comb

ill bend, leelh downwards sable ; and the Russian Counts

Anrep-ElmPT use : Or, a comb in bend azure, the teeth

downwards (See Klingspor, BaltiscJies Wappenbucli).

The JungingENS of Suabia have : Azure, a pair of

scissors open, blades upwards, argent, a coat which goes

back at least to the fourteenth century, when it appears

in the Wappenrolle von Zurich, No. 290.

Wearing Apparel is represented chiefly by Hats.

Perfess argent and azure, a hat counterclianged stringed

gules, is the coat of Capello of Venice. Argent, three

caps sable, banded or, is borne by the English CAPPERS.

Argent, a chevron gules between three caps of maintenance

azure, appears to have been the original coat of the

Brudenells, Earls of Cardigan ; though they are

now generally blazoned as morions or steel caps.

Gloves occur in the old coat of Wancy or Wauncy;
Gules, three dexter gloves, fingers downwards, argent ;

another coat of the name is, Gules, six gloves argent.

Shoes.—Zapata of Spain uses : Gules, five shoes

cheqtiy or and sable ; on a bordure of the field eiglit

escucheons of or a bend sable (sometimes azure').

Gules, two slippers in pale or, is the coat of AbarcA in

Spain ; Or, tliree boots sable, is a coat of HUSSEY ; and

Argent, three shambrogues sable, is that of COKER.
Argent, three skates fessways in pale gtdes ; and Azure,

three like skates or, are both canting coats of Dutch

Patyns. The Barons de Raet bore : Gides, three

skates orpaleways 2 and I.

The Maunch has been already noticed on page 376
supra, but there are one or two instances of other articles

of wearing apparel. COTTEBLANCHE bears : dAzur, a

trois cottes d'argent ; and the AbbeNBROEKS of Holland

use : Gules (or azuix), a pair of linen breec/ies argent.
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Agricultural and Industrial Implements.—
Ploughshares, pickaxes, shovels, i-akes, fire-pans, eel-

spears, fish-hooks, hammers, mill-sails, gates, and many
others appear in Armory as occasional charges but do

not need more than an allusion here. But the mallet, or

hammer, appears so early as a charge, and in such

important coats, that we must make an exception in its

favour.

Mailly bears, Or, tliree mallets vert, the principal

arms of the family (See UArmorial de Geldre, No. 83,

and the Salle des Croises at Versailles, No. 160).

Branches of this family differenced by change of tincture,

the mallets being gides, or azure. The branch in Picardy,

and that settled in Burgund}' bore : Gides, three mallets

or, which was also the coat of DE MoNCHY {Salle des

Croises, No. 75) and d'Hamere-Rollaincourt used,

d'Argent, a trois mallets degueules. In these LowCountry
coats the mallet is of a peculiar shape, like the apex of

a chevron, with a short handle. The mallets are also

sometimes drawn penclics, or inclined bendways (they

are so in the above coat of DE MONCHv). J^ert, on a

chief argent three mallets penches gides, is the coat of

GlELls, one of the seven patrician families of Louvain.

Sable, on a chief argent three mallets penches of the field,

is borne by the Counts von Steen. Asure, on a chief

or tliree mallets penclies gules, is used by QUAREBBE
;

and Gides, on a chief argent three mallets penches sable,

is the coat of the Van der Lindens, Barons d'HooG-

voorst. ( Vide Plate XL.).

De Bacqueville, also an ancient family, bears

:

Or, three hammers gules. (In the Armorial de Berry the

blazon is, d'Or, a trois maillets de gueules, but I think

wrongly.) In the Rolls of Arms of the Thirteenth

Century the coat, Sable, three hammers argent, is ascribed

both to JoEiN and Richard Martell ;' and William
Martell bears : Gides, three hammers anient. (In

2 Cffl
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the A rmorial de Berry this coat appears for " LE

Seigneur de Martiau," No. 557.) In the same Roll,

WiLLiA.M DE HuRSTHELVE bears : Azure, three hatchets

argent.

Letters of the Alphabet, Words, and Arith-

metical Figures, are found in a good many foreign

coats ; but in only a few English ones. Among these

we find one very instructive example in the old coat of

Vavassour. On the seal of Malgerus, or Mauger, LE

Vavasseur the charge is a capital M with widely spread

legs, which also of course contains the letter V, and was

practically a monogram of the wearer's names. This

was the origin of the fess dancetty, which, of Sable, on a

field or,' is the charge of the family arms to the present

day (^See PlanchE, Pursuivant of Anns, p. 125).

Argent, a chevron between three old English '^'s sable, is

the coat of TOFTE ; Gules, three ^'s or that of Kekit-

^lORE, both English examples.

Gides, on a fess argent the letter % sable, is the coat of

the Barons Althann. Sable, a fess between tJiree

%'s or, is borne by DE FiZE of Liege. The family of

Van der Ee uses, Or, a chevron azure between three

(Jr'j gules. Every letter of the alphabet is similarly

employed.

The Italian Aeici bear : Azure, the letters A B in chief

and C in base gules {note). The ORSENIGHI use : Argent,

a lion rampant gules over its neck a label argent cliarged

with the letters, A B C D E F. The Sicilian QuARANTA
have, Azure, on a fess argent X X X X sable. PeSC in

Holland, bears : Gules, three S's argent. The extinct

family of Zachreiss in Bavaria used : Sable, on a fess

argent the zvord Xtflt- The Magalotti of Florence

bear : Barry of six or and sable on a chief gules the word

LiBERTAS (or Liberta) or. This word LibeRTAS

appears also in the arms of several cities, e.g. LucCA,

bears : Azure, between two bendlets the word LiBERTAS.
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The Duchy of Ragusa bears : Argent, three bends asure

over all the word LiBERTAS in fess or. The city of ROMi
still uses the well known letters, S P Q R, preceded bv

a cross, all argent, in bend on afieldgules {vide ante, p. 229)

Many Spanish families bear their motto in a bordurc

around the shield, and sometimes introduce it into the

shield itself Plate XXXIII., fig. 12, is the coat o:

MendoZa, Duke of INFANTADGO : Per saltire vert am,

or, the claef and base charged with a bend gules bordered

of the second ; the flanks with the words Ave Maria 01,

the dexter, and Gratia PLiiNA on the sinister, all azure.

Jove uses ; Per saltire vert and or, the first chargec,

with two bends of the second ; the flanks with the words

Ave, and Maria. (Piferrer, yobiliario, etc.,"^o. ygo.

Fig. 77.

Fifi. 7S. Fig. 79.
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